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Who knows how Billboard will be seen

a

hundred years from now.

One thing we do know is that Billboard's informed and influential

.
+r

style which has helped shape the music and entertainment
industry of the last hundred years, will be as essential in 2094
Air
J
is proud to have been part of your history
as it is today.
and so, as we move into the next millennium together, shares
a

special sense of just what this anniversary means.

Congratulations
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To Our Readers:

elcome to the life and times of Billboard. Within these pages is the social saga of a century old publication, along with the tale of how American culture helped teach the planet how to
entertain itself. History is typically made by amateurs. The boldest ideas regularly come from
those who are oblivious to conventional solutions and from zealots who have strayed from the polite
trajectory of their existences in order to fulfill a consuming passion.
In this special edition of Billboard, readers will meet many such personalities -people who invented
their own jobs by abruptly hastening down roads less traveled. Many became huge successes, a few
earned fame extending far beyond the bounds of their avocations, and some remain unsung. But all
began as odd ducks in a peculiar pond, eager to test the mettle of their emerging talents and obsessions.
The United States in the 1880s and '90s was a country easing into its adolescence. The populace
was starting to take periodic respites from its nation building in order to assert the inalienable right to
leisure -particulary leisure that esteemed the tastes of the common folk. Meanwhile, innovative and
labor- saving products and tools were pouring out of robust manufacturing plants in a self-proclaimed
effort to alleviate the average toiler's burdens while lengthening the span of his or her off -hours.
Advances in printing and pictorial engraving facilitated the dissemination of illustrated mail -order
catalogs by Sears, Roebuck & Co. and Montgomery Ward to rural America, stimulating an appetite for
more lavish visual information about ordinary life and the wider world. The inception of color lithography and phototechnology, and the development of thousands of new shades of colored ink, led to an
explosive leap forward in the graphic arts.
Carnivals and circuses seized the public's interest with full -color handbills and collectible "advertising cards" emblazoned with sights from their sideshows and featured attractions. Newspapers, which
had routinely rejected pictorial ads as gauche and intrusive, now took note of the excitement such carny
promotions created and incorporated similar visual elements in their daily editions to boost circulation.
Among the most stirring inventions were direct -mail solicitation, coherent window displays, and
mass-scale billposting- utilizing the painted billboard and the new electric sign, among other devices.
So wild and flagrant were some of these new visual assaults that licensing and space -leasing laws had to
be enacted to rein in profligate postering and sign painting, but more sedate professionals were simultaneously entering the trade. Maxfield Parrish, a young illustrator of children's books, for example,
would soon become one of America's finest billboard artists.
But we're getting ahead of ourselves. It was autumn 1894 when a new trade publication called
Billboard Advertising was instituted to help bring order and savvy business acumen to this thrillingly
unruly sphere. There was an organic need for it, you see. And 100 years
later, in a world so different and yet so similar, it seems there still is. So
we invite you to explore and rediscover an uncommon century of entertainment. Our story, yes, but your story too.

Timothy White
Editor In Chief

Howard Lander
President

& Publisher
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Seit hundert Jahren bringt uns Billboard schon

Musiknachrichten; seit Tausenden von Jahren dient die

Gedurende de afgelopen honderd iaar
Musik als universell verstandene Sprache und trägt

heeft Billboard ons muzieknieuws gebracht.
Ideen wie auch Leidenschaften rund um den Globus,

Muziek is voor duizenden een universele
von Bach in Peking bis Reggae in Rotterdam. Mit

taal en heeft ideedn en emoties over onze
hundred years, Billboard has given us
den heutigen technologischen Möglichkeiten kann
pianeet verspreid, van Bach in Peking tot
music news; for thousands, music has served
eine unbekannte Band aus Kalifornien Anhänger
reggae in Rotterdam. Met de stand van de
as the universal language, carrying ideas and
in der Karibik finden, ein neues Album kann die
For

a

nedendaagse techniek is het mogeliik dat een

passions across the planet, from Bach in
Fans in Tokio gleichzeitig mit der Vorstellung

,ingecontracteerde band uit Californië aanhang

Beijing to Reggae in Rotterdam. With today's
Musik und

in Tacoma erreichen.

vindt in het Caribisch gebied en een nieuw mu-

technology, an unsigned California band can
Technologie werden auch weiterhin die
create a following in the Caribbean, and a new
Menschen einander näher bringen, weit

tegeujkertUd in Tacoma in première gaat. Ook in

album can reach fans in Tokyo at the same
in das

für Billboard ä nächste

time it premieres in Tacoma. Together, music
Jahrhundert hinein
and technology

zieitalbum de fans in Tokio bereikt terwiji het

- und das ist

will continue to bring people

Itsjiiboard's volgende Periode van honderd iaar en

ang daarna zullen muziek en technologie de mensen..

unsere Vorstellung einer perfekten

dichter

closer together well into Billboard's next

bU

elkaar blUven brengen. Wü zien dat als de

globalen Harmonie.

-

century and beyond

perfect global harmony.
Billboard
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Durante cien años Billboard nos ha venido ofreciendo noticias musicales;
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ejemplo perfecto de armonía mundial absoluta.

Depuis cent ans Billboard nous tient
au courant sur la musique; pour des
Billboard har

i

milliers de personnes, la musique

sert

musiken tjänat som ett sprák utan gränser, som ett medium för idéer och djupa känslor, frán

langage

de

hundra árs tid försett oss med musiknyheter. För tusentals människor har

universel,
Bach

Beijing till Reggae

i

Rotterdam. Med hjälp av dagens teknologi kan en okänd kalifornisk
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propageant les passions et les
musikgrupp

ni

lyssnarkrets
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den karibiska övärlden, och en ny skiva kan köpas av fans
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idées à travers la planète, de Bach
Tokyo samtidigt som premiären äger rum

à Beijing au
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Tacoma, USA. Musik och teknologi kommer att

Reggae à Rotterdam.
forsätta att bringa människor närmare tillsammans, lángt in

Avec la technologie moderne, un

de

och även därefter

petit orchestre
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Californie peut se créer des

vilket motsvarar vit* syn pi perfekt global harmoni.
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Billboard ci ha inondato di notizie sulla musica; da sempre, la
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admirateurs aux Caráibes, et un
nouveau disque peut atteindre
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passioni, da Bach
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a Tokyo,
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efore Rodgers and Hart or Bacharach and David,
or Lennon and McCartney, or Goffin and King,
or Jagger and Richard...

...these two changed music forever.
EMI Music Publishing salutes James Hennegan and W.H. Donaldson, founding publishers of Billboard,

and all the men and women who've helped turn their dream into the music industry bible.

EMI MUSIC PUBLISHING
0 OM Hu.AMY.p..

DORM EMI

Como.,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 11, 1994

Congratulations to the writers, staff, and
supporters of Billboard magazine as you celebrate
your hundredth anniversary in print.
Since its inception, Billboard has provided
many
consistent and informative reporting for thewho keep
artists, fans, and dedicated professionals
Skillfully
the music industry running every day.
shape
reporting the rapidly changing trends that
culture, your
the entertainment world and enrich our
source of
magazine well deserves its reputation as a
reliable and insightful writing.

Each of you can be proud of knowing that
your rankings and reviews have set an international
and home
standard for excellence in music, video, a tribute
is
Billboard's longevity
entertainment.
who have
to the quality of the staff and readership
supported this fine magazine since 1894.
Best wishes for much continued success.
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While
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and
Genres
Change
toP44áirid
4100--

Wax -coated Zinc Discs

become

Shiny Compact Discs

While Charts
and
the way we do Business
Evolve

One of Music's
Most

Power, Voices

Stands the Test of Time

Congratulations Billboard
San 100 Years of Capturing
thé done and the Pulse
of the Industry
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FIND OUT!

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007

July 25, 1994

Dear Friends:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to send my best wishes to the
readers of Billboard magazine on the special occasion of the magazine's 100th
anniversary. I congratulate Billboard on its accomplishments in covering the
international music, video and home entertainment fields, and I wish Billboard and its
readers much success in the future.
Sincerely,
r

D

lfN/l`/

Ru olph W. Giuliani
Mayor
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ANYONE IN THE MUSIC WORLD FEELS

IT.

EVERY DAY.

IT'S A SPECIAL

i

SON

S C

ABOUT THE

ABOUT THE

ART

THE

IT'S A VISION WE SHARE
WITH YOU.
EVERY DAY.

SMG
BERTELSMANN MUSIC GROUP

CONGRATULATIONS BILLBOARD ON 100 YEARS OF MAKING THE VISION A REALITY.
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icosovi[1:1, SPECIAL

On The Boards
1894 -1920
BY KEN SCHLAGER

It made perfect sense that William H. Donaldson
and James H. Hennegan would create a publication to cover the billposting business. Donaldson
was a salesman for his father's lithography company, which specialized in printing advertising
posters. Hennegan also worked for a family printing firm.
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Donaldson saw a need for a publication that
would inform the roving bill posters of industry happenings. What's more, the new publication could
help the Donaldson and Hennegan family printing
firms stay in touch with their major clients.
The new magazine, Billboard Advertising, was
launched in the fall of 1894 with 2,021 advance subscribers. As declared on its ornate opening page, it
was "devoted to the interests of advertisers, poster
printers, bill posters, advertising agents and secretaries of fairs."
That first issue was dated Nov. 1, 1894. It was
eight pages proud and carried a cover price of 10
cents (90 cents for a full year's subscription). The
magazine was headquartered at 11 W. Eighth St. in
Cincinnati, Donaldson and Hennegan's hometown.
The cover of the first Billboard Advertising
carried a grainy black- and -white cameo of one R.C.

The Billboard Building at 25 -27 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 1912.

Campbell, a Chicago advertising executive described
within as "an infallible expert and reliable authority on that particular branch of the science of advertising embraced by the billboard."
This "science" was further explored in columns
headlined Bill Room Gossip and The Indefatigable
And Tireless Industry Of The Bill Poster, wherein
readers learned that the bill poster "loves to be out
on the street at night, when, should he discover a
fire, he can bill the front of a building and then turn
in an alarm."

Another item in that first issue described the
heavily posted precincts of Pittsburgh, where one
hustling bill poster affixed "a half-sheet on the carcass of a horse while the body was still warm."
So much for science.
A full -page ad in the new publication could be
bought for $140; classifieds ran from 25 cents for
one insertion up to $1 for six appearances. "A line
in Billboard Advertising will keep your name before
the largest advertisers in the country," boasted the
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half-page display ad claiming: "A New Discovery...
Catarrh! ").
The new magazine was dense with information. In column after gray column, it tirelessly promoted the benefits of outdoor advertising. It also
was shameless in promoting the benefits of advertising in its own pages. And it often reported glowingly on the doings at the family firms -without
ever acknowledging their connection to the publication.
But if its ethics were not up to modern journalistic standards, the new publication did not shrink
from controversial issues-including one that still
dogs today's media: censorship.
"Prudes Down South" warned the headline of
an early dispatch from Chattanooga, Tenn., where
a poster depicting "a woman in tights" was the target of a protest by the local Women's Christian
Temperance Union ( "an institution which appears
to be perpetually going about seeking something
with which to meddle ").
Several issues later, "Prudes On The Prowl"
related the news that "a picture of a ballet girl has
A Scientific Remedy For
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magazine. Early advertisers were lithographers,
engravers, printers, bill posters, and manufacturers
of inks, brushes, and poster pastes. Among the
big advertisers: Donaldson Lithographing and
Hennegan & Co.
Born as a monthly, Billboard Advertising
pledged to go weekly by the following November.
The promise was not kept until almost six years
later. The founders of the magazine were nothing
if not optimistic. By December, they promised a
spectacular 16 -page New Year's issue; the Jan. 1,
1895, issue stalled at 12 pages, but it did carry
Billboard's first color cover (on its reverse was a
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WILLIAMS' -TALCUM POWDER
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Latest War Spectacles" including the "Blowing
Up Of The Maine," appeared in the July 1898 issue.
The issue's cover is pure, four-color jingoism: an
American and a British soldier shake hands amid
flags and rifles above the phrases "One Tongue. One
Purpose" and "Civilization- Freedom-Peace." It
was an odd display for a magazine that to this point
was apolitical.
In fact, other than that cover, the issue made
no reference to the Spanish- American War. It did
have this item, headlined "Became Insane," about
a Columbus, Ohio, bill poster named George Miller:
"For some time he has been failing, and during May
became violently insane... Miller is given to convivial habits, and alcohol is partly to blame for his
loss of mental power... One of his delusions is that
he is a rajah and his wife is the queen of England...
his friends hope for the best."

DONALDSON'S DEPARTURE
Meanwhile, all was not well behind the
scenes at Billboard. Although the magazine seemed to be an obedient house organ
for the Associated Bill Posters, Bill Donaldson had
run afoul of the group and his partner, Jim Hennegan.
In November 1898, on the magazine's fourth anniversary, Donaldson quit the staff. In an item headlined
"Wanted-An Editor," it was explained that the association "demanded [that Donaldson] institute a pol-

icy in the conduct of this paper that would have

Billboards on

a New York

been objected to because her skirts were short, as if
a ballet girl can have any other than short skirts."
Still, Billboard's founders were hardly paragons
of progressivism. Consider this August 1895 item
about the Associated Bill Posters' Association's new
stenographer: "She is a blonde, petite and winsome.
Her name is Maggie."
Along with sexism, there was racism. An early
house ad depicted a slouching black man with exaggerated lips and tattered clothes alongside a walk ingstick-wielding white gent in top hat and tails. The
image seemed incongruous with the intent of the

promotion.
None of this kept the young magazine from
growing. By its first anniversary, Billboard
Advertising had become the "official organ" of the
bill posters' trade group. It was now running a
steady 16 pages; the one -year subscription was up
to $1.
While it was primarily devoted to the bill
20 BILLBOARD
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hotel in 1909.

posters, the first hints of an entertainment bent
started slipping in by June 1896, when a Fair Department, with an entire page of news on outdoor attractions, was introduced. Cook's Royal Roman
Hippodrome & Equine Paradox began advertising
in Billboard, as did Delavoye & Frits, The Original
Clown And Policeman Trick House Act. And then
there were the high-flying LeRoy Sisters, billed as
"The Dauntless Queens Of The Air."
In February 1897, Billboard Advertising was
renamed The Billboard, a handle it would carry until
1961. (Through the years, the magazine also was
affectionately referred to by its nickname and telegraph handle, "Billyboy. ") Listings of fairs and ads
for outdoor attractions began to dominate. There
were diving animal acts, hot -air balloon rides, baseball- playing "Nebraska Indians," and such extravaganzas as Capt. Bob Cook's Water Show &
Fireworks Co.
The ad for the latter act, promising "All The

ruined it."
The depth of the conflict was apparent in the
article's closing paragraph, which read: "The pack
of knockers and snapping curs that have been howling house -organ at Billboard whenever the chance
offered will now have to frame a new hue -and -cry.
This ought to hold them for awhile."
(The brief article also solicited applicants for
the positions of editor and advertising manager with
this proviso: "Good salaries will be paid both, but
good does not mean fancy. ")
But for Billboard, the crisis had just begun.
Growth had stalled and the bills had piled up.
Billboard was facing bankruptcy. With its creditors
in pursuit, the magazine was limping toward an early
death.
And that's when Bill Donaldson came back on
the scene to buy out Hennegan's share of the paper
(for $500, according to family lore) and assume all
of the debts.
Back in the saddle, Donaldson moved swiftly
to break from the Associated Bill Posters and steer
Billboard in a new direction. In the issue of May 1,
1900, he declared that the bill posters' group "has
tirelessly tried to kill The Billboard." He further
accused the "gang" running the trade group of pressuring members to withhold advertising from the
magazine.
The next week, in the issue dated May 5,1900,
Donaldson boldly recast Billboard as a weekly. By
midyear it was calling itself "The Official Organ of
the Great Out -Door Amusement World." The break
with the bill posters was complete. Billboard was
saved.
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Donaldson clearly saw show business coverage as the future of Billboard. Promoters of traveling attractions were his family's best customers and
had become Billboard's bread and butter, too. As
an added benefit, entertainment news would prove
far juicier than earlier reports on poster-paste recipes
and association elections.
Soon, the magazine was regularly placing
such entertainment figures as Kearny P. Speedy,
Champion High Diver Of The World, and Major
Mite, The Midget, on its cover. (Buffalo Bill Cody,
whose Wild West Show was a major attraction,
made his cover debut the previous year.) Inside,
there was a new column, Foot Light Flickerings,
with items covering the always colorful, often tragic

lives of the actors, acrobats, aeronauts, animal trainers, and assorted others who were entertaining turn of- the -century America. Here was the birth of gossip,
and lots of it.
The magazine gushed with sensationalism. An
item headlined "Death of `Kid' Hanner" in the issue
of Oct. 6, 1900, graphically depicted the demise of

the daredevil Hanner, who drifted into "the top
branches of a seventy -foot elm" while hanging from
a trapeze beneath a hot -air balloon. With a large
crowd looking on, Hanner "fell to the ground and
was horribly crushed."
Not all the violent endings were accidental.
The Oct. 27, 1900, issue told the story of the actress
Zora Card who "drew a revolver from the folds of

Founder William H. Donaldson

BY W.D.

years old when my grandfather William Henry Donaldson died
while alone in his Sarasota, Fla., home. His dear friend, Charles Ringling of
the famous circus family, had found him and notified my grandmother who,
at the time, was visiting us at our home in Fort Thomas, Ky. I well remember the funeral services because of the legions of relatives, Billboard employees, and show business, as well as personal, friends in attendance.
We did not see a lot of "Bapoo," as he had been named by my older
brother, Roger. In the early '20s, my grandfather had been spending most of
his time in what was to us the fairyland city of New York, where he and my
grandmother had given us the time of our young lives, staying at the
Algonquin, riding doubledecker buses, seeing the great vaudeville show at
the Hippodrome, and eating in the famous Hunter
Room at the old Astor Hotel on Times Square -now
1515 Broadway, Billboard's home office. I recall
walking with him and Roger from where he lived
in the old Great Northern Hotel on 57th Street
to his offices in the Putnam Building, where the
Paramount Building now stands on Times Square.
My brother and I never forgot the times we had to
Iwas

11

her dress" and shot theatrical agent Joseph Pazen.
After her arrest by Chicago police, Card accused
Pazen of being part of a conspiracy to run her out
of town. "My action was in self -defense, and I am
very sorry I did not kill him," Card was quoted as

saying.

DISCOVERING NEW STARS
902, Billboard's cover was bannered with
the words "Dramatic, Operatic, Burlesque,
1

Circus, Billposters." This fairly summed up
the entertainment scene of the day -as well as the
magazine's new priorities. Inside, the first two pages
still covered bill posting, but beyond lay the new

LITTLEFORD

brother and I were indoctrinated with stories about our
grandfather. Again, he was described as a rather shy man, but one with a
great sense of humor. He could work incessantly and mostly alone, but then
disappear to be with his family. He had to be a gambler. Otherwise he would
not have bought out his partner for $500 in 1900 and recklessly converted to
a weekly with the issue dated May 5, 1900.
It was thought that he could not read a balance sheet; decisions, including payment of dividends, often depended on whether or not there was money in the bank. He never paid himself a salary; he simply dipped into the till
as he needed cash -for personal as well as business expenses. He measured
the performances of others only by what they produced, never by the hours
they worked. He was known to give a raise to a
new reporter after the first week on the job rather
than tell him that he had the job. He disliked telling any employee how to do a better job; he preferred to write long letters. Sometimes to compliment a reporter for a good story, he would slip him
Of course my

a five- or 10-dollar bill.
My grandfather wrote a lot for the paper, but
never gave himself a byline. Although he wrote

wait while he gave a dollar to an unemployed show scathing editorials against censorship, he also
person.
railed against smut and sex in entertainment... He
What I remember most about his rare visits to
was a staunch supporter of show people organizFort Thomas, across the river from Cincinnati,
ing into unions... As early as 1912 he wrote that
where Billboard's main office and printing plant
there was no excuse for actresses not getting out
were then located, was his insistence on walking
and working for women's suffrage... He was ahead
the five miles between his office and our home.
of his time on racial tolerance, and he was the first
I was told that my grandfather was a shy man,
to search out, report on, and encourage African but also a practical joker. Acceding to his father's
American performers. As early as 1920, William H.
wish that he compile a family genealogy, he proDonaldson started a special department for
duced for each member of his extended family a
African -Americans edited by an African -American,
leather -bound book -with 400 blank pages!
J.A. Jackson. He also established a policy whereMy grandfather was also an avid reader and
by writers were never to identify people by race,
Four generations of Donaldsons as they appeared
letter writer, which explains not only the volumes
on the cover of The Bedouin in 1917.
color, or creed. But he was ahead of his time; there's
of letters he wrote to his employees, but also the
little evidence the policy was enforced.
many missives to his family, including a gem of a 12 -page letter advising my
To his dying day, my grandfather never accepted the idea that motion
mother how to make a judgment on the young man who was then courting
pictures would take over from the theater and vaudeville. When motion picher -my father, Roger Littleford.
ture advertising began to dominate the pages of Billboard, he arbitrarily limGrandfather died at age 61 in 1925. He had built one of the largest trade
ited motion picture ads to a quarter -page maximum.
magazines in the world. But his reckless spending to build both better ediA very complex man!
torial content and an ever -wider circulation made it impossible to create the
financial reserves needed to avoid a brutal, almost devastating retrenchW.D. Littleford is chairman emeritus of BPI Communications. He was generment when the nation's worst depression hit in 1929.
al manager of Billboard from 1943 until 1958, when he became president
My brother joined the company in 1933. I followed in the fall of 1934,
and chief executive officer, positions in which he served until the sale of the
when Billboard's very profitable, "lifesaving" 40th anniversary issue was

being published.
24 BILLBOARD
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magazine in

1985.

1902 back -cover advertisement for the company owned by the publisher's family.

meat: 14 pages with departments like Stage Gossips,
Tent Troopers, and Street Fairs And Carnivals. The

pages were crammed with long lists of fairs and
attractions. Other pages carried news of show biz
comings and goings, deaths and bankruptcies, openings and closings, raves and robberies.
Thanks largely to the growth of American cities
and the rail lines that linked them, all kinds of entertainment were thriving. And while the entertainers
at fairs and carnivals continued to labor in relative
obscurity, the stage had created a new class of stars.
Veteran performers, such as Sarah Bernhardt, John
Drew, Maurice Barrymore, and Maude Adams, and
the soprano Anna Held (and her husband/manager
Florenz Ziegfeld), had become household names;
their activities were followed closely by Billboard.
New stars were emerging, too, and Billboard's
role in recognizing their talents was apparent. The
Jan. 11, 1902, issue included an item on "the bright
young comidienne [sic] Ethel Barrymore." Not yet
21, Barrymore (daughter of Maurice, sister of John
and Lionel, niece of John Drew) was tabbed for stardom based on her performances, her bloodlines,
and her beauty, "no small part of the actor's equipment."
Another newcomer was George M. Cohan,
who adorned the cover of the Aug. 27, 1904, issue.
At the age of 26, Cohan was about to star in his
breakthrough musical, "Little Johnny Jones." The
traveling company included Cohan's mother and

eraries for tent shows, midway companies, dramatic
groups, musical ensembles,
minstrel troupes, and burlesque acts.
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At the same time,
Billboard developed the
Letter -Box, a mail -for-

warding service for traveling performers. A precursor of today's E -mail, the
Letter-Box listed the names
of performers whose mail
was waiting for them at
Billboard's offices. It presented a monumental task
to the publication, but the
Letter-Box created a link
between Billboard and the
creative community that
remains unbroken.
By 1904, it was clear
that Bill Donaldson's gamble had paid off. Billboard
regularly was running 40
pages; it still cost only 10
cents, but with column after
column of amusement advertising, it was filling the
Donaldson coffers faster
than the bill posters ever
could.
Billboard's ad pages
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still were packed with pitches

for "Trotting Ostriches" and
"French Fencing Girls" and

other oddball attractions.

1906 cover featuring the young Buster Keaton.

But amid such novelties were
hints of things to come. In the issue of April 27,1901,
the Edison Manufacturing Co. began advertising its
"moving picture" machine (along with lists of silent

films). The same year, the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
chose Billboard's pages to advertise its new coin -operated music machine, the Tonophone. Seven years later,
a full -page ad for Wurlitzer's player piano and other
"automatic musical instruments with slot attachment"
was illustrated with a money tree. The message was
obvious.

THE MOGULS TAKE CHARGE

Will Rogers flanked by Ruth Etting and Jimmy Durante.

father, Helen and Jerry Cohan, and "a chorus of
fifty pretty girls that can sing and dance." The show
included two unforgettable tunes: "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" and "Give My Regards To Broadway."
Broadway had become the spiritual center of
the theater world, but most performers lived a life
of constant touring. Billboard doggedly attempted
to track their travels through Routes Ahead, a weekly
listing that stretched on page after page with itin26 BILLBOARD
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Advertisements for early silent films (offered
for rent to exhibitors) began running regularly in Billboard in 1906. This was the era
of the nickelodeons, storefront movie theaters where
average Americans could watch short films for a
five -cent admission. The ads for these early movies
stressed action and clarity of image. In contrast to
live entertainment, there were no stars to boast of.
This perhaps explains why films were all but ignored
at this point in Billboard's editorial columns.
In theater, marquee value was the name of the
game. Even James J. Jeffries, the world heavyweight
boxing champ, had a starring role on Broadway as
Davy Crockett in 1905.

1

Vaudeville, the other reigning form of live
entertainment, also had its stars. The April 15, 1905,
issue of Billboard reported on the mime Cecelia
Loftus, whose salary had risen to $3,150 per week.
It was the highest salary vaudeville had known since
the Four Cohans (George and family) had hit the
$3,000 mark some years earlier. Other rising stars
in vaudeville included W.C. Fields, Ed Wynn, Eddie

Cantor, George Jessel, and the monologist Will
Rogers.
In addition to covering the stars of the era,
Billboard also paid close attention to the handful

of powerful impresarios and agents who dominated
theater in the early years of the century. By 1906,
the magazine had news pages with multidecked
headlines reporting on the activities of Marc Klaw
and Abraham L. Erlanger, who along with producer/managers Daniel and Charles Frohman and
several other partners had formed a theatrical trust
in 1895 to control bookings in New York and elsewhere. Their main opposition came from the upstart Shubert brothers: Levi "Lee" Jacob, and Sam
(the latter's death in a 1905 train wreck on the way
to a business meeting in Pittsburgh shocked the
entertainment world). Other challenges to Klaw &
Erlanger came from independents, such as David
Belasco, whose reputation as a producer and play-
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wright allowed him to stage major works.
Vaudeville had its kingpins, too. Key among
them were B.F. Keith and E.F. Albee, who started as
independents in Boston in the '90s but later built a
trust with F.F. Proctor that controlled bookings on
the booming vaudeville circuit. Other vaudeville
powers were Martin Beck and the fast -rising agent
William Morris. Burlesque, vaudeville's more risque
cousin, also had its power brokers and booking
wars.

OF QUAKES & CHORUS GIRLS
now billed itself as "America's Leading Amusement Review "; it still was published
in Cincinnati but also boasted offices in New
billboard
York, Chicago, San Francisco, and London. Billboard correspondents reported from a seemingly
infinite array of towns around America. Outdoor
attractions and the booming amusement park field
still provided most of the ad support, but editorially they took a back seat to theater coverage.
For the entertainment world, the biggest news
of 1906 was Sarah Bernhardt's "farewell tour" of
the United States for the Shuberts (over the years,
the aging French actress would return for many such
tours). Reports on the tour regularly came in from
the field. One correspondent in St. Joseph, Mo., cap28 BILLBOARD
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tured the tone of the reports with this dispatch:
"Owing to a wreck, the Bernhardt special failed to
reach this city from Denver, Colo., until 10:30 p.m.,
thereby delaying the opening of the performance
until 11 o'clock."
This also was the year of the San Francisco
earthquake, and Billboard ran a series of reports
on the quake's paralyzing impact on the Bay Area's
theater scene. The June 23, 1906, issue carried a
two -page spread of photos depicting 23 theaters
destroyed by the quake. (One month later, Billboard
reported on a new attraction at Dreamland in Coney
Island, which portrayed "the full devastation" of
the quake.)
Later that year, when Harry Thaw assassinated architect Stanford White in a jealous rage
over White's dalliance with Thaw's chorus -girl wife,
Evelyn Nesbit, Billboard rushed to the defense of
showpeople. "As a matter of fact," opined the magazine, "the actress has fewer temptations to forfeit

her honor than the majority of shop girls, waitresses, stenographers and clerks... It is more difficult for a masher or a person moved to immoral
desires to enter the realm back of the footlights than
for living mortals to enter the region of the dead."
During this period, Billboard also turned its
attention for the first time to music publishing.
Advertising for sheet music began appearing in the

magazine as early as 1902. By 1905, photos of early
music publishers, such as Leo Feist and Harry Von
Tilzer, were featured on Billboard's cover. A May
13, 1905, item on Tilzer remarked: "The art of song
writing is becoming as much a science as the trimming of a hat or the cutting of a suit of clothes."
Later that year, the magazine introduced a Publisher's Notes column with reports from New York
and Chicago. Within several years it would print
entire pages of sheet music for songs available from
the publishing houses.

EDISON'S POWER PLAY
The film business finally had its day in 1909,

when Billboard ushered in a regular department to cover moving pictures. This was also
the year that the great inventor and entrepreneur
Thomas A. Edison sought to control the burgeoning moving-picture business by creating a syndicate
called the Motion Picture Patents Co.
Edison and his associate, William Kennedy
Laurie Dickson, had set off the penny peepshow
craze in 1893 with the introduction of their kinetoscope. By 1902, the peeps began to give way to projected films; the private pleasure of film viewing had
become a group experience. Movies were shown in
amusement parks, penny arcades, vaudeville the-
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quashed most competitors, so be it. One 1910 essay
the owners of our own paper, it might be, in some
aters, and nickelodeons.
concluded with this nod to social Darwinism: "In
sections, reasonably granted that it was a matter
But Edison, by failing to fully protect his
any contingency, somebody is sure to get the worst
for ourselves to determine what we shall print."
patents, had allowed numerous competitors to spring
of it. The very secret of all perpetuation is natural
That same month (January 1910), Billboard
up as the nickelodeons blossomed. To rein in this
selection."
stuck out its editorial neck to predict the next great
growth, Edison linked with many of the major film
source of amusement for Americans. "There is litmanufacturers of the day (including Essanay, Lubin,
FILMS REIGN SUPREME
tle doubt," wrote Billboard, "that the old -time balPathe Fréres, and Vitagraph) and then placed
loon ascension will e'er long be superseded in public
full -page ads in Billboard warning exhibitors that
n its brief existence, Billboard had
all other firms were in violation of his
witnessed the fair and carnival
patents.
boom and had amply documented
Not only did the syndicate atIN
the rise of vaudeville and the legititempt to shut out competitors, it also
7N
4r
mate theater. But as 1910 drew to a
managed to stymie creative growth in
close, in a full -page editorial in 20fr
the film business. Forget art, Edison's
.
point type Billboard declared that
11
goal was to continue making inexmotion pictures had become "the most
pensive fare for the masses. This meant
popular form of amusement for the
one -reel films (maximum 10 minutes)
,
masses that has ever been devised or
^ A
with unbilled actors.
110 :
invented."
The early days of the film busiSure enough, the coming years saw a
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board story covered the formation of
Commerce and Labor was to investithe Famous Players Film Co. by Klaw
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gate Edison's syndicate. But Edison's
& Erlanger associate Daniel Frohman
power was amply displayed in an artiA'
and Adolph Zukor, an associate of
cle in the same issue denying printed
another entertainment powerhouse,
reports that Frank Winch, Billboard's
Marcus Loew. Billboard was quick to
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l.r..a...-..rr.rs -.aw
being fueled by key players in the theEdison's syndicate would not be legally
atrical trust.
broken until 1917, but in the interPage from a 1923 Issue.
The influence of Carl Laemmle also
vening years, rebels such as Laemmle
was on the rise. In Decembe
were able to lay the groundwork for
1910, Billboard reported that the rebel film execupreference by flights in which the scientific means
the modern film business.
had signed Mary Pickford to his IMP studios.
tive
of propulsion are employed." In other words, the
The 17- year -old Pickford had been billed in
still dangerous "aeroplane" (many flier were killed
BILLBOARD STATES ITS CASE
Biograph fim productions as "Little Mary," but sh
in exhibitions) would soon be a common source of
came to be known commonly as "the Biograph
entertainment.
Billboard was well into its second decade.
Comedy Girl." Carl Laemmle planned to make he
Other Billboard editorials of the period encourIssues of 50 to 60 pages were the norm. "W.H.
a star, but Pickford jumped to another studio th
aged legislation to protect stage children, pushed
Donaldson, Publisher" was the sole name at
following year. (Changing studios became a habi
for more independent film criticism, and lashed out
the top of the masthead. And a full page of clearly
for the shrewd Mary Pickford, who used her pop
at vulgarity in theater.
marked editorial opinion gave regular testimony
ularity to drive her salary to $10,000 per week b
Billboard's position on the syndicates that
to the publisher's faith in his product. In fact,
1915.)
controlled the theater and film businesses also was
Donaldson ushered in the New Year of 1910 with
Other stars, many with theatrical and vaude
made clear. In numerous editorials, Billboard's edithis elegantly phrased editorial stance (apparently
ville backgrounds, were starting to emerge on th
torial pages applauded the order and professionin response to a boycott by angry advertisers): "The
burgeoning film scene. The English music hall comic
alism that the moguls brought to the once -chaotic
reason for our punishment is because we were not
Charles Chaplin made his first appearance i
entertainment business. Billboard praised the likes
sufficiently eccentric to `mind our own business.'
Billboard magazine in January of 1912. Ethe
of Abraham Erlanger and Lee Shubert ( "once an
But we have peculiar hallucinations, both as to what
Barrymore's jump to film was reported in the issu
usher in a theater in Syracuse ") for rising to the
our readers expect of us as well as holding some
top "by sheer force of ability." If their power of March 12, 1914.
fanatical impressions as to our own duty... [BJeing
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STILL ONLY 10 CENTS
1914, Billboard claimed a circulation of
38,000 per issue -just 10,000 copies below the

By

magazine's current circulation! Remarkably, after 20 years, the cover price still was 10 cents,
although an annual subscription was up to $4.
Advertising prices had risen considerably; a full page ad was up to $175.
Billboard's complimentary mail- forwarding
service had become an institution. The Letter-Box
was forwarding 1,100 -1,250 letters a day and
claimed that "over 42,000 Artists, Agents and
Showmen make their Permanent Address in care
of The Billboard."
Billboard now had its own building (constructed in 1912) at 25 Opera Place in Cincinnati
and had added offices in Cleveland, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Baltimore, and Paris.
The magazine still was dotted with small, sen-

sationalistic items on the murders and accidental
deaths that continued to dog the entertainment profession. But most of its pages were given over to
departments with such names as New Theatrical
Productions, Motion Picture News, Union Forum,
and Carnival Caravans. There even was a listing of
Popular Songs Heard In Vaudevil 'sic] Theaters
precursor of today's music charts.
Last Week
(Later in the year the feature was renamed The
Billboard's Song Chart.)
The ads for carny attractions had thinned considerably, but big, bold film ads had taken up much
of the slack. And true to their promise, new players
like Frohman and Zukor were including the names
of stars like John Barrymore in their Billboard ads.

-a

THE BIRTH OF AN EPIC
brought the star system
to the film business. Production was booming, new movie houses were springing up

The new players had

everywhere, and new companies were entering the
production field. As budgets grew and productions
sprawled, the filmmakers looked westward for the
wide -open spaces they needed to create their evermore ambitious films. The March 21, 1914, issue of
Billboard reported on Carl Laemmle's purchase of
the Lankirsham Ranch in the San Fernando Valley
as the new home for his redubbed Universal film
studio. ( "Universal City Opens With Eclat &
Splendor," read the Billboard headline one year later.)
At the same time, Adolph Zukor was setting up a
massive studio in Los Angeles. Hollywood was born.
In 1915, another pioneer, D.W. Griffith, gave
birth to another film milestone, the epic. Griffith,
the son of a Confederate Civil War hero, had entered
pictures as an actor at the Edison studio. He later
joined Biograph, where he began to direct. Griffith
was an experimenter who used the camera as no
one before him. After leaving the confines of
Biograph in 1913, he signed with Mutual and began
work on his controversial masterpiece, "The Birth

William Morris: Dean Of The Golden Age Of Vaudeville
illiam Morris, for a quarter of a century internationally regarded as a
theatrical institution that stood for congenial integrity, died suddenly at 12:30 a.m. on Wednesday, November 2, as he was playing cards at the
Friars' Club with Walter C. Kelly, the " Virginia Judge, " Louis Reil, burlesque
producer, and Monroe Goldstein, theatrical attorney. He was 59 years old

W

and had been ailing for years, but in apparent good health until he suffered
a heart attack three years ago, when he underwent a perceptible change
for the worse. Although he had been spending considerable time at his
Saranac Lake lodge during the last several years, he
virtually died in harness, having spent the night making new contacts and paying his respects to those
that existed.
Mr. Morris was born in Schwartzenau, Germany,
on May 1, 1873, and came to New York 11 years later.
He worked at various menial jobs and went to night
school to master the English language. When the
publishing firm for which he worked when he was
17 years old failed he obtained employment through
his uncle M.B. Leavitt, theatrical manager, with
George Liman, booking agent. This was in the early
'90s, and his efficient and courteous manner soon
won him a host of friends in the theatrical profession.
Upon his return from an extended trip Liman discovered that his clerk had managed to do considerable business during his absence, even to the extent
William Morris
of getting more money for the acts and booking a
higher type than heretofore. Soon after he made
Morris a partner in the organization. Young Morris became a power in vaudeville circles and the newspapers of the time referred to him as the "Napoleon
of Vaudeville."
In 1907 he created a stir in theatrical circles by starting his own vaudeville
circuit in an effort to break the "trust," dominated by Keith and Proctor. The
circuit created by Morris spread to Europe as well, until he sold out in 1911 to
Marcus Loew. Subsequently he opened an independent agency and booked
the tours of Sir Harry Lauder, whom he managed long before the celebrated Scotch artist was knighted. Sarah Bernhardt appeared here under his
banner and he brought on Annette Kellerman, great Australian swimmer,
whom he publicized as the "most perfectly formed woman." Artists, name
lb32
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and freak attractions that he managed and booked for theatrical engagements at one time or another included Gertrude Ederle, Paul Whiteman,
Gene Tunney, Nora Bayes, the Dolly Sisters, Anna Held, Weber and Fields,

Rudolph Valentino, Eddie Cantor, Maurice Chevalier, Al Jolson, Sophie Tucker

and many others.
But the "Dean of the Golden Age of Vaudeville" saw the tide change,
and a few years ago sold an interest in the business to Paramount -Publix,
which resulted in the agency doing most of the booking for the circuit when
several acts and other attractions were used in each
of the many units. This gave another prosperous era
to the William Morris office, which has since bought
back the Publix interest.
For many years Mr. Morris was active in the
affairs of the National Vaudeville Artists' sanitarium in Saranac Lake, being one of the organizers of
it and always ready to arrange a benefit show to aid
its treasury. He was president and founder of the
Jewish Theatrical Guild and devoted much of his
time to its cause. As a stager of the world's greatest
benefit performances he had no competitor and was
the leading light in scores of such shows. Always
an ace showman, he had a natural sense of publicity and way of exploiting talent in bizarre fashion. His
status in Europe was as fine as it was here, and during his career he made over 50 transatlantic crossings. Among the theaters he operated himself were
seated center.
the New York Roof Garden, the American Music Hall
and the Plaza Theater. In addition to organizations mentioned above he was
a member of the Lambs Club and many charity organizations.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Emma Morris; a son, William Morris Jr.; a
daughter, Ruth, and a brother, Hugo Morris. His son flew in from the Coast
upon being informed of his bereavement. Funeral arrangements included
the remains lying in state at the Riverside Memorial Chapel, and services
were held last Sunday at the Temple Rodeph Sholom with Rabbi Stephen S.
Wise officiating... Hundreds of telegrams of sympathy from persons in all
walks of life continue to pour in from all parts of the world at the home and
office of Mr. Morris.

-Billboard, Nov.

12, 1932
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military service.
volunteer their services on behalf of the Stars and
Of A Nation."
As the war among nations was heating up, the
to
Stripes." This assertion was made in contrast
The March 20,1915, issue of Billboard greeted
battle against Edison and his film syndicate was
those English actors whom the publication described
Griffith's new film with a 22 -line rave that read, in
coming to an end. In April 1917, Carl Laemmle's
as "slackers."
part: "Much was expected of the picture, but none
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. won a federal
By the following week, America officially had
in the audience was prepared for such a revelation.
court decision against Edison's Motion Picture
entered the war, and Billboard declared another
The magnitude of the production, its bewildering
Patents Co. The syndicate broken, Edison soon
duty for its readers. "Get after the pacifists. Get
detail, the dramatic possibilities it unfolded, and,
would leave the film business forever.
after the pro -Germanists. Get after the critics of the
above all other things, the wonderful message of
The War To End All Wars
peace it conveyed were elements of the
ended in November 1918. That JanFAIRS ^' MUSICIANS}7
greatest surprise. The demonstration
THEATRES ^. CIRCUSES!
uary, Billboard reported that the
of war's futility and the trials and sufamusement industry as a whole had
fering inflicted by blind hatred when
contributed $31 million via taxes to
passions are aroused in these mighty
the war effort. But with the war over,
conflicts carried the most impelling
government actions were threatenlesson of the kind that has ever been
ing the business on several fronts.
encountered in the theater."
,ç
First, there was a growing
Weekly
The following week, as charges
Americàa
movement to censor films. "The cenFebruary IT. 1BK.
CINiINNATI NF:W YORK CMICAiO
of racism began to ring out against
\oluiaeXVDI. No. T.
sorship season is on," wrote BillGriffith, Billboard rushed to the film's
board in the Jan. 18, 1919, issue. "In
defense. "It is not [racist], and nobody
many legislatures censorship bills
but a very hypercritical person or
will be introduced. In fighting this
notoriety- seeker would so charge,"
menace we want to do our share."
said Billboard. By May, as the film's
But in fighting censorship, Billboard
glorification of the Ku Klux Klan and
also chided those filmmakers who
outlandish depiction of African would sink to "disgusting, degradAmericans began to inspire race riots
ing stories"; films of this nature were
in such cities as New York and Boston,
reviewed as "unfit for any audience."
Billboard again declared: "There is
The same month, Billboard helped
absolutely nothing in the film that a
publicize the theater managers'
sane mind can object to."
protest against a proposed 20%
Billboard seemed to hold the
increase in the federal tax on amusemajority opinion; by September, the
ment tickets costing more than 30
magazine reported that "The Birth Of
cents. The protest stopped the meaA Nation" had "passed its 500th presure in its tracks.
sentation in New York" and had
grossed more than $300,000. It was the
THE DONALDSON
first motion picture to have a "lengthy
LEGACY
engagement at $2 prices."
The film business was entering a
The decade closed for Billboard
new age of artistically created, multi with a spectacular Christmas
reel films with big -name talent. Chaplin
issue of 236 pages. Weekly
and Pickford were the biggest stars, but
circulation was pegged at more than
this also was the era of Theda Bara, the
52,000. The cover price had gone to
Barrymores, Francis X. Bushman,
15 cents with the Dec. 16,1916, issue,
Douglas Fairbanks, the Gish sisters,
star.
vaudeville
as
a
1906 cover featuring W.C. Fields
but an annual subscription had gone
William S. Hart, and Harold Lloyd.
down to a mere $3.
Oddly, Billboard still positioned
ahead would see the emergence
decade
The
Government's course... Show them no more conits film coverage far to the back of the book, well
of commercial radio, the introduction of talking
sideration than you would any poisonous snake,"
past the pages devoted to theater, vaudeville, music
pictures, and the worst stock- market crash in hisconcluded an editorial.
publishing, carnivals, fairs, and such columns as
tory. Radio would put a crimp in the growth of the
The war meant curfews on late -night enterSkating News. Certainly, the film pages were the
young recording industry, but legit theater, vaudetainment, taxes an all amusements, and a steady
most exciting, with their reports of new business
ville, and outdoor extravaganzas would continue
stream of fundraisers. Billboard ran requests for
alliances, new productions, and theater openings,
technology.
"old sheets for bandages" as well as ads for patri- to prosper in the face of new
as well as lively, star-studded advertising.
Among those who would soon pass from the
otic novelties, such as pennants and paper flags.
scene was Bill Donaldson. Billboard's guiding light
The war also inspired a slew of patriotic songs, most
THE ACTOR
died on Aug. 1, 1925, at the age of 61. The publinotably George M. Cohan's "Over There," which
GOES TO WAR
cation remained a family business until 1984, when
in turn inspired Billboard to predict that 1918 would
Donaldson's grandson, W.D. Littleford, sold the
see "the finest American contributions to song litThe wars for control of theater, vaudeville,
company. It marked the end of one of the longest
erature that the world has ever known."
and film bookings gave way to a larger conruns in show -biz history.
Billboard's strongest words on the war effort
flict in early 1917, as America pondered entry
were yet to come. "God Damn The Kaiser"
into the war in Europe. "Will The Actor Go To
Ken Schlager has been managing editor of Billboard
screamed a front -page headline in the issue of Sept.
War ?" asked Billboard in an April 7, 1917, editorsince November 1985, when the magazine was a
21,1918. The full -page editorial that followed urged
ial. The answer: "It is highly probable men of the
mere 91 years old.
"showfolk" to buy Liberty Bonds and sign up for
theatrical profession will be among the very first to
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The Walt Disney Company.

Many Times, Many Places

BY PAUL ACKERMAN

to begin a modest
career, the publication had already achieved a unique niche in the
annals of tradepaper journalism. The reporters covered all facets of entertainment. But what gave the magazine much of its essential charm and flavor was the grass -roots reportage lavished on pitchmen, tent shows, zoos,
magicians and myriad byways of an entertainment industry which reflected a population still oriented to the pioneer era.
Broadcasting had already come upon the scene; but communications,
compared to today, were relatively unsophisticated. Many areas of the nation
were culturally isolated, and the entertainment forms mirrored this condition. This regionalism was reflected in hillbilly music, race records, smalltime vaudeville and many other fields which were still "pure."
People involved in these segments of the show business were of many
types. There were the Ralph Peels, who at that early period had the vision to
lay the foundation for global operations. And there
were the small fry, the local artists, promoters and
pitchmen who were close to the soil and to the basic
When this scribe wandered into the Billboard in 1934

In the late 1930's, burlesque enjoyed a brief resurgence in the New York
area and it became fashionable for the carriage trade to travel to midtown to
take in the productions by the Minsky's and other impresarios. During this
period burlesque women achieved a new elegance. In addition to shedding

their clothes and bumping and grinding, they essayed their talent at songs
and lines. A girl who could handle lines was known as a "talker" in the trade;
and trade paper advertising describing the talents of such a lovely would
announce: "She Talks, She Sings, She Strips."
Burlesque producers hit upon provocative titles for their shows. When
Beatrice Lillie starred in the Broadway musical, "At Home Abroad," an enterprising burly entrepreneur offered what he considered a similarly enticing
package, "A Broad at Home."
Truly, it was another time and another place.
By the mid- 1940's the marriage of records and radio had become solidified. Both industries fell into each other's arm out of
mutual need -radio's need being cheap name talent and the needs of the record manufacturers
being product exposure. The band business was
necessities of life.
becoming uneconomic and virtually defunct; and a
A reader of the Billboard could learn about the
change in public taste from bands to vocalists was
condition of crops in Kansas. This was important
occurring. In a few years the age of bop was to
to traveling shows. And a pitchman could read
begin, with Minton's in Harlem foretelling the
Gasoline Bill Baker's Pipes for Pitchmen and get
oncoming development of spots like Birdland and
valuable insights into the activities of policemen
Bop City. New names were the great guitarist
on street corners of hamlets across the land. Thus
Charlie Christian, singers Herb Jeffreys and Billy
one could judge accurately whether it was safe to
Eckstine, alto saxist Charlie Parker.
make a pitch and sell flukum in Arkansas or
Jerry Wexler, then a Billboard staffer, and
whether you were likely to be apprehended or
another Billboard colleague, Hal Webman, would
merely chased away.
run down the steps to Birdland at the end of a BillIt was another time and another place.
Billboard
former
with
(left)
Ackerman
The late Paul
board day to catch the new music and chat with
President Bill Littleford. Hired as a copyboy circa 1934,
Ralph Watkins, then manager of Birdland.
Ackerman would spend much of the next four decades
Indoor Areas
Editor.
/Executive
as Billboard's Music Editor
The industry was moving rapidly. BMI, creathe so- called indoor areas of show business
ed in 1940, was already firmly established. In a few years the LP and 45 were
were handled largely out of the New York office, which had recently
to be introduced. The musical categories, long distinct, were to merge and
moved to the Palace Theater Building after a sojourn in the old Bond Building.
spill over into the pop field. The record displaced sheet music as the major
in
A large part of this coverage had to do with live talent -the performers
song vehicle.
vaudeville, burlesque, legitimate theater, radio, etc. A major source of covCoincident with these changes, the Billboard went to the marketplace,
the
America,
erage was the Four A's -the Associated Actors and Artistes of
focusing its music coverage on the dealer, the jockey and the jukebox operbeing
AFL international covering all performers. New labor jurisdictions were
ator. A new language was being created, and an old language was dying.
organized and implemented, such as AFRA (now AFTRA), which began life
Such terms as a "pick," signifying a record likely to be a hit, were terms startas a splinter group within Actors Equity, and old jurisdictions were being
ed in the Billboard and destined to be adopted by the trade generally. The
abandoned, such as the American Federation of Actors, the forerunner of
entire concept of charts developed in the Billboard. And the old language
the
AGVA; the Grand Opera Artist Alliance, the forerunner of AGM, and
or
of vaudeville reviews, specifying whether an act was staged "in two,"
German White Rats, the band of German artists in Yorkville.
"in three" or "fullstage," disappeared.
The show business was changing: much live talent was to give way to
The record industry had become the most glamorous segment of the
records and other mechanical forms of entertainment. Records replaced
show business and a hit record assured bookings in all media. The age of
house bands and electrical transcriptions (called ET's) as radio's chief prothe classic a &r executive was at hand, exemplified by Mitch Miller, Dave
gramming; and with this kind of economic retrenchment did radio cope with
Kapp and their earlier predecessors, Jack Kapp and Eli Oberstein. The
the inroads caused by television.
"mechanical men" were to virtually wrest control of the business from the
In the 1930's and 1940's vaudeville and burlesque fought courageous
music publisher.
losing battles but finally lost out to the film circuits. Time on the vaude cirThis era, too, had its day and passed into oblivion with the rise of the
cuits and the burly wheels consistently diminished. One day Billboard's
independent producer and the self- contained artistic group.
vaude editor, the late Sid Harris, announced that "the parade had passed
Today, Billboard's chief interest, the music industry, is on the verge of
him by" and cut out for Chicago where he became a top agent with William
still another new era. Mass merchandising and breakthroughs in technoloMorris.
gy such as the tape cartridge, sight and sound, etc., open new horizons. A
Charles Feldheim, one of the scholars in the once -glamorous era of bursimilar freshness and new look pervades the area of creativity. The great
lesque, carried on despite the onslaughts of city censors and assorted
talent centers across the land show no diminution in activity.
bluenoses who made things rough for a hard-hit industry.
The song, and its chief vehicle, the record, have achieved a peak hithFeldheim was an original. Prior to Billboard he held a second job: he
erto unparalleled as a means of both entertainment and communication.
was a train dispatcher. He wore piped vests and had a fatherly manner.
-Billboard, Dec. 27, 1969
He... "was a pillar of the industry... an industry which, by the way, spawned
such noted talents as Shorty McAllister and Harry "Stinky" Fields, Bert Lahr
and other luminaries.
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gust by Billboard. In the December 1898 issue,
Billboard ran an excoriating editorial about
sideshows at the North Carolina State Fair that
pretty much summed up the feelings of many about
the matter: "Unless the state decides to put a pre-

of shows and performers' schedules, as well as newsy
gossip from the most informative to the most lurid.
When millionaire showman Peter Sells was involved
in a nasty divorce, Billboard covered his alleged
attempt to assassinate his wife (and even quoted
from some of her
lover's salacious letters). No event was
too minuscule: Loyal

Billboard readers
knew that it took six
gallons of cocaine to
soothe Columbus the
elephant when he was

operated on for a
toothache, and that,
as noted in the Freaks
To Order section, a
woman gave birth to

1900. In 1903, Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show headed

to Europe, exposing the continentals to cowboys
and Indians. In his absence, Pawnee Bill dominated
America with his Wild West Show, which included
"savages" from as far away as Australia and Cossack
riders in native costume.
Barnum & Bailey Shows returned to the United
States and opened its season with great fanfare in
March 1903 at New York's Madison Square Garden.
Billboard's review of the spectacle was breathlessly

florid, declaring the show "so extraordinary, so
entirely without parallel... The description couched
in ordinary language fails utterly." Among the highlights was a spectacle with a cast of hundreds detailing the proclamation of Edward VII as Emperor of
India. Though Barnum & Bailey always opened its
season at Madison Square Garden, and Ringling at
the Chicago Coliseum, the bulk of circus dates for
all shows were still primarily outdoors, under big
tents. It wasn't until many years later, when there
were plenty of arenas big enough to house them,
that circuses moved indoors for good.
Acts that proved popular with circus audiences spawned dozens of imitators. One of the most
popular acts was the Great Joseph Diavolo's LoopThe -Loop, in which Diavolo rode a bicycle on a
thin white rail and, seemingly defying the laws of
gravity, traveled upside down through a 25 -foot
loop. The act prompted so many to attempt the
loop -and caused so many accidents-that a Loop The-Loop school was established in Fairview, N.J.,

an infant with four
legs. (As opposed to
freak shows, natural born freaks apparDrawing of Coney Island's Steeplechase Park. 1898.
ently were deemed fit
journalistic subjects.)
fascination
Americans'
Billboard helped fuel
mium on vice, filth and general wickedness, or the
with foreign lands by sensationalistically covering
fair is purged of its uncleanliness, it should never
the actions of aboriginal peoples brought here for
receive more aid from the state. If it must depend
display. In the Aug. 26, 1905, issue, it told of the
on disgraceful sideshows to keep it alive, let it die,
Igorrotes, described as "savages with rings in their
and die at once... [The] people of the state are too
noses and a thirst for dog in their stomachs," who,
virtuous, too decent, to patronize a fair where nothing is too much of a humbug and nothing too vulgar or indecent to obtain admission provided it pays
a certain percent of its worse than blood money into
the hands of the managers."
While fairs were alternately flourishing and
floundering, circuses were testing new attractions
and new territories. There were more than 100 circuses, but the undisputed leaders were the Ringling
Bros. Circus and the Barnum & Bailey Shows.
Domestically, Ringling Bros. had no peer during the
five years (1897 -1902) Barnum & Bailey Shows spent
in Europe, although other circuses, such as the Great
Wallace Shows and the Forepaugh -Sells Shows (partially owned by James A. Bailey), had great success.
Though Billboard had covered carnivals sporadically from its onset, it wasn't until 1900 that it
developed a section devoted specifically to the traveling shows -and then it was under duress. Perhaps
no Billboard feature has debuted to less fanfare than
Under The Tent, which bowed unceremoniously in
the first weekly issue of Billboard (May S, 1900). In
a somewhat apologetic tone, Billboard introduced
the section with the following preamble: "We have
Carnival performers. early 1900s.
been importuned by many of our readers to devote
some little of our space to tent shows... Hence our
in 1902.
while on tour in Lexington, Ky., "demanded dog
decision to try it. This issue does not amount to
Circuses competed for audiences with the growmeat, but the local pound has no strays." Eventually,
much. We did not decide to make the attempt until
ing number of carnivals that were canvassing the
"a local black and tan doggie," who was definitely
late, and the matter has been hastily compiled, slung
country, playing state, county, and street fairs. Unlike
in the wrong place at the wrong time, "was found
together any old way, in fact. Each week, hereafter,
circuses, which dazzled their primarily passive audiand sacrificed to the Igorrotes."
will show a decided improvement, though."
ences with often large -scale spectacles and exotic
Into the early years of the 20th century, the
And improve it did. The renamed Tent Show
animals and performers, carnivals allowed the
entertainment business prospered. Ringling Bros.
banner shortly encompassed carnivals, menageries,
a price, of course -by
patrons to participate
continued its domination of the circus world by
circuses, and other traveling units.
playing games and riding rides. Sideshow attracplaying California for the first time in September
Billboard's weekly pages were filled with routes
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Wild West show poster, early 1880s.

tions were often part of the carnival package, but
were generally not of the splashy quality of acts traveling with the circus. In addition, most circuses were
stand -alone events, whereas carnivals were usually
contracted by a sponsor as part of a bigger event,
such as a fair. Most carnivals were on the level, but
there were enough shady ones to cast a pall on the
entire industry, leaving many fair committees squeamish about contracting a show that could disappear
not
into the night once its run was complete
before, should trouble arise.
Some parties felt it wasn't worth the risk. The
nascent carnival industry suffered a severe setback
in 1902, when the Elks fraternal organization, which
sponsored scores of street fairs across the country,
placed an embargo on featuring carnivals at its
events.
Billboard stressed that fairs must thoroughly
investigate any prospective carnival before signing
on the dotted line, lest they commence to do business with a ne'er-do -well company. "There is just
as much difference between a first -class reputable
carnival company that is financially responsible and
one of the numerous rag shop outfits touring the
country, as there is between an angel in heaven and

-if
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a devil in hell,"

wrote Billboard in the March 21,

1903, issue.

Good show or bad, it would be impossible to
exaggerate the peril facing any traveling units in the
early part of the century. Those still moving by wagon
were often held up at gunpoint, and one only has to
peruse the pages of Billboard -with its items on fist fights, throat slashings, and drunken brawls-to realize that the spirit of the Wild West was alive and well.
If robbers didn't get the travelers, it was almost
certain that at some point disease would. In 1906,
most traveling shows had to go to their winter quarters early because of a breakout of yellow fever in
the South. An influenza epidemic in 1918 debilitated
much of the industry. If the humans weren't in trouble, the animals were. Fear of hoof-and -mouth disease forced many states to take drastic measures to
ensure that the virus didn't cross their borders, making it prohibitive for shows with horses or livestock
to travel there.
But the greatest danger came from riding the
rails. The railroads, the traveling shows' lifelines,
also often proved to be deathtraps. Train wrecks
almost seemed a rite of passage for the traveling
show, and every week Billboard contained mention

of a derailment or two. However, the industry seemed
genuinely shaken in 1903 when the Great Wallace
Shows trains were in a wreck that killed 28 circus
employees, many mangled beyond recognition, and
injured more than 120 others. Billboard started a
fund to raise money to erect a monument to the
unknown dead. Contributions accounted for $377
of the $450 needed, with the magazine kicking in
the rest.
Disaster struck on a major scale again years
later when the united Hagenbeck -Wallace Shows
suffered a massive wreck that killed more than 85
people and hurt more than 150. Billboard, in the
issue of June 29, 1918, described the accident in vivid
detail: "Since time immemorial, there have been
train wrecks and serious accidents of all descriptions in the amusement world, but never in the annals
of circus, carnival, nor all branches of the stage, has
there ever been such an appalling, horrible, sickening, and nervewracking catastrophe as that which
befell the unfortunate showfolks of the HagenbeckWallace Circus."
Perhaps less dramatic, but no less catastrophic
for the traveling shows, were the railroad's often
high and indiscriminate rates, which proved pro-
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hibitive for some shows. Carnivals were slow to
cross the Mason -Dixon line because of "extortionate rates" in the South. There were no government controlled rates for traveling shows; they were
declared private carriers, so they were at the whim
of the railway operators.
In a more positive way, the rails also figured
prominently in the start up of amusement parks.
Railway companies, looking for ways to make
money, started building entertainment centers along
their routes, offering patrons special excursion rates
to the themed areas. By Billboard's estimate, in 1900
there were approximately 100 amusement parks in
the United States; a decade later, there were more
than 1,500, with 75% of them owned or controlled
by railway companies.
Any city of any substantial size had a theme
park. Using New York's Coney Island-the first U.S.
park to feature rides and other amusements-as the
model, a tremendous growth spurt occurred between
1904 and 1910. In issue after issue, Billboard brought
news of a new park, often with a diagram of the
design. Even the building of a park served as enter46 BILLBOARD
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tainment: Every Sunday, thousands of people visited White City, a multimillion dollar amusement
park under construction in Chicago, which promised
to feature a sunken garden and a lagoon with a water
ride by the time it opened in May 1905.
Dayton, Ohio's Lakeside Park, which attracted
600,000 customers each year; was typical of the average amusement park of the day. Its attractions
included two artificial rides, a roller coaster, vaudeville house, Ferris wheel, miniature railway,
sideshows, a bowling alley, zoo, merry-go- round,
and skating rink. According to an ad in the March
17, 1906, Billboard, a "Figure 8" roller coaster from
the Chicago Coaster Company cost $6,500 fully
complete-or the company would supply the park
with a copy of the plans for $250 if it wished to construct the roller coaster itself.
Upset over the decline in business the first few
years after opening, the smart park manager soon
realized that ever-changing attractions were the key
to bringing in the repeat business so necessary to a
park's survival. So acute was the need to continuously amuse the public that one year's natural dis-

aster could become the top- ranking attraction at a
park the next. One of the biggest draws at Chicago's
White City amusement center in 1906 was the
$100,000 electrical spectacle re-creating the Chicago
Fire. The same year, Dreamland at New York's
Coney Island debuted a production "depicting the
realization, devastation, and resurrection" of San
Francisco following the great earthquake. The cast
even included some survivors of the quake.
By 1909, Billboard estimated that there was
close to $100 million invested in summer amusement parks in North America, with each park representing an investment between $25,000 and $1
million. As Billboard noted a year later, on March
19, 1910, "had anyone predicted 15 years ago that
such inventions as are now used at parks would be
constructed, the prognosticator would have been
hurriedly jostled off to some sanitarium... [The]
agricultural fair, the circus menagerie or carnival
are ancient compared to the amusement park."
While the nascent park industry continued to
its
take first steps, circuses and other traveling shows
began to play the merger game. James A. Bailey
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cuits. A well -run circuit ensured that fair dates didn't overlap and maximized the buying power of fair
owners, who cooperated to purchase attractions to
play the entire circuit.
Circuses were also having a tough time. State
taxes in Texas were so high that the average circus
had to pay $1,000 per day. The Ringlings were so
incensed at the taxation rate that they managed to

bought Forepaugh -Sells Shows, which he already
co- owned, for $150,000 from his three partners. He
also acquired a controlling interest in Buffalo Bill's
Wild West Show, making him, until his death in 1906,
one of the foremost entertainment capitalists of his
day. Historians tend to bestow laurels on P.T. Barnum
(who died in 1890), but according to Billboard, Bailey

was truly "the greatest showman the world has ever
known." In fact, with its captain no
longer at the helm, Barnum & Bailey
C
`
Shows pacted with its fierce competiP RESENTS
tor, Ringling Bros. Circus, in 1907,
when the Ringling Bros. bought the
show for $410,000. Although they
maintained separate routes for several
years, Ringling Bros. Circus snatched
the coveted Madison Square Garden
booking from Barnum & Bailey in
1909, making it the first time in 25 years
that any circus had appeared in the
venue other than Barnum & Bailey or
the Bailey -controlled Forepaugh -Sells.
Other alliances were formed.
The Great Wallace Shows and the
Hagenbeck Shows merged to form a
supercircus and pet menagerie. On its
A6E 23 YEARS.
return from Europe, Buffalo Bill's Wild
( HEIGHT 25h INCHES.
West Show linked with Pawnee Bill's
N'E/6N/NG ONLY /.9 LBS.
Wild West Show. Pawnee Bill had
added the mysteries of the Far East to
NO LARGER
his show in 1907, making the allure
r..) THAN A
DOLL
and breadth of the combined shows
all the greater. A few years later,
Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show began
touring with the Sells -Floto Circus.
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sive rail treatment, traveling -show principals formed the Car Owning Managers Association, COMA
for short, in 1915. They fought railroad companies
for fairer rates, but ultimately it wasn't COMA's lobbying that helped its members so much as technological progress. In 1916, the Robbins Shows became
"the first big show to throw down the gauntlet in
defiance [of the railroads], in that the Frank A.
Robbins Shows... will be transported
in its entirety this season by motor
trucks" (Billboard, March 25). Although a number of smaller shows had

already abandoned the tracks, Robbins became the first major to do so.
Its action was followed three months
later by Frank B. Spellman's United
States Circus Corp., which began
transporting its show using 130 trucks.
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In the long term, transportation
changes altered the face of traveling shows and ushered in a new
era. But more acute, drastic actions
made headlines in 1917. The year
started off with the terrible news that
Buffalo Bill had died after a brief illness on Jan. 10. One of the few living
legends, the famed scout lay in state
in Colorado's state capitol building
in Denver, while more than 25,000
mourners streamed by in less than four
hours. Billboard gave him an eloquent
send -off: "The West said a reluctant
farewell to its best beloved citizen today,

Col. William Frederick Cody, who
went forward to his last frontier last
NDfUL
Wednesday. And the West, in saying its
As the first decade of the 1900s
'
Á
farewell, heaped every honor possible
drew to a close, the live amuseOF HUMA
upon the man who laid its foundations
ment industry went through
SMALLEST ENTERTAINER THE WORLD RAS EVER KNOWN
of
civilization" (Jan. 20, 1917).
some growing pains. A recession had
AN ATOM /1 SIZE BUTA NIGHTY MONARCH IN DRAWING POWER,
The sadness of Buffalo Bill's
put a halt to the endless construction
death was soon replaced by the horof new amusement centers. Existing
Advertisement for a carnival performer, 1912.
rors of the battlefield, as the United
parks were focusing on "conservative
States entered World War I later that
improvement," and carnivals -facing
year. Scores of showpeople went to serve their counget legislation passed greatly reducing the amount
new competition from movies and family vaudepay.
try, and Billboard gave occasional updates on their
had
to
Lone
Star
State
shows appearing in the
ville acts -were struggling to overcome a tremenconditions. Back home, the powers that be deterGovernment regulation also affected amusedously bad reputation. As reported in Billboard in
mined that New York's Coney Island "would afford
Parks
took
in
adversely.
ment parks, but this case
the issue of March 21, 1908, the carnival industry
a desirable objective point for an alien invada hit in 1914, when the Interstate Commerce Cornwas infested with "aggregations of dirty, unlauning army" because of its geographical location.
mission forbade railroads from creating special
dried, bedraggled, unkempt tramps, that never had
Therefore, Billboard revealed that "America's greatexcursion rates to amusement parks. On June 21,
a shadow of an excuse for being within a hundred
-knell
est amusement resort and playground will receive
action
"the
death
1913, Billboard declared this
miles of a show either in a business or professional
proper and adequate protection against an alien
of a number of places which have grown to a giganway... [The] carnival business has been made the
enemy in the event that the U.S. should become
railroad,
with
the
tic size through this cooperation
dumping ground for the refuse and garbage of the
engaged in a war."
but now there is only one way to view the situaamusement profession."
Elsewhere, some of the country's several hunyou
then
not
to
you,
come
tion... if the business can
County and state fairs were shifting from their
dred fairs incorporated the war effort into their
several [local] resorts will get
will have to go to
agricultural dominance to amusements owing to
annual extravaganzas. Many fairgrounds were being
the
excurwas
carried
to
the business which formerly
public demand. "In days gone by, people went to
used by the armed forces, and instead of canceling
sion resort."
fairs to see... the wonderful inventions that have
the
yearly event, some fairs simply made human
circuses
to
plague
Railroad issues continued
made farm life a joy... Now, they demand amuseexhibits out of the War Department's military trainand other traveling shows. Amusement companies
ment that they do not have an opportunity to see
ing camps. The federal government officially got
on
railcars
began to be charged for parking their
every day," wrote Billboard in 1911. In order to maxinto the act in 1918, when it inaugurated educaside tracks while playing a date. Fed up with abuimize their success, fairs began organizing into cir-
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tional campaigns at a number of fairs with an daborate war exhibit.
As Billboard neared its 25th anniversary, the
amusement industry was stable, but not in a period
of great prosperity. Many of the more than 100
carnivals listed in Billboard were doing well and
were increasing their ride fleet. One of the newest attractions was the Jazz Whirl, which Billboard believed would be as popular as the Whip.
Carnivals had also gained much respect-to the
point that Bill -board considered showpeople more
honorable than many of the event organizers booking their carnivals. In an article of March 22, 1919,
addressing how local officials often intimidated
traveling showpeople, Billboard wrote, "Showmen
should fully realize that the outdoor amusement
business is on a higher plane than many other kinds
of business."
Circuses were recovering from a severe shakeout period. After suffering through the flu epidemic,
and hampered by draconian local fees (which
Billboard declared were intended "to wring the last
dollar out of the shows "), only nine major circuses
were still traveling in 1919, down from 22 a few
years prior. Perhaps because of the economics,
Ringling and Barnum & Bailey finally began traveling together, resulting in the biggest circus Madison
Square Garden -and any other stopping point
had ever seen. Even though circus owners initially

-

committed only to keeping the shows together for
one season, the two units remain united today.

INTO THE FUTURE

-

And so Billboard's coverage continued for the

next 40 years, providing the industry with
the latest developments in live entertainment -the birth of Disneyland, the continued domination of Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey Circus,
the growth of fairs and the utilization of their
grounds as year -round money- makers, the transition of many carnivals from fly-by -night operations
to professional organizations.
But Billboard also continued to widen its net,
and as the record industry became a more dominant
player, the magazine began spinning off different
monthlies to expand coverage of particular entertainment markets. One of these magazines, called
Funspot, was launched in 1957 and was devoted to
permanent amusement sites, such as theme parks.
The traveling shows continued to be covered in
Billboard until the end of 1960. By then, Billboard's
scope was too broad, so with little fanfare, The
Billboard became known as Billboard Music Week,
changing its focus both titularly and contextually.
The explanation ran in the Jan. 9, 1961 issue: "The
change in our title reflects the most basic aspect of
our alteration in our format. With the transfer of

the old Billboard departments covering outdoor
show business to our new sister weekly, Amusement
Business, our new name more accurately reflects
our sphere of coverage. For the first time, Billboard
is no longer a general show business publication,
but a weekly business journal for the professional
user of music, with the emphasis on recordings, and
of music playback equipment."
Amusement Business picked up Billboard's
old territory without missing a beat and soon
expanded on the live entertainment theme. Based
in Nashville, Amusement Business expanded its
focus to include sports franchises, venues, carnivals, parks, musical entertainment, concessionaires,
and catering.
But even as Billboard passed the torch, it
vowed to keep its strongest, if most intangible component: "There is no change, for example, in that
indefinable asset that long was the proudest boast
of the `old' Billboard: editorial integrity in our news
columns, our reviews, and our charts. This, we
promise, remains our policy."
And so, more than 30 years later, and a century after the birth of Billboard, those words define
the magazine's policy today.
Melinda Newman is talent editor for Billboard. She
was also a reporter for Amusement Business magazine from 1984 through 1988.

The Billboard's Purpose: From A Date
Book For "Touring Theatricals"
The Billboard Weekly, America's Foremost Theatrical Digest and Review of the Show
World endeavors always to be on the level and play fair with its readers.
To this end it employs none but reliable correspondents.
To these correspondents (after pointing out to them that the paper is an organ of the

profession, highly specialized in the interests of the profession and concerned solely
with news appertaining particularly to the profession) it says only (1) get the news; (2)
report it carefully, accurately and without discrimination; (3) write honestly and sincerely.

Then the editors verify, assemble, classify, correlate and co- ordinate it, but under
no circumstance do they ever bend, twist or color it, in rewrite, in order to make it support any of the paper's pet beliefs, contentions, opinions or even hobbies.
Even in the matter of stressing or playing it up, the most rigid impartiality is exercised. Nothing but news value counts.
We do minimize, play down and occasionally suppress, but only on scandal, divorces
and stories of unsavory escapades which reflect upon and are liable to discredit the profession as a whole.
The policy of the paper is constructive. Our aim is to build, further aid-never wantonly to destroy, block or hinder, save when combating the profession's foes, enemies
or maligners.
Our organization as a whole reads for our readers over 1,000 papers and periodicals from all over the world, culling therefrom the choicest excerpts relating to the
dramatic, musical, vaudeville and show world, and presents them while still fresh and
timely.
Seven clipping bureaus are under contribution and their services enable us to check,
verify and correct our news columns, to amplify our lists, augment our trade tips and
keep in touch with all that is going on everywhere in the theatrical world.
Billboard Date Book, 1926 -27 Season
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The perfect music of the Victrola
gives dancing a new delight
The Maxixe, the Fox Trot, the Hesitation, the One -Step. the

Tango, have made dancing a favorite diversion, but it is the Victrola
that has made them so universally popular -that brings them into
every home.

to learn all the new dances-and to
dance them whenever and as often and as long as you wish.
And they are all thoroughly enjoyable, because Victor Dance
Records are perfect in volume, in tone, in rhythm -in every way.

With the Victrola it

is easy

Ir. and Mrs. Vernon Castle, teachers and greatest exponents of the
modern dances, not only use the Victrola and Victor Records exclusively
at Castle House, but superintend the making of Victor Dance Records.
Any Victor dealer will gladly play the latest dance music or any
other music you wish to hear. There are Victors and Victrolas in
great variety of styles from $10 to $500.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.,
)..

Montreal. Ca:..

llistr

.r

-

U. S. A.

-

Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles
the combination. There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone.

month
New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each
Victor advertisment. 1917.

His Master's Voice:
A Matter Of Trust
BY

TIMOTHY WHITE

For some it meant the death of
memory, for others it signaled

the rebirth of wonder, but for
all it took a marked adjustment to
accept the richly nuanced sound of

something that wasn't really there.
Since most familiar physical
traces were absent, and yet the aural
evidence was overwhelming, the process of perceiving disembodied recorded noises, talk, and music became
a matter of trust. Thomas Edison
coined the term "phonograph" to
describe the device he successfully
demonstrated to his Menlo Park, N.J.,
lab assistants in December 1877, but
when his helpers first heard the crusty
sound of their curmudgeonly master
uttering a children's nursery rhyme,
they exclaimed that the diaphragmand- needle contraption had "spoke!"
Edison sought to market what he
saw as a useful office appliance under
the banner of the Edison Speaking
Phonograph Co., but people were uneasy with the
spooky machine.
A year later, when Edison unveiled his speaking phonograph in the offices of Scientific American,
the scholarly journal's employees were astounded
by its ingenuity but disoriented by the ghostly aura
of its operation. "No matter how familiar a person
may be with the modern machinery, or how clear in
his mind the principles underlying this strange device
may be," the magazine stated, "it is impossible to
listen to this mechanical speech without experienc-

Console phonographs, early 1900s.

ing the idea that his senses are deceiving him."
Alexander Graham Bell had also been active
at the time in researching the transmission and reception of sound, particularly speech, and Bell patented
versions of his telephone in 1876 and 1877. Bell
would also develop a "Graphophone" a decade later

that utilized wax cylinders-rather than Edison's

-to replay recordings.
German immigrant Emile Berliner, who had
become prosperous by improving the transmission fidelity of Bell's telephone, decided to do as
fragile tinfoil surfaces

much for Edison's phonograph.
Building on 1877 theories of
scientist Charles Cros that a flat
glass disc would be superior to
any recording cylinder, Berliner
obtained a patent in 1887 for the
grooved zinc -coated platters and
hand -driven playing mechanism
that became the basis in 1895 of the
Berliner Gramophone Co. When
Berliner associate Eldridge Johnson
conceived a spring motor to facilitate continuous turntable speed,
the contemporary record player
was born.
By May 1889, Edison's North
American Phonograph Co. was
supplying commercial wax- cylinder musical recordings for coinoperated "phonograph parlors" in
San Francisco. To feed demand
for the public novelty, the Columbia Phonograph Co. (founded in
January 1889) issued its inaugural
record catalog in October 1890, with product choices
consisting of assorted martial pieces by John Philip
Sousa's U.S. Marine Band. As the father of modern
march fanfare and author of such stirring standards
as "Semper Fidelis" (1888), Sousa was one of the
foremost popular musical figures of the age. The
nickel purchase of an earful of Sousa's marches could
be deemed a patriotic gesture, thus making the otherworldly and vaguely Faustian phonograph more
accessible to discomfited consumers. Like Edison,
who had exhibited his phonograph at the Paris
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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A home without a Victor

is a stage without a play.
Get a Victor and put on the play. Pick out
your own performers, arrange your own program, and enjoy the music, fun and entertainment that every home needs.
The Victor is sold by all live music dealers and talking- machine merchants.
Any of them will gladly play the Victor
us

for catalogues.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.,

u. s. A.
aerliner Grn.ophone Co Montrei.
U
bolo..
To get best results. use only Victor Needle. on Victor kecords

Cnd.r.

HIS MASTERS VOICE

-,.t1/r V-.,..a.,.

Victor advertisement, 1916.

Exposition of 1889, Berliner ached to interest both

European businessmen and the general overseas
populace in the potential of his machine, so he sent
foreign -rights agent William Barry Owen to London
to seek investors during the year of Queen Victoria's
Diamond Jubilee (1897). After numerous demurrals, Owen was able in May 1898 to secure financial support to establish humble London -based
recording facilities for The Gramophone Co. (as it
was called in England), at 31 Maiden Lane, just off
the Strand. Beloved British music hall artists (Bert
Shepard, Ada Reeve, Dan Leno, Vesta Tilley) who
54 BILLBOARD
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Indeed, the Victorian stage performers who recorded
their repertoire were sufficiently ill -at -ease with the
procedure that they often had to be relaxed with cases
of stout stockpiled for the occasion.
Back in America, the advent of ragtime music
as pioneered by composer-pianist Scott Joplin lent
another common touch to the marketing of the
phonograph, with such artists as Vess Ossman
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frequented the adjacent Rule's Restaurant were
tapped to record their most crowd -pleasing numbers for The Gramophone Co.'s fledgling catalog,
and the discs were pressed by Berliner's brother in
a German factory in their native Hanover.
The recorded outpourings of these earthy music
hall artists proved yet another proletarian enticement for the awe -inspiring but still off-putting invention, the spectral qualities of which had moved British
gothic- romance writer Abraham "Bram" Stoker to
include the Edison phonograph as a plot device in
his macabre 1897 novel of vampirism, "Dracula."

removing the lingering air of alchemy from the
device.

Whether by aesthetic choice or industrial
design, today's compact disc and its noiseless player
remain streamlined, laser -era adaptations of the
flat disc and Gramophone conceived in the late
1800s by Berliner and friendly competitor Johnson,
who combined forces in October 1901 as the Victor
Talking Machine Co. That company's marketing
symbol became the painting by British artist Francis
Barraud of his brother's dog, Nipper, listening to a
Type B Victor Gramophone. Originally purchased
by William Barry Owen and later filed by Berliner
as U.S. trademark No. 34,890 on July 10, 1900, the
image would be immortalized under the slogan by
which Barraud offhandedly dubbed his finished
work: "His Master's Voice."
The simple premise of Barraud's original artwork (executed with Edison's phonograph but redone
on the same canvas to tout Berliner's Gramophone)
was that a loyal dog would naturally be deceived iï.
into believing the machine's lifelike emanations were
the in- the-flesh discourse of his owner. There already
were ample anecdotal indications that this quaint
miscomprehension was a commonplace, and shop window passersby spying the bemused white mongrel with the charcoal ears knew instantly the clever
point being conveyed.
Meanwhile, the hardware and other physical
embodiments of recorded sound were undergoing li
myriad alterations. With only the freshly conceived
telephone as a precedent, there were neither obvious rules governing the appearance of such apparatus, nor abstract guidelines for what the listener
was supposed to imagine when in the presence of
such potent aural replication.
Unlike the manufacturers of Singer's sewing
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drama and romantic charm. Gramophone designers settled on a cozy cross
between the horn shapes prevalent in
the modern orchestra, the look of the
voguish Acousticon "ear trumpet"
hearing aid, and ornate Belle Epoque/
Art Nouveau or austere English Arts
and Crafts cabinetry of the period.
Seeking music that might appeal
to every possible taste, talent -scouting
technicians, such as The Gramophone
Co.'s Fred Gaisberg, traveled across
Europe and Asia with acoustic field
recording equipment, cutting zinc
masters of every form of folk music
and bistro entertainment imaginable.
Serious opera stars were loath to involve themselves with such gadgetry,
but just when phonograph records
seemed in peril of becoming an exponent of all things rustic, exotic, and
vulgar, legendary Italian tenor Enrico

/
EVERYBODY joins in when the Columbia
Grafonola plays the big song hits of the
day. But the latest "hits," first recorded
and best recorded on Columbia Double -Disc
Records, are only an indication, a foretaste
of the life, the fun, the sentiment, the
classic beauty offered in the complete catalogue of Columbia Records, free on request
at your dealer's.
New Columbia Records on sale the 20th of
every month.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Bldg., New York.

Prices in Canada Plus Duty.

Columbia Grafonola 110

Price $110

Columbia advertisement, 1917.

machine, who strove to overcome late- 19th -century
distaste with the horrors of factory life in order to
spread the machine's appeal beyond the rapidly satisfied industrial quarter, phonograph makers had
to conquer something far more chimerical than rueful class consciousness or the displacement of a servant- seamstress. Still, phonograph /Gramophone
promotions paralleled the elevating spiel accorded
Singer's highly decorative 1858 "New Family" model
( "The great importance of the sewing machine is in
its influence upon the home; in the countless hours
it has added to women's leisure for rest and refinement") by offering the phonograph as a prime pur¶6 BILLBOARD
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veyor of that newly attainable family refinement.
The Industrial Revolution had given rise to
unprecedented production and tradecraft outside
the confines of the home. The indignities of factory
management and regimentation (even at the white collar level of bookkeeping and invoicing departments) had conspired to transform the Victorian
household into a bourgeois palace of refuge and
veritable lair of illusion in which
enforced fantasy
theatrical decor and rococo accoutrements deliberately dispelled all vestiges of the outside world. As
indicated by the moral confusion and errant mysticism (Theosophy, Neoplatonism, seances) that per-

-a

vaded the heavily escapist leisure hours
of this oppressive era, the ideal home
had to become everything the dirty, dangerous, dehumanizing workplace was
not, even in defiance of reality.
If a home -model sewing machine
could be poised atop vine -entwined
wrought -iron legs and adorned with
gilt -edged pastoral scenes, then a
phonograph could be portrayed with
similarly suggestive dashes of social

Caruso was signed in 1902 by the Victor
company, which soon issued his renditions of "Vesti La Giubba" from
"Pagliacci" and other great arias on the
prestigious Red Seal label. In 1907 a rerecording by Caruso of his signature
"Pagliacci" solo became the first million- selling classical disc.
With high culture now in the grip
of the Gramophone ethos, advertisements for Victrola consoles beckoned
purchasers to perceive the recorded
music as the magical materialization
in their living rooms of grand opera's
greatest stars. Victrola brochures of
1907 asked buyers, "WILL YOU OPEN
YOUR DOOR TO ALL THE MUSIC OF
ALL THE WORLD ? the full -color illustrations depicted a young couple in their
study, as miniature classical composers and char-

acters from opera held forth from perches on their
furniture. A similar ad for Victor's costly Victrola
XVI floor model suggested, "After dinner, introduce
your guests to the world's greatest artists," with full
size performers from the casts of "La Boheme,
"Aida," and "Madame Butterfly" greeting a ballroom's worth of party -goers over cups of demitasse.
Even Victor's small $40 Victrola III table model
asserted, "A home without a Victor is a stage without a play."
In 1916 Columbia was calling its own phonograph a "Grafonola," and its rotogravure ads showed
-

F
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Time renders technology obsolete...

Music is eternal.

Hearing the world's greatest artists
is an everyday pleasure with a Victrola
Just as real, just as enjoyable, in your own home as though_
you were hearing them in the great opera houses and theatres
of the world.
I tearing them at home on the Victrola has these advantages: You can make Our choice of artists and selections,
and have as many encores as you desire.
.

Any Victor dealer in any city in the world will gladly play
any music you wish to hear and demonstrate the various styles
of the Victor and Victrola-$10 to $200.
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., %lonlre.I, Canadia "li.tributora

-

Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles
lár ,.,u:/innfia,, There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone.

New Victor Recorda demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each mon

h

Victor advertisement, 1918.

four smart young specimens of the beau monde in
formal dinner dress, singing along with one of the
company's two -sided 78 rpm "double discs" (first
sold in 1908) in a den with medieval wall hangings.
The group appeared to prefer the conviviality of the
animated $110 Columbia Grafonola to the fine grand
piano peeking out of the lower left corner of the illustration, their backs turned to the open instrument
as if it had been puttered with and then abandoned.
S8
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Come 1917, both Columbia and Victor were
emphasizing the ability of their machines to supplant a dance orchestra at the most elegant and stylish affairs. Revelers in their magazine promotions
were shown engaged in fashionable steps (fox-trot,
hesitation waltz, tango) executed to dance records
"superintended" by the likes of the chic ballroom
team of Vernon and Irene Castle.
Recorded music was now a sensation, fueling

100TH ANNIVERSARY
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both the festive domestic entertaining and frenzied
national dance crazes it had embraced to help make
its presence palatable. As the Victor- ColumbiaEdison patent monopoly began expiring circa
1917, eager new labels (OKeh, Pathe, Vocalion,
Brunswick, Emerson) sprang up or entered the
American market, proffering boogie, rural blues,
and other so-called race music, in addition to gospel,
church, and spiritual songs, minstrel acts, urban
and backwoods comedians, Cajun vocal and instrumental groups, cowboy crooners and "hillbilly"
mountain music, much of it ferreted out by mobile
recording teams. Listeners forgot their qualms
and queries about the medium itself as they grew
intoxicated with the joys of regional, topical, and
idiomatic self-recognition. The talking machine not
only spoke to them but also for them, and it defeated
the distances between provincial custom and popular critique.
Thanks to the phonograph, sales of sheet music
soared into the multibillions, and song publishers
regarded it as an indispensible tool. As Billboard
noted in an editorial in its Sept. 15, 1917, issue, "To
say that the phonograph has revolutionized the
music publishing field sounds like a mighty statement, but, as a matter of fact, its truth is almost selfevident. The phonograph performs an important
double function. It takes songs which have earned
their share of popularity on the regular sheet music
market and repopularizes them in a field far more
far-reaching and profitable. It also takes songs which
would never experience spirited counter sales and
popularizes them over the instrument... The phonograph -the greatest of all musical carriers-covers
too broad a field to be monopolized by any one interest. It belongs to all of us and we intend to treat it
as a sacred trust."
Vaudeville leapt to an explosive peak in 1918,
with 25,000 entertainers scuffing the footlights in
4,000 theaters, and all of them hustled to have their
tunes and routines preserved on discs. In 1921, production of records exceeded one million units (a
quadruple increase over the 1914 totals). A sharp
dip in sales during the Great Depression was offset by the advent of the jukebox and its ambient
influence on the pop agora. The appetite for recorded music in public places had reached ravenous proportions by the early '30s, and for two
decades, the pages of Billboard had carried ads fo
the coin -operated phonographs popular at carnivals and fairs, in addition to select disc ads fro
the publishers of ascendant recording artists. Bill
board was also printing notices from firms who
heavy -duty public address phonographs were essen
tial equipment for everything from amusemen
parks to municipal pools. As Western Electri
proclaimed in a full -page ad from April 1932, "Now
the same music can be heard in your dance pavil
ion, your merry -go- round, your swimming pool
wherever you want it."
No longer an atmospheric curiosity, recorder
music had become a solid commodity, its techn
logical marvels a foregone conclusion, its fixer
moments on vinyl the principal object of fascina
tion. Recorded music had harnessed time and spat.
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faction of "playing" it, adjusting the volume, tempering the essential mix and the compression, varying the tone and duration of the doses, allowing its
changeable inner meaning to commingle with its
transient outward setting. To the true audiophile,
recorded music does not grow old; it exists only in
the eternal present.
In its stunning variety, enveloping power, and
capacity for metamorphosing the psychic purview,
modern recorded music -especially as played on the
most hermetic headphone hardware could be considered the phantasmal ideal the Victorians sought
when they redecorated their domestic spaces to
achieve seamless disassociation from everyday life.
A century ago, when music of any kind was
far less convenient or prevalent, a summer visit to
a public park, for instance, occasioned the possibility of communion with a wide range of fellow
citizens as a brass band rang out from an open -air
orchestra stand. In the sparkle and serenity of such
an afternoon or evening, the spell of a Sousa -like
instrumental ensemble could inspire shared excitement, palpable uplift, and the unifying social ease
that made all sorts of kindly human encounters
possible. It was a special magnet for people's demo-
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Western Electric advertisement from a 1932 issue.

transforming a given performance into an article
valuable unto itself. Now one could own such things,
reusing them to mock time, instill moods, restart
the awkward tenor of an emotional interlude. The
clock's cold output of alternately tedious or fleeting information could now be halted, redirected,
stalled, or intensified. (Indeed, this is how records
themselves were actually made, particularly after
the inception of taping technologies.)
The equally new mediums of film, photography, and wireless radio had a strictness to their functional essences that entranced the beholder but still
compressed time and culture into orderly contexts.
Recorded music triggered the sensation of total freedom while respecting all the scientific and procedural logic of the other dawning visual or audio
diversions. Record purchasers understood but
quickly disregarded the fact that recorded music
was itself a kind of illusion, sounding spontaneous
but having been willingly
not meticulously
submitted to limiting conditions in order to be effectively reexperienced by the buyer.
Music is an amorphous enhancement, as well
as a tangible entity, firing the imagination with
arguably the fewest sensory restrictions of any art
form. In the case of recorded music, no actual contact with the artist and the process of creation or
expression is necessary for complete and almost unconditional enjoyment. The average listener rarely
if ever hears -or seeks to hear -the recorded music
played in its incipient developmental environment.
Why journey to a certain distant studio or control
room to play a favorite album? The notion is itself
a hollow and silly distraction, for the greater the
transporting sweep of the recorded work, the more
marginal its original source and even its composers

-if

-

can often seem.

Recorded music also allows the tactile satis60 BILLBOARD
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cratic instincts.
Playing music remains the closest humanity
has come to confirming the existence of sorcery.
Across history, no one has yet been able to explain
how or why music affects us so profoundly, prompting many of the deepest private feelings that a public gesture can possibly generate.
Like memory, recorded music is a treasure. Its
considerable pleasures are owed in part to the maturation of the science of recording as well as the skillful concord achieved between the artist, the
technician, and the once -incredulous audience.
Nonetheless, all music happens first in the heart. As
we learn to assimilate the new interactive CD and
future sound carriers, we will be likewise challenged
to recall and preserve the impulse that moved us to
covet an edifying force like music in the first place:
the desire to celebrate the unfolding uniqueness of
others-those we wish to know, those we need to
understand, and above all, those we long to trust.

Billboard Editor-In -Chief Timothy White's latest
book is "The Nearest Faraway Place: Brian Wilson,
The Beach Boys & The Southern California
Experience" (Henry Holt & Co.).

Congratulations Billboard For 5,200 Weeks On The Charts
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STAGE WHISPERS
7S7

Walter Winchell

TILE BUSYBODY

Girls must have their momenta. A Chicago
theater Lae opened a smoking room for women,
who, It finds. smoke more clgarets than men.
News Item. Holy smoke!
Two news heedllnce: "Onions and garlic
prevent flu." "tt'hleky guld flu prerentetlre,"
Which would you prefer?
Trixie Frlganza, playing Keith's, Columbus,
O., recently caught a rowdy In the act of
throwing a coin at her. Mies Frigenza stopped
her routine and bawled him out ammercifutly,
then ordered him out of the theater. Genuine
applause from the audience followed. Conantnlatlons for your pluck. Tris!e (pardon,
we like to can people by their first name.). We
happened to be there and enjoyed It Im-

-

a Cleveland movie theater:
"Geraldine Farrar, supported for the first time
by her husband."
What has become of the to f. actor who
thought next week was "off" If you whistled
to his d. r.?
Did you ever notice how the r'utlmaa porter
bendles your g-lh1 We beard one chap holler:
"Her! GO EAST!" To can give a guy heart

And who was it that said. "Having your
n,ueic played forte to get bows may fool an
audience, but it has never fooled a maneg,r'

yet"?
It mast be admitted that there are nine

TrLegraph
Broatlw ay -B -rev ltt e s
Act -On' Poles

$t -A -r

Theat -R-e World
-D- ramatic Minor.

lire Scrapl'ily
Mr. and Mrs. Melbourne, that W. K. vaudeville
team, will be one of the features of the hill
that opens at Pantages, Minneapolis, April b.

'\Dumb acts" bave at last cerne into their
own. They arra the only tarns that can bo,k
time In Cuba.

Pempeey's
luvretlgato
beef when
themselves

ITlomer and Dullard will not forenke theat
ideals to open a voice conservatory in !Detroit,

the

America
Legion investigates
reeonI we would enggest that they
tho utterances of foreign acts who
they step on homo Roll and repudiate
when booked back in the States.

as heretofore mentioned. They will continue in
vaudeville until next June and then go East to
begin rehearsals for a production.

American hospitality le right!
1Did

you ever notice the

little brass tablet en

Tour rhos- in the root of your hotel, which reads:
"Stop! Have you left anything ?" Apropos of

the II. C. of L. it should read:
you anything

left?"

0.

more theatrical trade journals, but summieg
th_m till tfy they spell -well attire It out yourself:
Bill- Board
Var -I -sty
O- L-iaper

No wonder. with
Populace very gloomy.
everybody oat of ,pints. -New, item. Wheddays mean, everybody?
Won't be any use asking the other fellow
to loan ht. Billboard Settng Special. which la
due March 15, to you. Get your owe and
avoid a "wise met."

1Before

Wa cannot say wo are glad that Mary dl.
winced Owen, bat speaking literally, wasn't sbe
always "America's Sweetheart?" Music cue:
"Oh, What a Gal Was Meryl"
According to rumor. the Palace. New York,
will discontinue the deuce spot; from now on
the bill will run one. three, four. fivo, etc.
Not that it means anything, but the opera
tor's name at the Majestic in Detroit is C.
Light, and the baggageman 1a B. Parke.
A certain actress was left a fortune for benewspaper man. Moral: Be nice
lag kind to

with,

fa nun.

'Most actors are married, then

By the Busybody

to column writers.
An actor friend takes credit for this one:
"From here I go to Lima and Muuclo, and
`.hen I'm OPEN solid."
it seems nowadays brass instruments are not
played any more -they use 'cm to get bows

mensely.
Seen outside

ever after.

STAGE WHISPERS

"Stop! Clare

The Spring Special is due 'March 15, strike or

no strike.

A Billboard writer in 1920, Walter Winchell (1897 -1972)
was an early vaudeville performer who gained fame as a radio broadcaster and
nationally syndicated columnist for the New York Daily Mirror (1929 -63).

greetings from

incheil

Jack Dempsey, bhe champion, will receive for
his share of the battle with Garpentler a half
million, but after the income tax and surtax
get theirs Jack's share will be about $135,b75.
Such is foment
ILlaTe you

made out YOUR income tits yet?

According to another trade paper Mr. and
Mrs. Davey Jamison were hleseed with a boy
on January 23 at Iortland, O. On another page
Mr. and Mrs. J. were blessed with a boy on
January 25 at Portland, Ore. Some leap. And
whose airplalne did the proud parents use?
'Mother and child doing line. Congratulations!

New York City, December 4. 1934.

To the Editor of The Billboard:

They throw pennies at the best of 'em In New
York, so why should you worry? William Rock,
Marie Cahill and Grace LaRue received the Lincoln memorials. and the latest one 1s our own
Belle Baker. Which only goes to prove that
until you have been rawzzed with coppers you
are not a full -fledged plffawmer. Maybe the
reason for throwing pennies 1s because some
people can't buy anything with 'em any more.
'they are still good for slot machines -that
work, and stamps -not forgetting war tax.
Borne people forget that stage folk were the
backbone of the late war; we heard one chap
say: "They were the whole gosh darned vertebra." You tell 'em, brother; we lisp.
Talk about bard luck. Dave Wellington, of
Wellington and Sylvia, broke a looking glass
recently and the next day he received a con
tract to play Kenosha.
An actor friend playing at McVleker's In Chi engn his this to say about the place:
a
case of 'O, bow I bate to get up in the mous-

its

ing,' closing with 'I won't be home till morn-

ing'."
Speaking of voices, what bas become of the
Gee, we broke one smart
tooth!
Before you advertise your wares
I -n journals of the trade,
Look twice before you make the
L -eap and do so unafraid.
B -e sure that oo
0 -ne person talks you into
A-de that gyp.
Remember, friends, this rhyme la feat a
D -aril good tip.
soup coloratura?
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Thanks for inviting me into the 40th Anniversary Number of
Billyboy, which they called the best of the theatrical weeklies away
back in 1920 when I shelved hoofing -and which I hope they still
affectionately call it.
Except the newcomers, most of the gentlemen and gentlewomen
of the show shops can remember away back when "that" Winchell
person flopped in the deuce spot in any theater on the WVMA, Gus
Sun. Sullivan & Considine. Loew and Pantages chains. It was a grand
apprenticeship. too. being rebuked and rebuffed by critics, stagehands,
house managers and haggagemen. And, of course, audiences.
If it weren't for that training around the country and in Canada
I
am afraid I wouldn't have been prepared to tussle with the newspaper headaches that come in bunches. It is no cinch, this routine of
mine in the paper, my dear editor. You and your brave lads and lassies
have an entire week in which to ferret out your news and those of us
on the daily grind have to change our act every 24 hours.
When I say here "my dear" editor-you, Mr. Hartmann (whom
have never had the pleasure of thanking in person , know what t
mean. I mean that if it weren't for you, sir. away back in the latter
'19s for was it the earlier 1920s ?)
might never have landed a job
on a gazette. I want your staff and others to know again that it was
The Billboard and you that first published my stuff when it was called
"Stage Whispers" and sinned "By the Busybody" and only once -the
last I did for The Billboard -was it signed "W. W."
I
am really grateful to you and The Billboard for helping so
much to Give me the start
hungered for when I was "looking for
next week" in the vaudeville that is hardly any more.
Faithfully yours,
1
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There are many actors who have an exaggerated Idea about salaries paid vaudeville artists,
but what we started to say was, try and get
'em.
We know of many in this business who receive large sums for their efforts, but the chap
who can say to himself at the end of every
week. "it in ALL MINE," is the one who deserves the most credit.
The old saying, "Love me little, love mo
long," reminds us that "Pay me well and work
me steady" is nourishing food for thought.
" The:e are two fools In this world," said
great man, but he neglected to say who they
were. We offer the following, take your pick:
Remember, only TWO -your agent, the song
booster, We critics, the idea pirate, the ad

taper.

If the Cliff Sisters (Nell and Dolly), who
formerly appeared with Gus Edwards' productions, and later sailed for England, will commuuleete with this column they will learn
something to their advantage.
Never forget a friend, especially if be owes
you anything,
A tornado recently ruined a few cities and
killed a lot of people, among them two vaude
title artists. On Aertl O some one ran a
benefit for the stricken, and the actors were
called upon to help bring In the cash. just like
they are alwnys celled upon. But we haven't
heard yet when they will have a benefit for the
Deverlys. -W. W.

Happy
iooth Birthday,
Billboard.
FromYour friends
at Blockbuster.
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picture,

The

Dungeon ".

featuring

William Fountain
lahinza Howard, W. F. It
'rerwell, Kenneth Goodwin. Carl Cook mail
Blanche Thnmpion, was the offering at the
Star Theater. The picture was
little dim.
yet the house. about two-thirds full. accepted
It very favorably. Applause Was frequent.
On (September 2S your rorretnadent visited
the fair grounds to see the Smiting Brea,
Barnum J. Itailey Show. Saw I r,. Lowery.
his band and Nashville Student Minstrels with
Mrs. Lowery to the annex show. Was ¡netted
to visit the car, but eircumstanees prevented.
The r performance woe well received In thin
city.
The !tois.e de Legge Company, due at the
Star Theater for October 2 opening, tailed to
lviaing that
show. a letter of .xplanatlon
nnanelal Ilintenitims prevented the r making the
more from Iloi Springs. 'irk . .ahem they bad
played a dies Irons percentage date. It Is
reponed as a Laing engagement by sal cm*
ponies jumping from there
Last week's vaudeville unit in the Star
Jumpeu from here to Chintz ?genre's Theater
substance to
in Dallas. Tea. Thia move g..
a report that >fence is bark on the T. O.
renit.
A.
if BoClla Bu.s l and BI :. MrlJ Urin will
to
me
rite
at Star Theatre Shreveport. have
for them. -WESLEY
Me Iniere.t :ng new.
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WESLEY YARNELL WRITES
Shreveport. La.
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The Seminole Film Producing Company, of
*swath avenue. New York, begins on
Ortubar IS to shoot an eight -reel super tlm. the tentative title of whirl is "Shadow.
and Sunshine ". The story is by lease Shipp,
the dean of Negro stage directors and producers.
who Is respoos.ble fur many of the Williams
and Walker successes, as well as many other
'Zil3

THE INTEREST OF THE COLORED ACTOR..

r,neess :onairee and to fair- minded
carnival owners with clean Allows that they
will be dealt with equitably.
formers.

We are ln reree t of a ropy of the eatlog
and peonium let for the forty.fourth annual
fair of the North Carolina Industr al Asooelatia, and dad it
w «Il gotten -up
Secretary Love. who i+ also the pre.blent
of th«
n.,t oral
urganlzatl.m of ,vlorerl
fair °Metals. he. complied In this book
ace
first -.1
d.mon.trstion of ih« requirements
of a tire-mar fair- Ineeleutally he remarks

stage stales.

)

own«ra and

pr.*Incers, and with our certain
knowhdge that the ,unddn:at:oo has ample
rgdtat in addition to a very complete private
car, eighteen complete art. of coeval*. and
has eontreeied with t ,titenhurg for a brand
new sot of parade (Datumes. there is no reason
for doubt as to the aucre.n of "Step Along ".
The Donaldson L`tb'craphing Company Is protidies s line of paper.

SCORE ONE FOR THE DEACONS

The hansom, Guide t'ubiuhing Company, an
letter that there is tarry indication of ommMl nosh wry of the white Ms.o,ro of
the current fair . urpas. ng ali pr.% loue ones. New York, maintains an Deice at t,yt West
Forty -ninth street. where among other tuneSrereta -y It. H. Cross. of the natlnuel areo- Owl. they register the name. of performer.
rlatfore. has got out the stationary for the and mush inns fur lub date. at the more than
In

NEGRO WOMAN DIRECTOR

KNELL.

TO THE LADIES!
Tour attention Is reset" Dully directed to
Feminine Frills ". the department In this
ubiieatlon conducted In tn. Interests of the
omen folks of the prefer. on. with an especial eye to .ty1w, bargain. a11.1 m.rtorloas
prodeets, with the 'weenier.. that It will he of
eaten .eerier to you a. to all other reader.
Aside from tbe many item. of general
tercet. Mb. Lena. who ... neuct. the deparlent. advise+ the Page that she has recently
tamed some information eon,erula: hair
paretiona that re esrwe'ally adapted to
requirements of many of our ladle.
A stamped and s If. dalreve.1 Inquiry near
Miss Elite Miller Lenz will obtain for you
e details roneerntnr this toilet preparation.
sin please be reminded that the shopper
It be pleased to have you .ommunlate with
regarding any snide mentioned In
minlne genet ".

Mr. Shipp will, in association with Leigh
Wb`pper, the most experleocel Negro d rector
in the picture bovines.. direct the production
of the elm. Bessie Coleman. the only colored
woman aviatrix, will h- the featured art lat.
Supporting her w II he about twelve carotene
selected and experienced movie performers.
mm.ug them being Leon Williams. one of the
few race member* of the movie branch of the

Equity.
Mr. Whipper states that the picture will th
made !n mind around New York. the interiors In
all probability bring dome at the Norma Tat
made, Studio, rob le the outdoor scene. will
Ira made at nearby point. that embody the
elrai fanatics necrs,ary to the story which
concerns the colored distrrt of an average
hundred
Southern city. Ht' *ay that
supernumeraries will be required to invest the
picture with the desired local color.
The cutting and developing will be done st
the Mrrlre Film Laboratory in Englewood.
N. J., under the Immediate aupervi.ion of
Peter Jones. who after yearo of aervlre in
charge of the Relsn'ck leh,ratorles established
the service as his own enterprise. He is also
the president of the 5.-minole Corn anY, of
Chdesgo business man
which Trneman Bell.
viceeiresldent and ,tie, mauaxrr of the
it
financial rod of the business.
The elm abould in heady for release by
December, and will In ail probaMllty he
t'hristme feature with number of exhibitors.
The ',bay Is natural. Its development logical.
and with the production in the hands of the
ecprflrn.v.p pe-pl. atoare meat oued there Is
.eery reason to expert Its completion to mark
n new era
!n Negro. picture.
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AT THE GREENWICH THEATER
long since the Page went down to
Village in lower Manhattan and
perfermaver of the Flntastlr
Fri
In the Greenwich Theater, We like
to keep fully saran
to do three things so
of the times, and to know the new ideas that
are likely to crop up among the more cultured
promoters of the theatrle art.. We urge our
perform -re to do more of (bb,
We raw a deilghtfnlly inter.-sttng prfurm
sere, Met some very genuinely ,a.rtattmr
poop!.. and got
glimpse of test spirit that
Not

G reenwich

attended

s

SOME FAIR NEWS
Percy lowell write. from Asbevllle, N, O..
inform us of amdition. at the fair. October
7. as being precisely as we found there
This
en the page vetted the 1:151 lair.

keep. Mr. anal Mrs. Barker sou their aao,i.tea
rna.tantty aeeklai
new., ...mi.-thing for the
enter,. ',merit of the purer.
In adlitinn to the vast. we met John iecker.
sang,' grilse who doer bizarre things and
has opened the Ninth Stud',. as Fortysluth
street. Another friend we saw sae AM.
Isaacs tAb e the grnti
He has rhargr of
the almr. All env f.,ik who know things. If
women can't put over
any of our bunch think
twelve Wimins of simple lath to good effect,
no eee MI Rowland-she 'howl( what per.

('lark Itlur Ia'.ben eh.w. held
the fair or more nrrectle In the lase.
grounds. Ferret for the I r.. nee of the
Ival r.mMoy, then is little to Dottie the
of the name fa'r in C000.411.12 with the.
rise. The few cthitdr , ! dme.tte work
farm product. .il- playe.l on tin grand -.rand
ate are of very Maier . or.. .pi ... e.
r

r

NOW A SUPERFILM

,ACTRESS AND MUSICIAN OF AM ERICA.
(COMMINICATIONS TO Ol'R NEV. YORK OFF:C

BER21,1922

Belly

h la

Howell Nays: Th.r. were is colored
e,Nionalres who reported on the Wt but
err ;gable to work Leanne Mr Memos. the
it asanarer. bad Kraut «.1 the .ael.,.nr pride of concessions to the earn vat eanpanc.
e eernleal mennzement iii turn placed a
Mr.

.nailty .-n

ehibltiue price cal say pritlbte sought by
Irae Brown of Howard and Brown. With Even Robinson she is staging the numbers
Negro.
far the "Seventleven" show now in rehearsal is New York for openir.g October 31. Ear
husband. Garland Brown, is general director. and with Cook and Smith, wrote the book.
'Two 'spot -bail' t..y'. %b. bad been Invited
Jump from Mempl1, to play the date. spent
to get here then auld not rTord the price organization.
and has placed the er.lra for lw.. hundred 1ta,rnlr bodies of the r'l). book
ed.
the eertiecates of membership. Ike i. %crr lox for three (Weirs thru the Guide are
'Jolts Hides, (Marls: Freeman sad Phila- drainer.
of
the fairs that have ple.lael entirely without controuesion.
phis fiawkins, ',lore.] con. ....ion. ire.. who memt.rr.bip having
meet the financial requirement.
The Page railed upon Mr.
Leonard, the
d stunted Cory fair down the line wtb me.
that
the
orgaulaati.n
w
of the manager. rind was ...arid that wlagp there
may bane
yed wise. raying thin sae a good spot to
srutaal ready for the er.t annual meeting was au ui-a-ann to utd re ri«r.,i talent,
y awe; from.
that is fount to t »m-fit th« whole Negro fair Demons mould be gusto a prefeience. He
There wan su radar. ant no matinee
snggt.te that arts suitable for an evening's
gto..i geld.
The Blue Ribbon Sb..wa had
wds.
entertainment of the vnrt Indicated call when
bating
ah and .bout Plied the ground..
"STEP
ALONG"
in the city. He has frequent calls for women
ile spare for anything else. Tao Negro
"Step Along" is the titre of s new show a.ngera.
aka were e1h lit. 1. each under a erparwte
..
One Was Edward.. Ile boy with the :A- that awns at Havre de Gram. Md., on Ortulrer
SOME OBSERVER
with
und heed And :a' pound body. and the other
rente that Will take the show thru
:Smith.
who weighs i'1(t Pennsylvania and Went l' ra eta. belied into
s 'Big' Lillie
Maharajah (hr M;t.e is playing
hall bandies the the K. k E. one -eight stands.
number
Mrs. Edan.,sis
od..
IL N. Jackson. whose band abri minstrel of fair date. they New Enthand. If there le
bets ou the former -.aura' ti.n
among
or
an
saltily
colored
the
pr'
-l'.
re.
people,
anything
comedian
created
w
mc.
h
fa'
telle
comment
with
the
'Harry Wtkin
With him are Walter 1.. Main Cirrus during the past Drawee of consequence Is that territory occurring
h the Jazzland %tintrefa.
nee la. departure from New l.rk, the page
rk Cbnpo. Leo Tal:.y, leize',th (bcraey has charg« of the pr'du.tlon. The ratio bend
Thu
with the .omedians who were with the c'reo. bas to-ea advised most fully of at.
other*.
fellow's
obserratinnt ore newt all embracing.
the
evil
atop
disthe
eotatitutes
bays
the nucleus of the (Mow. These
'Please help
minat'on. There's' no n.- having a colored bare been ugmrnt.d by additional talent If R Is either show stuff or rare stuff, be is
Mercantile, social. Investment.
it if we are to to. den-ed the to.neet. This selected in New York to provide an attraa-tion Interested.
me thing happened at Puffolk and ntta- fairs of twentynv. people, Tom Howard. the tills' rlu.al -.mal, religious mad statl.tica Involving
of
three
subJeots i. alt news to him.
anyone
better
this
Opal
cowed -an and producer at, the lark
t year; but there fairs were
Theater, New Tork. has provided the script, and the rag. bas as a reeult profited by the
ar."
eminent -There is every reason to believe red the doneet will in all probability be staged great «t a- ortment of .'ippinr and memoWin by Nat Cash, If bi a«rni,ees( can be acquired. rands that has ever come to him from any one
e National .t .eorlation of Negro
much to enlarge the opportunities for the Sh.wL1 b« h.- b.. bro.,. vole other prslmee of source. With we had more of the rorr-t «.nlIn
the ,cmilar r.petath.n wit ta' obtaled.
rnti w'tb such interest In general rondtiine.
and Women of the now interested
1
.how a.+ .tarring under most favorable
artkal ere! of fa'r operations. The avowed
The Petcock Photoplay Company, of II...t n.
rpose of the amaoriatuos Is to Increase the an.pirr.. FIMrh'r Smith. Prey agent with
pr. influence in our fair,. Watch th!+ page nation -wile reputation. and Janes Herren, fer haa a tilts of the aaeme.rlal sweeter.. at the
news of the s,.orlatloo's activities with a aumta -r of .arion. treasurer of the Muir, tomb of Pr nee Hail that .h..uld he of imtans. to ne your'" fa'rs. The fart that Circus, and {VT!, many -years' experience in mense interest to the drenan. and other Negro
the national organl- theatricals, are the owner.. With the tom Mn -on... It is available fox private or comtale I.
to Negro per- 1- malien of show wisdom represented ln the mercial (bowing.
lon wlil
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-
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h
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do.

it'.

an ..1caJ mn.

WHITE PAPER COMMENDS SHOW
(teorie Winti s "Savante Alone road show
played Itellefou( ». 1a., on nette...., 4. and The
ronservt re gazette. of that town, commenta
on the production in th« tnt:owing lang'aaSe:
"'tlbum. AluOS', th. Prat real initial
attraction of the 'eavon, p!yed before a fuir
sized atellence In the Barman Opera lions,
We.neaday evem'ag. It was a lurful mnsi.al

..Wed). as evidenced by the hearty pptau e
presented by a large aggregation
The show
of colored art ta who can both sing and donee.
s Shore. of graceful dancer. sud a ,tnic sud
Iightlna
rfirrt wbich added greatly to the

i

,

."Ineldentalty
formuce.
r

1t m'eht be addsd that it wa
one .e Use cleanest rnmed :es trial visit( it Icelle?Date Ion come limn"
While In t:, . it). Al Watt., stage manager
of the es:matey. and some members of the
cast ocCasioeed the cl.+lug of
le. al re*.
tannst whose proprietor deellned to permit
their being sorted, and whose colored walten
decline] to servo anyone as
rmgmence.
The restaurant was perforce obliged le .lse
ter the day. 'i'be es lets followed the attow
to the next Nand at Altoona. How the per.
termer. fared
not learterre but It is asfoetonate that artists no well reached proles clonally as were these are unable to get

i

ordinary creature comfort,.
New York la to bare soother Colored paper.
Tee ..old Seal Pnbl'ahing Company. of alit. h
I. Merril Willis ir hrr''d.nt sod menacing
...liter. wilt get nut the new publication. lit. haral N.Mla, once with Ttae Amsterdam Nws,
office at Jr. West
w 11 handle the towns.*
Platb .tr,a -t, and our own Bennie Butter.
former theatrical (Alto, of The IC, C. Cart,
will write the amunemet and sport news
E

J.A.

r.

.ra

t

snsutr .
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Jackson's Page, 1922.
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A Voice
For Black Performance
BY DR.

ANTHONY HILL

he '20s was a time of ragtime and jazz, the

became the first regular column in a major show
business publication to search out, report on, and
promote the various forms of African- American
entertainment. The Page ran for five years, during which time Jackson compiled, wrote, and edited
most of his own material. Jackson was the first of
his race to edit a department in a white entertainment trade paper, and by virtue of his insistence
on quality, he remains one of the few journalists
in any forum to write about performance in its
truest sense.

Blackbottom and the Charleston, Prohibition
and bootleg whiskey. It was also a time of
change and creativity: Nowhere was this more evident than in Harlem -the black entertainment capital of America. Whites and blacks who lived
"uptown" were living in the midst of the Harlem
Renaissance. And those who lived "downtown"
came uptown.
The performers of that time have become
bywords in the history of black entertainment:
Charles Gilpin, Ethel Waters, W.C. Handy, Bessie
Smith, Ma Rainey, Fats Waller, Rose McClendon,
Paul Robeson, Josephine Baker, and Bert Williams.
But the man who helped to legitimate black performance in American show business has faded to

footnote. James Albert Jackson, editor
and columnist for Billboard, had a career as varied
as those of the people he wrote about. He was a minstrel performer, a military man, a government and
private industry employee, as well as a feature and
theatrical writer. And a pioneer in the entertainment

THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE
Important works on black show business were

a historical

industry.
The inception of J.A. Jackson's Page (as the
column was finally titled on Jan. 8, 1921) in Billboard
was in its own way as dramatic as the performances

critiqued. On Oct. 20, 1920, William H.
Donaldson, editor and publisher of Billboard, then
the oldest and largest American entertainment trade
paper, made an announcement that represented a
historic breakthrough for black performers:
"Beginning on November 6, 1920, a new feature
section, written by a Black man and devoted to Black
performers, artists, managers, and agents, will appear
... weekly... We feel that the professional artists and
he

James Albert Jackson.

entertainers of the race have fairly won this recognition... We are according the representation
gladly -even enthusiastically."
Donaldson's decision to begin coverage of black
performance by a black writer reflected his wish to
maintain the paper's status. Billboard had been the
first white trade paper to recognize the potential of
black performance and to foster its growth, and it
was often referred to by the black press as the unofficial counselor for the defense of black performers.
Adding to this reputation, J.A. Jackson's Page

written during the '20s by such Harlem Renaissance authors as James Weldon Johnson, W.E.B.
DuBois, Ira Bontemps, and Tom Fletcher, as well as
by such modern writers as Loften Mitchell, Henry
Sampson, James Hatch, Robert Toll, and Nathan
Huggins. These writers treat aspects of black performance as separate genres -music, dance, vaudeville, minstrelsy, burlesque, drama and theater, street
theater, rituals, and outdoor amusements (including circuses, carnivals, rodeos, tent shows, medicine shows, festivals, parades, and so on- unique
unto themselves). Jackson's work, however, displays an appreciation of performance, which is
defined by Richard Schechner as a "broad and
deep... field (that includes] performative behavior
of all kinds -ritual, aesthetic, sportive, playful; and
in all contexts from everyday life to high ceremony
in a variety of circumstances and cultures... along
with familiar forms such as dance, theater and ritual" (Performance Studies, 1982).
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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J.A. Jackson's Page, 1923.

The Harlem about which Jackson wrote took
almost twenty years to evolve. In the early 1900s,
with the opening of the Lenox Avenue subway and
a subsequent building boom, overdevelopment in
Harlem created many vacant apartments. Landlords
began accepting black tenants for the first time. As
whites moved out, blacks moved in, and Harlem
became the largest black community in the United
States -the first concentration in history of so many
different elements of black life. With the potential
for a broad and diverse audience, it attracted poets,
writers, painters, musicians, performers, and other
show business folk.
Between 1915 and 1929, Harlem became the
"Entertainment Capital of the World," as James
Weldon Johnson insisted in "Black Manhattan."
There was a resurgence of African -American history and culture and an explosion of energy, talent,
and intellectual activity that became known as the
Harlem Renaissance. This short -lived era was one
of the most productive and creative periods in the
history of black performance
flowering of art,
music, song, dance, literature, poetry, and drama.
The Lafayette Players, for example, a black
theater company, for the first time offered Harlem

-a
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audiences such plays as "The Count of Monte
Cristo," "Faust," "Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde," and
"The Chocolate Soldier." Although these shows
were written by whites, they were performed by
blacks. Other works by white writers of the era
important to the development of black drama
include: "Granny Maumee," "The Rider of
Dreams," and "Simon the Cyenian" (1916), three
one -act folk plays by Ridgley Torrence; "The Hairy
Ape" (1918), "Emperor Jones" (1919), and "All
God's Chillun' Got Wings" (1923) by Eugene
O'Neill; and "In Abraham's Bosom" (1924) by Paul

Billboard was significant for recording the progress
of black performance during the middle stages of the
Harlem Renaissance-one of the most productive
and creative periods in the history of African -American show business. The column served as a vital line
of communication for members of the profession
providing a weekly chronology of artists, theatrical
productions, and organizations and affording greater
opportunities for black performers.

Green.
"Shuffle Along," in 1921, the first black musical comedy to play Broadway in almost ten years,
also had a major impact on black performance.
Written and scored by Eubie Blake, Nobel Sissle,
Flournoy E. Miller, and Audrey Lyles, it rejuvenated
the genre and became the prototype for musical
comedies on both white and black Broadway. Ragtime and blues musicians also swayed audiences
during this central phase of the Harlem Renaissance.

LEAJACKSONS PAG

The fledgling black motion picture companies,
including the Norman Bros., The Lincoln Co.,
Micheaux Motion Picture Co., and the Colored
Players, were finding audiences. In outdoor entertainment, black minstrel companies were numerous. There was an abundance of vaudeville teams
and "tabloid" companies on the black circuits. In
carnivals, circuses, tent shows, and rodeos, black
artists were gaining as much attention as many of
the white headliners. For the moment, black dramas were being produced on Broadway, including
"The Chip Woman's Fortune" (1923) by Willis
Richardson and "Appearances" (1925) by Garland
Anderson.
Important to this artistic and cultural movement was the need for mass exposure. One voice
that influenced public opinion and provided national
recognition for black performances was that of J.A.
Jackson. In his Page, Jackson reported on activities
in the black entertainment industry, displayed advertisements and photographs, and launched attacks
against profanity and vulgarity in black show business. Jackson believed that black performers, as well
as others in the industry (e.g., managers, agents, theater owners, and promoters), would be more successful if they organized. As evidence of his commitment, he participated in the formation of the
Colored Actors Union, the National Association of
Colored Fairs, and the Deacons (Black entertainers
who were Masons).
As editor of his department, Jackson acquired
the colorful nickname "Billboard." He worked for
the betterment of the profession in general and the
performers in particular; he conducted his page with
a dignity that demanded the respect of his readers
and elicited the praise of his fellow workers in the
newspaper field. His writings were often syndicated.
Charles McGill, a black journalist for the Chicago
Defender, classified Jackson as the best known of
black writers for white publications.
J.A. Jackson's Page was important as a progenitor of black performance news reporting and
as a booster for black entertainment. The Page in
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PROFILE OF A RENAISSANCE MA
The

Harlem Renaissance was unique

i

American history, and James Albert Jack
was one of its more unique participants.
had an extraordinary background for a man of col
during the early decades of this century.
In his book "Blacks In Blackface" (1980)
Henry Sampson writes that Jackson's family wa
brought to America in 1753 by a group of Quake
who had purchased the family's freedom fro
Portuguese traders in the harbor of Portsmouth
England. They settled in what is now Centre Count
Pa. Jackson himself was born on June 20,1878,
Bellefonte, Pa., the oldest son of Abraham Valentina
S
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JA. Jackson's Page, 1925.

and Nannie (Lee) Jackson and part of the fifth generation of Jacksons to be horn in America.
At the age of 15, Jackson was able to hone his
writing skills as a cub reporter for the Bellefonte
Daily Gazette and Daily News, his hometown newspapers. On leaving Bellefonte in 1896, the ambi-

tious young Jackson continued to write working
as a bellboy and diningroom employee. While
engaged in the latter occupation, he met a fellow
worker, Richard B. Harrison, who taught him elocution. Harrison would later be a dramatic arts
instructor in Greensboro, N.C., but is best known
for his powerful portrayal of De Lord in the stage
version of "Green Pastures."
Experience in minstrelsy familiarized Jackson
with the plight of race performers and the rigors
of show business. In his book "One Hundred Years
Of The Negro In Show Business" (1954), Tom
Fletcher writes about the first time he met Jackson
in New York at the turn of the century. Jackson,
then an agent for Ed Winn's Big Novelty Minstrels
(his first such job), was looking for feature
players. Fletcher, a "star comedian" with the Big
Novelty Minstrels who doubled as a trap drummer in the band and orchestra, said: "Jackson was
68 BILLBOARD
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accumulating funds... to complete his college studDuring the war, Jackson's intelligence training
ies... After the Ed Winn show closed, Jackson was
with the railroad enabled him to land a position as
still bitten with the show bug. He wanted to fina commissioned adjutant of the 1st Colored Proish his education, but saw no reason why he couldvisional Regiment (this was the original name of the
n't make enough money in the winter to take up
15th Regiment). Jackson was one of only two blacks
the courses he desired in the summertime. He had
during the war who ranked as agent -in- charge for
picked up considerable knowledge of show busithe U.S. Military Intelligence Service General Staff,
ness and with his educational background, figured
according to Magill.
to become a good interlocutor." Fletcher noted that
Throughout his pioneering efforts in varied
Jackson "got the nod from Richard and Pringle's
occupations, Jackson never lost his proclivity for
Georgia Minstrels, starring Billy Kersands. The
writing. His articles "The Negro At Large" (1912)
money wasn't much, but a fellow like J.A., or anyand "The Underlying Cause Of Race Riots" (19194
one else who didn't gamble, could save a nice litboth syndicated by the Globe, were considered by
tle nest egg by the end of a season. And at the end
the black press to be among Jackson's best serial
of each season he would go back to school until
works. Excerpts were quoted extensively by other
he had finished his courses."
publications throughout the country. Several o
Fletcher gave no indication as to where Jackson
his feature stories were published in the Sunda
went to college or when he worked as a minstrel
editions of the New York Sun and in the New York
performer. Nevertheless, it is most likely that Jackson
Herald's magazine section.
toured with the minstrel troupes between 1898 and
After the war, Jackson joined the staff o
1900, since he left home around 1896 and worked
Billboard. Reprints of his Billboard editorial
odd jobs on the railroad for a few years. To further
often appeared in black publications, such as th
substantiate this notion, C.T. Magill, writing in the
Messenger, New York Amsterdam News, Chicag
Chicago Defender in 1921, indicated that Jackson
Defender, and New York Age.
worked as a journalist for Today, an afternoon daily
When white business interests discovered tha
in Detroit, about 1900.
money could be made in the black show busines
After a one -year stint as a journalist, Jackson
industry, they hired someone of color to discove
migrated to Chicago, where he took a civil service
the breadth and diversity of this field. Jackson wa
examination. Tom Fletcher notes that while waitthe most viable candidate for the job in that he kne
ing for the test results, Jackson "hung out in Daddy
the black entertainment profession from both th
Love's place, on the corner of 27th and State Street,
business side and the performing end. His stron
where the actors all gathered in Chicago between
work ethic, knowledge of what audiences wante
seasons, or when laying off. There were a great many
and flexibility served him well.
in show business who couldn't read or write, and
Jackson's ability to transcend racial barrie
those that could, usually charged ten cents for writat a time when most blacks were fighting "Ji
ing a letter. Jack was always glad to oblige, but he
Crowism" is significant. He was a bright, conf
would never accept a penny."
dent, self- motivated, indefatigable journeyma
Meanwhile, the versatile Jackson landed a
who left home at an early age to pursue his de
year -long position as a bank clerk in 1902 with
tiny. As he was the oldest son in a family of 14 chit
the Chicago Jennings Real Estate and Loan Co.
dren, his early departure may have been an attem
According to Magill, Jackson was the first person
to ease the economic strain that burdens man
of color to hold such a position in Illinois and the
large households.
first black to be admitted to the American Marketing
Traveling extensively with minstrel shows a
Association.
the railroad, he had formed acquaintances in eve
During his off hours, Jackson worked part time
state in the Union, as well as in several foreign cou
as an usher at the famous Pekin Theater, where he
tries. This enabled him to acquire statistics abo
had the occasion to be present for its historic openthe black profession that made him one of the mo
ing in 1904. The theater was home to the Clack
informed writers of his time. In addition, he co
theatrical stock company, and it became the most
laborated with several well -known authors
important venue for black theater since the days
national magazines and foreign papers. His cre
of the African Grove Theatre in New York and the
bility among whites had already been proven as
Hyer Sisters' touring troupe.
railroad detective, military staff officer, bank der
After passing the civil- service examination,
and writer -and he was a Republican. Anoth
Jackson joined the U.S. railroad police as a road officonsideration in his favor might have been the co
cer, traveling the country investigating cases. One
caste system of the time. Light complexioned, to
assignment of note involved his participation in the
articulate, and educated, Jackson was afford
capture of the infamous Harrison gang, headed
opportunities almost nonexistent for darke
by Jeff Harrison, closing the books on "The World's
skinned blacks. Nonetheless, given the social a
Greatest Train Robbery. "According to Fletcher,
political milieu of the time, "Billboard" Jackson
Jackson remained with the railroad police for 12
accomplishments were remarkable.
years, until World War I.
Jackson married Gabriele Belle Hill on April
Dr. Anthony Hill is professor of theater at Oh
6, 1909. Although a great deal of his time was spent
State University. His work has appeared in T
on the road, Jackson was devoted to his family, and
African American Review, South Central Revi
his wife often accompanied him in his travels.
and Elimu.
i
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J.A. Jackson's Page
BY

HAVELOCK NELSON

It blew in quietly, with very little fanfare:

black aesthetic discourse in a white -

owned business source. The hushed
arrival of J.A. Jackson's column in The
Billboard (now just Billboard) is evidence
that not all revolutions begin with a bang.
Joining Billboard's staff in 1920-at the
height of the so- called black renaissance,
when Harlem was the center of Afro-Americana-Jackson became the first Negro journalist to analyze and report on the growing body of "colored" showfolk for a trade
paper.

Jackson was a gifted and deserving
writer. But one suspects that his appointment to Billboard might have also had
something to do with what critic James
Weldon Johnson dubbed "the term of exile,"
which ran between 1910 and 1917.
Before this period, black theatrical life had flourished along the Great White Way. But when many
of the major black stars (writers, composers, and
performers) who populated Broadway around the
turn of the century either died or moved on to newer
pastures, there was no one left to support a sustained
black presence in "legitimate" theater. The term of
exile had begun.
(Only after this period could mainstream critics, including Billboard's, and the general public eas-

N

Small's Paradise Club in Harlem, 1920's.

ture, the form took on new, exciting shapes. By 1920,
hiring a black man to report on this new black activity was, perhaps, the most prudent thing for Billboard
to do.
Jackson's column was first titled The Negro
Actor, Actress & Musician. It was quickly changed
to The Colored Actor, Actress & Musician, then
finally J.A. Jackson's Page. Jackson used his page

-

ily experience and "discover" the work of black
artists-such as Bessie Smith, W.C. Handy, and Bert
Williams -whose talents had been developing in
isolation for years, often in minstrel companies that
played second -rate vaudeville house not usually visited by whites.)

to focus on the world of black entertainment
without ignoring the world at large. He attempted
to swing between the moral, financial, artistic, and
cultural hemispheres, performing diplomatic as
well as fraternal functions; he showed care alongside critique.
In the opening lines of his introductory essay
(published in the Nov. 6, 1920, issue of Billboard),

Black entertainment entered a new phase. It
thrived in Harlem and other major black centers.
And all -black touring companies (such as the
Lafayette Players) crisscrossed the United States,
playing segregated houses and bypassing the legit
stages. Thus, black performance during the term of
exile tended to be consumed mostly by black audiences. Outside of the control of the dominant cul-

Jackson stated his purpose and sway. He wrote: "The
writer desires the Negro artist to understand that
this department is instituted as THE BILLBOARD'S
EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION for the success that
has been achieved by artists of my race... Also it is
an assurance that this publication wishes to encourage and assist them toward further success...
Segregation is in nowise intended."
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He expounded on that advisement
future articles. In his fourth column, f
example, he told readers: "Don't confi
your attention to this page. If you do y
will certainly miss a lot of good news.
like an October 1922 editorial, elsewhe
in the magazine, bearing the headlin
"Theater Screens Destroy Prejudices.
Clearly believing that his privilege
communicate was a license to advoca
Jackson, besides celebrating achieveme
and providing visibility, also register
passionate theories and suggestions mea
to bolster and energize the business he w
writing about.
He proclaimed adherence to
greater responsibility to the professi
than the mere vending of news," addin
"This page, in common with every pa
in this magazine, is, and must be, an instrument f
the profession in general and the race in particular
A tireless collector of data, Jackson publish
several surveys related to the state of the black ent
tainment business during his stint at Billboard. Alo
with upbeat news ( "The field of operation open
the race has been slowly growing larger," f
instance), these surveys brought strong cries f
blacks in the business to organize and centralize.
that was done, Jackson argued, anyone looking f
a black performer could better locate one. Also t
performers could better ensure the protection
their rights.
Always, Jackson held firm to lofty standar
He was a leading exponent of the African-Ameri
arts of his time, but he was also quick to challen
or criticize shadiness, unprofessionalism, and, m
than anything, slackness.
A running theme on his page was the curse
smut. He wasn't a fan of double -entendre blues co
positions or dirty-minded comics. To Jackson a
others in the '20s, the music had come to be ass I
ated with carnal pleasures, "the hedonistic purs
of dancing, drinking, fast cars and sexual freedom,

.Ac»I jana4, eV/wit, eVium, gave and
/he ted yowAieltels
eftictive Atekusiey Re:wench!
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but he always regarded America as the black person's promised land. He pooh -poohed the politi
cal strategies of such figures as Marcus Garvey, whi
claimed in the '20s that his back -to- Africa movement had 4,000 subscribers. "Imagination is a great
thing," Jackson suggested, "and Marcus has it."
Without the sarcasm, Jackson also declared art
a great thing for blacks. During a time when African
Americans were routinely lynched, the writer real
ized that the entertainment profession represente'
a sort of oasis. What he did well was bring to hi
the activity on this exclusive landscape. Between
his tirades and debates, he described the many nam
and places that made the renaissance bubble. I
each column, he had a section of short items calle'
Here & There Among The Folks.
The roster of figures included familiar name
blues legend Alberta Hunter; Jack Johnson, th
boxer-turned -actor; Oscar Micheaux, the mos
famous (and most prolific) filmmaker of the tim.
Charles S. Gilpin, who won acclaim for his lead rol
in Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones "; interna
tional superstar Josephine Baker. But he also list
lesser -known but equally important personalitie
everyone from minstrels and concession owners t
modern -ballet dancers and clowns.
By spotlighting black theater troupes perfor
ing European -style dramas and classical musicia
playing recitals-art for the highly cultured
Jackson brought form to a generation of "invisible
men and women. They were bucking the stere .
types, and Jackson brought them into view.
He also went behind the curtain to highlight th
activities and interactions of figures from all aspe
of the business side of the trade: music publishe
(like Clarence Williams, or Maude Nooks, "the onl
woman publisher of the race"), theater owners, to
ent bookers, etc. Billboard, after all, was not a co
sumer publication. By the end of his stint, the He
& There portion of his page took on greater promi
nence. Jackson had been seeking a better-paying jo
than trade journalism afforded, and when he elect
to become a full -time sales executive, his colum'
exited on June 20, 1925, just as quietly as it arrive'
Jackson went on to become a master salesper
son. In 1927 his reputation earned him a job as
"specialist" in the Small Business Unit of the U.
Department of Commerce. He worked there un
1932, when he was relieved of his post by a ne
Democratic administration.
Two years later, he took a temporary positio
at the Standard Oil Co., selling the firm's produ
to black businesses. Convinced that his present
was an asset to them, Standard retained his servic
on a permanent basis. Having assisted many blac
in opening filling stations and other businesse
Jackson became the first Negro member in th
American Marketing Association in 1944. But what
ever else Jackson did in life, he forever carried th
moniker "Billboard."
1

Street scene In Harlem, 1930s.

.

as author Kathy J. Ogren observed in her book

"The Jazz Revolution." So Jackson dropped "a tip"
to those involved in the making and marketing of
racy titles. He advised writers and publishers to
"clean the profession of this nuisance before the
long- suffering public places the entire blame on
them. The responsibility is yours."
In a review of a popular duo named Butter Beans
& Susie, Jackson expressed regret that "a comedian
of Beans' abilities" continued to "resort to the suggestiveness he uses. The team is too good to need
this." Not one to coddle or codify mediocrity either,
the writer once even went so far as to wish that the
hopelessly untalented "get out of the profession
they're disgracing."
Jackson never slid along a nationalist party line,
waving a color-coded pom -pom. When negotiating
through disputes involving factions of "the profession," he attempted to choose sides based on the
central issues, not racial pedigrees. One gets the
impression that he sincerely thought that his conclusions were what was best for the destiny of the
community he was writing about. Nothing more.
He elaborated on his policy with an anecdote: "As
a comedian of beloved memory once said, `When
you are right I am your friend, and I am with you;
but when you are wrong I am still your friend but I
am not with you.'"
Jackson's standards won both global approval
and hateful dissent. Correspondence to the column
started arriving almost immediately. In his Jan. 8,
1921, column, the writer gushed about how "really
76
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surprising [it was] to know that we had already
acquired the good will of so many of the profession." He strived to build alliances with black newspaper writers and others, and he was grateful for
expressions of fellowship. But he avoided confusing the journalistic game with a popularity contest.
As a cultural critic, Jackson's voice never stuttered. And through his plainspokenness came a
persona -that of a northern -born, conservative,
cosmopolitan gentleman. Born in Pennsylvania, he
started out in life as a domestic and was raised easily to white -collar status; Jackson probably never
encountered extreme, overt racism. His discussions
about blacks being victimized by white-endorsed
structures bear this out.
Witness his matter-of -fact response to some
"colored" actors' complaints about being required
to do extra midnight shows for no pay. It was: "The
performers really have themselves to blame for the
imposition from which they suffer." By suggesting
that these performers could have improved their
lot by simply taking positive action, Jackson was
ignoring longstanding impediments to black
progress-such things as poor education and
unequal social arrangements, which were involved
in promoting low self-esteem among blacks of the
time.
Though Jackson did acknowledge inequities in
America, any suggestions for closing the gaps were
always rooted in behavioral, not structural, reasoning. For instance, he recognized the problems
some touring performers had in securing lodging,

Havelock Nelson is Billboard magazine's rap mus,
columnist. He is also the co- author of "Bring TI;
Noise: A Guide To Rap Music & Hip Hop Culture
(Harmony Books).
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It All Starts
With A Song
BY IRV

LICHTMAN

ow old is Billboard? Let the birth -

dates of America's greatest songwriters measure its endurance.
When Billboard first published in 1894,
Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, and
Harry Warren were alive but in no chronological position, at ages 9, 6, 3, and 1, respectively, to contribute, as so mightily they would,
to the canon of American popular song; the
composer Eubie Blake, born in 1883, was
decades away from his pioneering black -cast
Broadway reviews.
Though a member of his family's troupe,

George M. Cohan was not yet the
nation's tuneful sentimentalist and flagwaver-a decade later he began to hit his songwriting stride, qualifying as one of the first
important stars among singer/ songwriters
who also made recordings; within the first
decade of the 20th century his hit songs included
"Mary, It's A Grand Old Name," "Give My Regards
To Broadway," and "You're A Grand Old Flag."
(To effect full journalistic disclosure, it should be
mentioned that in the spring of 1911, at the peak of
his career, Cohan graced the editorial pages of
Billboard with at least two columns, purporting to
give a "tell" to amateurs about real conditions in
the theater world.)
And yet to be born in 1894 were other song writing giants, such as Ira Gershwin (1895) and his
brother, George (1897), Lorenz Hart (1895), Oscar
Hammerstein ll (1895), Duke Ellington (1899), Kurt
Weill (1900), and Richard Rodgers (1902). (A 1921
edition of Billboard noted that one "Dick Rogers"
had been recruited to do the music for a Columbia
16 -year-old

George M Cohan. Irving Berlin, and William Collier.

University varsity show; poor Richard-despite his
enduring fame as the composer of the melodies
for such Broadway musicals as "On Your Toes," "Pal
Joey," "Oklahoma!," "Carousel," "South Pacific,"
"The King And I," and "The Sound Of Music," the
press to this day often misses the "d" in his last name!)
Several great music publishing houses, such as
Edward B. Marks (also celebrating its 100th birthday in 1994) and M. Whitmark & Sons, were in business when Billboard came on the scene, but it would
be decades before the establishment of Irving Berlin
Music, Mills Music, Chappell Music, Famous Music,
Warner Bros. Music, and other giants of today.
Two decades would pass after Billboard's birth
before a group of prominent men of music would
create ASCAP (in 1914) to protect the rights of song-

writers and collect royalties that they earned
when their songs were performed for commercial gain; BMI, the chief rival of ASCAP,
did not get underway until 1940.
In its early years, Billboard used a variety of approaches to cover popular music. On
Feb. 25, 1911, the magazine instituted A Boon
To Members Of The Profession, a weekly feature reprinting selected refrains from "the
latest productions of the various music publishers." Beginning in 1912, a weekly column
called Song Reviews, which looked at songs
"from the performer's angle," was added.
In one Song Reviews writeup in 1913,
Irving Berlin's long- forgotten opus "Happy
Little Country Girl" fared better than it has
over time, with the magazine declaring elegantly that it "exhales a purity of subject and
handling in every line."
Billboard began to take the measure of bestselling songs in 1913, but not in terms of record sales;
it probed the movement of sheet music, an exposure
that, for decades, remained vastly more popular than
recordings. In 1914, Billboard added coverage of the
most popular songs from vaudeville acts.
In the '20s, songwriters and music publishers
shared a page in Billboard under two headings: Land
O, Melody and Who's Who In Songland, with the
latter profiling its subjects in florid terms affectionately in keeping with the times.
In the '40s, Billboard offered extensive, full page -plus reviews of major songwriters of the Tin
Pan Alley era in a weekly feature called The Billboard
Music Popularity Charts: The Honor Roll Of Popular Songwriters, replete with an extensive biogra100TH ANNIVERSARY
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phy and listing the writers' biggest hits, musical -theater works, and film scores.

BILLBOARD & POP MUSIC
EXPAND BOUNDARIES
the turn of the century, Billboard grew
beyond its coverage of the bill poster industry and began to project the goings -on of

At

"the show business." This
period was also a turning

point in the evolution of
popular song: America's
melting pot was being
spiced with a vital new ingredient, the cultures of a
new tide of immigrants,
especially the Jews from
Eastern Europe, who had

already forged cultural
links with other ethnic
Cole Porter.
groups in the "old country." Some of the immigrants or, more likely, their children shaped greatly
the development of popular song in America over
the course of the 20th century.
Eager to assimilate, yet unwilling (or unable)
to part with the sounds tucked away in their cultural baggage, the newest Americans enriched existing musical genres in play with other ethnic and
racial groups, such as the English, Irish, Germans,
and African -Americans. They, along with America's birthday kid himself,
George M. Cohan (an Irish
American), gave America
a new homegrown style
in popular music that, on
Billboard's 100th anniversary, still drives the creative
engines of the form.

Musical assimilation in American popular
music, from seemingly disparate cultural sources,
Richard Rodgers.

was described succinctly by

Isaac Goldberg, George
Gershwin's first biographer, who, after hearing the
Gershwin brothers' hluesy song, "My One And
Only" (1927), said, "It starts out Yiddish and ends
up black."

In a more expansive view of the relationship
between the creator of songs and the cultural envi-

ronment, George Gershwin himself is worth hearing from.
As noted by musicologist Deena Rosenberg in
her book "Fascinating Rhythm: The Collaboration of George and Ira Gershwin" (1991), George
Gershwin wrote in Theatre Magazine (1925),
"Modern life is, alas!, not expressed by smooth
phrases. We are living in an age of staccato, not
legato. This we must accept. But this does not mean
that out of this very staccato utterance something
beautiful may not be evolved." And in the late '20s,
in a confession to Isaac Goldberg, Gershwin goes
beyond simply anticipating his 1935 masterpiece,
80 BILLBOARD
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Why We Love Band Music

BY IRVING

BERLIN

"There's a feeling comes a- stealing and it sets my brain a-reeling,
Every time I hear the music of a military band."

-Geo. M. Cohan

Throngs of pleasure seekers, with plenty of time and money to spend, flood the amusement parks
on torrid midsummer nights, seeking to alleviate the discomfort produced by the heat in the
harmless dissipation of viewing attractions arranged by a carefully calculating management. The red hot stands, the myriads of side -shows, including attractions extraordinary that show vast improvement over the attractions of the previous year, and all the one -thousand and one other things that
serve to make an amusement park what its name implies, vainly endeavor to attract the public, its
confidence and its nickels and dimes. But, in some corner of the park, the inevitable band is heard,
and the ever-increasing crowds make a bee -line for it, ignoring the painstaking display of money

catchers.
How hard the barker in front of the tented show must work, in order to induce a portion of the
passers -by to enter its portals! What rare pictures and elaborate fronts meet the eye of amusement
seekers as they pass by, their glances approving of all the attractions and their purses responding
to few! The band has no barker, no elaborate front and yet most of the people flock to it, as though
drawn by an irresistible magnet.
Why? The classical program is pretty nearly the same as the one
used last year, the year before, and many years ago. The rag -time program is a trifle different, but most of the people are thoroughly familiar
with the popular numbers and the mad rush to hear the band cannot
be accounted for in this manner. Surely it cannot be the fame of the
leader that causes the stampede of approbation. For, as the weeks go
by and the leaders change, the crowds continue to pour into the space
dedicated to amalgamated harmony. Nor is it because band music is
cheapest. For, while no actual charge is made, the unwritten law calling for repeated purchasing of refreshments makes the no- charge
feature appear somewhat expensive...
Candidly, I think we like the band because it is such a big, blustering, good- natured bluffer. It tells us things we have heard before
Irving Berlin.
with more loud -blasted emphasis than we have ever heard and we
feel that we are hearing something different. Musical arrangers are more conversant with ordinary
orchestral music than band arrangements and it is only natural to conclude that they do their best
work in the branch with which they are most familiar. Yet the very people who hear a splendid orchestration at a corner theater, without exhibiting the slightest emotion, go into fits of ecstasy when the
park band plays the same composition.
But how can such a bluff be repeated year after year? Granted that we like to be humbugged,
what form of innocent humbug could become increasingly popular? While the bluster aspect of the
band may apply to one element of regard, it cannot cover all; beneath this bluster there must be a
sympathetic soul, a soul that feels as we feel and speaks in our own heart -to -heart language.
Bearing this in mind, I'll tell you another, more charitable reason why we like the band, like it
to a point of loving it. Simply because the band tells us what we all feel, recites its patriotic lesson,
in a louder, more enthusiastic voice than we can possibly muster and veritably becomes a mammoth
aggregation of soul -felt thought reflectors, shouting forth the fundamental sentiment of its listeners, with all the fervor an individual soul feels, and in actual, sincere, naturally- harmonized tones!
The whole world loves the band and the peculiar instrument of emotion seems to realize the regard
in which it is held and, like the oracle of old, speaks in a language all its own, yet clearly understood
and revered by its listeners. It seems to say, "I speak of that which has always existed, life; believe
in me, if you would always exist."
In all this wide, wide world, nobody loves band music more sincerely than I do. I love it because
I understand the benediction it breathes upon everybody else. I love it, too, because everybody else
loves it, and, in loving what everybody else loves, I know I understand something of the universal soul
and feel that a religion as old as time and yet strangely new, is beckoning to me and to everybody
else in the whole world.
If I were asked what kind of song I would be most pleased to leave upon the sands of time, I'd
say, "A song that would be true to melody, true to life; one that would not become so popular that it
would die easily; yet one that would be generally known and continuously loved; in other words, a
song that the bands would like to play year after year."
-Billboard, June21, 1913
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along with the prevailing teen sounds, relying
heavily on tunefulness. Their tunefulness soon
evolved into gorgeous melody with the group's inven-

tion of the rock concept album, realizing unparalleled pop sophistication. In the early '70s, such
writers as Paul Simon, Jimmy Webb, and Laura
Nyro, drawing from country and folk influences,
gave well- defined melody
a big boost.
The early '60s folk movement led to the re -emergence on a mass -market
level of the protest song,
with Bob Dylan out in
front, creating anthems that
decried racism and the conflict in Vietnam, the most
unpopular war in American
Bob Dylan.

bedrialed /o /he Grea/er/ CentraiAuremen/ fd,pei - lííe 1,3d/ócv/ri. Cii1C/nna/i:

history.
In the past, Americans had experienced lim-

ited exposure to protest songs, and the ones orig-

inating from political campaigns or the labor
movement rarely spilled over to the mass market.
Kern & Hammerstein's "01, Man River" (1927) and
a depression era cry of pain, Jay Gorney & E.Y.
Harburg's "Brothey Can You Spare A Dime ?" (1932),
are notable exceptions, having achieved the status
of folk songs with themes that decry racial or
economic injustice.
In World Wars I and H, of course, the nation's
songwriters had been drafted-some of them liter ally-to write songs that rallied the country behind
the war effort; America found little to cheer in the
unpopular war its GIs were fighting in Korea (195053); the Vietnam War, however, did produce a rallying cry or two-a No. 1 Billboard single, at that,
with "The Ballad Of The Green Berets" (1966), written and performed by a member of that elite marine
unit, S/Sgt. Barry Sadler.
Even the emergence
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of more aggressive rock
bands did not prepare the
public for pop music's
abandonment of melody.
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The sound was rap, which
emerged triumphantly by

the early '90s to break
completely from the traditions of melodic pop.
Rap discarded melody in
favor of a rhythmic recitaAndrew Lloyd Webber.
tion of the lyric. Indeed,
rap forced heated discussion on whether its often
raw content-holding a mirror to the evils of racism
against blacks, its advocates said-broke all the
rules of social discourse in song. Jazz/classical trumpeter Wynton Marsalis said that "too much has
come down in the history of music to reduce it to
a rhythm." But millions of rap's platinum -producing fans, black and white, were more than willing to settle on hearing its point of view-certainly
in the tradition of protest songs -and forgo the
romanticism inherent in a melodic line.
The debate over questionable song lyrics is

Orchestra.
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The Billboard March
the musical heartbeat of many a circus show, was, as the frontcover of the
sheet music declares, specially written for Billboard magazine, and with a copyright of 1902,
it is almost as old as the magazine itself. The writer was John N. Klohr, who lived in Cincinnati,
where Billboard itself was born.
With the release of a piano -roll version of the march in 1921 by QRS Music Co., a lyric was also
written by an unknown author. The lyric of the main theme (or trio) contained the words: "I love a
billboard and always will /A circus poster still gives me such a thrill /I'm always like a child /A circus
billboard just drives me wild /I love a billboard and always will /A circus poster still gives me such
a thrill /Dazzling bright red and gold /Bring back fond mem'ries of days of old."
The tune also served as a radio signature whose words stated, We are the joy boys of radio/
We send electrons to and fro. " Among the many marching -band renditions of the piece was a 1948
Columbia Records recording by Les Brown & His Orchestra and a swinging performance by Ralph
Flanagan & His Orchestra, released on the RCA Victor label in 1950. The original publisher was The
John Church Co. (acquired many years ago by The Theodore Presser Co.),one of whose branch
offices was also located in Cincinnati. Sheet music courtesy of Bill Simon. -I.L.
This familiar march,
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mission, land are! not even sufficiently had to be
called immoral, but which point with certainty to
the time when their influence will produce the pos-

itively objectionable." Hardly

Holland, Dozier & Holland.

hardly new to the music industry. Carl Laemmle,
president of the Chicago -based Music House of
Laemmle (and founder of Universal Studios), was
given the opportunity to state his case in a Billboard
feature called "Music And The Professional."
Bemoaning the loss of songs of old that "had a point,
a reason for coming into existence than amused
and even instructed," he said that the "market is
flooded with songs today that have no point, no

a

critique of rap,

Laemmle's views were printed in the Nov. 12, 1910,
issue of Billboard! (Billboard's own Song World
column in the June 23, 1917, issue offered a similar
critique of the contemporary state of pop music,
stating that the "mad rush to imitate anything and
everything that has taken hold of the popular market seems to have produced so much drivel and so
little `class' that style has no room for development. ")
More than eight decades after Laemmle's comments, rap and other hardboiled variants of rock
and the blues offer little to soften our disappointments and give hope to our dreams -the essential,
comforting notions of most successful pop songs
over the past hundred years.
Yet in revivals of classic Broadway musicals
and in some newer works, especially those with
music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, remnants of
Laemmle's philosophy still have a voice, if not the
dominant one in pop. This is further evident, as

John Philip Sousa: A Tribute

BY

Billboard celebrates its 100th anniversary, in enor
mously popular animated films by Disney, such
"The Little Mermaid," "Beauty And The Beast,
and "Aladdin," with scores by composer Ala
Menken and lyricists Howard Ashman and Ti
Rice (who worked with Menken after Ashman
death from AIDS). At times, the pop charts mak
passionate calls for hope in such songs as Julie Gold
"From A Distance" and Michael Jackson and Lioi
Richie's "We Are The World."
George Gershwin's reference to a society
which "staccato" carried more meaning tha
"legato" in musically depicting the pace of Amerie
life still holds for our time. When the great pop
lar composer assessed the sociocultural milieu
years ago, he did not envision less reliance on pu
melody. Yet he established an emotional yardsti
for popular music that will likely have relevan
when Billboard celebrates its 200th birthday.
i

/

Iry Lichtman is deputy editor of Billboard, wh
he also writes a column on songwriters and mus
publishers called Words & Music.

GENE BUCK

years ago in Washington a child
Sousa in interpreting the true spirit of this nation. His
was born to a German-born mother and a Spanish marches are undoubtedly the finest ever written in
Portuguese -born father who was destined to become
the history of music. They are brilliant, dashing, magone of the greatest and most distinguished Americans
nificent and inspiring. Sousa's rhythm and construcin our musical and national life -John Philip Sousa.
tion were so genuine that his works are as fresh today
His genius and accomplishments as a composer, band
as the day he composed them.
conductor and personality brought fame to this nation
John Philip was one of the most unselfish men
and himself from all parts of the world. Sousa is today
I have ever had the privilege and honor to know. For
the most internationally recognized composer in the
many years he sat and stood beside me as the vice history of American music.
president of LASCAPI and was ever eager to help, assist,
Sousa inherited his love of music from his father,
encourage and protect his brother writers.
who was a trombonist in the United States Marine
Personally, he was one of the gentlest, sweetBand for nearly 30 years before John Philip Sousa was
est souls that ever graced the earth. Throughout the
born. At the age of 13, at the solicitation of his father,
years of our friendship and in my lifetime I have never
he joined this famous organization as an apprentice
heard or known of a happier person. God was good to
musician and in 1880 became its leader.
Sousa and he deserved it. He was one of the most
Sousa conducted the United States Marine Band
devoted husbands, fathers and friends that ever lived.
for many years and then organized his own band,
John Philip Sousa.
When folks speak of dispositions I always refer to my
which soon became a national institution and world
friend Sousa. He possessed the most overwhelming
famous. He toured the globe and was acclaimed in every country on earth.
sense of understanding that I have ever found in a human being. He had a
John Philip was an extraordinary person and unusually gifted. He was
delightful and keen sense of humor combined with genuine human syma musician, a conductor, a composer, a novelist and a librettist. To the field
pathy. For a genius that is unusual. I have never met a more sincere patriot.
of composition he contributed over 100 marches, 10 light operas, about a
He loved America and proved it throughout his lifetime. He sleeps now in
dozen fantasies, several waltzes, numerous suites and two overtures. As
Washington in the Congressional Cemetery-the city he loved most and
a novelist, he wrote "The Fifth String," which gained wide recognition in
where he first saw the light of day.
the literary field; "Pipetown Sandy," "Marching Along" and other books.
A few days before he suddenly passed away we journeyed together
I recall when I was a boy in Detroit studying music, the first popular
to the national capital on his visit to his native city.
piece my teacher allowed me to learn was one of Sousa's marches, "The
He was buried with high honors and a full military funeral after his
Washington Post, " which at that time was sweeping the country. And afterremains, in the uniform he loved so well, had lain in state in the Marine
ward I recall the thrill I received when I first saw him leading his great band,
Barracks bandroom in the United States Navy Yard, and I have an unforstanding erect, with his famous beard and his breast covered with medals,
gettable memory of the Marine Band he loved and led playing one of his
beating out the rhythm with the baton of his inspiring "Stars and Stripes
famous marches.
Forever," which I have always felt should be our national anthem.
John Philip was a real leader and a beloved gentleman and left behind
I think Sousa captured the spirit of the United States in his marches
to his family, his friends, his country and the world a large legacy of imperand his work more than any creative artist this country has ever developed.
ishable compositions.
I know of no composer, painter, sculptor or writer who has even approached
Hail! But not farewell!
-Billboard, Dec. 3, 1932
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From one
eader to another, ASCAP
salu es Billboard's next hot 100!
So here to another century of success
- and p :nty of hits for us all!
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There are hundreds of thousands of small locations in
:America
big percentage of
which are "naturals" for Wurlitzer Counter Model Phonographs.
Take advantage of this virgin
market with Wurlitzer's sensational new Counter ModelsModel 41 the smallest Counter
Model ever built
Model 71 the Counter Model
with big Console Model fea-
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tures
Both are complete phonographs with built -i n speak ersGlamour Lighting
Visible
Record Changers.
Here is a wide -open opportunity to double the size of your
operation
to multiply your
profits
to test the earning
power of locations for the installation of Wurlitzer Console
Models later on. The investment required is small the
profit possibilities are large.
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Now
H hen Console Models
were first introduced- success
depends on quick action! Write
or wire for details- today!

MODEL 71

TAP THE BIGGEST UNDEVELOPED FIELD IN THE AUTOMATIC MUSIC
BUSINESS
WITH WURLITZER'S GREAT COUNTER MODELS

THIS BIG
UNDEVELOPED
ON

OPPORTUNITY

MODEL 41
1940 advertisement for Wurlitzer counter models.

Put Another Nickel In
BY ERIC

oney magnets and a paying attraction!"
bellowed a half -page advertisement for
the 65 -note Electrova and the 44 -note
osa in the Dec. 7, 1907, Billboard. The boast
:erned the Pianova Co.'s new line of automatic
r pianos.

themselves. Jukeboxes also transformed popular
music into a more public, shared experience, one
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businesspeople, coin- operated music
ines were indeed moneymakers, able to rivet
tcrtainment-hungry public. This was no mean
during the coin -amusement craze of the early

Like no other coin -operated amusement
gchine, the jukebox shaped this country's culture.

that continues to shape generations along rhyth-

CAN COIN MONEY
WITH MILLS MACHINES

YOU

For

Competition for the customer's nickel was
and the distributors of hundreds of differ novelty machines, from "stereoscopes" to "bag
punchers," fought tooth and nail for arcade space.
Music- machine manufacturers also faced stiff competition from rivals, with Wurlitzer's Tonophone,
Lyon & Healy's "majestic, pneumatic, self-playing
pianos," and the Rosenfield "coin -slot illustrated
song machines," among others, vying for business.
But more important is the fact that coin -operated
nusic machines turned the tide of American music
Dy placing the day's hits within reach of the increasingly mobile masses.
No longer did listeners have to gather around
a piano and read sheet music or attend concerts to
sear their favorite hits. They simply dropped in a
Dicke) and sang along. (The turn -of- the -century
player piano, like the kind Pianova trumpeted, had
been quickly joined by multiselection, coin-operited phonographs, which offered a handful of
recorded selections to paying customers. And that,
) ( course, led to the multiselection jukebox.)
I

BOEHLERT

AMERICA FALLS FOR
THE MUSIC MACHINE

.

.utT

cutcT
M MtT

surprisingly, it was an invention by
Thomas Edison that opened the door to
coin-operated music machines. Edison's
1877 phonograph was first rigged with a coin slot
and put to work in 1889 at the Palais Royale Saloon
in San Francisco. There, patrons gathered around
the phonograph, fit connected tubes into their ears,
and, for a price, enjoyed a recorded two -minute
selection, perhaps the latest march by John Philip
Sousa.
Across the sea, at the Pathe Salon du Phonographie in Paris, men and women strolled into the
parlor, sat down at a player, looked over the selection of cylinders, and, through tubes connected to
a beehive of workers a floor below, called in their
pick. Like the saloon patrons in San Francisco, Paris
music lovers slipped on listening tubes to hear their
favorite song.
In 1906, Gabel Automatic's Entertainer was
unveiled, offering multiple selections as well as an
attached 40 -inch horn, replacing the old listening
tubes. The hand-cranked Entertainer, with its novel
and exciting record- changing mechanism visible to
patrons through its glass sides, is considered by
many to be the first true jukebox. Its main drawback, and the reason it was manufactured for only
one year, was poor sound quality: Raising the volNot
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Mills Machine Takes in the Money
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MILLS NOVELTY CO.,
AMViiMiNT MACN/NiS,
n MS Mum Street dI1CAiA fll.

1 M

Advertisement for various coin -operated machines.
including a "song- machine," 1905.

The jukebox undeniably changed the landscape of
the music business, but it also brought democracy
one nickel, one vote-to entertainment. And when
many early radio programs refused to spin country, blues, or jazz (instead sticking to the more
respectable forms of music, such as opera, symphony, and the big -band sound), jukeboxes made
all that music available in taverns, restaurants,
diners, and army bases, where folks picked the hits

-
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Using revolving discs of polarized film and clear cellophane, the Wurlitzer Model 850 of 1941
featured peacocks whose colors changed as the music played.

urne on the Entertainer at taverns and clubs produced too much hissing noise on the horn speaker.
The various music machines initially fascinated

the public, which was busily soaking up the startling changes that marked the beginning of the new
century. In fact, there was so much to be wowed by
that people soon grew bored with the phonograph's
simple approach and instead became captivated by
coin -operated player pianos, player harps (!), and,
at the most desirable resorts, player orchestras (complete with piano, bass, drum, and cymbals). At the
time, the Wurlitzer Co., founded in 1856 by German
immigrant Rudolph Wurlitzer, was a major figure
in the organ and player -piano field.
In 1927, Automated Musical Instruments Co.
94 BILLBOARD
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(AMI) debuted the first electronically amplified mul-

tiselection phonograph, and once again the music
machine grabbed the public's attention. Now the
(seemingly) booming record player could entertain
an entire room, not just a handful of patrons gathered around the machine, without the annoying hiss
of past players. The modern jukebox craze was born.
Soon, brothels, pool halls, Harlem social clubs,
speakeasies, and southern roadside joints replaced
their simple player pianos with jukeboxes, offering patrons all the star-studded hits of the day. (The
original term "jook" sprang from southern slang.
Among African -Americans, "jook," like "rock 'n'roll" and "funk," was synonymous with a raucous night of singing, dancing, and romance.)

Unlike expensive phonographs, jukeboxes
fared well during the Great Depression. (In fact, the
influx of jukebox and music -machine advertisin;
was crucial in keeping Billboard afloat during the
trying times.) Still just a nickel (for up to six plays)
the music machines, like the movies of the day, provided a much- needed escape during the country's
long economic struggle. It was the effects of two
other historical landmarks, the repeal of Prohibition
and the outbreak World War II, however, that
enabled the jukebox, and its music, to find a permanent role in American culture.
The lifting of Prohibition in 1933 brought on
an avalanche of new, legal watering holes across
the country, each badly in need of entertainment
for a new generation of regulars. Hooking upa
jukebox became the overwhelming choice for saloon
owners. (Speakeasies, of course, thrived despite th
Volstead Act, but owners -weary of regular raid
declined to invest in jukeboxes, certain that thei
music machines would simply end up in piece
demolished by police officers wielding hammers.
Soon, jukebox operators were snatching u
30 million records a year, serving as a linchpin f.
the growing record industry. And jukebox make
themselves became power brokers. For years, they
not the mighty record companies of today, routinel
purchased Billboard's high -profile back cover t
advertise their wares to the industry.
By the late '30s, the jukebox had entered i.
golden age with scores of companies- includin:
Seeburg, Wurlitzer, Rock -Ola (yes, the name pr
dates the birth of rock'n'roll), AMI, and Mills
unveiling new models every year.
The bombing of Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7
1941, ended the jukebox's momentum, but onl
temporarily. Nearly overnight, music- machin
manufacturers went into the business of pr .
ducing guns, ammunition, and electronic timin:
devices, as well as boosting morale for our boy
"Doubly valuable is the escape [music[ provide
from the stress and strain of a world at war," rea
a Jan. 1, 1944, Wurlitzer ad in Billboard. "Thu
in homes, factories and public gathering plac
all over America, as at the far away bases of Amer
ica's fighting men, Wurlitzer music makes a timet
and a tuneful contribution to the cause and th
spirit of Victory."
Although very few new models were produce
during World War II, scores of jukeboxes were se
overseas to American bases. Ironically, the mov
helped introduce GIs to all sorts of new musi
American blues, gospel, country, and pop recor
were all thrown together on army jukeboxes. Th
did not necessarily happen at home. Since war -e
jukeboxes housed only 24 selections, stateside o
ators, their eyes on the bottom line, banked on c
comers wanting just one, maybe two, types
music. Besides, 24 selections represented "all t
music we'll ever need on a jukebox," as Hom.
Capehart, Wurlitzer's marketing leader, infamous
predicted.
The otherwise- brilliant Capehart led Wurli
during the '30s and '40s, taking the company fro
worst to first in jukebox sales. (Capehart later sere.
.
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never be the same.
Another crucial social development unfolded
during the '40s: Teens discovered jukeboxes.
Alarmed by the growing rate of delinquency among
the young during World War II (thanks to so many
fathers being off at war), communities around the
country set up teen centers, where kids could gather
after school and on weekends. To lure the hesitant, jukeboxes were hauled in, turned on, and
rarely turned off. As one California community center counselor told Billboard, as reported in the
Jan. 6, 1945, issue, "The jukebox blares without
ceasing from the time school is out until we fold,
up at night." (In a telling sign of wartime, the counselor added that along with the jukebox, the center offered such games of skill as "skee ball [and]
Shoot The Jap. ")
Operators were thrilled with the development
of the youth market, not just because it represented
a sea of new customers, but because, as Billboard
reported on March 3, 1944, "the publicity [of the
teen centers] has helped remove some of the stigma
which has been attached to the music boxes."

Almost from their advent, jukeboxes an
their operators encountered stinging criticism f
their supposed contribution to social and musi
cal shortcomings. Before teen clubs sprouted up,
critics railed that jukeboxes, with their promise
of new, exciting sounds, lured youths into taverns.
Also, the occasional bawdy record (usually spoken -word recordings) infuriated crusading re
formers of the '30s, who threatened to shut down
offensive operators. ( "Smut records are truly pub
lic enemy number one," Rock -Ola's president
warned Billboard readers in 1937.)
As jukeboxes gained in popularity, so did the
number of complaints. In a telling precursor of

British aviators in Georgia during World War

as Republican senator from Indiana and became
one of President Kennedy's fiercest foreign -policy
critics.)
As the war wound down, jukebox operators
could sense changes coming, and Billboard did too.

Writing about the pending return of millions of
GIs, Billboard noted, "When the boys come home,
they're going to make a beeline for their favorite
hangout, and the juke box will be there ready, willing and able to give the boys what they want, when
they want it. And like every other army that has
ever returned from the wars, they're going to want
something different from what they wanted before
they went away" (Feb. 26, 1944). Little wonder that
a postwar model, Wurlitzer's dazzling 1015
marvel of colored arcs filled with floating bubbles- became the most popular jukebox of all time.
Wurlitzer dominated the postwar market, but
it was Seeburg that changed the rules in 1948 when

-a
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relax to jukebox music.

it unveiled its Model M100-A, the first jukebox to
handle 100 records. The Select -O -Matic 100, as it
was known, stood as "the most widely publicized
mechanism for playing recorded music." Or so
crowed the company in the ad pages of Billboard in
early 1949. (By 1956, the 200 -play machines were
rolled out.)

Thanks to the expansion of jukebox capacity, hit 45s by pop mainstays Bing Crosby and Perry
Como were stacked alongside "country & western" stars (as Billboard called them) Eddy Arnold
and Hank Williams and "rhythm & blues" favorites
Charles Brown and Jimmy Witherspoon. (This provided unparalleled exposure for folk musicians
and R &B artists.) Almost overnight, the country's
regional sounds, never really brought together by
radio, had a common home, and for the price of
just a nickel anyone could explore them, absorb
them, learn from them. American music would

the musically fed social upheaval to come a decade
later, critics in the '40s insisted that jukeboxe
were ruining a generation of teens by temptin
them with pop music (i.e., Frank Sinatra) instea
of the classics. One prominent critic wrote in th
October/ November 1948 issue of Musical Dige
that the jukebox was responsible for "the mus
cal tastes of America's youth starting on a stead,
decline," and he railed against youth's fascinatio
with "shrieking clarinets, wailing saxophones an
muted trumpets." The jukebox, and the wide -o
options it offered, the scribe huffed, was "an Amer
ican malady." (For their part, operators, in a sta
at respectability, resisted for years the swingin
term "jukebox," instead preferring such clunk
monikers as "multiselection coin -operated disc
playing phonographs. ")
For decades, jukebox operators were look
on as shady nickel- and -dime hustlers by much
the public. As recently as 1960, they were st'
searching for respect. That year operators launc
ed a national public -relations campaign, since t
"were still regarded as one of the less desirab
members of the community," according to an a
cle in Billboard on April 9.
None of this mattered to teens searchi

for their own generational soundtrack. Wh
rock rolled in during the '50s, American kids h
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teners bought home, car, and portable stereos (not to
mention millions of television sets), music became
ubiquitous-fans no longer had to go to the music,
or the jukebox; the music came to them. Radio had
become highly sophisticated in programming music,
particularly for the young, thereby stealing some o
the jukebox's thunder. And the jukeboxes themselves,
once brash, beaming structures that exuded the promise of the future, evolved into boxy appliances wi
none of the excitement or magic from glory days past.
In 1974, Wurlitzer, convinced that the jukebox
business was no longer a profitable one, bowed out.
By the early '80s, jukeboxes, like the music industry
itself, were experiencing tough times financially. And
with escalating operating costs, fewer outlets, and a
booming videogame business, many were ready t
pen the jukebox's obituary.
Then along came the compact disc, and onc .
again the jukebox, this time with some high -tec
help, was able to tap into the country's musical pulse
offering listeners both vastly improved sound qual
ity and unequaled selection (a typical CD jukebo.
today boasts over 1,000 song choices). Suddenly
sophisticated music consumers could pick from
CD library of virtually any kind of jukebox music
rock, country, reggae, jazz, hip -hop, folk, oldies
with full -length albums offered in their entirety
Rather than reflecting mainstream charts, jukebox
came to resemble private record collections.
The jukebox may never recapture its golde
era clout, when it boomed an influential soundtrac
to the middle years of this century. But as long as
keeps pace with the country's voracious appetite fl
new music -and on top of technological advance
the jukebox will undoubtedly remain an importan
American player.
Eric Boehlert is radio features editor and a sta
reporter for Billboard magazine.

The Right Records
For The Right Spot
The Wurlitzer Model 1015, the most popular jukebox

an iron -clad grip on jukeboxes. The music
machines were everywhere; in pizza parlors, malt
shops, and even drugstores. (In the Oct. 6, 1956,
issue, Billboard reported on pharmacy patrons
in Boston who complained about the presence of
jukeboxes, with their "high tonal volume and the
selection of rock'n'roll and jive records" made by
teenagers.)
Teens for the first time had a defiant heat and
sound all their own, instead of music borrowed
from their parents. And the kids knew where to
find the hits-on the jukebox. By the time Elvis
Presley sat atop Billboard's jukebox chart, about
April 1956, approximately 750,000 music machines
were swallowing dimes (inflation had struck) coast
to coast.
98 BM! ROARh
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of all time, was first introduced in 1946.

AFTER THE GOLDEN AGE
During the '60s and '70s, the jukebox flexed
its hit -making muscles from time to time.
For instance, in the early '70s, Jimmy Buffett
scored a smash, and got a crucial career boost, with
"Why Don't We Get Drunk." Few radio stations

would touch the song of drunken courtship, but
jukeboxes made it a hit. And in country -music circles jukeboxes remained a steady draw. For the most

part, though, the popularity of the jukebox waned.
As in the music machine's earliest days, Americans
simply grew tired of what the jukebox offered.
The problem for the industry was that the thrill
of access to new music had worn off. As many lis-

"Give them what they want" is the accepted axiom for success. But some like sweet
music, some like it hot -so what's (a jukebox
operator) to do? Here's some interesting
angles on how to satisfy the wide range of
musical tastes... Each is by an operator who
specializes in the type of location about
which he writes.

Soda Fountains
By Sam Lerner, Stanley Music & Amusement
Co., Philadelphia

They say youth is fickle, but [not] when it
comes to playing music machines at their
favorite ice cream parlors. They have definite
likes and dislikes... I daresay that the proper
tune selections in a machine for these loca(continued on page 100)

Congratulations Billboard
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(continued from page 98)

Spectravox of 1941 was

tions means more to the location owner than
his fancy gedunk sundaes or double -rich
frappes... Unfortunately, there is no cut and
dried routine to follow in selecting songs for
the machines at these locations. As a general rule, the song is the thing for the ice cream
parlor patrons-and don't call them jitterbugs. They abhor that dubious distinction.
As such, the safest guide to follow is the current popular hits as listed in The Billboard...
In most instances, the particular band
playing the song is a secondary consideration. Most youngsters would sooner wait
until the ice melted in their Coke before getting up just to hear a Tommy Dorsey record,
in spite of the fact that the maestro has been
a consistent producer of hit records. But once
an "I'll Never Smile Again" gains their favor
they run first to the machine for that selection, and then order their banana splits...

deflected off the bowl at
the top of the machine.

College Spots
Charles D. Aitro, Yale Amusement Co.,
New Haven
By

that placing records for college locations is just
another job. It is if you are satisfied with soso takes. But if you want to keep college locaMany operators seem to think

tion machines going at top earning capacity
you must do more than merely put the current hit records on your machines ...
We have found that students go for originality and individual effort. To illustrate, go
back to [Tommy] Dorsey's "Marie." Here was
a record with group singing by an orchestra
and not a glee club. Jack Leonard's vocal,
supplemented by the orchestra's singing
background, represented the "originality."
The "individual effort" was Bunny Berigan's
exceptional trumpet work...
We also study literature pertaining to
nationwide college polls on favorite bands
and vocalists. The results in our part of the
country are carefully noted and every possible
record by the winners is placed in the
machines.
There are many college students who
do not care for many of the nationally known
name bands. They prefer what we call society orchestras playing swanky New York
hotels which often are visited by New Haven
students. We respect the hotel's judgment in
selecting the orchestra best suited for the
society dance lovers... We are fortunate to
sell many used records to students at our
headquarters. We not only keep a careful
check on their purchases but discuss records
and music with them personally. We also urge
them to write us to save certain records for
them. By these means we have obtained
straightforward information on their likes and
-Billboard, August 31, 1940
dislikes.
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From The Cylinder
To The CD
BY MARILYN A. GILLEN

phonograph machine.
That Edison chose to recite
rather than sing the classic children's
ditty underscores an impression that
kept the invention something of a
footnote in the broader music -business story for nearly a decade; at first,
the recording device was seen by

to spin the story of a
"record business" that arose before records' heyday and thrives

In trying

after advancing technology has
phrase a cherished anachronism, it is impossible to neatly unravel
the tale from the interwoven threads
that have mingled with it through the
well

made the

decades.

The early century feuding over
recording medium, for instance, was more than a tussle over
flat -disc hill -and -dale vs. cylinder
technology; it was the opening for
fledgling record labels to step in and
supply flat discs to a largely rural
the best

populace that owned Graphophone
hardware but could not get software

major labels that had a vested
interest in supporting the other technology. The postWorld War II rise of the tape
recorder did not just encourage seat-of- their-pants
Indies and nurture grass -roots musical idioms that
would one day blossom in the mainstream; it also
gave birth to the record -business monster of piracy
and home taping.
More recently, history's budding baby boomers
made Elvis -as- phenomenon possible in the '50s, and
the sheer weight of their numbers set off a decades long earthquake at record labels, with aftershocks
in A &R, marketing, and sales-shocks that would
be felt again and again with the rise of succeeding
generational forces and other defining artists, like
Garth Brooks and Nirvana.
The story of the record business is a crazyquilt
from

Thomas Alva Edison with his phonograph.

of such interrelated threads and forces.
But all the pieces of the story can be found in
the pages of Billboard.

THE FIRST STITCH:
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Billboard was born in 1894 -still
"only in its swaddling clothes," as was
written in the first editorial column on
Nov. 1-recording was still a youngster itself, having been coaxed into the world 17 years earlier to
the strains of "Mary Had A Little Lamb" recited
by Thomas Alva Edison into his tinfoil -cylinder
When

Edison as being suited for the business or industrial marketplace as a
dictaphone or data -storage product.
In fits and starts it grew into an
increasingly popular musical curiosity, but still a very expensive one.
Many years, and some exciting technological slugfests and patent feuds
and eventual patent pooling, passed
before Edison and others set their
sights on conquering the entertainment arena.
But while recording technology was off testing its young legs, the "music business" was already
off and running. It was this race that Billboard initially tracked most keenly.
Since the turn of the century, Billboard had
been chockablock with ads for penny songbooks.
On July 16, 1904, "musicians" were first acknowledged on the magazine's cover as a market to be cov-

ered regularly. This change reflected continuing
growth in editoral space devoted to the music scene,
and on Sept. 23, 1905, Billboard instituted a regular column called Music that continued for many
years. As early as 1906, the magazine sported advertisements for player pianos and "perforated music
for electric pianos" among its thick pages. By May
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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and record labels had developed a groove, with the
major publishers feeding their songs to the major
labels. It was a cozy setup that would soon be upset
by another technological wildcard.
Enter radio, humming.

30, 1908, a Music column headline noted with something akin to resignation, "The U.S. Is Full Of Song-

writers," and the entrepreneurs who published and
sold those writers' songs were in full flower, too.
And plugging away.
"The unexpected sales [have] brought into
MEANWHILE,
the field the `plugger' of songs," noted Billboard
BACK AT THE STUDIO
concerning this new phenomenon in its Jan. 9, 1909,
issue. "There has been organized in the East an enAlthough music publishers were still the domtire squadron of men noted largely for their affainant music force and getting the lion's share
bility and address who have been literally shoved
of Billboard's attention through the first
to the front to force the making good of song pubof the 20th century, the record busitwo
decades
lications."
The industry that rose up around
"the song" was by the early 20th century a vital one, encompassing not
just the writer and the song plugger,
who made the rounds as both pitchman and placer, but hundreds of publishing concerns, including 20 or so
"majors" at the hub of the business.
Between 1890 and the end of the
first decade of this century, sheet music sales had tripled, thanks in part
to the tenacity of those pluggers, the
PUTS A NEW TWIST ON A NEW IDEA!
growing retail base, and the rise in
Stereophonic Sound That's Portable)
sales of both home pianos and player
Stereophonic sound is really boosting sales figures these
days. Now, even greater sales are here with V -M'a newest
pianos, which added piano -roll roy"red hot" selling idea ... portable stereophonic mtch mates. a complete home or "out -of- home" music center.
alties to the pie.
Or IRONTtspownw
w
portable tape recorder and
By 1902, Enrico Caruso's debut
v -M S11111ONONK MATOMATISt
high-gdelify portable phonograph learn I.
hissed
tapes.
portability.
slay
'Celeste' table model tape seaerder rind the lobrecordings for the Gramophone and
ryling make selling three stereophonic
Fidsrrs "- Silo model hi-fi phonograph.
sold
Tape
ran team with
Watch for paw beat out that binaural profit for ym.
eon
smolder-speaker system,
you
potent sellent.
Together. binaural. .rpara y.
Typewriter Co. lent a lasting impriother later. if necessary. Litter way. profit
w make!
push button controlbk thron speakers.
Ceders
matur of respectability-and impenda INA
eaternal amplifier and speaker jocks. two .Pds and
trwrdo.s Saws Separately, loot
Yao..
mart .lyliag.
IMP I.
ing bankability-to the recording of
Ife
... popular priced. mis.ml- Tho
'Moils' contemporary Arai, w;tb the taled
MIAMMORIS
high hI.l.ty recorder with two .pr,ker., Inn*
h.-b clanger with 9sta
in features Has
Wass controls. two .peedo and many more popular
music for sale to customers, giving
Mafia. turomatio.. three speakers. Input and art
likewise
put ennnperals.
publishers another viable electronic
both model. ton..rt them to
vas tig4Ualiy parable has the superb Soper
Opt ,....,1 kp
Fab. changer that plys all record urea. all four an
all rowwd.U..
o.matr
control:
to
Mwee-mstr
1.1e
*ink
outlet for songs.
TN
..MUM wem
Solt
rpm& cad all the other "owe sell'
M features.
VM oasrlNUrOR TODAY/
Wolff Ke(Aff W
That was the upside of the technological marvel called recording.
that oiceeof Music'
INTON MAROR. MICHIGAN
V -M CORPORATION
The half-empty glass contained
WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORD CHANGERS
the sobering theory that families who
had entertained themselves at home
with singalongs around the piano
(and the fancily illustrated sheet
music required to make that happen)
would abandon this pastime in favor
of recorded music (no paper required).
The in -home experience of music
would indeed be irrevocably altered,
but the music publishers foresaw a
mutually beneficial coexistence.
Advertisement from 1956.
Billboard summed it up in a 1917
editorial that declared the phonograph
ness was quietly developing into a power to rival
"the greatest musical factor of all times," holding
for
the publishers.
out such great prospects for popularizing songs
Some key advances in these early years set the
music publishers that, it was noted, the specter of
stage for the record -industry boom years that would
graft loomed large.
begin in the '20s. In 1902, when Caruso waxed ten
A Jan. 1, 1921, item, noting "the huge tax paid
songs, his future label, the year-old Victor Talking
by [the) music industry," conjured up that green Machine Co., and newly formed rival Columbia
palmed specter: "As each phonograph sold makes
pooled their recording patents. This ended a divia record buyer, and as each record sold means a roysive legal battle and freed up the industry to proalty to the publisher and author of the music, it is
ceed unencumbered.
easy to imagine the value this trade has assumed
In 1904, Columbia introduced the first flat
in the music publishing world."
record playable on both sides. In 1905, the first longIndeed, by the '20s the sheet -music publishers
COUSIEVG
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playing record appeared (and quickly disappear
for some time).
The musical spectrum being mined by th
early labels was widening, too, with the first "ja
disks making an auspicious appearance in 1917 a
fueling the record- buying fire.
Small operators were rising in the field, the
barons were sated, and the record business was

track.
Cut back to radio, still humming.

THE NEXT GREAT CHALLENGE
he appearance of the first commercial radio stations in 1920
was seen as both boon and

doom to those who sold sheet music
and to those who sold records; like
recording in relation to publishing,
radio would eventually prove to be
both.
Assuring publishers and labe
not to fear, Billboard carried a sto
with a still-applicable caveat in the J
10, 1925, issue: "Radio broadcastin
if properly directed by the publish
to the extent where the song in qu
tion is not killed by being radio'd to
death, may prove beneficial and a stimulant to sheet -music and record sales.'
That same year, however, records
were reflecting the pinch of radio, with
sales having dropped since the turn of
the decade, after an earlier decade of
steady then heady ascent.
But technology again intervened
to alter the course of the story.
The spark came from the intro-

duction of electrical recording techniques in 1925. This innovation, popularized by Columbia and Victor,
vastly improved both sound quality
and record sales. The same year also
brought two new musical genres to
disc -blues and country-that would
add to records' popularity (and send'
skyrocketing decades later).
With that, the record business
was again on a high that lasted through

the rest of the Roaring '20s. Sales
peaked at a heady figure of $75 million in the now -infamous year of 1929
An outside factor-the stock -mark
crash -sent the business tumbling back down t
earth along with the rest of American industry. The
Great Depression, coupled with radio's growin
reach, had flattened sales out to a nadir of some $5
million in 1933.
But if history could throw recording a curve.
it also offered the occasional lob. A reviving econ

omy and an increasingly prosperous jukebox in
dustry -which bought millions of records and
better still, popularized them among the folks dro
ping in their nickels-combined to put the reco
business back on track by the decade's close.
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Thank You BILLBOARD
and all its loyal readers for
your support over the years...
Congratulations on your
100th Anniversary of exemplary
service to the industry.
- Rick Dees
For more information, call Tom Shovan or

Ramona Rideout

at Radio Today - (212)581-3962
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and jukeboxes were flourishing.
The stage was set for a record-industry explosion that would arrive in the person of Elvis Presley.

WAR
In the '40s, the pivotal war for the record business was not the one in Europe (although that
one did squeeze Europe's shellac sales). The war

that made industry headlines was the War of the
Speeds.
In June 1948, Columbia fired the first salvo
when it launched the vinyl 12 -inch 33 1/3 rpm LP
into a world dominated by the 78 rpm record. Only
six months later, RCA Victor (formed by the merger
of the radio and recording giants in 1929) got off its
shot: the 7-inch 45 rpm single. The battle was on.

ROCK'N'ROLL

0

ne of the slickest talents to come up in the
country field in a long, long time," said a
Jan. 29, 1955, Billboard review of the new
Presley release "Milkcow Blues Boogie." That was
only the half of it. Presley also fused R &B into the
mix, forging a heady brew that would intoxicate a

generation of fans.

RCA Victor's supporting round
for its side was dead -on and ongoing.
It bowed a little record player designed
for the 45. Its price? Only $12.95. Its
audience? Huge -and young.
At this point in the story, the war
in Europe circles back around with

another thread: the tape recorder,
its technology brought back from
Germany after the war. This would
combine with other forces at work
including the postwar baby boom
to vastly alter the existing musical

--

record business."
More noteworthy, perhaps, was a recap of
previous year's record business carried in the Jan.
7, 1956, Billboard. "New Record Giants Due T
Wield Force In '56 Sales Battle," read the headline.
"The struggle for exposure and for sales, of course,
has been intensified with each recent new year,'
the story noted. "The major labels, which had
become accustomed to the domination by indies of
the rhythm and blues field, in 1955 found themselves
reeling under the impact of the young `upstarts' in
the pop field, and [t]here it really hurt."
The period also saw the launch of some memorable-and weighty -label names,
such as Motown in 1960 and A &M
Records in 1962. Warner Bros., which
bowed in 1959, could boast of "the
largest first year results ever racked up
by any label in the history of the record
business," according to a Feb. 22, 1960,
Billboard story on the label's freshman
achievements. The total sales, reported
by label president Jim Conkling,
amounted to "$4,383,129.17."
In 1955, RCA Victor bought
Presley's contract for $40,000. This new
music would never again be marginal
to the majors.

landscape.

CH -CH-CHANGING
THE INDEPENDENTS
of both popular music and its audience
changed the makeup of the
record labels in the late '50s and early
'60s. One important practice was
the then -new notion of smaller -label
culling. "Disk Makers Use More
Outside Product As Competition
Builds: Majors Bid For Small Label
Disks That Show Action, Take Over
Distribution Of Some Platters" read
the Jan. 16, 1961, headline. "What is
happening is that more labels are
actively bidding for disks that have
gotten some action when released on
small new labels... but when diskeries
are unable to land a breaking disk on
a small label, the larger label may
instead take over the distribution of
the platter, even though retaining the
original label name."
The changing face

understand the impact the
tape recorder would have on
the industry, it is important to

To

sketch the business as it existed in the
early '40s. A lot had changed from the
days in the '20s when major music
publishers and major labels tightly
controlled what music got waxed, but
not much had changed at all in terms
of the stranglehold leading labels, such
as RCA Victor and Capitol, and recent
entries Decca (formed in 1934) and
Columbia (formed in 1942), had on
the wax pipeline. The big labels con-

trolled the recording studios -who
got in, what got recorded -which in
turn determined what got aired and
bought.
With tape, the chain was broken.
Recordings did not need to be made
in fancy studios for big bucks. They could be made
cheaply and anywhere. And they were.
Atlantic, Imperial, Mercury, National, Chess,
Aladdin, B&W, Savoy, Elektra, Vanguard, Blue Note,
Prestige, RPM, and Folkways were among the indies
that moved into the business during this period to
serve country, R &B, folk, and jazz appetites left
underfed by the industry's bigger players.
The indies were there at the right time, or maybe
they helped spur what was coming. In any case, the
threads were converging again. The 45 and the LP
had arrived. By the end of the decade, the first baby
boomers were about to hit record- buying age. Radio
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Cover from a 1972 Spotlight on quadraphonic sound.

And Sam Phillips' Sun Records was the label
that had him.
Small independents dominating the R &B and
country territories wasn't a new phenomenon, these
nonmainstream veins having been theirs to mine
since the '20s and '30s. And it wasn't anything the
majors had worried much about: It was a marginal
market they had more or less ceded. But with the
incipient rise of the baby boom, they realized it might
not be so marginal anymore. A Jan. 21, 1956, Billboard article, headlined "Music Caters To Teen Ager[s]," summed up the situation: "The high World
War II birth rate is now exerting its effect on the

In -house moves were also under way. The old

groove-of grooming an artist, picking the music,
setting the artist up in the studio (preferably the
label's own) with a staff producer -simply didn't
gibe with the new musical reality.
An article headlined "New Invasion By
Producers" in Billboard's March 14, 1960, issue
described "an interesting new development ": the
rise of the independent producer who did "fit" the
new sound. It was the first shoe dropping on the old
guard and old A &R ways.
The new shoes belonged to a hip new guard.
Billboard remarked on the trend on March 27,196

O

hem

Advertisement highlighting different formats for the Beatles' much -anticipated "White Album," 1968.

"As Artists Get Younger, A &R Men Grow Youthful,
Too -Many In 20s" it read, apparently startled.
On Jan. 18, 1975, when times had changed
even more radically, a story covering a seminar on
the business of music reflected on the state of affairs
of the late '60s: "This was the short -lived era of the
token freak employed at each label `just in case,'
God forbid, the artist came in to the label, and could
see somebody to relate to,' laughed [Joe] Smith. `It
was a really revolutionary move when executives

started coming into the office without
their neckties occasionally."
The alterations were more than
superficial, of course. Rock'n'rollers were
a different kind of artist, more reliant on
their own songs, more likely to have their
own hand, and more likely to have strong

opinions about everything from marketing to packaging.
The latter attitude would prove a
new wrinkle in what had been a smooth,
label -run operation, as noted in a Jan.
27, 1968, article carrying the clever flag
"Rock Acts' Total Control Is Rocking
The `Saleboat." "The extent of control
over album product exercised by some
of the newer rock groups... has now
reached controversial levels," the story
noted. "Key industry figures are concerned because they feel that album sales
are being adversely affected by this type
of `artistic' control, which has resulted in
albums of such unorthodox appearance that consumers can scarcely make out the titles, artists'
names, or logos."
Conversely, on a personal and financial level,
these "newer rock groups" from the likes of
Liverpool and San Francisco were also younger,
poorer, and less experienced in show- business ways,
and thus more in need of certain kinds of label guidance. "Labels had to invent the artist relations department," Smith noted in the 1975 article.
Troubles or no, the young acts were worth their
weight in goading. "British Beatles Hottest Capitol
Singles Ever" screamed the Jan. 18, 1964, headline,
one of a series chronicling the incredible sales effect
of the Liverpool lads and the rock invaders who followed.
Success spawned an escalation in the bidding
wars for the -next -big -thing acts ( "Bids For Young
Talent Soar High: Offers Often Hit $50,000," read
the Jan. 26, 1963, headline in Billboard) and in contract concessions for proven ones ( "Hot Artists'
Fat Contracts Upsetting Diskery Peace ?" [Billboard,
Feb. 27, 1961]), which caused some industryites to
worry about long -term effects on the bottom line.
Business nonetheless was booming. In 1967,
the record industry would report its first $1 billion plus year.

FORMATS LIGHT '70s FIRE
a Feb. 15, 1960, Billboard article noted,
LPs had topped singles in unit sales for the

As

first time in December 1959. Some blamed
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home taping ( "Tape -It- Yourself Threat Grows"
[Billboard, Jan. 11, 1960]), spurred in large part by
low -cost tape recorders starting to hit the market
en masse. (The industry has yet to eradicate this
threat.)
Later in the decade, however, another kind of
tape was a welcome introduction for the industry:
the great historical novelty known as the 8- track.
RCA was the first label to market 8 -track tapes,
with 175 titles in 1965. The takeoff was phenomenal, and the configuration would capture as
much as 30 percent of
the album market in the
'70s, at the peak of its
almost two- decade existence. Not until April 2,
1983, would Billboard

carry the obituary:
"Labels Closing Out Era

Of The 8- Track."
A few weeks earlier,
in the March 6, 1983,

issue, the tape format
that emerged victorious
over 8 -track was touted:
"Cassette Share Escalates." (That year, the
LP was credited with
some 61% of the album
Walter Yetnikoff.
business, the cassette
about 34 %.)
Another historical oddity, from the perspective of hindsight, was launched by the labels
in the '70s: quad. Perhaps some hindsight in the
'705 in regard to the earlier format and speed wars
might have headed off what became the "quad
wars," a duel of incompatible formats that, ultimately, nobody won. After a flurry of attention and
a spate of releases, quad fizzled.
The '70s also saw the launch of some more
now-familiar names on the label landscape- Arista
in 1975 and Geffen in 1973-and the lek -field windfall brought by disco, which was relatively cheap to
produce and wildly popular. "Yes, '75 is shaping up
as the year of the disco," agreed Billboard. And in
1976 platinum was added to the existing gold standard, an acknowledgment of the spiraling sales
potential of albums.

DANCING AS FAST AS THEY CAN
The late '70s brought the first prolonged blow
to the economy in decades. The impact of a

long, lingering recession was felt everywhere,
including in the pages of Billboard, where a new
semiregular column focused on how various sectors

of the music business were coping with a public
strapped for cash.
It was a period of belt tightening for labels, of
rising cassette sales, and shrinking LP numbers, all
of which combined to produce among record labels
a fury over home taping, which they experienced as
technology- driven pain.
A technology-driven balm wasn't far behind.

THE HUGE 5 -INCH DISC
The '80s have been dubbed the decade of greed,
and the gimme fever was felt among record

buyers who had to have more than 40 million copies of Michael Jackson's 1982 Epic Records
release "Thriller," making it the biggest- selling
album ever. Not coincidentally, multiplatinum certification status was added in 1984.
On another front, the decade also brought
something that would generate the purchasing fervor: MTV. The cable music channel signed on in
August 1981. At the time, the major labels were
somewhat skeptical about MTV, but soon entire
music video departments would spring up to serve
the new promotional medium.
And then came the compact disc, jointly developed by Sony and Philips.
"It could be one of the things to save this industry," said Walter Yetnikoff in the March 19, 1983,
Billboard, anticipating the introduction of the CD
to the U.S. marketplace later that year. Elsewhere in
the same issue, though, appeared the challenge faced
by the savior: "Research cited by Magnavox indicates that no more than 1% of the public knows anything about the compact disc system."
They soon would. The CD became the most
quickly adopted new format ever. In the early
months, the only problem was getting enough prod-

uct out into the marketplace to meet retailers'
demands.
Well, not the only problem. "Pirates Found
Using CD," read a headline in the Oct. 8, 1983, issue,
which only confirmed history's lesson that no new
technological boon is without a possible flip side.
In the May 14, 1983, Billboard, PolyGram's
Jan Timmer predicted "LP /CD Parity In '89." Later.
the CD went on to surpass cassette sales for the first
time in 1992 (according to the March 14 Billboard
article "CD Unit Sales Pass Cassettes "), less than 10
years after its introduction.
By March 5, 1993, the headline read: "CDs
Push Music Sales Beyond $10 Billion Mark In RIM
1993 Figures." That broke down to 495 million
CDs being sold in the United States, according to
Recording Industry Assn. of America figures, and
some 1.4 billion CDs sold worldwide, according to
international association IFPI.
And more and more of those dollars, it had
become evident, were being spent on country music.

NASHVILLE & SEATTLE
Feb. 1, 1960, Billboard's front page
reported, "Nashville On Rise As Hit Making Hub." And on June 19, 1993, also
page one: "Nashville Studio Boom Alters Musical
Landscape."
Following the headlines, separated by more
than 30 years, one must ask, was this the slowest
rise, the most drawn -out boom ever? The long
answer lies in another tangle created by the interrelated forces behind the serpentine record -business story.
On

pasirimmon
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the nine- times -platinum sales of Brooks' "No
Fences" and "Ropin' The Wind" albums. A RIAA
market survey, carried in the April 10, 1992,
Billboard, confirmed the trend in noting that "coun-

'RESTO:

try gobbles greater share of music -sales pie."
As Brooks was to country, so was Nirvana to
alternative, another hot market rediscovered in a
big way by the big labels in the '90s. The band, on
Seattle's SubPop Records, would eventually crash
into the mainstream wearing the DGC label. Not
surprisingly, disparate factors were converging
here, too. SoundScan gives new weight to indies, it
was noted in the Feb. 20, 1993, issue. And the latest influential youth demographic -Gen X-was
becoming a force.

COMING SOON
Disc is

pictured actual sire

COMPACT

DIGITAL AUDIO
A SPECIAL REPORT

SPONSORED BY
PHILIPS, POLYGRAM, SONY

Cover from a 1983 Special Report on the new CD format.

The short answer is Garth Brooks.
The 1960 story recounted the hubbub of activity in the country-music capital, not especially noteworthy except for the fact that it involved "pop"
music. More than half of RCA Victor's pop hits
emanated from Nashville in the previous year, the
story noted. In 1993, the scene was bustling again,
and again it was on both the pop and country fronts.
Between 1960 and 1993, country music became
more important to the overall music -industry picture. While country music had been a perennial
presence since the '20s ( "'Billies Hepping To SS,
Dotted Line," said Billboard in a Jan. 18, 1947, story
that noted the increase in competition among record
labels for top hillbilly music), it hadn't been a high profile one.
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Multimedia CD -ROM-co
bining music and video in interactive 5
inch discs-has arisen, and the record
business is positioning itself to rise along with this
advancing technology. Last year, Todd Rundgren
became the first artist to release an album simultaneously on CD and CD -i, an interactive platform
designed by Philips. Majors, such as Bertelsmann
Music Group, Warner Music Group, Sony, and
EMI Records Group North America, either have
already launched separate divisions or have people working in -house on how best to translate thei
artists and assets into multimedia properties, whil
the indies are working, too, on a variety of projects.
Others, such as A &M, Geffen, and Sony, are also
harnessing musical resources to video games, as the
walls between various entertainment media erode
at an amazing rate.
The distribution element is also shifting. This
is again a combination of new technologies (among
What's next?

Or, rather, no one knew quite how high its profile really was until SoundScan appeared on the scene.
BPI, parent company of Billboard magazine, and

SoundScan combined their separately developed
retail tracking systems into one venture, known as
SoundScan, in 1991. In the years since, Billboard has
been switching over its all- important music charts
to the real -retail -numbers system, which is plugged
into both large chains and small retailers alike.
The results, which included a greater mix of
genres among the albums in the upper reaches of
The Billboard 200, startled some, and started others on the road to new country music activity.
Capitol Nashville, home to the phenomenon known
as Garth Brooks, took on a separate identity as
Liberty Records in January 1992, on the heels of

them, NewLeaf /Blockbuster's proposed in -store
delivery system and direct sales possibilities via
interactive television and online computer systems
and shifting cultural forces (an aging boomer population is not as comfortable in traditional record
stores anymore), the same sorts of shifts that brought
about the first direct -mail record club (vi
Columbia, to an initial chorus of huzzahs) in 1955
But perhaps the biggest technological chal
lenge ever to confront the more -than -a-century-ol
recording business looms now on the horizon i
the form of direct music delivery to homes. It i
already possible for music composed entirely o
home computers to be delivered over computer net
works directly to consumers in their homes an
promoted by artists via on -line forums.
This may someday mean there will be no mo
CDs, just as over the course of 100 years cylinde
8- tracks, and (soon it seems) LPs have faded int
the yellow pages of the past.
But it won't mean the end of the record bus
ness, which will adapt, adjust, and no dou
advance.
History, and Billboard, have shown us tha
Marilyn A. Gillen is the Enter* Active edito
and album reviews co- editor at Billboard.
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Charts: Billboard's Greatest Hits
BY FRED BRONSON

o celebrate Billboard's 100th anniversary,
the chart department took on a task of

It's All In The Game Tommy Edwards
Centerfold J. Geils Band
42
My Sharma The Knack
43
Are You Lonesome To- night? Elvis Presley
44
45 I'd Do Anything For Love (But I Meat Loaf

41

unprecedented magnitude: trace every chart
rently published back to its origin, and apply
point system to every one to determine each
rt's greatest hits from the week each chart began
ough the last week of June 1994. The point syswas applied to each chart, whether it dated
k to 1958, like the Hot 100, or to earlier this
r, like Billboard's youngest chart, Top Reggae

46
47

48
49
50
51

52

bums.

The charts that appear in this issue are an
urate accounting of the titles that have had the

outstanding chart performance, for that is
hat was measured -not sales, not historical value,
not anyone's personal favorites. The number of
copies a record, tape, or compact disc can sell has
hanged over the years, with a much wider audience available today than in the time of the Beatles
or the Jimi Hendrix Experience, for example. But
the charts continue to measure the relative popularity of various titles, as they battle each other to
reach as high as they can and remain on a chart as
long as they can. So, for the first time, Billboard's
Greatest Hits have been compiled in 31 different

NEY

st

categories, including pop, rock, R &B, country, clasI, jazz, adult contemporary, gospel, Latin, video,

I

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10

excel over other songs of a different period.
ertheless, the following pages represent the most

16
17
18
19

12

.

under the supervision of associate pubof charts Michael Ellis. Major assistance was provided by Geoff Mayfield, associate
director of charts /retail; Michele Botwin, administrative assistant; Silvio Pietroluongo, archive research supervisor; and Brett Atwood, editorial assistant in the Los Angeles bureau.
A veritable army of support staff assisted in
compiling and computing the charts, including Brady
L. Benton, Terence M. Byrne, Reyes Caranza, Brian
Carroll, Louie Dorado, Rob Durkee, Mike Dvorchak, Jimmy Hillman, Michael Lipofsky, Tina
Mascitti, Jim Richliano, Joe Rixman, and Steve
Bronson

13
14
15

20
21

22
23
24

lisher/director

Wunderlich.

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32
33

34
35

36
37
38
39
40

BOOTOVA,.

60
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62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Artitl.l
Always Lowe You
End Of The Road
The Sign
You Light Up My Life
Physical
The Twist
Mack The Knife
Endless Love
Hey Jude
Bette Davis Eyes
That's The Way Love Goes
The Theme From A
Summer Place'"
Jump
Cant Help Falling In Love
With You
Dreamlover
Every Breath You Take
Night Fever
Eye Of The Tiger
Tossì, And Tumiri
I Want To Hold Your Hand
Tonight's The Night (Gorilla Be
Alright)
Informer
Shadow Dancing
Say Say Say
I Will

56
57
58
59

Hot 100
No.

11

curate accounting of Billboard's Greatest Hits
er presented.
The charts for Billboard's 100th anniversary
issue were compiled by Chart Beat columnist Fred

WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU

NOM THE ORIGINAL. SOUNOTRAC.. At BUM THE

others.
It should be noted that while chart method es have changed over the years, the charts themves have remained constant. But methods of one
rticular era may allow songs from a given period
d

53
54
55

U S T O N

Whitney Houston
Boyz II Men
Ace of Base
Debby Boone
Olivia Newton-John
Chubby Checker
Bobby Darin
Diana Ross & Lionel Richie
The Beatles
Kim Carnes
Janet Jackson
Percy Faith
Kris Kross

UB40

61

71
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79

Won't Do That)
Akme Again (Naturally)
Stayin' Alive
Save The Best For Last
!Just Want To Be Your
Everything
The Power Of Love
Hem
The First Time Ever 1 Saw
Your Face

Silly Love Songs

Bobby Lewis
The Beatles
Rod Stewart

Snow
Andy Gibb
Paul McCartney & Michael
Jackson
Bauk Of New Orleans Johnny Horton
1 Love Rock 'N Roll Joan Jett & the Blackhearts
Ebony & Ivory Paul McCartney & Stevie Wonder
Flashdance...What A Feeling Irene Cara
Le Freak Chic
I'm A Believer The Monkees
Baby Got Back Sir Mix -a -Lot

Freak Me Silk
Call Me Blondie
Whoomp! (There h Is) Tag Team
Billie Jean Michael Jackson
(Everything 1 Do) 1 Do It For You Bryan Adams
I Heard It Through The Marvin Gaye
Grapevine
Lady Kenny Rogers
Aquarius/Let The Sunshine In The 5th Dimension
Black Or White Michael Jackson

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97

Wings

Upside Down Diana Ross
Bump N' Grind R. Kelly
Maggie May /Reason To Believe Rod Stewart
All Night Long (AU Night) Lionel Richie
Sugar, Sugar The Archies
Bad Girls Donna Summer
Again Janet Jackson
Sugar Shack Jimmy Gilmer & the Fireballs
Like A Virgin Madonna
Love Is Blue Paul Mauriat
Venus Frankie Avalon
Cathy's Clown Everly Brothers
It's Now Or Never Elvis Presley
How Deep Is Your Love Bee Gees

Weak SWV
In The Year 2525 Zager & Evans
Big Bad John

Big Girls Don't Cry

Jimmy Dean

Four Seasons

Jump Van Halen

81

82
83

Celine Dion
Mariah Carey
Roberta Flack

Nel Blu Dipirtu, Di Blu (Volare) Domenico Modugno
Another One Bites The Dust Queen
Joy Ti, The 1Vorkl Three Dog Night
Hot Stuff Donna Summer
(lust Like) Stating Over John Lennon
I'U Be There The Jackson 5
I Can't Stop Lowing You Ray Charles
Bridge Over Troubled Water Simon & Garfunkel
When Doves Cry Prince

80
Mariah Carey
The Police
Bee Gees
Survivor

Gilbert O'Sullivan
Bee Gees
Vanessa Williams
Andy Gibb

I Win

Survive Gloria Gaynor

If I Ever Fall In Love Shai
To Sir With Love Lulu
Crazy Little Thing Called Love Queen
All For Love
It's Too Late/I Feel The Earth
Move
Rush Rush
Raindrops Keep Falliti' On
My Head
People Got To Be Free
Total Eclipse Of The Heart
Knock Three Tortes
My Sweet Lord/Isn't It A Pity

Abracadabra
American Pie
Al That She Wants
Another Brick In The Wall

Bryan Adams/Rod Stewart/Sting
Carole King
Paula Abdul
B.J. Thomas

The Rascals
Bonnie Tyler
Dawn
George Harrison
Steve Miller Band
Don McLean
Ace of Base
Pink Floyd

(lim II)
98
99
100

Da

Ya

Think I'm Sexy? Rod Stewart
Maneater Daryl Hall & John Oates
I Swear All -4-One
(charts conunuad an page 114
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58
59

Sing Along With Mitch Mitch Miller & the Gang
Bad Michael Jackson
Sold Out The Kingston Trio
Whitney Whitney Houston
Can't Slow Down Lionel Richie
Don't Be Cruel Bobby Brown
What Now My Love Herb Alpert & the Tijuana Brass
Brothers In Arens Dire Straits
Music Box Mariah Carey
Hotel California Eagles
Going Places Herb Alpert & the Tijuana Brass
The First Family Vaughn Meader
Asia Asia
The Graduate Simon & Garfunkel/Soundtrack
The Joshua Tree U2
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto Van Clibum
No.1
Meet The Beatles The Beatles
No Jacket Required Phil Collins
Miami Vice TV Soundtrack
The King And I Soundtrack
Belafonte Harry Belafonte
Footloose Soundtrack
Love is The Thing Nat King Cole
Johnny's Greatest Hits Johnny Mathis

60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73

Mos tPoular
Albums
March 24, 1956 -June 25, 1994

No.
I

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

Fide
Thriller
My Fair Lady
Calypso
Rumours
West Side Story
South Pacific
Please Hammer Don't Hurt Em
Purple Rain

The Music Man Original Cast
Whitey Houston Whitney Houston
Mariah Carey Mariah Carey

24

27

28
29

(,are4t

40
41

42
43

50
51

52
53
54
55
56

57

Elvis Presley
4
Gig

Vanilla Ice
Men at Work

The Kingston Trio
Peter, Paul & Mary

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Casino's Factory Creedence Clearwater Revival
American Fool John Cougar
Unplugged Eric Clapton
Breakfast in America Supertramp
Jesus Christ Superstar Various
Oklahoma! Soundtrack
Glass Houses Billy Joel
janet. Janet Jackson
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TopRegB
Albums
January

1

2

6
7

8
9
10

16

Ray Charles

17
18
19

30, 1965 -June

Title
Thriller
Please Hummer Don't Hun 'Em
Just Like The First Tinte
Whitney Houston
Bad
Don't Be Cruel
Rock Me Tonight
Can't Slow Down
Off The Wall
Purple Ram

11

Herb Alpert's Tijuana Brass
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38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53

I

Street Songs
Songs In The Key Of Life
Tender Lover
Hot Buttered Soul
The Temptations Sing Smokey
Lady Sod
Lou Rawls Live!
Temptin' Temptations
Never Loved A Man The Way

25, 1994

Artiui
Michael Jackson
M.C. Hammer
Freddie Jackson
Whitney Houston
Michael Jackson
Bobby Brown
Freddie Jackson
Lionel Richie
Michael Jackson
Prince & the Revolution/
Soundtrack
Rick James
Stevie Wonder
Babyface
Isaac Hayes
The Temptations
Aretha Franklin
Lou Rawls
The Temptations
Aretha Franklin

Low You
Aretha Now Aretha Franklin
I

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

Gnur of Janet Jackson
The Temptations

Puzzle People

What's Going CM
Shaft
Rapture
Private Dancer
The Chronic
The Temptations Greatest Hits
Toni Braxton
Cloud Nine
Diana Ross & the Suprerrnes
Greatest Hits
Plotter Than July
Dangerous

Marvin Gaye
Isaac Hayes/Soundtrack
Anita Baker
Tina Turner
Dr. Dre
The Temptations
Toni Braxton
The Temptations
Diana Ross & the Supremes

Stevie Wonder
Michael Jackson
Lou Rawls Sondin' Lou Rawls
The Isaac Hayes Movement Isaac Hayes

Give Me The Reason Luther Vandross
In Square Crole Stevie Wonder

Curtis Mayfield
The Jackson 5
Sade
Isaac Hayes
Commodores
The Jackson 5
Lionel Richie Lionel Richie
Guy Guy
I'm Your Baby Tonight Whitney Houston
The Bodyguard Whitney Houston/Soundtrack
Back On The Block Quincy Jones
Forever My Lady Jodeci
Make it List Forever Keith Sweat
Word Up! Cameo
The in Cmwd Ramsey Lewis Trio
'met Jackscm'sRhythm Janet Jackson
Curtis
Third Album
Pnnntse
To Be Continued
Commodores
ABC

Nation 1814

54
55

56
57
58
59

60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
70
71

72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81

Bon Jovi
Stevie Wonder

The Music From Peter Gunn
Blood, Sweat & Tears
Appetite Fin Destruction
Grease
Dr Zhiatgo
Girl You Know It's True Milli Vanilli
Abbey Road The Beatles
Judy At Carnegie Hall Judy Garland

The Kingston Trio

Abrams Santana

100

12
13
14
15

Pink Floyd
Def Leppard
The Monkees
Andy Williams
The Beatles/Soundtrack
Original Cast
Original Cast
Elvis Presley
Foreigner
Soundtrack
Henry Mancini
Blood, Sweat & Tears
Guns N' Roses
Soundtrack
Soundtrack

Eagles
Elvis Presley/Soundtrack

Goodbye Yellow Brick Road Elton John
Bridge Over Troubled Water Simon & Garfunkel
Tattoo You The Rolling Stones

91

5

The Monkees
Peter Frampton
REO Speedwagon

Lawrence Welk
Janet Jackson

Led Zeppelin 11 Led Zeppelin
The Singing Nun The Singing Nun

88
89
90

Club Band
An,urd The World ln 80 Days Soundtrack
Forever Your Girl Paula Abdul

46
47
48
49

39

87

4

Hair

34
35
36
37
38

Calcutta
Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation 1814
The Long Run
G.I. Blues
Here We Go Again!

84
85
86

3

45

32
33

82
83

The Beatles

44

31

81

Carde King

Tapestry
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts

More Of The Monkees
Frampum Comtes Alive!
Hi Infidelity
To The Extreme
Business As Usual
The Kingston Trio At Large
Peter, Paul & Mary
Slippery When Wet
Songs In The Key Of Life
Whipped Cream &Other
Delights
Modem Sounds ln Country And
Western Music
The Wall
Hysteria
The Monkees
Days Of Wine And Roses
A Hard Day's Night

30

80

Bob Newhun
Faith George Michael

22
23

26

Michael Jackson
Original Cast
Harry Belafonte
Fleetwood Mac

Soundtrack
Soundtrack
M.C. Hammer
Prince & the Revolution/
Soundtrack
Dirty Dancing Soundtrack
Saturday Night Fever Bee Gees/Soundtrack
Boni ln The U.S.A. Bruce Springsteen
The Bodyguard Whitney Houston/Soundtrack
Blue Hawaii Elvis Presley/Soundtrack
Rupin The Wind Garth Brooks
The Sn,md Of Music Soundtrack
Sank Gave All Billy Ray Cyrus
Synchronicity The Police
The Sound Of Music Original Cast
Mary Poppets Soundtrack
The Button -Doom Mind ( )f Bob Newhart

21

25

Arti.t(sl

74
75
76
77
78
79

36
37

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Bigger And Defter L.L. Cool J
The Night I Bell In Love Luther Vandross

C'est Chic Chic
Let's Get It On Marvin Gaye
What's The 411? Mary J. Blige
Doggystyle Snoop Doggy Dong
I Want You Back The Jackson 5
12 Play R. Kelly
Raising Hell Run -D.M.C.
Cold Blooded Rick James

Gap Band iV The Gap Band
Ship Ahoy The O'Jays
diana Diana Ross
Karyn White Karyn White
AU 'N AU Earth, Wind & Fire
1 Hot Peaches & Herb
In Effect Mode Al B. Sure!
Gettm' Ready The Temptations
Let's Stay Together Al Green
Giving You The Best That 1 Got Anita Baker
Characters Stevie Wonder
Totally Krossed Out Kris Kross
I'm Still In Lowe With You Al Green
Aretha Arrives Aretha Franklin
New Edition New Edition

Earth, Wind & Fire
Stevie Wonder
War
Smokey Robinson & the Miracles
Aretha Franklin
Earth, Wind & Fire
Breezi George Benson
Raise

Fulfiiingness' First Finale
The World Is A Ghetto
Going To A Go -Go
Live At The Fiinnore West
Gratitude

The Adventures Of Slick Rick Slick Rick

Natural High Commodores
Light Up The Night Brothers Johnson
The Whispers The Whispers
Black Moses Isaac Hayes
Winner In You Patti LaBelle
Private Line Gerald Levert
Above The Rim Soundtrack
Faith George Michael
Saturday Night Fever Bee Gees/Soundtrack
Rufus featuring Chaka Khan Rufus f/Chaka Khan
Psychedelic Shack The Temptations
The Gap Band III The Gap Band
The Woman In Red Stevie Wonder/Soundtrack

HotR&B
Singles
October 20, 1958 -June 25, 1984
No.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

Iitle Artist(,)
Bump N' Grin'
Tossm And Tumor'
1 Will Always Love You
Baby (You've Got What It Takes)
Sexual Healing

R. Kelly
Bobby Lewis

Whitney Houston
Dinah Washington/Brook Bentes
Marvin Gaye
That Girl Stevie Wonder
I Can't Help Myself Four Tops
Billie Jean Michael Jackson
Lonely Teardrops Jackie Wilson
I Can't Stop Loving Yom Ray Charles
WA) Brook Benton
It's Just A Matter Of Time Brook Benton
Shop Amurul The Miracles
Please Mr. Postman The Marvelettes
Let's Stay Together Al Green
When Doves Cry Prince
Right Here (Human Nature)/ SWV
Downtown

(Continued on pap 111
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66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75

76
77

78
79
80
81

Ho The Roust Jack Ray Charles

Jodeci
Marvin Gaye
Just Kickin' h Xscape
Shotgun Jr. Walker & the All Stars
Cold Blooded Rick James
Heat Wave Martha & the Vandellas
Fingertips -Pt 2 Little Stevie Wonder
Uptight (Everything's Alright) Stevie Wonder
What's Going On Marvin Gaye
Le Freak Chic
Mr. Big Stuff Jean Knight
Tell It Like It Is Aaron Neville
Let It Whip Dazz Band
Cry For You Joded
(Shake, Shake, Shake) Shake KC & the Sunshine Band
Lately

Let's Get It On

Your Booty

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

90

Diana Ross & the Supremes
The O'Jays
And The Beat Goes On The Whispers
Beauty Is Only Skin Deep The Temptations

Someday We'll Be Together

Use Ta Be My Girl

If Only You Knew Patti LaBelle
Stevie Wonder
Doggin' Around Jackie Wilson
Say It Loud -l'm Black And I'm James Brown
Proud (Part I)
Take Your Time (Do It Right) The S.O.S. Band
Part I

91

18
19

He Will Break Your Heart Jerry Butler
Ain't Too Proud To Beg The Temptations

20
21

22
23
24

Juicy Fruit Mtume

Diana Ross & Lionel Richie
Earth, Wind & Fire
Master Blaster (Jammin) Stevie Wonder
Papa's Got A Brand New Bag James Brown
Endless Love

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Rock With You

25
27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37

Michael Jackson
Tevin Campbell
Jermaine Jackson
Lionel Richie
Aretha Franklin
Sam & Dave
Funkadelic

Can We Talk
Let's Get Serious
AU Nights Lang (All Night)
Respect
Sod Man
One Nation Under A Groove
(Part I)
Float On The Floaters
Serpentine Fire Earth, Wind & Fire
Kansas City Wilbert Harrison
Gangsta Lean DRS
I

38
39
40
41

42

45
46

1

(1

51

52

54
55

56
57
58
59

60

The Love You Save

5

Rock Me Tonight (For Old Freddie Jackson
Tunes Sake)
I've Got Love On My Mind Natalie Cole
I Never Loved A Man (The Aretha Franklin

lady Johnnie Taylor
It's Ecstasy When You Lay Barry White
Disco

31

32
33

34
35

36
37

38
39
40

Too Busy Thinking About

Marvin Gaye

My Baby
My Girl The Temptations
Don't Stop'Ti You Get Enough Michael Jackson
Personality Lloyd Price
Upside Douro Diana Ross
That's The Way Love Goes Janet Jackson
Dazz Brick
I Heard It Through The Gladys Knight & the Pips

64
65

Do You Love What You Feel
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41

42
43
44
45

2
3

4

Title Artist(s)
Start Me Up The Rolling Stones
Mysterious Ways U2
Remedy The Black Crowes
Daughter Pearl Jam

5

Livm' On The Edge

6

Every Breath You Take
Separate Ways

7

11

12
13
14
15

Jump
Photograph

Cryin
How About That
Pride

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

&Joy

The Voice
Everybody Wants You
Keep Talking

Hotel Illness
Boys

Of Summer

Are You Gonna Go My Way
All This Time
Dancing In The Dark
Urgent

Aerosmith
The Police
Journey
Van Halen
Def Leppard
Aerosmith
Bad Company
Coverdale/Page
The Moody Blues
Billy Squier
Pink Floyd
The Black Crowes
Don Henley
Lenny Kravitz
Sting
Bruce Springsteen
Foreigner

Angel Of Harlem U2

The Waiting Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers
Learning To Fly Tons Petty & the Heartbreakers

47

48
49
50

Stevie Wonder
Rick James
Marvin Gaye

The Jackson 5
Rufus & Chaka

100TH ANNIVERSARY

I

Want To Make The World Steve Miller Band

Turn Around
My Head's In Mississippi ZZ Top
Lift Me Up Yes
Top Of The World Van

Halen

No Excuses Alice in Chains
Shine Collective Soul
I Love Rock 'N Roll Joan Jett & the Blackhearts
Heat Of The Moment Asia
Silent Running Mike & the Mechanics
You Better You Bet

The Who
Clapton

Pretending Eric

Run To You Bryan Adams

Mary Jane's Last Dance Tom Petty & the Heartbreaken
Dreamline Rush
King Of Pain The Police
Hurting Kind (I've Got My Robert Plant
Eyes On You)
Doubleback ZZ Top
Eye Of The Tiger Survivor

Stone Temple Pilots
Robert Plant
Aerosmith
Hard To Handle The Black Crowes
If I'd Been The One 38 Special
Thom In My Pride Black Crowes
Lonely 01' Night John Mellencamp
Peace Pipe Cry of Love
Plush

Heaven Knows
Deuces Are Wild

ModernRock
Tracks
September 10, 1988 -June 25, 1994

Into Your Amu The Lemonheads
Mysterious Ways U2

1

2

Orange Crush

3

Cuts

4

You

5

Regret

Fascination Street
So Alive
Losing My Religion
The More You Ignore Me... The

7

8

9

R.E.M.

Up Peter Murphy

6

New Order
The Cure
Love & Rockets
R.E.M.
Morrissey

Closer I Get
I

0

11

12
13

Booker T. & the MG's
I C an't Get Next To You The Temptations
I Was Made To Love Her Stevie Wonder
Signed, Sealed, Delivered Stevie Wonder
Green Onions

Pon -Tune Lover
Give It To Me Baby
Got To Give It Up (Pt. l)
I'll Be There

62
63

Of Earl
My Love
Somebody's Watching Me
Duke

Best Of

16

The Jackson

Grapevine

61

I'll Take You There
Two Lovers

27

28
29
30

46
N,

10

I'm Yours

53

Atomic Dog
Don't Stop The Music
Rescue Me

Cory Cole
George Clinton
Yarbrough & Peoples
Fontella Bass
The Staple Singers
Mary Wells
Gene Chandler
The Emotions
Rockwell

March 22, 1985 -June 25, 1994

Feel Good)

Drum Next To Me
49
50

Topsy II

Tracks

Stagger Lee Lloyd

Price
James Brown
Good Tunes Chic
634 -5789 Wilson Pickett
Celebration Kool & the Gang
Knockin' Da Boots H-Town
Heard It Through The Marvin Gaye
Got You

Way I Love You)

47
48

Want You Back The Jackson 5

AlbumRock

8
9

Grapevine

43
44

I

26

Let's Groove

(Pan I)

26

25

I Wish

14

15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30

Red Hot Chili Peppers
Big Audio Dynamite II
Love And Anger Kate Bush
The Devil You Know Jesus Jones
Kiss Them For Me Siouxsie & the Banshees
Pets Porno for Pyros
Loser Beck
More The Sisters of Mercy
Smells Like Teen Spirit Nirvana
The Mayor Of Simpleton XTC
Come Anytime Hoodoo Gurus
Proud To Fall Ian McCulloch
Tomorrow Morrissey
1 Feel You Depeche Mode
Heart- Shaped Box Nirvana
Right Here, Right Now Jesus Jones
Way Down Now World Party
Soul To Squeeze

Rush

Friday I'm In Love The Cure
Been Caught Stealing

Desire

His

Jane's Addiction
U2
The Sugarcuh, s
(Charts continued on page blé
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CD

In the beginning, the CD came

looking portable cases that

encased in a bulky plastic jewel box.

let you grab your favorite

As time wore on, and collections

CDs and hit the road in no

grew, it became clear that the boxes took up too much

time. And best of all, when

space and weighed you down.

you return home, re- filing

Profile

Thus was born the

ProFileTM

from Case Logic. CDs fit neatly in protective

flexible

CD

storage

system for home,

discs in the same amount of space.

dm same

mot et space.

rul:

ProFile from Case Logic. The
The space -saving,

spine labels, and store four times the

CDs is

your CDs is a snap.

CD storage system

ProSleeves"' that hold liner notes,

PmShens ht Na
any her times the

office and travel!

evolution of CD storage. And a
revolution in flexible, space- saving
design. Check out ProFile today.

The ProFile system includes space- saving

home units that allow you to file and sort your

CASE LOGIC

entire collection quickly. Plus a variety of great-

Everywhere there's music.
Case Logic, Inc. 6303 Dry Creek Parkway. Longmont, CO 80503

Telephone 303- 530.3600 / Toll Free 800 447 4848

The

PYoFlle Family

PDM20. The perfect case for
road trips. Holds a portable
disc player and 20 favorite
CDs in Proskrves.

PF30. This small case

holds 30 CDs. Gusseted
pocket opens for easy
access to discs.

PUM60. The ultimate ProFik
case -holds a portable player
and 60 CDs in a quarter of the
space you'd expect.

PF200. This space-efficient

CI) library

holds 200 CDs in file drawers for rapid
access to large collections. Its design
complements most stereo systems.

PF

12.Our CD Shuttle

carries a dozen ( :Us on the
road. it's also perfect for
use at home.

4J

PFRI5. ProSkeves
are also sold

separately in
packs of 15.

(Carts continued from pegs 110)

HotDanceMusic

HotDanceMusic

Club Play

Maxi- Singles Sales

October 26, 1974 -June 25, 1994

March 16, 1985 -June 25, 1994

Title Artist(s)

No.

Thaws Where The Happy People

The Trammps

3

4

Dance, Dance, Dance (Yowsah,

5

Chic

You Should Be Dancing

How High The Moon
San Francisco/Hollywood/Fire Village People
Island
Ride The Mighty High/ Mighty Clouds of Joy

12

Hey Mr. D.J.

5

Bee Gees

Don't Leave Me This Way Thelma Houston
7
8
1 Love Music The O'Jays
9 After Dark/Thank God Its Friday Pattie Brooks/Love And Kisses
10 Casanova Brown/Do It Yourself/ Gloria Gaynor
11

4

6

8
9
10

1l
12
13
14

15

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Hot Stuff / Bad Girls (LP)
Four Seasons Of Love (LP)
If My Friends Could
See Me Now
Le Freak/I Want Your Love/Chic
Cheer (LP)
Can't Fake The Feeling
Do What You Wanna Do
Glad To Know You
Once Upon A Time (LP all cuts)
You Make Me Feel (Mighty Real)
Dance To Dance/Dancer
Vertigo & Relight My Fire
Disco Infemo/Starvin'/Body
Contact
Devil's Gun/We Got Our Own
Thing

26
27
28

Try It

Donna Summer
Donna Summer

16

Linda Clifford

18
19

Chic

Geraldine Hunt
TConnection
Chas Jankel
Donna Summer
Sylvester
Gino Soccio
Dan Hartman
The Trammps
C.J. & Company

Contnwersy/Let's Winn (LP) Prince
We Are Family/He's The Sister Sledge
Greatest Dancer/Lost In Music
Paradise

30

Let's Dance

31

Express

32
33

34
35

36
37

38

39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

1

Feel Love/I Remember Yesterday

Love Trilogy (LP)

Cherchez La Femme/Sour &

20
21

Out Gino Soccio

29

17

Change
David Bowie
B.T. Express
Donna Summer
Donna Summer
Dr. Buzzard's Original
Savannah Band
Cetrone
Shannon
Diana Ross
Herbie Mann

Sweet/I'U Play The Fool
Supemature/Give Me Love
Let The Music Play
Upside Doom / I'm Conning Out
Hijack
Funkytowr/AU Night Dancing Lipps, Inc.
MacArthur Park Suite (LP) Donna Summer
Take Your Time (Do It Right) The S.O.S. Band

Holidi/Lucky Star Madonna
l'U Be Holding On Al Downing
Voyage (LP all cuts) Marlin

22
23

24

Vogue Madonna
Or Money Prince & the Revolution
Getto Jam Domino
On My Own Patti LaBelle/Michael McDonald
New Attitude /Axel F Patti LaBelle/Harold Faltermeyer
Rumors/Vicious Rumors Timex Social Club
Never Gonna Give You Up Rick Astley
Back To Life (However Do You Soul II Soul f/Caron Wheeler
I

Wonder If I Take

Want Me)
You Home Lisa Lisa

Keep On Movin'

Miss You Much
For Tomight
Head To Toe
Two Of Hearts

Human

Al Around

The World
Fascinated

26
27
28
29
30

Rump Shaker

32
33

34
35

36
37
38
39

& Cult jam w/Full Force

Venus (Remix)

February 5, 1994 -June 25, 1994

N.
1

2

Bad Boys
Big Blunts

5

Of Snow
OfJamaica
Songs Of Freedom

6

12 Inches

7

Voice

Janet Jackson
Nancy Martinez
Lisa Lisa & Cult Jam
Stacey Q
The Human League
Lisa Stansfield
Company B
Wreckx -N-Effect
Bananarama
Claudja Barry
P.M. Dawn
Madonna

10

9
11

12

13
14
15

Artist(
UB40
Patra
Soundtrack
Inner Circle
Various Artists
Snow
Buju Banton
Bob Marley
Chaka Demus & Pliers
Dawn Penn
Various Artists

All She Wrote
No, No, No
D1 Red Alert's Pmpnuuter
Dancehall Show
Kids From Foreign Born )americans
Stnatgg Black Uhuru
Pure Pleasure Shaggy

Mellow Mood Bob Marlev

ToloNewAge
Albums
October 22, 1988 -June 25, 1994

Michael Jackson

Michael Jackson
Saturday Love (Remix) Cherrelle & Alexander O'Neal
lust Got Paid Johnny Kemp
Everybody Everybody Black Box
The Power Snap
Tub Tb Make It Right Seduction

Title Artist(s)

No.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18

Shepherd Moons Enya

Reflections

Of Passim Yanni

Crisu,frri's Dream
No Blue Thing
Dancing With The Lion
Solo Para Ti
Hours Between Night +Day
Watermark

David Lan:
Ray Lynch

Andreas Vollenweider
Ottmar Liebert +Luna Negra
Ottmar Liebert +Luna Negra
Enya

Nouveau Flamenco Ottmar Liebere
Summer George Winston
In My Time Yanni

Borrasca Ottmar Liebert
In The Wake Of The Wind
Nothing Above My Shoulders
But The Evening
Deep Breakfast
The Vuit
Kojiki
The Narada Wilderness

David Arkenstone
Ray Lynch
Ray Lynch

Loreena McKennitt
Kitaro
Various Artists

Col lecher
19

Fantasy
Boogie Oogie Oogie A Taste of Honey
Gonna Make You Sweat C +C Music Factory
f/Freedom Williams

22
23
24
25

100TH ANNIVERSARY

Pack

Cod Runnings

20
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Queen Of The

4

Ease On Down The Road Consumer Rapport
Quiet Village /African Queens The Ritchie Family
When Doves Cry Prince
You're Too Late

Title
Promises Et Lies

3

8

Hold On En Vogue
Bad (Remix)

Aretha Franklin
Color Me Badd
Sweet Sensation
Paul Hardcastle

Albtuns

Down And Counting
Set Adrift On Memory Bliss
Like A Prayer
Bump N' Grind R. Kelly
Remember The Time

Miami Sound Machine
Jody Watley
USA for Africa
The S.O.S. Band

TopReggae

Soul II Soul
Louis

French Kiss Lil

25

31

Zhane

Kiss (Remix) /Love

1 Don't Know Anybody Else Black Box
System Of Survival (Remix) Earth, Wind & Fire
Express Yourself Madonna

42
43
Conga
44 Looking For A New Love (Remix)
We Are The World
45
The Ernest
46
47
A Deeper Love
1 VC'anna Sex You Up
48
Never Let You Go
49
19
50

Gypsy Woman (She's Homeless) Crystal Waters
Gonna Make You Sweat C +C Music Factory f/
(Everybody Dance Now) Freedom Williams

Everything Is Love
13

Phyllis Nelson

Pump Up The lam Technotronic f/Felly
Brand New Lover Dead or Alive
Angel/Into The Groove Madonna

3

7

Yowsah, Yowsah)

6

I Like You

1

2

Go (LP all cuts)

Thriller (LP all cuts) Michael Jackson
Glow Of Love (LP all cuts) Change
Bad Luck Harold Melvin & the Blue Notes

2

Title Artist(.)

No.

40
41

21

Craig Chaquico
Yanni
Various Artists
Mickey Hart
Skyline Firedance David Lanz
Bridge Of Dreams David Lanz & Paul Speer
Return Ti, The Heart David Lanz

Acoustic Highway
Live At The Acropolis
Windham Hill Sampler '89
At The Edge

(Charts continued on page
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On The Air
BY PHYLLIS

STARK

the sign -on of the first commercial radio station, KDKA

Since

Pittsburgh, in 1920, the radio
industry has enjoyed tremendous popularity, provided listeners with endless hours of entertainment and
information, and played a valuable
role in the making of history.
Radio's ubiquitousness and implace most people
about such historical events as
the crash of the Hindenburg zeppelin
at l.akehurst, N.J., the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor, the landing of Allied
troops at Normandy during World
War II, and, more recently, the Three
Mile Island nuclear accident and the
space shuttle Challenger disaster.
Although Billboard has covered
radio since the medium's infancy, it
was not until the late '20s that radio became one of
the magazine's regularly covered businesses. A Jan.
4,1930, headline tells the story of the potential for
the still- fledgling industry: "Radio Seen As One Of
The Biggest Branches Of The Show Business."
That article reported on radio's growing influence as an entertainment medium. "Against its
wishes, in some respects, the amusement industry
is being forced, more and more, to recognize the
radio field as one of [its] most important and powerful branches," Billboard reported. "Five years ago
a hybrid form of entertainment and frowned on by
show business in general, the radio infant has grown
within record time to the point where today it is sec ond only to motion pictures as a gigantic industry
mediacy made it the
heard

Children listening to the radio via earphone, about 1927.

in the entertainment business. And it is growing bigger all the time."

Not only was radio initially disapproved of,
the vaudeville community actually ordered its acts
to stay off the air under penalty of contract cancellation. Musical, concert, and operatic managers also
shunned radio fearing that "songs plugged too
strongly over the air would lose their sales value,"
Billboard reported on March 1, 1930.
Eventually, however, both vaudeville and the
rest of the industry came to recognize radio as a way
of stimulating sales. By 1930, Billboard was reporting that "sheet music and record dealers now consider [radio] a boon to their business, rather than a
detriment."

The magazine's initial radio coverage, a one- eighth -page section called
Radio Entertainers that first appeared
in 1928, focused on famous stage performers' radio appearances, such as
Maurice Chevalier's radio debut on
the Columbia Broadcasting System.
That column was tucked in between
other, more significant sections of the
magazine, including Parks, Piers &
Beaches, Circus & Side Show, Magic
& Magicians, and Feminine Frills (a
shopping service).
By 1930, the now full -page Radio
Entertainers section joined the front cover list of Billboard's regularly covered entertainment businesses, which
also included burlesque, skating rinks,
rodeos, and, of course, popular songs.
In those days, the magazine known as
The Billboard was billed as "The Theatrical Digest
And Show World Review."
About that same time, stations' regular on -air
personalities began to make news in Billboard, not
just the visiting entertainers. A lighthearted story
from the Jan. 11, 1930, issue, for example, told of
how WMCA New York announcer A.L. Alexander
was the recipient of a plum pudding from a mysterious admirer in Surrey, England, every Christmas.

INDECENCY '30s STYLE
Today, the FCC's crackdown on indecency is
one of broadcasters' major concerns. But
things were no different in the '30s. One story
I00EH ANNIVERSARY
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the three webs were commanding a total annu
income of approximately $69.2 million.

BRINGING BACK BREW
ith support for Prohibition waning i
932 and Congress debating the issue
relegalizing beer, broadcasters' majo
concern was over the ethics of once again airin
brewery- sponsored programming.
WLS Chicago, which now has a news/talk for
mat, was then famous for what Billboard referr
to as its "hill -billy entertainment" (now better kno
as country) and for its weekly barn -dance brow
cast, which began in 1930. It also had the distinc
tion of being the first station on the air with a be
ad in March 1933, after the beverage was once agai
legalized.
Celebrating that same event, CBS staged
two -hour program at midnight on April 6, 1933
although the network expressed concern that th
event had the potential for "riling up the drys o
such states that do not want to legalize beer." CB
soon cast aside those fears and added a regular fea
ture called "Old Foam Night," sponsored by th
Anheuser-Busch brewery in St. Louis. NBC, for it
part, handled the end of Prohibition with "mor
decorum," Billboard reported on April 15, 1933.
1
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MEETING THE TELEVISION MENAC
The magazine's first television column mad

its debut in 1932, and by the following yea
stories began to appear about the potentia
threat the new medium posed to radio. Seven year
later, the radio section would be renamed Radio
Television, reflecting Billboard's expanded coverag
of the latter, and it took years for radio to once agai
find its place in a television- centered society.
.

Programmers' reliance on Billboard to trac
the hits increased with the addition of new and inn

Advertisement from 1941.

published on Jan. 18, 1930, outlined measures introduced in Congress to prevent the use of profanity
in broadcasting, including one from a Rep. Lankford
of Georgia, who initiated legislation providing for
government ownership and control of all radio communications under a proposed "department of general welfare."
The radio business at this time was divided into

independent and network- affiliated stations, and
most programs aired in 15- minute blocks. Unlike
122
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today's focused, niche programming, a typical
station's programming in 1932 was 62.9% music,
21.3% educational, 11.8% literature, 2.5% religion,
and 1.5% "novelties," according to a study released
that year.
CBS was the largest radio network at the time
with 90 member stations. Runner-up NBC had 85

stations. By 1937, that balance had shifted. NBC's
Ill affiliates topped CBS's 97, and the fledgling
Mutual Broadcasting System claimed 39. By 1938,

vative features over the years. The year 1936 mark
the appearance of Chart Line, which listed the most
played songs on the three major networks. In 1944
the Billboard Music Popularity Chart was launch
it contained useful information for programmers o
songs with the most radio plays, national and regio
retail sales information for records and sheet musi
and the Harlem Hit Parade, a list of the most -pot
ular records in Harlem. By 1946, the music cha
also included the top 15 Honor Roll of Hits, as we
as England's top 20, and jukebox -play informatio
In the mid -'40s Billboard also began provi
ing a chart listing the country's top evening radi
programs, along with information on network, spo
sor, and talent salaries. The top 3 in 1945 were a
NBC shows: the Pepsodent- sponsored Bob Ho
show, Johnson Floorwax's "Fibber McGee
Molly," and Kraft Cheese Co.'s Bing Crosby sho

THE WAR EFFORT
Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Har
and the start of U.S. involvement in World W
II, Billboard's radio coverage focused on t
1

sented with more dignity, their employment oppor
tunities had increased, and their race was being por
trayed more sympathetically in films, over radii
and on stage than in previous years. However, rade
continued to perpetuate a longstanding policy th
no black performer could be introduced on any co
merciai network show with the appellation of M
Mrs., or Miss preceding his or her name. That ru
applied even to performers of Marian Anderson
stature. There was, however, some evidence that t
rule was beginning to break down, for exampl
when Bing Crosby introduced Paul Robeson
"Mr." on his program.
Still, Billboard reported, radio continued w
into the '40s to follow the "rules" that "a Negro ca
not be represented in any drama except in the ro
of a servant or as an ignorant or comical person
and that "the role of the American Negro in the w.
effort cannot be mentioned in a sponsored program.
.
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NOW HAS TWICE

THE PO WERYET COSTS NO MORE
(on contracts signed before Feb. 15!)
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NEVii'

comes into binedrith of

-

belle r and
thousands of new homes
stronger.
Vet
on all contracts signed before
fehruaryy I5. 1942 -this tremendously increased audience is on the house!
Now -it's doubly true: MORE PEOPLE

-

REPRESENTED

IN AND A ROi 'ND NEW YORK LISTEN
TO W'NI:W THAN ANY OTHER INDEPENDENT STATION' (according to
independent surveys -sent on request).
And now -more than ever- \t'NEW
is your best hoc in America's best market
the station that moves nervst goods --Attest -and at /be /nass cost/

-

%

NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

-

R. C. FOSTER (NEW ENGLAND)

NEW YORK
1130 ON THE DIAL

FM NEARS SATURATION?
ith approximately 1,000 FM station
operating or licensed by 1948, the indu
try feared, according to a Jan. 3 Billboan
headline, that "FM [Was] Nearing $$ Saturation.
The article questioned whether the FM band w
approaching its economic fill -line. As it turns ou
with approximately 6,700 FM stations operatin .
today, the answer was a resounding no.
The year 1948 also brought about what wa
considered "unprecedented feverish activity" in broad
cast -station transfers, with 324 sales, up from 78 in
1947. (By comparison, the 1,142 sales in 1993 would
have been considered of epic proportions in 1948;
That same year, Billboard broke the story on
March 13 that KMPC Los Angeles was slanting if
news broadcasts, on the orders of station -owne
G.A. Richards, in a manner that was derogatory

to President Truman, Howard Hughes, and the
Jewish people. Former KMPC news writer and editor, Maurie Starrels, claimed in a deposition that
following the death of gangster Bugsy Siegel, Starrels
was told he must emphasize in his newscast tha
Siegel was Jewish, that he was buried in a Jewis
cemetery, and that a rabbi performed the ceremony.
The story was also ordered to be coupled with stories about Russia and communism.
The FCC began looking into the charges immediately after Billboard's story broke.

THE RED MENACE

Advertisement from 1941.

medium's role in the war effort.
That role was a vital one, since radio provided
the country not only with news, but with public service messages, entertainment, and much -needed
morale boosting. In the war's first year, a typical
NBC station aired 5,300 government a0nnouncements, 4,500 War Bond announcements, and 2,700
war -effort programs, for a total of 990 hours of war related programming over and above news reports.
One Billboard story (Jan. 3, 1942) took a lighthearted look at the war coverage with a story about
WCCO Minneapolis announcer Rod O'Connor. In
124 BILLBOARD
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the first 48 hours after the attack on Pearl Harbor,
the story said, O'Connor had broken into so much
regular programming with war updates that finally,
to relieve the tension, he announced on the air, "we
interrupt the news flashes to bring you a regularly
scheduled program."

ROLE OF THE "NEGRO"
On Jan.

2, 1943, an article examining the role
of the "Negro" in show business revealed
that black performers were being repre-

By

1951, the country had gone crazy with fe

of communism. After CBS was criticized by
some newspapers for making its employees
sign a loyalty oath, Billboard, on Jan. 6, 1951, ran
an editorial supporting the networks' move.
"We think it is extremely unfortunate that
as genuine an attempt to meet the threat [of Communism] as that made by CBS is misinterpreted with
such scurrilous and malicious intent as was displayed by some newspapers last week," the editorial
said. "We hope this type of reaction will not det
CBS, nor any of the other networks... from fighting

THE BOX

is

the planet's ONLY interactive music Video channel...

BILLBOARD is the planet's ONLY international newsweekly
magazine of music, video. and home entertainment...

the only interaciiive
viewer programmed,
music
video channel 20/7,..
all

the planet

3

the planet's
OTHER

interactive,
viewer programmed,
all music video channel 2t417...

T)-tE BOX...

Well be around in I00 years, too...
Happy Anniversary to our friends at Billboard

as aggressively as possible against the menace that

stereo albums.
That year also brought the launch of the hugely
popular Billboard radio conventions, which continued until the early '80s, were discontinued for a
decade, and resumed in 1994.
An eerily prescient Jan. 4, 1969, story told of
the large numbers of program directors and station
managers who were getting into consulting and made
reference to two now -legendary programmers: Bill

Communism."
The '50s also brought about the beginning of
modern radio formatting under such legendary programmers as Todd Storz, who is credited with inventing the top 40 format, and Gordon McLendon.
Thanks to these pioneering programmers, and others who came after them, radio stations gradually
shifted away from playing a wide variety of music,
much of it selected by the disc jockeys themselves, and a "something for
everyone" philosophy toward today's
tightly programmed, niche formats,
targeted at specific demographics, and
carefully researched playlists.
Programmers Chuck Dunaway
and Kent Burkhart initiated what is
believed to be the very first radio station playlist in 1955 at KXOI_ Fort
Worth, Texas.
is

THE PAYOLA SPECTER

FM's "leap into dominance in market after market
... in the younger demographics."

FORMATS COME AND GO
1975, the once -popular nostalgia format
was fading, drama radio had been dead for
more than a decade, and the disco format was
"being studied based on the records played in the
growing number of discotheques
throughout the nation," Billboard
reported on Jan. 4. The disco format
really took off in 1979 when WABC
New York lost its 17-year hold at the
top of the market's ratings to what
was called "disco upstart" WKTU.
Also popular in the late '70s
were top 40, country, and MOR (middle of the road), and progressive rock
stations also had gained a foothold
since their inception in the late '60s.
The FCC forced more FM programming diversity in 1976 when it
By

ruled that duplication of AM programming on the FM band was to he
limited to 25% if either station is
licensed to a city with a population
of more than 100,000, and 50% in
smaller cities. At the same time,
Billboard reported on January 3 that
programming was getting more "scientific" thanks to a wider acceptance
of computers.
In 1982, black- oriented stations
across the U.S. were taking on the
urban contemporary format, described in Billboard on Jan. 9 as "an
outgrowth of disco [which] blends
contemporary black music with rock

Throughout the '50s, '60s, and
'70s, the radio industry dealt
with payola charges and investigations by Congress, the FCC,
and the Federal Trade Commission.
In 1960 those groups initiated an
exhaustive probe of the entire music
industry, from small publishing
houses to major radio networks, covering 27 cities and digging for evidence
of payola including misuse of "freebies," chart rigging, and kickbacks.
WINS New York disc jockey
Alan Freed's reputation and career
were destroyed in 1960 when he
was indicted on commercial bribery
charges and accused of taking money
to play records.
While the '50s investigations and
the congressional payola hearings of
1960 focused on disc jockeys, the 1972
"Project Sound" investigation by the
U.S. Attorney's Office in Newark, N.J.,
went after a larger target. That inves-

-

and pop-oriented product which often
Why will a
he'n become

originality.
recording.

STEREO & OTHER CONCERNS
In 1968, one of broadcasters' chief concerns was
the labels' phasing out of monaural albums at a
time when many small- market (and some major market) AM stations were not equipped to deal with
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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tigation looked into claims that CBS
Records had bribed R &B radio stations to play records. Although 19 people were
indicted in 1975, the investigation failed to send anyone to jail on payola charges.
The specter of payola continued to haunt the
industry. In late 1976, Congress and the FCC once
again investigated the business, including concert
promoters and WOL Washington, D.C. And the issue
came up yet again in 1986 when the practices of independent record promoters were called into question.
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he heard

playing. we'd like to know about it.

Advertisement from 1963.

Drake, who was referred to as "the fair-haired consultant of the moment "; and Mike Joseph, who was
called "the father of the consulting business."
Although it was then a fairly novel idea, the
business today employs the services of literally hundreds of programming, management, sales, and marketing consultants. Nearly every major- and medium market station now has at least one consultant on
its payroll and, as more jobs are eliminated by FCC sanctioned consolidation, many broadcasters are
looking toward consulting as a stable source of
income and are hanging out their own shingles.
Once radio's half-ignored stepchild, FM came
into its own. In the '70s it eventually overtook AM
as the more popular band, particularly among
younger listeners. A Jan. 5, 1974, article documented

(though not exclusively) carries a
rhythmic base." Some programmers
of black stations resented that, contending, "it is a means by which black

music can be diluted to make stations
more palatable to non -blacks."
During the '80s radio was transformed into big business. As stations
began trading for unprecedented dollar figures, top programmers and talent began earning equally unprecedented sums, full -time satellite
programming networks came into being, and radio
took on a much more businesslike, professional
tenor than had previously been associated with it.
Today, there are nearly 12,000 radio stations
in the United States programming approximately
80 distinct formats. FM is now the dominant entertainment medium, although AM continues to bea

primary outlet for news and information. The business is healthy and looking forward to a future of
innovative formats and new technology and continued, dedicated coverage in the pages of Billboard.
Phyllis Stark is Billboard's senior radio editor. She
joined the magazine as a reporter in 1989.
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You-And Radio
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J.

WONDERS

tion of their own personal problems. And radio, frankly, is crowded, hence
the competition you face is keen. Keener now than if this were a boom time.
in general, are not pioneers. And advertising agencies, likewise, are not
But you have determination and you have the goods to deliver. You try
pioneers. They can't afford to be. The dollar invested in radio advertising
for an audition for either of the big networks [NBC and CBS]. There will be
has to bring returns -if the advertiser is to continue and if the agency is to
some difficulty in gaining this because neither of the networks is hungrily
continue with the account. The great sums of money involved enforce conlooking for new material at present.
servatism.
You give your audition, taking care not to try to do or say too much, but
The net result of all of this is that almost each new advertiser going on
using, at your audition, the same type of showmanship you would expect to
the air seeks to learn first what is most successful and most popular at preuse in a radio program itself... You are now at the point where you are apt
sent -and then, what is most nearly like it that can be sponsored without
to be told, "We like your work but we cannot schedule you at present." If
fear of the criticism of copying.
this is told to you, nine chances out of ten it is not a stall. You can be schedHence the sometimes unfortunate sameness in the radio show
uled only if something else is taken off to make room for you. For there is
sameness the radio critics are fond of discussing.
an act on the air each minute of the day. And each act now on the air has at
Now one would think that, if one knew nothing about radio, all an act
least some following, or it wouldn't be there.
had to do to negotiate for a nice fat sale would be to duplicate what any sucOr you may be regarded as such a find that the
cessful act is doing on the air at present. But it doesn't
executives offer you a management contract
network
work out like that. Sometimes, but not as a rule, the imiat once, arrange to put on sustaining programs so that
tator often has a run of popularity on some other stathe radio audience may get to know you better so that
tion, but in general, if he has no modifying or qualifyyou may build up a following and increase in popuing originality of his own, no little trick of personality
larity to such a point that you may be in demand by
either improving upon or differing from the originator of
commercial sponsors.
his pattern, the copyist does not last long.
Or your act may be the type that would lose its
The new act, if it is to be thoroughly successful,
appeal for an advertiser if you are exploited on susshould be patterned on the broad general lines that
time... And then, depending on how good
taining
have been proved successful in the entertainment field
your act is, how good business conditions are, and
for many years. These general lines are so simple and
how good your breaks are at your auditions, you either
fundamental and so founded on common sense it is
will be sold or go back to other endeavors.
surprising that they can be overlooked by anyone in
If that audition of yours doesn't result in a
this business. And yet they often are overlooked! ...
" click" and you are made to realize that those who
Take over -sophistication and "artiness" Take
your audition have less faith in you than you have
hear
acts that are obviously insincere -that are "written
in yourself, or that there is no action that can be stimdown" to a mistaken notion of the tastes of the radio
ulated at the time, there are several courses you may
audience. These cannot win that widespread support
pursue with possible success.
without which a radio attraction cannot reach comYou may want to offer your act to a rival netmercial security.
work or station; you may want to put it on one of the
And take, too, some of the far-fetched attempts
Frank Sinatra.
local stations for the sake of gaining actual broadat dramatic wistfulness-efforts put forth by sensitive
casting experience-experience that may permit you to reshape and improve
and well- meaning souls who are straining to spread their conceptions of
the act and make it more suitable for network programs; or you may want
"beauty." Such efforts will be applauded by like- minded people, but they,
to offer it direct to one of the many advertising agencies which buy acts direct
too, are not in the majority. And radio is for the majority. Don't ever forget it.
on behalf of their clients.
The entertainment food that the majority is always hungry for is music
There in one human quality which... makes the matter of fixing prices
that appeals to the emotions, drama that appeals to the sentiment and corn and getting money into an artist's pocket a matter of irritating difficulty at
edy that provides relief from thought. We live in a hurried harassed world
times. That quality is vanity -the kind of vanity which makes a good but
and the majority of us want to turn on our radios for relaxation -to help along
less known comedian, for instance, refuse a contract because it is at a lowgayety, to take our minds off our problems. If any radio act can do any of these
er figure than, let's say, Ed Wynn's... If he would only be generous to himthings and do them in a novel way... as to win general admiration, then that
self, however, he'd... work at any reasonable figure, realizing that in doing
radio act is sure of a sale, is certain to earn radio's best money.
so he'll not only earn more in the long run than he would otherwise but
Let the stations themselves experiment and pioneer in developing
would be enhancing, meanwhile, his earning power by increasing his poptastes, raising standards, exploiting and winning support for new types of
ularity...
acts on their sustaining programs. You, if you are a radio artist or aspirant
After all, there is only one very reasonable, safe guide in this matter of
with your eye to the broadest, soundest and finest principles in the enterprices: Take the advice of someone who can be trusted, who merits confitainment field... To too many aspirants, anything is "good enough" for
dence... If such a counselor says to you even something like this: "Here's a
radio-all it needs is to be "heard." As a matter of fact, success in radio
job you ought to take for nothing, for the publicity and buildup you will gain,"
demands the utmost in personal achievement... One of the commonest...
take it and you will find you have not been misadvised. But first be sure that
pitfalls is failure to study audiences and the technique of radio entertainthe one who gives you advice knows what he is talking about. For it is only
ment itself. What do people want? What do they like best? How can this be
such a person who will be apt to come to you later and say, "Here's your job
gotten over to them to best advantage?
your big job-and it's as good as any in radio."
Let's assume... you have an act you believe is suitable for radio. You
And the writer of this article hopes he may have the pleasure of saying
realize first of all that you are faced with the keenest kind of competition in a
this to you some day. And you! And you!
field that has felt the pinch of the recent depression, just as every other field
-Billboard, August 27. 19,V
has felt it. Artists of every degree and kind are looking to radio for the soluThere is no doubt that radio is dominated by conservatism. Advertisers,

-a
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A History Of
Independent Labels
BY

Some things never seem to change. In a Sept. 5,
1953, Billboard story about the vital independent record label scene in New York, writer
Bob Rolontz noted, "the indie labels that flourish
on Tenth Avenue, or a few doors off of it, are tough,
aggressive, and inventive -as they have to be in order
to stay alive and buck the competition of the major
firms in the classier sections of town."
This combination of imagination and entrepreneurism has characterized independent labels
since the dawn of the record industry, and, as long
as there are individuals with a hot idea, an ear to
the street, and a will to take on the majors head -tohead in the marketplace, the indie model will likely
remain just as Rolontz described it in these pages
over 40 years ago.
One could make a case for the notion that independent labels are as old as the medium of sound
reproduction itself, predating even the establishment of Billboard: In April 1878, two months after
he patented the phonograph, Thomas Edison established the Edison Speaking Phonograph Co. in
Norwalk, Conn., thus becoming what may be considered the first "indie" in history.

Naturally enough, the pattern of industrial
consolidation that historically has faced the indies
would be established early on- Edison's company
was purchased just 10 years later. (The inventor
would continue to work within the industry until
however.)
The concept of independence, while not unknown in the early days of the record business, was
definitely a lesser part of the industry for much of
the first half of the 20th century. The companies that
became known as "the majors" developed early: the
1929,

CHRIS MORRIS

Sam Phillips.

Victor Talking Machine Co. -which grew into RCA
Victor-was incorporated in 1901, while Columbia
starting making records in 1902. Other record
labels -including the smaller "race labels" that prefigured later R &B- oriented indies -were in a constant state of flux and consolidation throughout the
early decades of the century.
Other forces mitigated against the solid foundation of an independent side to the record business. Radio only slowly became a medium devoted
to the dissemination of pre-recorded music. Independent distribution remained, if not virtually nonex-

istent, primitive at best; many retail outlets in fact
controlled their own record companies. And the historic cataclysms of the century -the 1929 stock market crash, the subsequent depression, and World
War II-inhibited both the public's ability to spend
money on records and the cash -poor indies' ability
to manufacture them. Only the growth of the jukebox industry during this period stemmed a disastrous tide for independent music merchants.
However, the war era and the years immediately afterward saw the birth and development of
many of the great independent labels that stoked a
boom in American popular music through the '50s.
Economic conditions forced by wartime austerity helped establish a situation favorable to the
indies' pursuit of non -pop listeners. As Joseph
Csida and June Bundy Csida noted in "American
Entertainment," their 1977 compendium of Bill boardiana, "The major record companies, prior to
World War II, had produced some country and soul
records, just as they had turned out some jazz and
classical records. But the big profits lay in the pop
operations. So, when the shellac shortage developed
early in the war, the big companies virtually dropped
their activities in these secondary areas."
By its April 20, 1946 issue, Billboard could
announce, "Indie record companies, by and large,
are in there swinging. From the standpoint of talent
and tunes, production and promotion, distribution
and deals... the little guys are hustling in a manner
which must prove beneficial to the entire record
industry. New ideas are popping like Cantor's eyes."
The reasons for the upswing in the indie trade
were numerous. At the same time that postwar prosperity created a class of consumer with money to
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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burn, urban centers experienced concurrent growth,
swelled by postwar migrations from rural locales.
Within these urban centers could be found a burgeoning number of indie labels, which, as Billboard
noted at the time, were more than happy to cater to
the niche tastes of audiences that were not being
served by the major labels' pop- skewed artists. A

network of independent distributors catering to
retailers and jukebox operators stocking indepen-

dent labels' product had also begun to spring up.
And, with radio broadcasters' establishment of BMI,
disenfranchised R &B and country writers found a
new voice in publishing, and on the air.
Billboard's April 1946 story noted candidly
that some indie operators "frankly admit that they
are going to continue to stay out of the fields in
which the majors push heavily, and concentrate on
items where the majors do more or less of a token
job." Summarizing this trend three decades later in
virtually the same language, musicologist Nick
Tosches added that the indies created "an avant garde of economic necessity."
Those economic tenets would quickly spawn
a brave new world of American music. In the 10year period following the end of World War II, a
group of fast -moving indie labels keenly read the
barometer of mass taste and issued music by groups
and artists who would virtually define the currents
of popular music through the first rock'n'roll era.
(It should be noted here that, while their impact
was not as significant commercially, a number of
American indies were defining modern jazz during
this same period. Such prime movers as Blue
Note, Commodore, Dial, Prestige, Savoy, and Verve
became bywords for quality jazz from the late '30s
through the '50s and '60s.)
Among the best -known imprints of the day
were Aladdin, Atlantic, Roulette, King, Chess, Vee
Jay, Modern, Specialty, Imperial, Sun, Meteor, Duke,
Keen, Del -Fi, Imperial, and Philles.
Even a partial listing of the rock'n'roll and
R &B labels' rosters stars reads like a tally of postwar popular music's elite. Amos Milburn. Charles
Brown. Big Joe Turner. Ray Charles. The Drifters.
The Coasters. Ruth Brown. James Brown. The "5"
Royales. Roy Brown. Little Willie John. Chuck Berry.
Muddy Waters. Howlin' Wolf. Jimmy Reed. John
Lee Hooker. Little Richard. Percy Mayfield. Lloyd
Price. Larry Williams. Jerry Lee Lewis. Johnny Cash.
Carl Perkins. Charlie Rich. Little Milton. Little
Junior Parker. B.B. King. Elmore James. Bobby
Bland. Johnny Ace. Sam Cooke. Ritchie Valens. Fats
Domino. The Ronettes. The Crystals.

Chuck Berry.

bers of the booming youth culture of the poste
years snapped up the music of Presley and his indi
label brethren, driving total annual record sales,
units, from 213 million in 1954 to 603 million in 1959
The Indies gained substantially in this rock'n'r
gold rush: According to a breakdown of top 10 s
gles on Billboard's charts by rock historian Char
Gillett, indies accounted for 59 of the 89 top 10 recor
in 1959, as opposed to only 11 of 51 entries in 1955

And Elvis Presley.
In late 1955, the purchase of Presley's Sun
Records contract by RCA A &R man Steve Sholes
for $40,000-an unprecedented sum at that point,
and a virtually unthinkable act in the early days of
rock'n'roll-was considered an act of rare folly on
the part of the major. In its April 25, 1956, issue,

Billboard noted, "There was considerable doubt
whether... [RCM could preserve the unique sound
Presley had been getting both vocally and instrumentally [at Sun]."
RCA's buyout of Sun -which soon yielded
immense sales for the major ( "75G Daily Ain't
Hay /Sholes Has Last Laugh," Billboard headlined)
may today be perceived as a kind of great divide in
the history of the independents. Never again would
the indies be perceived as poor sisters catering to
niche music buyers; instead, the labels would be
viewed as potential proving grounds for future mass audience stars. That perception persists to this day.
In search of headier musical thrills, the mem-

-
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Ahmet Ertegun, Jerry Wexler, and Big Joe Turner.
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Not every girl gets her man
to say "I do. "... but every once in
a while you hear a young girl
who sings and writes songs
with a groovey conviction.
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Such an artist is
Laura Nyro.
You'll believe in her
as "We do."
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Root Forms: Country & Blues

BY SEYMOUR

STEIN

The evolutionary process which has brought about the present state of today's popular music
can, for the most part, trace its roots to the two basic U.S. forms of music, c &w and r &b. One need
only scan the Billboard Hot 100 to see the strong influence held over the pop market by these two

fields...
Yet both these forms of music were originally tightly segregated categories and remained as
such for many years. Although at various times they flourished, their audiences were highly specialized. R &b or "race and sepia -blues" records were aimed at the black rural markets of the south
and the black ghettos in the industrial cities of the north and midwest. Sales of country music or
" hillbilly" records were directed solely at the white rural areas of the country.

he public was first introduced to hillbilly and race recordings in the early 1920's... Victor enjoyed
virtual control of the hillbilly field in the Twenties.
In the race field the majors, Victor and Columbia, shared the market with a host of independents including Paramount, Okeh, later purchased by Columbia, Gennett, Vocalion and Brunswick,
both to become part of the yet to be formed U.S. Decca Record Company, Emerson, Melotone, Black
Swan, Black Patti, Perfect and Arto. There were many important early blues artists [on the indie
rosters]. Their effect on the blues and even pop singles is still being felt in this generation.
Paramount was probably the most active of the independent companies. Much of the credit
for Paramount's success, as its slogan suggested ( "the popular race record" company), must be given to the label's recording manager, Mayo Williams, who together with Paramount talent scout
Arthur Laibley found and recorded many colored artists from all over

T

Fats Domino.

The "golden age" of American independent
labels essentially coincided with a concurrent
"golden age of rock'n'roll." To a certain extent, congressional scrutiny of alleged label payola activities
helped to stifle some of the feistier indies, and, by
the early '60s, with tamer pop acts prevailing again
on the charts, the pendulum was prepared to swing
toward England's so- called "British Invasion" acts.
Amazingly, an independent label (one specializing in R &B, no less) anticipated even this trend:
In 1963, Vee Jay Records in Chicago licensed an
available album by a then - unknown U.K. group
"Introducing The Beatles."
While America's rock'n'roll Indies went into
slight eclipse during the '60s, what may be the most
remarkable independent success story of them all
took place during that period. It began in Detroit,
started with soul, and crossed over into pop: Motown Records experienced a nearly unprecedented
chart run, scoring Hot 100 hits with the Supremes,
the Temptations, Marvin Gaye, Martha & the
Vandellas, and Stevie Wonder. This achievement
marked the Motown family of labels as the most
significant indie dynasty of the decade.
Consolidation became a byword in the record
industry once more during the '60s. Two formidable New York indies with storied catalogs-Elektra
Records, the folk -based imprint founded in 1950 by
Jac Holzman, and Atlantic Records, started up in
1948 by Herb Abramson and Ahmet Ertegun, were
both acquired by National Kinney Corp. in the late
'60s, becoming the foundation the industry's market -share leader in the '90s, the Warner Music Group.
The '70s were largely quiet times for the indies,
as the music dismissively known as "corporate rock,"
and later disco, reigned supreme on the charts.

-
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the country...
During the Thirties through the close of World War II, record sales
never reached the high sales peaks of the Twenties. This forced all the
independent labels out of business or caused them to be absorbed by
the majors.
In the late 1930's and early 1940's a number of country artists emerged as big disk sellers, among them Columbia's Roy Acuff, Gene Autry,
Bill Monroe, Teel Daffan, Spade Cooley, Bob Wills, and Al Dexter, Victor's
Eddy Arnold, Elton Butt, Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers and Hank
Snow, and Decca's Ernest Tubb and Red Foley. Capitol Records, formed
during the war and soon to become the fourth major label, boasted Tex
Ritter, Merle Travis and Tex Williams among their country acts.
The years directly following World War II were important in both

1

\4

Seymour Stein, former
Billboard staffer and founder
and CEO of Sire Records
Group (distributed by

Warner Bros).
the race and country fields. Increased migration from southern
and rural areas to the industrial cities throughout the nation as well
as the postwar economic boom caused a tremendous and renewed interest in all forms of music,
but the boom was most felt in these fields. With this also came the birth of many new independent
record companies to service these and other specialized fields of music.
Directly after World War II, the major labels firmly controlled the two fields of race and hillbilly music. Decca, with artists like Louis Jordan, Lionel Hampton, Andy Kirk, the Ink Spots, the Mills
Brothers, Ella Fitzgerald, Lucky Millinder, Buddy Johnson, and the Jubalaires, virtually had a monopoly on race sales. Columbia's mainstay was Cab Calloway. Victor boasted Erskine Hawkins, Arthur
Crudup, Sonny Boy Williamson, Arbee Stidham, among others, while the newer Capitol label offered
Julie Lee and Her Playboys, the King Cole Trio, and Nellie Lutcher.

The indies, however, began to take hold of the rhythm and blues market in 1946. By 1951 they
controlled it and have ever since. Among the early indies were Apollo, Savoy, King, Deluxe,

National, Exclusive, Miracle, Philo (later renamed Aladdin), Specialty, Modern, Jubilee, Duke, followed a few years later by Imperial, Chess, Herald, Excello and Atlantic and later still by Vee Jay,
Rama, Dootone, Old Town, Baton, Gone and other smaller labels. It is important to note that many
of the leading country indies... Four Star and later Abbot, King, Sun and Starday... are still active,
while [many] among the pop indies of the era such as Majestic, Vitacoustic, Signature, Musicraft,
Tower, BBS, Keynote Victoria, Bullet, Damon and... others have vanished without a trace leaving
only Mercury, MGM and London as the early pop indies still active. We must attribute the high mortality rate in the pop field to the high price of recording as well as the overpowering strength and
keen competition offered by the major labels.

-Billboard, Dec. 27,
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The Supremos.

However, the latter part of the decade proved
prophetic for the independents, as two strains of
music attained street -level prominence via a spate
of indie releases.
By the mid -'70s, rap music had begun its rise
out of the New York clubs; significant single releases
by such acts as the Sugar Hill Gang, Grandmaster
Flash & the Furious Five, and Afrika Bambaata &
Soulsonic Force appeared on such labels as Sugar
Hill and Tommy Boy. Within a decade's time, the
genre would experience its first platinum hit album,
Run -D.M.C.'s "Raising Hell," issued by another
New York indie, Profile.
The genre today known as modern rock would
also have its gestation in subterranean indie releases
of the late '70s. While that era's brand of punk rock
would enjoy a brief, commercially arid flirtation
with the major labels, it was dedicated indie labels
like SST, Alternative Tentacles, Touch & Go,
Homestead, Epitaph, Frontier, Relativity, Enigma,
and Dischord that carried the punk style into the
'80s, nurturing the music for a new generation of
disaffected youth.
140 BILLBOARD
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Throughout the '70s and '80s, new independents continued to spring up. Many of these companies were inspired as much by the activities of
such older, specialized indies as Delmark, Chicago's
blues label, or New York's famed folk archive,
Folkways, as by any abiding desire to conquer the
mass marketplace. However, the steady construction of appealing catalogs won these labels a solid
niche in the industry, and today such names as
Alligator, Flying Fish, Rounder, and Sugar Hill have
become synonymous with excellence in their chosen fields of endeavor.
Independent success stories have continued to
crop up in the pages of Billboard to the present day.
Through the '80s, rap accounted for some of the
indies' biggest sales tales: Hardcore efforts by such
L.A. -based gangsta acts as N.W.A. and its members
Ice Cube and Eazy -E racked up major numbers for
the Ruthless and Priority imprints. Just last year, an
independent scored a megahit with one of the most
ubiquitous rap singles of all time- "Whoomp!
(There It Is)" by Tag Team, which moved a staggering 4 million copies for L.A.'s Bellmark Records.

In 1991, the unprecedented sales of "Never
mind" by Nirvana, an act that cut its first album f.
the Seattle -based independent SubPop, made t
indies fertile terrain for majors in the hunt for cut
ting -edge rock acts. Many groups with a handful
indie releases were wooed and won by the majors,
and some even managed to prevail on their home
ground- witness this year's breakthrough of the
Offspring, whose second album for the L.A. ind
Epitaph was among 1994's most popular punk-edg
releases.
As noted at the outset, some things never seem
to change. Using relatively limited capital and a If
quotient of ingenuity and inspiration, the indies
continue to chart a prescient course in the mus
industry tomorrow, as they have throughout the
tory they share with Billboard.

Chris Morris, senior writer at Billboard, i
based in the magazine's Los Angeles office. H
work has appeared in Musician, Rolling Stone
Spin, the Los Angeles Times, and numerou

other publications.
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The '90s: "Where Country Is Headed"
The first year of the decade of the '90s, galloping ahead to 1991. What has
it meant to country music? In one word: Everything.
This is not a cheerleader capsule of country music, circa 1990 -91, though, at
times, it might look like one. This is a report of where the genre is and where
it appears to be headed. And the story is simple: Country music has gone

through its most remarkable year in history -and the year ahead may well
lap the achievements of 1990.
The top story has to be the incredible surge of new talent. Just when

BY GERRY WOOD

Corbin/Hanner, Mark Collie, Shelby Lynne, Jann Browne, Lee Roy Parr ell,
and Michelle Wright.
The surge is translating into significant record sales. Unknown t wo
years ago, Garth is gilded in gold and bound for platinum. Likewise, th ose
bluegrass wonders who have emerged from last year's oblivion to 1990 g old
status (and soon to be platinum): the Kentucky Headhunters. Country mtusic
to renew its mineral license with the amount of gold albums [fir(
[fr
George Strait, Alabama, Shelton, Lorrie Morgan, Kathy Mattea, H ink
Williams Jr., Charlie Daniels, k.d. lang, Keith Whitley, RI
R
McEntire, and the Judds. Platinum lodes come from Raindy
the king of the country album charts, with two p atmum, a double platinum, and a quadruple platinum. Perh aps
it's time for Randy to, finally, take a bow as the Country Mtusic
entertainer of the year. More platinum product h ails
from Willie Nelson (double and triple), Alabama (triple), H ank
Jr. (double and single), and the late, lamented Patsy Cl ine
(double). Reaching single platinum status are Black, he
Judds, Shelton (two), Strait (two), and K.T. Oslin (two).
Country music and its artists are once again tickl ing
the fancy of national and international media, becoming the
darlings of Carson, Letterman, Hall, Oprah, and other latugh
yak shows. From " Today" to "Entertainment Tonigk t,"
the exploits of country music stars are covered with an int ensity not seen since the Urban Cowboy daze when me dia
overhype resulted in a paralyzing Nashville euphoria t hat
almost flushed this genre down the commodes of the m usic
industry. Country radio is ecstatic with the quality of n ew
music coming out of Nashville, and some stations have even
gasp, expanded their playlists to accommodate the su rge
of brilliant new songs and singers.
But it's not a problem -free environment yet. How m any
more new acts can radio, retail, and the consumers absorb?
What happens to the established acts? Why can't counntry
once and forever, its hick, uneducated image? Will:
Will
gle sales ever mean anything again? What about casse
singles and CD singles... and what was that black oily sttuff
used to make records out of? Oh, vinyl. Will coun try
music profit from its transition to a song -based format? Can
it survive the fiery competition in the concert marketpla ce?
Why are the international frontiers so difficult to cross? Will
I

.

Spotlight cover, 1981.

you thought that Randy Travis was the newest kid on the block, replacing
those oldtimers Ricky Skaggs and George Strait, along comes Ricky Van
Shelton, and just as you thought Shelton was the bookend for this best -selling volume, along comes Clint Black, and just as we adjust to Clint becoming a platinum act within a one -year period, along comes Garth Brooks, and
just as we accept Garth as a bona fide gilded great, here comes, down the
far turn and headed into the stretch, Alan Jackson, Travis Tritt, Doug Stone,
the Kentucky Headhunters, Pirates Of The Mississippi, Joe Diffie, Tim Ryan,
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country radio -and later the industry and consumer sbecome so fragmentized that dilution is the only alter native? And where goes video with The Nashville Network/
Country Music Television merger bid? As the title and lyrics
of a country song suggests, there are "No Easy Horses.'
The history of country music often mimics the lyrics of
its songs: for every promise there seems to be a problem a nd
vice versa. For every new healing there's an old wound, a nd
vice versa. And for every triumph, there's a tragedy, if not
behind, at least ahead.
But Nashville's music moguls graduated with Ph.]D.s
Hard Knocks, thanks to the rise and fall of the '80s, and
they refuse to be seduced by the sweet sounds of success in the early '9 Os.
They have reason to gloat and say I- told -you -so and get careless with r osters and budgets, but they aren't doing it. Instead they're intensifying th ed
concentration, honing their operations, and steadfastly clinging to the prrintalents, and goals that have caused this renaissance.
And that could be the major telling difference in why the country mu s(c
industry just might be poised to dominate the decade of 1990 and beyo nd.
-Billboard, Oct. 13, 1S 90
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without advertising is like wink at a girl in the dark. You know what you are
g, but nobody else does."

ling business

-Stewart Henderson Britt,
New York Herald Tribune, Oct. 30, 1956

like nature, the artist abhors a
vacuum. No musician, from the most
devoted choirmaster to the most despairing grunge rocker, creates for the half -filled house
or the untouched ear. The desire for a responsive
audience is the drive that takes an artist to a record
company, and advertising -be it the "free" promotion of radio exposure or the multiple impressions of a print campaign-in turn delivers the artist's
VIuch

public.
From the beginning, advertisements have been
among Billboard's most colorful features. The magazine's charts and news articles traffic in the hard
currency of verifiable fact and quantifiable data.
Advertisements-appearing in the rented spaces
between (and on) the covers-also deal in these properties, but with an added dimension. Not just the
promoters of goods and services for sale, advertisements articulate dreams; they try to infect those who
read them with enthusiasm and invite those readers
to act in a spirit of mutual interest. Advertising also
reflects the ongoing parade of popular culture. It is
no surprise that advertisements in Billboard have,
for the past 100 years, signaled the arrival of most
of the world's major entertainment figures.
Over time, a certain consistency of technique
has appeared in the advertising pages of Billboard.
A July 5, 1902, Barnum & Bailey ad prefigures the
Lollapalooza festivals of the '90s, promising crowdork to the

GENE SCULATTI

whose public players were
among the era's most potent
means of exposure. "Fats

pleasing contortionists, grotesques,

tumblers, leapers, and freaks,
among other acts, while the artist owned label is augured in an
August 26, 1916, announcement
of the new Mary Pickford Film
Corporation ( "World's Foremost
Star of Motion Pictures Supreme

Waller At The Top!" crows a
small Victor/Blue Bird ad of
August 1, 1936, that advises
the operators to "Put These
[Record Releases] In Your

Machine And Watch The

Heads Her Own Company "). The
modern "cross- over" star who
exploits notoriety in one media
realm to storm another (for example, Howard Stern or G. Gordon
Liddy) belongs to a long line that
stretches back (at least) to famed

Nickels Roll In!"
A full -page Jan. 8, 1938,

back -cover ad for Wurlitzer
Automatic Phonographs shows
both the primacy of jukebox
promotion in the '30s and
presages the "bundling tech-

prohibitionist Carrie Nation.
"Wanted... Wanted," proclaims a
March 19, 1904, ad, "Every Manager Of Fairs, Parks, Etc. To Know
That Clark Ball Is Now Booking
Ahead For The Coming Summer.
Carrie Nation Of Saloon Smashing Notoriety."
Publishers and song pluggers
touted their wares in Billboard
throughout the teens and '20s (and
a one -column August 13, 1927,

MIADY
WE DO

NOT SELL RECORDS
Shccc Muuc

A.. d.El

niques" employed to sell CDROMs in the '90s. The ad's
copy and stylish deco design
use Duke Ellington ( "The
Creator Of A New Vogue Of
Jazz Music ") to sell both hardware and software. "He Plays
Wherever There Is A Wurlitzey"

OUP. '(4
2510 FRANKLIN

RD

vs

/; '

NASHVILLE 4. TENN

reads the headline, and an
adjacent balloon touts the

composer/bandleader's latest
spot pitched "World's Hottest
Brunswick discs, including
Advertisement, 1949.
Cornet Breaks & Choruses... Two
"Caravan" and "The New East
Books By Louis Armstrong "), but
St. Louis Toodle -o."
it was not until the '30s that ads promoting recordRecord advertising became more widespread
ing artists began to appear regularly. By 1936, record
with the ascent of such major "diskeries" as
labels had started buying space near the weekly 10
Columbia, Decca, and Victor in the '40s. Big -band
Best Records chart -mainly to promote their
leaders and star soloists took the spotlight (a fivereleases, not to retailers but to jukebox operators,
page spread in 1942 proclaims Glenn Miller & His
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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tradespeople of their
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imacy and stability in
music field derided
mainstream society
fraudulent and epheme
In one ad, Imperial Rec

awards Fats Domino
"Ain't It

A Shame"
"TripleCrown," citing
single's No. 1 status
Billboard's Most Played
Jockeys, Most Played
Juke Boxes, and Best Se
In Stores charts for t
week of July 16, 1955.
The new music's ri
from the smalltime to bi
business was dramatic
Within weeks of a Dalla
booker's homespun play
bill for a tour featuring

ocks, rolls

grunts, groans,

;bouts, screams

Perkins, Sonny James, a
the Texas Stompers ca
RCA Victor's announc
ment of a fully coordina
rollout of the first El
Presley campaign (Bill
March 31,1956), promis

radio and print suppo
ad mats, and promotio

materials ( "for

wall
windows, [and] listeni
booths! ").
With the expansion
the economy in the '60s,

volume and ambitions
music advertising gre
Bold new stories requi
imaginative telling. F
today would doubt the
dom of Capitol's Jan.
1964, spread inviting t

American industry t
"Meet The Beatles!"
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Advertisement, 1955.

Orchestra "America's Number

1

Band... Over

6,000,000 Records Sold In The Past Year "), but just
as common were roster ads that promoted a given
label's current releases -often over an A &R landscape of staggering diversity. Two June 6, 1948, ros-

ter ads plugged Capitol's "Hot Hits" (everything
from Nat King Cole's pop chart- topping "Nature
Boy" to Tex Ritter's western classic "Deck Of Cards"
and Nellie Lutcher's "sepia" hit "Fine Brown Frame ")
146 BILLBOARD
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records -in

Advertisement, 1956.

and RCA Victor's "Climbers" (which ranged from
Dennis Day's Hibernian hit "Clancy Lowered The
Boom" to Dizzy Gillespie's "Ool-Ya -Koo" and Spade
Cooley's "Oklahoma Waltz ").
The changing of the pop -cultural guard in the
'50s was also played out on the magazine's ad pages.
Significantly, the dozens of upstart R &B and rock 'n'roll labels often utilized Billboard chart data
in their advertisements-as if to convince fellow

acreamin' hi -Ji-

HIT!"

two -pager (July 10, 196
inquiring, "A 6 -Minu
Single? Why Not! Wh
You Have 6 Minutes
Bob Dylan Singing
Great New Song `Like
Rolling Stone.'" Less j
cious, but no less expr
of their creators' ardent
tentions, were extrava

'60s campaigns for a host
since -vanished aspirants ( "Bobby Jameson Is Herr
shouts a July 25, 1964, gatefold that depicts a yo
singer standing atop his limo in the center of a mot
cade and clutching a guitar in one outstretched ann

The colorful procession of introductions a
arrivals continues through the '60s and '70s. W
it, advertising in Billboard shows the record c
panies reacting to change, as artists, audiences, a
an industry grew up fast together. Motown d

he Ichiban Music Family

extraordinary contributions to the music

blues, jazz and soul music, the Ichiban

congratulates and commends Billboard

and entertainment industry. As an

Music Family applauds Billboard's

for one century of expertise and

independent leader in R &B, rap, rock,

hktun and global accomplishments.
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HERE'S TO YOUR SECOND CENTURY.

AUINEEN MAGAZINES
ADWEEK BRANDWEEK MEDIAWEEK MARKETING COMPUTERS

BRITAIA'S "BEATLEmANIA" HAS SPREAD TO AMERICA!
ON TV:

Jack Paar Show (Jan. 3,

NBC -TV)! Ed

Sullivan Show (Feb. 9,
Feb. 16, CBS -TV) ! Already seen on Walter Cronkite News (CBS -TV),
Huntley-Brinkley News (NBC -TV)! Featured in Time, Life, Newsweek
and newspapers everywhere! Among record buyers "Beatlemania"
has proved absolutely contagious. Over 3,000,000 discs already sold
in England alone. So be prepared for the kind of sales epidemic
that made THE BEATLES the biggest -selling vocal group in British

history!

^ ~~^

CALL YOUR CAPITOL SALES REP. TODAY!

Advertisement, 1964.
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We're proud of our long, exclusive association with Billboard
magazine and congratulate you on a century of keeping the
world in touch with America's greatest music makers.
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the

Gods

of Rock
'n' Roll did
sing. And

a

magazine called
Billboard did document it and a cool record
label did soak up all of said

magazine's knowledge. And the
record label did take that knowledge
and

compile box sets and compre-

wsive CD series with extensive liner
qut6 photos and, of course, precis.
%Rol remastering. And the tired
A11444
and hungry masses did

moite. Yes they did.

A Nice

Of The

Super

Day:

Blues Masters. Vols. 1-15

'70s

In 'Io' Face! The History
Of Funk. Vols. 1 -5

volumes trace the
blues from its rurd
Southern inception
to the electrified
excursions of today.
15

er Chevy vans
airbrushed

tangs of Viking
and killer
s? The tunes are

871121 71135

22 volumes.

in

James. Curtis. Tina.
Bootsy. Parliament.
Funkade\ic. ENV. It's
all here, in 5 volumes.

Sly.

81163171435

AtEEN GINSBERG Noll Soul
Je \ \y Ro\\ -Poews And Songs
11949 -19911

/787541-70762/71196-71202

The R&B Box: 30 Years Of
Rhythm b Blues

The Sun Records Collection

ARETIIA
PRANK L

jii
1

a....

Start w /two cups straight
blues. Stir in 4 tbsp.
R&B. Add pinch of pop.
Pour into pan of country.
Cook.The best of Presley.

Perkins. Lewis. Cash
and more.

3

CDs.

The poetlmusicianlspeaker
gave Rhino access to
his persona\ archives for
this set. Rarities abound.
4 COs.

Everything you need
to exist on the planet
is contained herein.
The first collection
to combine classic
Atlantic /Atco. Motown

e

and indie sides.

071780

6 CDs.

Billboárc
bo neck'Rett wts
_._ 1_._.
, ...
6

FRANKLIN

NA

Of Soul

expressive.
ul, emotional, raw,

most

vulnerable
r of our
time?
in
r contained
box. 4 CDs.

rful,

Billboard Top Rock 'n' Roll
Hits. 1955 - 1979 /Billboard
Top Hits. 1980 -1989

The first series to
comprehensively cover
all the top pop singles
from the golden era of
Rock'n' Roll.
1955-1979 810598-70635/7067070674
1960-1989 870675.70679/71640.71644

The Doo Wop Box: 101 Vocal
Gems From The Golden Age Of
Rock N' Roll
'

The best and biggest sides
of the vocal group era. from
the dreamy to the crazy.
Bop-A- Bop -Shoowah. 4 CDs.
071463

Street Jams: Electric Funk.
Parts 1 -4 /Street Jams:
Hip -Mop From The Top.
Parts 1 -4

Where do rappers get
their samples? From the
slammin'. hip -hop, funk
classics in this series.
Electric 810575. 10516111551 -11558
01p-00 p 070577.10518111555 -11556

0115 REDDING Otisl The
Definitive Otis Redding
This 4-CD box has hits.
B- sides, primo album cuts
and rarities. Mr. Pitiful
is anything but!
611439

Just Can't Get Enough:
New Nave Hits Of The 'Ms.
Vols. 1-10

The decade that gave us
"greed is good" also gave
us Blondie. Nick \owe.
Split Enz. 11C and Squeeze.

10 volumes.
01165 -11103

congratulatory, late '70s multiplatinum announ
ments that bathed countless trains, taxis, phon
booths, and album icons in silver. (Warners appar
ently found the music tradesfolk of the day rath
less hip than the music consumer. The label's wn,
self- kidding ads in Billboard were but the business
end outgrowth of a much more provocative series
that had first run in Rolling Stone in the late '60s:
these gave away Randy Newman's first album.
bemoaned Joni Mitchell's slowness in delivering her
sophomore LP, and promoted New York's notorh
ous underground trio with a "Win A Fug Dream
Date" contest.)
The past fifteen years have reflected their share
of precious-metal gleam and shining accomplishments. In view of their respective titles' record -shattering tallies, the copy -light announcements for
Michael Jackson's Epic album "Thriller" (Jan. 11,
1982) and Madonna's Sire album "Like A Virgin'
(Nov. 17, 1984) seem remarkably understated.
Ads from the '80s and early '90s informed
Billboard readers of a growing number of musical
and technological advances -among them the supplanting of the LP format by the CD (though the
"album" designation, dating from the '40s, persists
rap's move into the mainstream ( "Hammer Is
A Roll," states an April 4, 1992, Capitol ad en
merating the star's worldwide achievements);
the internationalization of pop (the steady gro
in pages promoting Julio Iglesias, John Secada, ev
the Benedictine Monks of Santa Domingo De Silosl.
Advertising has signaled both the arrival of country music's new traditionalists (with the April 25,
1987, ad for Dwight Yoakam's "Guitars, Cadillacs
Etc., Etc.") and the ascendance of its new wave ( "He
-

Wantafree album?
Okay.

things that are ugly-beautiful. silly -sad

"Randy Newman may not sell many records. He's not hard-rock, and the lyrics
aren't 'tough But for genuine music enthusiasts, for people looking for something
dynamic and real, Randy Newman has indeed created something new under the
sun "
'

Hullabaloo's a nice enough magazine. but
that review sure didn't sell Randy Newman albums. We've got hundreds on our hands.
Can't sell 'em. So, were giving 'em away.
How come'
We got our reasons:

Buy None, Get One Free

Well give you

a

Free. Just write us.

Randy Newman album.
Well send you one.

Its a cinch were not selling many.
You don't believe us. do you
Read on.
Yes, friends, that same regular S4.98 album
that Hullabaloo magazine called

-

"One of the most stunning albums to get
released thus far in 1968 The songs are
exquisite; Newman writes them, arranges
them, sings them. and laughs at them. A
Sherwood Anderson on piano. a Leonard
Cohen who shrugs his shoulders. a Luis
Buñuel on wax. Newman writes about

First, we'd love to have it not forgot that,
once. for one brief shining moment. SOMEBODY GOT SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
Second. we think Randy's album is one of
the five greatest albums we've ever put Out
It was co- produced by Van Dyke Parks and
Van Dyke's producer. Our Mr. Waronker. We
play it a lot around our plush carpeted offices.
We'd like others to do the same. That's the
second reason we're giving 'em away free
Third, we're led up to our Edwardian lapels

darlins. you're seeing Capitalism crumble before your eyes.
Here's all you do: Ask for one.Tho first 1000
askers get our Randy Newman album. the one
we should be able to but still can't sell.
After we mail out our thou, and Ihose're
gone, the price on Our Mr Newman'll be
right back up to S4 98 again.
We do warn you 'hrs. however Our Mr.
Newman is working on a second album On
that album. there'll be no hanky panky.
Strictly S4 98. Irrst Ill last
Which brings us to the age -old dilemma
can the girl who gave it away ever hope to
sell It?
For the time being. that dilemma is academic. Right now get 'em v.'hile they're free

Margaret Sanger Fan Club
Room 208
Reprise Records
Burbank. California 91503
I

believe,

I

trust. and pray nightly that my

postmark's among the first thousand.
Bless your hearts

with I.g. flower -hoppers looking down their
noses at us because we're in business."
That's why were calling this

-

OUR FLOWER CHILD PUT-UP -OR- SHUT -UP
FREE ALBUM OFFER

All you hoppers out there. now's your
chance. For this one brief shining moment,

See, no loopholes.
Randy Newman is and will. of course. conwhere he belongs.
tinue to be on

(1

Opened The Door," declares a Sept. 12, 1992, Warner
Bros. spread crediting Randy Travis with spearheading the young -talent movement).
If recent music advertising in Billboard seems
more focused and strategically directed, its aims
remain true to those of its earliest predecessors: to
inspire confidence in an artist or project, enlist believers, and tell a tale. "One Year, Three Albums," proclaims Death Row Records' anniversary ad in the
June 4, 1994, issue of Billboard. Set against a background of unadorned steel, the ad concludes, "1
Million Units Sold. It's Only Just Begun..."
On May 9, 1992, hot on the heels of the H
Country Singles & Tracks success of "Achy Bre

Heart," Mercury Nashville announced Billy
Cyrus' debut album ( "In Store May 19th "). T
Randy Newman advertisement, Reprise, 1969.

the "Little" tag from its Stevie Wonder ads; Reprise
recovers from the misstep of introducing the Jimi
Hendrix Experience as "67's Foremost Soul Exponent!," and the once-dominant 7 -inch single
recedes into the album's shadow (as such acts as the
Doors, the Grateful Dead, and Led Zeppelin debut
with LP ads).
In the '70s, the maturing industry learned new
ways of addressing itself-and of positioning products for a broader, but more fragmented, audience.
An Aug. 30, 1975, Columbia spread capitalizes on
160 BILLBOARD
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an intense rocker's accumulation of critical success
to promote his new album, "Born To Run" ( "Finally.
The World Is Ready For Bruce Springsteen "), while
Island's announcement for Bob Marley's "Survival"
(Nov 3, 1979) acknowledges the reggae star's emerging status as a cultural leader who, through an impassioned "roots journey... delivers a lesson in life."
Self-awareness permeates Stan Cornyn and Pete
Johnson's clever, early '70s image ads for Warner
Bros. (a current-release announcement is headlined
"The Mo Ostin Experience "), as well as the self-

weeks later, a modified ad touted the single's ra
assault on the Hot 100 ( "47 to 24 to 18 ") and
album's sales ( "Approaching Gold "). The sense
an impending phenomenon is unmistakable and,
advertiser must have hoped, irresistible. By Au
1, the label toasted the album's triple -platin
stature, the single's historic deed ( "The First Platin
Country Single In Nearly A Decade"), and the a
imminent video, which "Will Ship Double Platin
Not at all like winking in the dark.
Gene Sculatti is Billboard's director ofspecial iss
His most recent book, "Too Cool" (St. Marti
Press), is a compendium of cultural artifacts.

gipsy passion Spanish Ballet

Nurri,

maic;

Baryshnikov, light;
Joaquín Cortés, Fire.

World Tour 1995 -96
For further information please contact:

Pino Sagliocco Presenta, s.l. Quintana,
Tel.: 34

-

1

/547

52 83. Fax: 34 -1

-

2-T-9'28008 Madrid.

542 86 98

HE'S A SENIOR

EXEC AT A MAJOR

RECORD LABEL.

HE DOESN'T
USUALLY WRITE

FAN MAIL.

"The final playback was a revelation!"
That's what Tony Brown wrote to us after being set loose in
Masterfonics with Vince Gill and the

AT &T

DISQ'" Digital Mixer

Core to mix "When Love Finds You."

"Our artists love it. I love it.
The improvement in sound is dramatic:
Tony Brown,

Psident/MCA Nashville

What double -threat producer/record company exec wouldn't be impressed? After all,

most of the world's digital multitrack tape machines are hooked up to analog mixing
consoles. So the pristine digital presentation is compromised at the final step of the

production process. But not when the mixing system gives the creative freedom to move
instantly from analog to digital at the touch of a button.

Created by AT&T and Bell Labs, the DISQ Digital Mixer Core works in concert with the

analog board in your studia Using the faders and knobs of the control

panel you're already comfortable with.
There's no learning curve. Just connect the system to your Neve -VR

or

SSL-E/G

analog board and you'll be mixing digital in no time.

Or select a new, fully integrated digital mixing console featuring the
automation technology of Harrison by

GLW.

The result: Sound that is

riche ç warmer and truer than anything you've ever heard.
Systems are already up and running in LA, Miami, Nashville, New York and Tokyo.

And releases mixed on the DISQ system are
in the stores. We suggest you take a listen
Want full details? Call 1800- 553 -8805.

_
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The International Scene
BY

ADAM WHITE

there are always critics. In this case,
an Englishman, to boot. The style of its com-

Critics,

Exchange in London and at Brentano's in Paris.
By June 1895, reciprocation was apparent:
Billboard Advertising printed a photograph of a
house -size poster displayed somewhere in Britain,
sent by the general contracting agent of "The World's
Greatest Shows, of England."
Early the following year, an editorial column
carried details of another giant billboard in Melbourne, Australia, said to be the world's largest. And
by the turn of the century, The Billboard (its name
thus amended) reported at length on the eleventh
annual convention of the United Bill Posters' Assn.
of the United Kingdom. Dateline, Glasgow!

ments are too piquant for our more phlegtempermant [sic! to fully appreciate, but to
those who are "in the know," they are doubtless all
the more interesting."
Almost certainly, this was the first international
review of Billboard Advertising, when it began life
in November 1894. The comments appeared in Great
Britain's own journal for the outdoor advertising
business, The Bill Poster. Naturally, the Limeys would
see their American cousin as rowdier, more boisterous -but they also acknowledged the newcomer as
a very interesting, bright, and sanguine journal."
Moreover, The Bill Poster thought that some
of its own readers would like to take in "the
American organ" of the bill posting trade. "If so,
they will know where to obtain it, or we should be
pleased to supply them in each month if they make
their wishes known to us."
Was that a deal, or what?
matic

A

THE COMELY MISS ETHEL

WORLD OF ENLIGHTENMENT
Spotlight cover from 1981.

In the twilight years of the 19th century, the
American editors of Billboard Advertising could

forgiven for a parochial outlook. Theirs
New World, Europe the Old.
But within three months of its launch, the pub tion was looking abroad. Nearly 2,000 copies of
January 1895 edition were mailed to bill posters,
er printers, and prominent advertisers in England,
have been

was the

and, Scotland,

South Africa, and Australia.
advanced in
copies reach

Although the New Year will be well
before many of the complimentary

their various destinations," declared an editorial,
"we still desire to extend the compliments of the season to the recipients and to wish them on behalf of
the bill posters and poster printers of America."
The magazine's international distribution didn't stop there, no doubt emboldened by the slogan
of the American bill posters' trade association ( "We
Enlighten The World "). Those seeking enlightenment could soon buy the monthly journal at Low's

Soon after that event and further south, The
Gramophone Co. of Britain presented what
may have been the first gold disc to a recording artist. The recipient was violinist Marie Hall,
and the award was a charm bracelet displaying a
minute violin, a tapered Gramophone arm, and
seven tiny golden discs.
Such events weren't relevant to Billboard at
the time -always assuming The Gramophone Co.
didn't take out poster space to congratulate its star
violinist -but in the future, they would be. That
future was concurrently being made by Enrico
Caruso, recording his first version of "Vesti La
Giubba" from "Pagliacci" for the Gramophone and
Typewriter Co. of Italy.
Caruso was, in the words of author Joseph
Murrells, the leader in "the parade of great artists
who transformed the phonograph record from a toy
into the greatest medium of home entertainment."
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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Billboard's coverage extended to the theater
century unfolded, and to minstrel shows
and other mobile attractions. The forthcoming convergence of outdoor and indoor entertainment was
typified by the huge, worldwide sales of minstrel
star George Johnson's "Laughing Song," recorded
in 1910 by English comedian Burt Shephard.
as the new

Theaters and music halls were at the heart of
show business then, and their traditional strongholds of London, Paris, and Berlin were amply covered by Billboard alongside U.S. news. Gushed a
dispatch from the newspaper's freshly minted Paris
bureau: "Miss Ethel Levy is making one big hit at
the new playhouse on the Rue Des Mathurins -the
Theatre Michel!" The French correspondent added
that "when the comely Miss Ethel touches the stage
with her dainty toe, there's something doing in the
front of the house."

of London vaudeville) reported in April 1913,
"Ragtime did not succeed in butting -in to English
favor until quite recently, but once having obtained
a foot -hold, it swept everything before it, and now
enjoys tremendous vogue throughout the tight little
isle... Britons are all fairly crazy about it."
Hill even took The London Times to task for
a rather pompous editorial about the new music and
offered his own view that "there is nothing new,
nothing elemental, nothing sufficiently characteristic or essentially different enuf [sic] in... ragtime...
upon which to project, much less, build, a school of
American music."
Ragtime, meanwhile, was helping build the
first golden era of the recording industry through
such immensely popular hits as "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" and "Ragging The Baby To Sleep."

OVERPAID, OVER HERE

THE TIGHT LITTLE ISLE

theater business continued to be a hallmark of Billboard's international coverage
in the '20s, and the London letter penned
under the pseudonym "Cockaigne" even extended
to news from the provinces. Berlin correspondent
The

the ragtime craze took hold before
World War I, Billboard's foreign team
took note. U.K. writer Walter Hill (also
noted tor his "snappy, informing, useful, true" reviews
When

ENRICO CARUSO
World's Beloved Tenor
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O.M. Seiht followed the cabaret scene -anh
demise. He reported in October 1924, for exan
that the Karousell on the city's Kurfuerstend,:
was losing out to a competitor across the street vv
operated an entertainment policy "difficult to in
free admission on a record program."
Seibt also noted the travails of another Kurr
stendamm site. "The Rampo... is dark, almost
dark as its last management, which included
American dancer who has associated with An
Berber, Germany's most notorious dancer."

Concurrently, Billboard's Australian rep
sentative chronicled local musicians' protests
Parliament about an apparent excess of visiting U
jazz bands. There were, he reported, "so many ca
ble musicians who had to work at a trade all day
this country, and aid their income by playing in
orchestra at night, and for a salary microscopi,
proportion to that secured by the American,
in addition to being able to rehearse all day,
much overpaid."
The worldwide popularity of American n
cians didn't always provoke a backlash. " \\
always been influenced by American music t.
niques, be it in recording, promotion or pro

Enrico Caruso, the tenor known and loved the entire world over, is dead.
After battling for months for a return to health, Enrico Caruso, famous tenor, died
of peritonitis in Naples, Italy, the morning of August 2. He was born in Naples
Italy, February 25, 1873, of a father who detested music and decided that his son should
follow the trade of a mechanic, but when the boy was eleven years old his father con
sented to permit him to sing in the churches. According to Caruso's own story of his
life, it was his mother's death that determined him to take up an artistic career. For
three years he studied with Vergine, to whom he pledged one -quarter of his earnings
when he should be ready for a professional appearance. He made his debut in " L'Amico
Francesco" in Naples in 1894, and then toured Italy and Sicily, and was engaged for
four seasons at the La Scala, Milan. Following this he sang in St. Petersburg, Moscow,
Warsaw, Rome, Lisbon, Paris, London, and the leading cities of Germany. It was the
late Maurice Grau who made the contract which brought Caruso to America, altho
[sic] it was Mr. Grau's successor who introduced him to New York.
His versatility was shown by the number of roles which he sang since coming to
New York -in sixteen years he sang 549 times, and in a single season made over fifty
appearances, and during his eighteen years as leading tenor at the Metropolitan he
appeared in at least forty operas.
Caruso was recognized as possessing the greatest voice of the century, and his
place among the famous singers of the world can not be taken by any one. At first his
voice was of a lyric quality, but later acquired the golden tones and rich beauty due tc
his unceasing work and determination to develop the talent given him to the utmost
and, in the opinion of critics of the entire world, there has been since DeReszke no one
to equal him.
Caruso always had a kind word for everyone; in fact, his kindliness was prover.
bial. Many and many a young singer has been helped by this king among artists, and
at the Metropolitan he was the idol of all-from the highest to the least. His charities
were endless, and it is said he did more for the Italian race in this country than any
other one individual. Generous, possessed of a keen sense of humor, democratic in
manner, every ready for adventure, he had countless friends, and in everything that he
did he showed the spirit of eternal boyhood.
America mourns Enrico Caruso as one of her own, for it was here he won his greatest success, and finally made this land his home. Fortunate indeed are we that we for
so many years had opportunity to hear his golden voice.
Caruso is gone, but he will live on in memory for countless years.
-Billboard, August 13,1921
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EMI LATIN
THANKS BILLBOARD FOR HELPING US
DEFINE THE SOUND AND PUSH THE LIMITS
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in bulk and were disrupting the market. The
tary of the country's retailer trade group said
at one time, unsold books were shipped across
Atlantic as ballast; now, it seemed that records
taken their place.)
The European record business was do
in the early '60s by four or five major compa
EMI, Decca, Philips, Telefunken, and Deu
Grammophon -which between them held a
80% of the market. The leading U.S. labels,
had mostly licensed their repertoire abroad to
and other firms, began to weigh establishingjoi
or wholly owned companies in Europe. Theirs;
cess (and occasional failure) in pursuing this sr
egy was regularly reported in Billboard and
fuel the recognition that the record industry's
lay as much in the world as in North America.
London -based Andre de Vekey, appoin
the early '60s to broaden the magazine's co
and reach, says its editorial integrity was som
fresh for many companies in the region -and
for some trade papers. Central to this int
growing team of correspondents in cities and
centers worldwide.

FUNNY MONEY & PIRATES
usic Capitals Of The World b
.1 weekly feature rounding up news
London, Hamburg, Paris, Rio de J
Milan, Toronto, Madrid, Sydney, Amster
Brussels, Cologne, and many other locations.
Of The World carried-and does, to this day
from markets of every size, broadening Am
readers' knowledge of international tastes.
"As things developed," says de Veke.
board's on- the -spot contacts were useful to Ai'
companies looking for business, and also 1'
unused to the European way of doing things. Ur :.

Sheet-music cover, 1938.

tion," a prominent figure in the Swedish entertainment business told Billboard years later. "Ever since
jazz broke through in Scandinavia in the 1930s and
1940s, American music has enjoyed a tremendous
impact in Sweden."
Likewise, a leading Dutch music industry executive disclosed that he used to give lectures on Bix
Beiderbecke and Frankie Traumauer, leading through
to Bing Crosby. "These were all milestones in the
history of recorded music," he said. "Since that time,
America has taken part in every musical development, including being responsible for the birth of
rock'n'roll."

WORLDWIDE MUSIC PREVIEW
was after that birth, in fact, that Billboard's
international interest expanded significantly, as
the recording industry began to grow exponent
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tially-and as a competitor, Cash Box, began making inroads into world markets.
In 1961, after acquiring its new identity as
Billboard Music Week, the publication set up an
office in London to direct and increase the flow of

news from the United Kingdom and Continental
Europe. The bureau chief's pedigree included a stint
as publisher of a Mediterranean journal headquartered in Casablanca.
Later, Billboard cut a deal with Radio New
York Worldwide for an international shortwave
radio show featuring new U.S. releases selected by
its editors. Worldwide Record Preview was designed
to provide an opportunity for "leaders of the music
and record industry in all nations to hear the outstanding American popular records just released."
(Those nations sometimes got more records
than they wanted: A 1963 Billboard report noted
that U.S. pressings were being imported into the U.K.

The Kinks.

some did not realize that to travel in Europea
tance equal, say, to that of New York to Nos
resulted in finding you were into a different
guage and `funny money.'"
De Vekey himself was involved in rep
the European way. A January 1966 dispatch
for example, noted the British government's w.
cern about pirate radio stations, which were
injecting vigor and excitement into the cou
music scene. "The Copyright Council's cont,
that the pirates on forts around Britain's co.::
l
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Planet Skank: The International Face of Reggae
LONDON-"This music you're playing, man," said Taj Mahal to Bob
Marley, "it's played in Ethiopia." The American rootsman may not have
meant it literally in 1974 but now, almost two decades later, we might have
to take his pronouncement at face value.
Reggae is now a worldwide phenomenon, be it the unique fusion of
Maori chants and skank that New Zealand's Herbs pioneered, or the
Japanese kids hanging out in ragga vests listening to Shabba Ranks.
Between the two extremes, the roots -and -local culture clashes and
the apparent aping of current Jamaican fashions, there's a vast array of
variations on reggae themes, from ska to ragga house. Reggae is, in the
words of Anglo- Indian ragga Apache Indian, "not an ethnic or minority
thing any more."

BY

IAN MCCANN

a long line of other African stars...
If the roots of reggae, as Rastafarians would be quick to acknowledge.
are planted in African soil, the tree has started to bear fruit in a big way.
In the U.K., it has always been easy to take reggae for granted. It was
Britain that Jamaicans chose to emigrate to first in the 1940s and 1950s, and
the country was quick to develop a transplanted Caribbean music scene.

However, things are more complex than ever before, and some pundits are
finding it difficult to keep a perspective.
While raggamuffin, the wild Jamaican electronic dancehall reggae.
rules in the black -aimed record shops, it is by no means the only form of the
music thriving in the U.K. Brooklynite Shaggy and Jamaica's Shabba Ranks
score huge hits in the U.K.... while the media struggles to come to grips
with a music it is used to ignoring.
Roots music has made a minor but much -hyped comeback in England.
with artists like Jah Shaka, a longtime sound -system proprietor, Dread &
Fred, and white couple Alpha & Omega all producing a serious, if dour, version of modern dub.
If white -rasta reggae seems an odd culture clash, the bhangramuffin
scene in the U.K. is positively mind -boggling. Fusing ragga with traditional
Punjabi folk, pop, dance, and film music, it's a truly exhilarating, if still very
raw, genre...
Britain is not the only European country where reggae is taking giant
steps. In Germany, several acts are on the verge of major breakthroughs.
Among them are reggae rapper John Mac and a bright, lively band called
Soon Come. But probably the best is Vitamin X, a mixed -race band playing
an evidently Roots Radics- influenced update of late- I 970s skank. Vitamin
X is now a familiar sight throughout Europe, playing support to Jamaicans
like Ijahman and Jimmy Cliff, roots veterans ignored in Britain but selling
out venues of up to 8,000 in Germany.
In the former East Germany in particular, reggae has a strong following because of its protest content, and a "Sunsplash" package featuring
Bunny Wailer and Judy Mowatt drew 30,000 people from all over Europe
on each of four dates.
In France, dancehall rules, although it's no longer the exclusive province
of what the more snobby French fans call " Le vrai Jamaican produit."
France's homegrown dancehall culture includes Martinique-born Daddy
Yod, who records in London and Jamaica, and Parisian rappers Tonto David.
perhaps the best -known French -patois chatterers, and Princess Erica...
Inevitably, Lucky Dube goes gold with every album release: France has
always been ahead of the rest of the world when it comes to appreciating
African music...
It is Japan's adoption of reggae that produces perhaps the most dramatic cultural double -take for the unprepared observer. Japanese youths
in jeeps blasting ragga into the Tokyo streets are now a common sight, the
locals having adopted the mannerisms, if not the roughneck manners, of

-

Spotlight cover, 1993.

It's certainly not a minority thing in some regions of Africa, as evidenced by the rise of Lucky Dube, a South African artist with six platinum albums behind him. Now a regular on the "Reggae Sunsplash" festival circuit, Dube, using a traditional songwriting reggae style that some
have likened to Peter Tosh (an idea confirmed by the identical choice of inconcert album titles, "Captured Live" ), is seeking a further broadening of
his musical outlook by cutting his latest album "Victims" with U.K. dance
producer Simon Law.
Dube wasn't the first African skanking star, however. The high -pitched
cry of Alpha Blondy has become familiar in reggae over the past nine years.
Hailing from the Ivory Coast, Blondy is extensively traveled and has lived in
America for several years, and recorded what many regard as his best work
(1986's "Jerusalem ") in Jamaica with Marley's band, the Wailers. Above all
else, Alpha Bondy confirms that there's more than one cultural perspective
in reggae: his Falasha (half -Jew, half -Muslim) background and his history of
psychiatric illness make his work unique... Behind Dube and Blondy march
170 BILLBOARD
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dancehall style... "Japansplash" [is] the longest-established of the non
Jamaican "Sunsplash" events...
"Jamaican Sunsplash" is the ultimate test of credibility of "bands from
foreign. " Britain's Maxi Priest, arguably the pioneer of the soul- reggae style
that has served Shabba so well, had a hard time from the crowd in 1989.
Japanese visitors are usually regarded with an amused benevolence, and
some acts, such as Canada's Blue Riddim Band, which offers a set of Jamaican
oldies, receive a rapturous reception... [The appearance at the "Sunsplash"
of Blue Riddim's fellow countryman] Snow, produced by U.S. rap star MC
Shan, is a logical development. Rap has been moving in reggae's direction
for years, and it could be argued that reggae is more than half its roots the original Bronx and Brooklyn rap posses were of Jamaican extraction...
If African -American music, the most confident and self- contained black
dance scene in the world, has adopted reggae, then maybe we really are
living on Planet Skank. You can probably see the land masses rocking to
-Billboard, July 10, 1993
the basslines half a galaxy away.
-
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on government property was agreed by the Minister
[of State[," wrote de Vekey, "hut he stated that the
Ministry of Defence was reluctant to undertake any
operation which meant use of force."

TAKING THE GLOBE'S PULSE
Apother component of Billboard's overseas

expansion was the International Music
Industry Conference (IMIC), designed as a
summit meeting for industry leaders worldwide to
discuss strategic issues of the day. It was held each
year in a different country; the very first 1MIC,
in Nassau, Bahamas, on April 20, 1969, featured
notable speeches from Coen Solleveld, president
of Philips Phonographic Industry, and Goddard
Lieberson, president of CBS /Columbia Group, with
bandleader Stan Kenton and Frank Zappa among
visiting performers.
When Billboard acquired the U.K. trade weekly
Record Retailer in August 1966, it marked a further
commitment to the international music business.
Record Retailer's reporters frequently found their
skills and their stories tapped for the pages of
Billboard, chronicling the latest business and creative developments in a country that provided North
America with a stream of innovative, successful
artists. (Record Retailer's name was eventually
changed to Music Week, and in 1977, Billboard sold
the U.K. title back to a British publishing firm.)
During the '80s, Billboard's international news
continued to set the magazine apart from the competition, and some stories caused a stir on both sides
of the Atlantic; for instance, a news report about
how the U.S. arm of one of the European -owned
multinational labels was shipping hundreds of thousands of cheap, cutout albums into Europe, to disruptive effect.
A century on from The Bill Poster critique,
Billboard's international network of editors, bureau
chiefs, and correspondents strive for the type of
piquant -and occasionally phlegmatic-reporting
that informs and assists their readers in 107 countries. The introduction of the Global Music Pulse
column, for one, has given indigenous artists and
music a way to be heeded outside their homeland.
Similarly, The Billboard Report has encouraged the magazine's overseas correspondents to
track developments in their markets in greater depth
than ever, whether datelined Hong Kong or Helsinki,
London or Lisbon, Osaka or Sicily, Glasgow (admittedly, no more tales from bill posters' conventions
there) or Athens.
That reporting also begat other coverage: Soon
after Billboard's man in Hong Kong filed an extensive dispatch on the emergence of Chinese rocker
Cui Jian -the mainland's Bob Dylan -the leading
newspaper in Los Angeles saw fit to feature Jian in
a similar cover story.
Now as in 1894, "interesting, bright and sanguine" reportage remains the goal.
Adam White is Billboard's international editor in
chief. Assistance in this report provided by Peter
Jones in London.
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London Vaudeville Notes
he man just back from six months' observation of English vaudeville declares to the Song Editor
that writers of topical ditties in England, taken by and large, have a better idea of song construction than their American cousins evidence in their work. This applies to comics and topicals. a
line to which most English writers devote themselves.
Just at present the English writers are trying their hand in writing ragtime and in several
instances they have done very well indeed. One English girl lately introduced an English piano
player in her act, announcing that he was the author and composer of the ragtime numbers to
which she exclusively devoted her time upon the stage. The combination of piano player and singer worked out admirably.
Anna Hanna has " put one over" on the English manager through her wisdom, foresight and
good business management. She was a member of the Drury Lane pantomime chorus when ragtime
first struck England and the English manager began supplying American acts in his bills. She conceived the idea of becoming Americanized and started immediately upon a course of home training.
She watched every American act she could find upon the London stage, studied the American girl's
style of dressing and methods of "producing" a song, eliminated
her native style of enunciation as much as possible and coached
herself in a few good American rag numbers. Having supplied
herself with costumes, songs and a Yankee "dialect" she set forth
to book herself far in advance of this spring's influx of American
warblers. Billing herself as an American, putting a song over in
excellent impersonation of American methods and "looking the
part" in every way, she has become a standard "American" act,,
although she has never been further west than Ireland.
English song writers have appropriated one subject for topical songs which American writers have consistently neglected
and it's a big subject, too. The ocean, the seaside, the sands, the
surf, the tides and everthing "touchin' on or appurtainin' to" the
ocean are worked over in every conceivable style for the various
purposes of turning out a song. They are largely comics, and the
summer girl and the "weekenders" constitute the subjects. The
male singles impersonate various types of sea -faring men; the girls
impersonate the nattily- dressed officers and petty officials; their
songs fit their character and as a consequence one gets lots of "the
briney" during an evening at a London music hall...
British vaudeville star Vesta Tilley.
The English singer goes about his or her song-business differently than do the American artists. There seems to be no song
too trivial for the English artist to make a thorough and complete study of its every kink and turn.
Before it is sung the song seems to have been dissected, the hands and feet are fitted into the words,
gestures are timed to measure and every part of the body is given its share of work to do in "putting
over" a song. The result is a complete and perfect production. The artist works every moment he or
she is upon the stage. There is no " kidding" with friends in the audience, no frivolity that does not
strictly conform to the artist's conception of the song and no idle chatter with the leader or any of the
musicians. It's a job of work with the English artist to sing a song and they give their complete and
unidvided attention to the subject in hand.
English songs in their original form constitute three verses, with the chorus changed in lyrics
each time to further the story which the lyrics of the verses set forth...
Your English singer sings, acts and, temporarily, lives the song he or she is presenting. Most of
the best of them have been over here -the poorest of them have always gotten every ounce of value out of their songs... supply your own names, recall them as vividly as you can and you will, above
everything else, remember that they act, look and live their songs. And they all have styles of their
own, individuality and a PURPOSE which shows as clearly in their work as do their faces and figures

T

-

upon the stage.
Mr. and Miss American Singer, look yourself over: think it all out and see if you can not, for instance, find a different way to sing the songs you are using than the other fellow employs. Remember
that during the life of a popular song somebody sings in almost every theater in the land that selfsame popular song week after week until it is killed off by common consent, assault and battery of repetition. Try and think over what story the song has to tell; try and enact that story and put the song
across in your own way and not in the way you have seen somebody else do it.
-Billboard, August 9, 1913
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Home Is Where The Art Is
BY

SETH GOLDSTEIN

is all there. As a chronicle of home entertainment's future, Billboard is peerless. No other
publication has the sweep and continuity of
(board's coverage of movies, of television, of laser
s, of videocassettes-even of multimedia forts like CD -ROM that digitize images. It is astonng to rummage through editions of the '30s, '40s,
and '50s to find reviews of Jimmy Cagney in "Public
Enemy" or Jack Benny's TV show-and then to find
the same programs covered again, 30 or 40 or 50
rs later, this time on behalf of retailers who are
mg to reach an audience of VCR owners.
Neither retailers nor audience may recognize
media origins, but Billboard does. The magazine
is blessed with an institutional memory that insinuates through its coverage. Someone was always
present at the creation. You take notice when, for
example, the April 2, 1949, edition reported a pro osal by the television powerhouse DuMont
etwork to create a multi -acre video -production
mplex for the New York market. Thirty years
later, Donald Trump had a similar idea. It did not
for either.
Or fast -forward seven years to the month for
an April 21, 1956, front -page story about Ampex
and the first commercial videotape recorder. At a
cost of $75,000, a device about the size of a large
couch (the potatoes came later) was for the trade

even buy movies, to watch at home. "Time -shift,"

work

bought three. Ampex and the rest of the
American hardware- manufacturing community did
not look ahead, to their eternal misfortune. Their
counterparts in Japan, a bit more willing to push
the technological envelope, spent the next 20 years
perfecting the gizmos that became the Sony Betamax
only; CBS

and

the JVC VHS.

RCA's David

Sarnoff as

a

young man.

Billboard was there to cover those arrivals in
1975 and 1976, as well as the lawsuit, taken to the
Supreme Court, that cleared Sony of infringing copyrights when Betamax customers taped TV shows off
the air. By the time the Betamax suit was settled,
Hollywood had been forced to acknowledge what
no studio head or market -research pundit thought

possible: VCR owners would rent movies, might

programs that are taped when broadcast, then
watched at the viewer's convenience, was Sony's
favorite buzzword of the era. It was considered not
just one way but the only way to use a VCR. Lucky
Hollywood.
Billboard was there in the early '80s to track
the growth of home video, the growth of retail, and
the folly of studio- created rental schemes that
attempted to share in retail riches. And Billboard
did more than report; it taught. The magazine's video
charts, a logical extension of the music business,
gave Hollywood the eyes it needed to see what was
being rented and how often, beginning in the Nov.
17, 1979 issue. Billboard provided basic market
research, the foundation stones of a $13 billion a
year business. It still does, every week.
Perhaps Billboard understood home video
because it was so familiar with the word "video."
Do not suppose for a moment that video came into
existence with Ampex's hulking videotape machine.
Flip through any issue from the early '40s through
the post World War II years and more than likely
you will find "video" splashed across Billboard's
cover and the pages inside. The reason? The dictionary definition, transmission or reception of the
television image, served also as headline writers'
shorthand for a new medium -not quite as economical in letter count as "TV," but prescient in a
way few anticipated.
The magazine's reporters knew whereof they
spoke. In their coverage, "video" included the first
hesitant stabs at "community antenna television"
(renamed "cable" years later) and pay -per-view.
One big issue in the early 'S0s has remained a hot
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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Crowds flocked to the opening of the first important "talkie" in 1927.

topic: getting audiences into theaters to view boxing matches. In our time, it has been such championship bouts as Sugar Ray Leonard vs. Thomas
Hearns; back then it was Ezzard Charles vs. Jersey
Joe Wolcott, according to the Feb. 9, 1952, edition
of Billboard.
In the '50s, PPV suffered from an overdose of
publicity, which interred the idea for another two
decades. The current generation of cable entrepreneurs are hoping for a better outcome, especially
for PPV at home; presumably they are up on history
as reported in Billboard. Otherwise, they may be
doomed to repeat the past.
In many ways, the fillers on Billboard's pages
are as intriguing to home video historians as the
front -page stories. Note, for example, the item about
Elvis Presley's engagement in Las Vegas appearing
on page 32 of the April 21, 1956, issue (directly above
an ad for "Blue Suede Shoes" originator Carl
178 BILLBOARD
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Perkins). Presley hit it big in Vegas and found stardom in Hollywood, which made a fortune for him,
for the studios, and for the home video suppliers
capitalizing on the legend more than 20 years later
and long after his death. Home video has had that
effect, putting new luster on old legends.
Billboard, which understood stage entertainment, had an eye almost from the beginning for a
budding newcomer called the motion picture. The
kind of entertainment the early movies represented,
however, might seem a little askew by the standards
of a D.W. Griffith. In the Dec. 8, 1900, issue, the magazine commented that the "great boon to the vaudeville manager, the biograph or motion picture, by
whatever name they are called, are now taking up
mysticism, and the result is most wonderful, amusing and interesting."
Ads soon followed editorial, for Edison's projecting kinetoscope (April 27, 1901), for renting

machines and films (April 12, 1902), for Selig Pol
scope's copies of Japanese- Russian War films (Ma
19, 1904). Two months later, Philadelphia -ha
producer S. Lubin proclaimed the availability
"colored films... The effect is magnificent, and
monotony of one colored [black-and -white] moti
picture is done away with" (May 28, 1904).
Hand tinting images was laborious and ex'.
sive and never caught on with film makers -wh
did not prevent this prediction made in the Au
27, 1904, issue of Billboard: "We shall not be s
prised at any time if some one of the color sche
should be attached, contributing to the screen r
resentation a still further lifelike character."
The movie -going public did not regularly
red (and the rest of the spectrum) for another
years, a trend Billboard celebrated when it put a
Vivien Leigh of "Gone With The Wind" on itsJi
27, 1940, cover (the photo was black and white.
u

music that defines the times. music that defies the times.
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Westinghouse Electric's TV laboratory, witnes
by Radio Corp. of America president David Sam'
*From July 6, 1929: "Color television w
demonstrated last week at the laboratories of
Bell Telephone Company, when images were tra
mined thru the ether... Experiments will contin
until `television adds materially to human comft,
and happiness,' it was said."
* From Sept. 28, 1929: "A large number of ner
bles" from stage and screen "have been lined up
be televisioned" in Madison Square Garden us
an apparatus that "is to be eventually built for
home."
*From Sept. 23, 1933: "Don Lee television
tions are experimenting with televising full -len:'
films," including Cecil deMille's "This Day
Age" and "The Texan" with Gary Cooper. Ima;
of 80 lines at 15 frames per second (like stone tabl
unacceptable today) are "televised from 7 to 9 p.'
daily (Pacific Coast Time) and 9 to 11 a.m. Mon
Wednesday, and Friday."
*From Nov. 14, 1936: "First demonstration
television under practical working conditions,
developed by RCA and NBC," took place when
40- minute program of "live talent and films" w
shown on a 71/2 x 10 -inch screen, "the largest se .
yet employed capable of commercial."
*From May 13, 1939: A review of a 90 -min
RCA -NBC program "inaugurating regular telec
sion service" on New York station W2XBS. Th
broadcast was deemed "a complete technical suc
cess [but] television has a long way to go to solve
programming, production, and talent problems.
The reviewer scored the live interviews from t'
New York World's Fair as the hit of the show.
miss: an "antique" playlet called "The Unexpected.
Close readers of Billboard knew that the pi
were in place for commercialization of a new
dium. It remained unfinished business while Ame
took time off to win a war. Afterward, rooftop ant
nas began to sprout.
Billboard effectively limned the pentdemand for TV in a June 29, 1946, story about t
telecast of the Joe Louis -Billy Conn heavywei:
fight. The headline said it all: "45,266 There
141,375 Looked In." An average of 32.5 persons
set built "a terrific audience" now primed to o
their own receivers.
Barely 30 years later, Americans would r :
to develop the same enthusiasm for VC'
Prerecorded videocassettes at first benefited frt
the interest; later, they became the engine that pu
VCRs into 80% of U.S. television homes. Billboar
video coverage in the mid- and late '70s reflect
the hardware bent of home entertainment that
not quite reached the home yet. Hollywood lea
prints for theatrical exhibition. It never sold an,
thing, and vowed it never would.
There had been some early video systems
Cartrivision meant for home consumption.
attracted investors and Hollywood independ
eager for additional movie exposure, but died
short of full commercial availability. So, by des
Betamax, which used 1/2 -inch tape, arri
at the newly opened Bloomingdale's departm .
vt

LUBIN'S 1910 MARVEL
Equipped with Improved Fire Magazine,
Automatic Fire Shutter and Automatic Fire
Shield (Lubin's Patent), Asbestos Covered
Wire Connections, new Improved Lamp
House, new style Fireproof Rheostat, Improved Electric Lamp, new Condenser
Holders for rapid change, Outside Shutter,
POSITIVE REWINDING ATTACHMENT
the only correct one, ONE PIN MOVEMENT, and innumerable other important
new features.
ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

American Film Service
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receives some new
films, and cackles
with glee as he says
to himself:

"Now for some
Oh's and Ah's
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-The Films Bill cackles
over are from the Licensed
N. B.
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American Film Service advertisement (top left) from 1909 depicts the Edison film trust crushing all opposition.

Talkies were as foreign as color to the public.
Experiments abounded, of course, but it wasn't until
Al Jolson sang for audiences in "The Jazz Singer"
in 1927 that sound tracks rivaled the moving image
in importance. Billboard covered the arrival of sound
in the kind of detail that typified its reporting more
than two decades earlier. That same August 27, 1904,
article, which was headlined, "Pictures That Speak.
An Interesting Combination of the Cinematograph
180 BILLR()ARD
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and Phonograph," contained four paragraphs of
close technical description, presenting readers with
the opportunity to be the among the first on their
block to acknowledge the future.
The first images of television took shape on
Billboard's pages in the late '20s. Consider these
opening scenes:
*From August 18, 1928: "The first transmission of movies by radio" took place in Pittsburgh in

I

HEY, SOMEONE'S GOT TO KEEP TRACK OF THIS

HS

CONGRATULATIONS BILLBOARD-

Television

BY

BENN HALL

devoted to news of television -its entertainers,
mechanical advancements and general news -commences with this
issue of The Billboard. Television is still in the experimental stage, comparable to the radio of some 10 years back, and to the now quaint moving pictures of about two decades ago. But television is just as sure to develop and
expand as films and radio have done. The Billboard and this columnist have
faith in the future of television.
Those who were in on the ground floor of the picture and radio industries were in favorable spots of reap the harvest that followed the engineering perfections and public demands for these new entertainment mediums.
So will it be with television.
Television will call for experienced performer. Today the experienced
entertainer appearing in television programs has a great advantage over
the amateur. Stars of radio, movies and legit will undoubtedly recruited to
television. But, more important, new stars will be developed. Names
scarcely known now will be names when the perfecters of the Magic Eye
have achieved their purpose. The performer who is now in a flesh show or
in pictures or radio will be wise in following the advancement of television.
He will be much wiser, however, in keeping in step with this new magic.
The player who appears in television gains a world of experience with each
The first column to be

Television transmission from the New York World's Fair, 1939.

performance.
Television will call for a new technique. Makeup, directing, use of props,
mechanical limitations, and a hundred other considerations all will call for
a new, a different treatment. Material, particularly skits and plays, will require
a handling different from that employed in the present branches of show
business.
Television will be of far greater appeal than radio or the pictures. It will
be in the home and will appeal to two senses, sight and hearing, rather than
hearing alone. It is doubtful today if there is as much fan interest in radio personalities as there is in film personalities. The fan's interest is accentuated
when he, or she, sees as well as hears the player. Witness the number of
movie fan images. Compare the number of these publications with radio fan
mags.
But with the coming of television the fan will have a new idol to bum
incense before. Performers who learn television technique and secure some
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public interest while television is still in the toddling stage will be that much
ahead in the game.
Television offers a broad, unlimited unexplored field for the performer
and producer. There are few rules to follow, no traditions. It is a place, much
the same as radio, for young blood and young ideas. But, to acquire a sense
of showmanship and entertainment values, be they in the established show
business or the new and untried field of television, requires experience and
observation.
So, showfolk, watch television. Get in the ground floor. Get on the band
wagon. Let's go!
-Billboard, August 6, 1932

Television need not be a mysterious maze of diagrams and technical
terms. Although this corner's prophet is not primarily concerned with the
engineer's language or highly specialized knowledge, he realizes that an
elementary understanding of the general types of televiz apparatus will
enable the performer to more intelligently know the "whys and therefores"
of our favorite infant industry. An engineer of class repute, Hollis S. Baird,
recently classified the various types of television "pickup" into three simple divisions.
These are known as film pickup, direct pickup and indirect pickup.
The film pickup is popular with some stations, because the film
may be taken under chosen conditions and presents a small area
to be scanned. This area may be intensely illuminated-much more
brightly than a performer could possibly stand.
The so- called television camera is used in the direct pickup
method. This system seems to be more suited for outdoor use
where abundant light is available. Indoors, tremendously intense
lighting equipment is required. Few players can "take it" for even
a short while. Beads of perspiration, outdoing even the Turkish
bath ceremony, pour out of most performers within a few seconds after facing these hard -hitting batteries of lights.
The "flying spot" or indirect pickup systems is the third
method. This system came as a development of the heat -producing direct pickup. Here the performer may work in perfect
comfort. One studio employing this system is well refrigerated
and makes a swell cooling -off spot in the sweltering session. This
studio is a small one, dark, but exciting looking. Backdrops in the
nature of large shades with solid white furnish a good background.
With this indirect pickup system the light falling upon the
artist is controlled by a scanning disk. The reflection of this light
passes onto the photo -electric cell, which causes the picture to
be picked up and turned into electrical vibrations.
A strong are light plays upon the scanning disc. As the disc
revolves tiny beams of light pass through each minute scanning
hole and are swept across the performer. The next hole permits a similar
spot to sweep across slightly under the path of the first, and so on, until the
performer's body or part of it is completely covered.
As this wandering spot of light strikes a portion of the face which is
lighted it makes a response as it is reflected into the photo cell. Coming to a
dark portion, such as the eyebrows or lips, little of the light is reflected and
the photo cell gets little or no response.
This method, although sounding rather involved, is quite simple for
the performer. The studio, generally dimly lighted, resembles in some
respects a photographer's headquarters. One television director recently
confided that a "rookie" televiz player placed his back to the television apparatus, thinking he was in the photographer's quarters and was to have his
likeness photographed for his admiring "public" before putting on his act.
The great mystery was explained and the act went on - unphotographed.
but wiser.
-Billboard, August 13, 1932
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...OR THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS OF DuMONT TELEVISION
Let Alec Electron, symbol of DuMont's advanced Television, make your
living-room a vast and thrilling

on

wonderland. Let him show you, like a modern Alice,
the romance of far and glamorous places. See as well as
hear the stars of the whole world's stage. \X'atch every
celebration ... be on the spot where the news is made!
Its all brought to you by a "looking- glass" far more
wondrous than fiction ... the screen of your DuMont
Television Receiver. That screen is really the glass face
of the giant Cathode -ray Tube which DuMont pioneered and which first made Television commercially

practical. It is your window to everything that is going
on, everywhere ... the biggest window in the world.
And it is ready now ...awaiting only peace. The men
at the front could tell you more. They know how

DuMont electronic achievements are helping to bring
victory closer ... and, at the same time, making your
future DuMont Television Receiver infinitely more precise and more versatile. Business executives know, too...
they are already telecasting experimental programs over
DuMont's pioneering Station WABD. Alec and his
Wonderland are waiting... for you!
Copyright Allen II. DuMont laboratories, Inc., 19

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. j.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22. NEW YORE
Advertisement. 1944.

the mid -'80s, ultimately forcing the breakup of t
company a few years later. France's Thomson bou
the manufacturing side, while General Electr
acquired NBC. David Sarnoff's colossus, a tele
sion pioneer, never took the next step to capitali
on the home video revolution.
Hollywood, the reluctant revolutionary, di'
mine the new El Dorado. The realization of the rich
before it, however, was several years in comin
Many studio executives, and some lawyers, doubt
the legality of copying movies and television show
off the air. Most thought the idea of licensing movi
for sale to consumers was farfetched.
There was the odd exception of 20th Centu
Fox, which in 1977 supplied SO titles to a sma
Michigan company called Magnetic Video, lat

doubled the number, and ultimately bought it
licensee. Universal Pictures was more representa
rive, however. The studio sued Sony and sever
retailers for copyright infringement in a case finals,
.

put to rest when the Supreme Court ruled tha
Universal had no say over how Betamax owne
used the machine in the privacy on their owe

1912 cover.

store in White Plains, N.Y., in September 1975 with-

out programming support. Instead, consumers
would be sold on the ability to tape an hour's worth
of their favorite television shows. In fact, the first
Betamax was sold with a color TV in a console, retailing for about $2,000.
The two things that mattered most were tape
of the right size (1/2 inch width) and tape of the
right price (whatever the market would bear). Since
Billboard knew the videotape business from the
time of the introduction of Ampex's studio recorders
20 years earlier making the leap from the professional market into homes, with videotapes alongside record collections, was as natural to the
magazine as tracking sales of the latest Fleetwood
186 BILLBOARD
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Mac album.
At the same time, Billboard watched another
technological development that appeared to hold
greater potential -the videodisc. Two systems were
advancing to production; a third was underway; a
decade later, only one of three remained standing.
Billboard sorted out the claims and counterclaims
from advocates of the biggest competitors, laserdisc
and the capacitance player championed by RCA.
The former uses a focused beam of light to "read"
information embedded in the disc; the latter adapted
the needle and tone arm of record players.
RCA bet heavily on capacitance because technologically it seemed simpler -and bet wrong. It
had lost $500 million on the capacitance system by

homes.
And Hollywood was losing control in anoth
arena, as well -people were lifting telecasts an
making copies for sale, in violation of copyright
Universal saw the light during Billboard's first Muse
Video Conference on Nov. 15 -18, 1979, in Lo
Angeles. Although it would continue to fight th
pirates, it would also join them, studio -head Sidne
Scheinberg told attendees as he introduced a pack
age of SO titles for video duplication and sale. La'
year, MCA/Universal Home Video had sales o
approximately $500 million; in the fall of 1994,
will likely sell more than 20 million cassettes
"Jurassic Park" with a wholesale value of some $3
million.
Hollywood did have to overcome one othe
hurdle before it could enjoy the home video harves
When retailers started renting cassettes that the,
had purchased, the studios demanded a share of t
action. The mighty Motion Picture Assn. of Ameri
lobbied Congress to change the so- called first sa
doctrine, which gives owners the right to rent or se
as they choose. The MPAA lost its campaign to ma
revenue sharing the law of the land. In the proce
mom -and -pop retailers found a voice, the Vid
Software Dealers Assn., which each year hosts
10,000- strong convention where the lions and th,
lambs come together.
The chief subject of discussion is always wha
is selling. Jack Benny episodes are doing well wit
the boomers, says one participant in a theoretic
bull session, so how about that half hour wher.
Benny appears in drag? He asks skeptics, You dou
its existence? Check page 3 of the March 22, 195
issue of Billboard for the review of the great corn
dian's stint as "Jacqueline Benny."
It's all there.
.

.

Seth Goldstein is editor of Billboard's home vid
section. He has been covering the rise ofprerecor

cassettes since the introduction of the Betamax
the U.S. in 1975.
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Don't Knock The Rock
BY JUNE BUNDY

NEW YORK-Rock and roll, which has been

getting kicked around plenty this month
by civic officials in key cities across the
country, was defended last week by three staunch
albeit unexpected gladiators, Sammy Kaye, Benny
Goodman and Paul Whiteman.
The trio sounded off in favor of r. &r., the most
recent display of anti -rock and rollism in Hartford,
Conn., where local police sought to revoke the license
of the State Theater following a three -day appearance (March 23, 24, 25) on stage by Alan Freed's
"Rock `n' Roll" show. Although WINS deejay Freed
denied there was any riot, the police claimed to have
arrested 11 teen -agers at the theater over the weekend.
Psychiatrist Dr. Francis J. Braceland, of the
Institute of Living, Hartford, Conn., got into the
act-in relation to the Freed incident-when he
called rock and roll a "communicable disease with
music appealing to adolescent insecurity and driving teen -agers to do outlandish things... It's cannibalistic and tribalistic."
Although Sammy Kaye personally prefers to

-

-

ARE ROLLIN' BACK TO THE SCREEN

versies kicked up by swing and jazz
the past, Freed noted that both Benny
Goodman and Paul Whiteman have
invited him over to "compare scrapbooks," wherein similar charges were
made against them for sponsoring muss
which allegedly "corrupted" the youth
of their day.

"swing and sway" rather than rock
and roll, he deserves the right to defend
the teen -agers' right to do so.
Consequently, the veteran bandleader
(in an open letter to Dr. Braceland last
week) blasted the psychiatrist's comments as "thoughtless and in bad
taste." Kaye noted, "It seems-that

in

you regard any persons who enjoy rock
Swing Once Target
and roll on much the same plane as
Alan Fr eed.
you would regard gangsters."
Swing was the target, of course, when Goodman
While Kaye agreed that youngsters who serihad them dancing in the aisles at the New York
ously misbehave in a theater should be punished,
Paramount, while jazz was the whipping-ho
millions
of
not
injure
the
do
he pleaded: "Please
when Whiteman was in his heyday. At one point in
nice, respectable youngsters who like rock and roll
1927, feeling ran so high against jazz in certain cirmusic by automatically putting them in the same
cles that the Bishop of Dubuque, Ia.-in a famous
class as the wrong -doers... Some years ago when
Sunday sermon widely quoted by newspapers at
were
perLindy
Hop
there
the teen -agers began to
that time-decreed: "Jazz is leading our youth do\r
sons-among them perhaps you-who called them
the primrose path to hell!"
no
that
the
I
have
doubt
lunatics and delinquents.
Freed, who is currently presenting his r.&r.
same reception greeted those who first danced the
show
on stage at the Brooklyn Paramount Theater,
fox trot years ago."
interprets the nation -wide crackdown on rock and
In line with Kaye's statement about contror

(ROCK
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primary target for recent anti -r. &r. press blast
to state his case.
The show also screened film clips taken during
a rock and roll show... and interviewed teen -agers
in the audience. The kids, not too surprisingly, were
all in favor of r. &r... [ Sevareid] queried a couple of
psychiatrists, who opined that teen -age riots at r. &c
shows are symptomatic of something wrong with the
kids' home environment... A surprise guest on the
program was Mitch Miller, hardly an r. &r. man himself. Columbia's a &r chief stated: "You can't call an
music immoral. If anything is wrong with rock and
roll, it is that it makes a virtue out of monotony."
a

Freed Answers

FRANKIE LYMON
ND

THE TEEN -AGERS

LA VERN BAKER
CHUCK BERRY
The Greatest Rock

'n' Roll

music by the biggest Rock 'N'
Roll groups this side of Heaven!

21

21

NEW SONG HITS

JIMMY CAVALLO and

his HOUSE ROCKERS

THE THREE CHUCKLES
CIRINO

Freed's remarks on the Sevareid show paralleled
those he made earlier in the week on his WINS
radio show here, in answer to an anti -r.&r. seria
of articles, which ran in the New York Daily News
last [week]. In a special plea to "mom and dad," Freed

claimed that many of the current press stories about
r. &r. inciting riots are grossly exaggerated...
Freed reminded the parents of their own (and
his) teen -age years [and] noted that the Daily News
article failed to make any mention of his recent campaign to raise funds to fight the childhood disease
neuphrosis, when 11,000 rock and roll fans turned
out for him one rainy Saturday morning to distribute 500,000 cards for the cause.

and THE BOWTIES

THE MOONGLOWS

Burned At Quote

JOHNNY BURNETTE TRIO
THE FLAMINGOS
FRAN MANFRED

CONNIE FRANCIS

ALAN FREED'S 18 piece ROCK 'N'
ROLL BAND and introducing

TUESDAY WELD

A
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Poster from a 1950s rock'n'roll movie.

roll as some kind of "conspiracy," although he hasn't yet decided exactly what faction is behind it. "If
a stageshow is well policed and well presented,"

said Freed, "they wouldn't have riots. Music has
nothing to do with it." As an example, the jockey
pointed out that one of the worst audience riots he
ever saw occurred in 1944 in Youngstown, O., when
an overcrowded audience mobbed the bandstand.
The orchestra? Those rock 'n' Royal Canadians of
Guy Lombardo.
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R. &R. PRESS SLURS

-and still
reeling from various editorial punches delivered against it, as a supposed "inciter" of
juvenile delinquency
&r. was on its feet again last
week and in there swinging on its detractors.
NEW YORK -Groggy but game

-r.

CBS -TV took the lead... on news commentator Eric Sevareid's program, which allowed rock
and roll's kingpin deejay, Alan Freed (WINS, here),

Freed was particularly burned at a trade paper

editor's quote, to the effect that "maybe the
record makers and disk jockeys responsible
for promoting this music may soon be crawling back
under their rocks." Freed attributed the remark to
the fact that the editor is "a sensational headline
seeker these days and also a frustrated songwriter.
Noting that he had been deluged with mail of
protest against the Daily News series, he concluded,
"As long as there are radio stations like this in
America, and as long as there are people who like
me around, we're going to rock 'n' roll until you
don't want to rock 'n' roll any more, and then when
you don't want to rock and roll any more, I'll give
you what you want."
Meanwhile, the rock and roll controversy continues to snowball in the press... Up in Boston, WBZ
aired an hour-long documentary on rock and roll
Sunday afternoon, with anti -rock and roll opinions
expressed by Monsignor John B. Carroll, director
of the Catholic Youth Organization of the Archdiocese (e.g. "There is not doubt but that the by -product of rock and roll has left its scar on youth. "), and
pro- statements by Duke Ellington (e.g. "Hypnotic
effect? Of course not! It's the publicity")...
It's difficult to calculate just how much damage has been done to rock and roll at this time...
"Rock -a- Rama," for instance, the Buck Ram -Joe
Delaney package, had to be approved by civic officials in practically every town it played... In some
cities, the police reportedly were so jumpy, they even
frowned when the kids applauded the acts.

THOUGHT YOU MIGHT
BE INTERESTED TO KNOW...
Che Seattle Cimes
their concert tour, their take every night
would have exceeded $300,000.
With baseball on strike and games
being canceled due to the falling tiles at the
Kingdome, it is worth noting that Ticket master is refunding all its service charges in
connection with the canceled games. This,
in effect, makes our company an insurer of
events totally out of our control. That's a
service we provide, and one that is protective of consumers.
It is also worth noting that, in Seattle,
Ticketmaster does not have exclusive contracts with the Kingdome, the Seattle Center Coliseum and Husky Stadium, to name
just a few buildings. If the band wanted to
tour, they clearly could have done so.
and the
This whole episode is a sham
fans who would have liked to see a tour
are the victims. Time will prove us right
when, as a result of this publicity stunt, 10
million albums of their new release are sold.
There is a more sobering message here.

Ticketmaster responds:
Pearl Jam has no clothes
NED S. GO)LDSTEIN
Special to The Times
T11E recent public
BY

discussion of Tick etmaster and its business has been
characterized by half -truths, misinformation and innuendo. It is no wonder that
the public is confused and misled. When it
comes to entertainment, all logic seems to
go out the window.
To begin with, one might regard this
whole affair as comparable to the fable "The
Emperor's New Clothes." Doesn't anyone
notice that the Emperor has no clothes? A
recent Seattle Times editorial ( "Ticket
business earned federal antitrust review ")
is a case in point. Doesn't anyone notice that
this began as a great publicity stunt by a
high -powered rock- and -roll band that simply did not get its way?
Look at the language of the editorial:
When Ticketmaster failed to satisfy Pearl
Jam's demands." Demand is the key word. If
the band made a "nonnegotiable" demand
that this newspaper reduce its price for
advertising a rock concert because the band
was charging only $18, does anyone believe
that The Seattle Times would comply?
Ticketmaster offered to compromise,
but the band was inflexible. The band made
not us.
the choice not to tour
It has never been a secret over the past
decade that buildings and promoters participate in service -charge revenues. Many public facilities, owned by the taxpayers, share
in these fees and need them. It is naïve to
think, as the editorial suggests, that arenas
don't have to make money "from ticket sales
because they make money from the parking
fees and food concessionaires."
The cost of concert tickets has risen
dramatically this year. One amphitheater
owner told us that his average ticket price
rose this year from the mid -$20 range to the
low $60s. This is simply a reflection of the
artists' belief that they have the same value
as an evening at the philharmonic, a play, or
a professional basketball game.
Simply put, ticket prices have gone up
and that's
because artists want more
what living in a free market allows. To blame
Ticketmaster for high ticket prices is ridiculous. Ticketmaster does not set ticket prices
- the artists do.
During the past decade, Ticketmaster
built its business on service, convenience
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If a rock- and -roll band can file a complaint
(which we have termed a work of fiction) and

create the kinds of burden and expense that
have been imposed on our relatively small
company, then American business better
watch out for an attack of the "groupies."
We have built our company based on a
belief in the free -enterprise system, hard
T%11
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Pearl Jam's Eddie Vedder
and value. We freely acknowledge that we
have made some mistakes along the way,
and we are always trying to improve. But
there are some problems we can't solve: We
can't put 100,000 people into a 20,000 seat
arena; we can't put the 20,000 who do get in
into the 3,000 best seats; and neither we
(nor anyone else) can afford to build a phone
system that can handle 100,000 virtually
simultaneous calls for a hot ticket at once.
and
Our company does many things well
it is paying for its success now. We clearly
do not have the popular appeal of a rock -androll band, but we ask you to reflect on the
following:
Our state -of-the -art operating systems
use American technology, all of which was
developed by our company. We provide
consumers the one commodity that can't be
replaced: time.
In the past 10 years, more than 4,200
full- and part-time jobs have been created in
over 200 in Seattle. These
America
people have to be paid every week, and
cannot afford to subsidize a rock-and -roll
band that makes more money from album
sales than our entire company makes from
selling tickets. While the five -member band
demanded that Ticketmaster lose money on

-

-

work, innovative technology, and a work
force that is highly motivated and dedicated.
In the early '80s, there was only one major
ticket company: Ticketron. Against the
odds, we chose to compete with them and
we ultimately succeeded.
If people want to compete with us (and
many currently do), we welcome the challenge. Most of our contracts with clients are
three to five years in duration, meaning that
approximately 20 percent of our contracts
come up for renewal every year. If Ticket master loses clients, it will be because our
competitors are smarter and more innovative or more user -friendly. It certainly won't
happen as a result of lawsuits filed by self interested class -action attorneys.
This company embodies the free-enterprise system in America. It grew because its
clients
buildings, arenas and theaters
used our sophisticated inventory control
system to provide services to the public, and
the public has used it.
We've given people a level of convenience they never had 10 years ago. We
believe that the cost of that convenience is
fair. We believe that the public is smart
enough to distinguish fact from myth and,
when they do, they will agree with us.

-

Ned S. Goldstein is a vice president of
Ticketmaster Corp.

"Reprinted w.th permission, The Seattle Times, 1994"
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Saving money and time

TicketMaster offers
fers services
to struggling arts groups
In response to your Aug. 21 article "Big ticket troubles," I'm writing in defense of
TicketMaster. Someone has to do it. As an
arts supporter and former arts administrator,
I believe the service it provides is vital to the
artistic community and its supporters. If you
look at the economies of scale and efficiency
for patrons and producers, it's really a pretty
good deal. A reasonable profit is justified.
Most audience members really have no
idea what goes into processing a ticket from
start to finish. TicketMaster may have online all of the various venues used for
performances. Each performing group has
different needs and individual programming
is needed for each event.
TicketMaster provides the same service
to a striving regional arts organization as it
does to a major promoter. When the Northwest Chamber Orchestra briefly shut its
doors in 1987 and re- opened with a large
deficit, minimal staff and a few office volunteers, TicketMaster helped it set up a box
office system at no charge. Today, the staff
and volunteers who were present during that
time will emphasize that this help was
invaluable. TicketMaster provided extensive
support at no cost to NWCO.
With TicketMaster, I argue that in the
long run, arts organizations, promoters and
patrons all save money and time. We have
access 24 hours a day in cities all around the
country to a variety of events. The quality of
the reporting and technical assistance provided by TicketMaster is superb. Promoters
could not do it as efficiently, particularly
when promoting a national tour with reserved seating.
BARBARA J. KORDUCKI
Seattle

e.41.

Stills from the Beatles' 1967 "Penny Lane/Strawberry Fields Forever" promo film.

Video Kills The Radio Star
DEBORAH RUSSELL

BY

usic is a visual medium, and artists
throughout time have sought to interpret
melody through movement.
The earliest marriage of music and the moving picture can be traced to the late 19th century
when composers began to score music to serve as
the live accompaniment to action in the first silent
films. The 20th century would see pop music driving films from Al Jolson's "The Jazz Singer" to the
disco- driven "Saturday Night Fever."
But it was the German artist Oskar Fischinger
who truly set the stage for the "music video revolution" of the late 20th century when he began to
produce short, abstract films set to jazz and classi-
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music in 1921.
His 1934 "Composition In Blue," swirling with

and pulsating with rhythmic geometric patterns, is thought by many video historians to foreshadow the emergence of the promotional pop music
clip we've come to know in 1994. Fischinger also
contributed to the groundbreaking 1940 Disney film,
"Fantasia," one of the few projects of its day in which
the animation was created after, and synchronized
to, pre -existing music.
Billboard recognized Fischinger's pivotal role
in the development of visual music when it debuted
its own Music Video Awards in 1983. The artist's
widow accepted a posthumous honor recognizing
Fischinger's impact on animation, special effects,
and the synchronization of music.
The first major effort to distribute visual music
toa wide audience came in the late '40s in the form
ofa "video jukebox" called the Panoram Soundie.
The two -ton, coin -operated machine, which featured a diagonal screen that measured about 20
colors
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number of pop, jazz, and R&B singers were
featured in the "soundies," some of which were
directly excerpted from classic movie musicals. Most
of the filmlets featured straight or slightly stylized
performances of the tunes. The "soundie" shorts
also appeared in movie theaters, alongside film trailers, cartoons, and newsreels.
The introduction of the home television set
and its explosive popularity in the early '50s-led
to the Panoram Soundie's demise. In addition, the
machine was difficult to maintain and service. The
films were too costly to exchange on a regular basis,
and the public's fascination with the novelty quickly
died out. Eventually, the "soundies" disappeared
from the Panoram screen, as well as the movie screen.
The video jukebox concept briefly was revisited in the '50s and early '60s when a French firm
introduced the Scopitone, which featured 16mm
musical films of artists performing in technicolor.
The Scopitone weighed about half a ton and featured a top -mounted 20 -inch screen that displayed
some 36 different films.
The Scopitone clips ventured into conceptual
interpretation, with less emphasis on straight performance. French and European pop stars, such
as Johnny Halliday and Petula Clark, as well
as American singers Dionne Warwick, Debbie
Reynolds, Nancy Sinatra, Paul Anka, and Neil
Sedaka chose to experiment with the medium.
Initial interest in the Scopitone was huge, but
as in the case of the Panoram Soundie, interest subsided dramatically as the novelty wore off. By 1967,
the machines had virtually disappeared. The cost to
program the Scopitones (each film cost the operator about $125) was restrictive, and American operA

MILLS PANORAM

MIMII

AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Advertisement for Panoram Soundies, 1941.

inches, was taller than the average jukebox. Users
would pay a few coins to listen to a song and watch
an accompanying black- and -white film.
The Panoram machines were perceived as a
novelty item, and were most prevalent in amusement arcades. Each machine played only one musical short, and operators often stocked more than
one unit in order to offer the users some variety.
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matched the band's music with surreal and offbeat
imagery.

British viewers, meanwhile, were watching
music television in the form of "Jukebox Jury" and

"Top Of The Pops," which both appeared in the
late '50s as an answer to "American Bandstand"
and "Your Hit Parade." In 1963, producer Jack Good
debuted the BBC's "Ready, Steady, Go!," which
favored live performance over lip- synch, and which
attracted the hottest, up- and -coming talent on the
scene.
America responded with the rock 'n' roll per-

formance shows "Shindig!" and "Hullabaloo" in
1964 and 1965 respectively. Both programs played
host to a variety of teen rockers, who lip -synched
their way through hit tunes among highly -stylized
sets.

Michael Nesmith.

ators had trouble servicing the French hardware
when the units broke down.
In fact, the video jukebox has yet to penetrate
market
with the intensity of its audio predecesthe
sor. Even representatives of the world's largest jukebox manufacturer, Rowe International, admit that
visual music has yet to take off at the retail level.
The company, which introduced its first video jukebox in the early '80s, is committed to the idea, however. Rowe now is exploring the uses of new
technology, such as CD-land CD -ROM, in the video
jukebox format.
Television viewers, on the other hand, embraced music programming from the very start.
Households equipped with TV sets as early as 1948
had access to the shortlived "Face The Music," a
15- minute program in which the show's own performers ran through the hits of the day. The year
1949 saw the debut of big -band leader Paul
Whiteman as host of "TV Teen Club," which ran
through 1954. "Your Hit Parade," patterned after
the successful radio program of the same name,
enjoyed a long run from 1950 to 1959. The format
featured a cast of regular performers singing the latest pop hits.
This same era saw the emergence of music
and variety performance shows hosted by Ed
Sullivan, Steve Allen, Milton Berle, and the Dorsey
Brothers. Elvis Presley's explosively charismatic
appearances on each of these shows in 1956 pro194 BILLBOARD
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vided irrefutable evidence that visual music had
arrived, and the promotional prowess of television
could not be denied.
Indeed. The following year saw the national
debut of Dick Clark's "American Bandstand," a
teen -oriented program featuring kids dancing to the
current pop hits, while two musical guests lip synched their latest singles. The show had originated
in Philadelphia in 1952, and actually was one of the
first showcases for "music video" in its earliest incar-

nation.
Original host Bob Horn had tried programming a series of made -for-TV musical shorts, similar to "soundies," culled from the archives of a man
named George Snader. The audience response to the
"Snaders" was dismal, however, and they quickly
disappeared from the "Bandstand" format.
Meanwhile, young TV stars were using the
visual medium to break into the recording business.
In 1957, Ricky Nelson closed his family's own situation comedy "Ozzie & Harriet" with a performance of "I'm Walking." The series' closing "videos"
became so popular with viewers that they became
a regular feature of the program, and Nelson went
on to sell millions of records until his death in 1985.
The year 1966 saw the debut of "The
Monkees," a zany TV series about a fabricated band,
which eventually launched a legitimate recording
career outside the show. Each Monkees' episode
included at least one "music video" segment that

Record labels, faced with all of these television
options, were eager to place their bands on the air.
When an act was on the road or too busy to appeay
though, many labels serviced the shows with a promotional music filmlet to appear in its place.
American shows rarely programmed these early performance "videos," but the European and British
shows, particularly "Top Of The Pops," quickly
accepted them.
Some British artists began to experiment with
conceptual imagery, acting out scripted parts to
accompany the music. Among the earliest concept
videos, which foreshadowed the industry's artistic
evolution, are the Kinks' "Dead End Street" (1966),
the Who's "Happy Jack" (1966), and the Beatles'
"Penny Lane," (1967), "Strawberry Fields" (1967),
and "Hey Jude" (1968). In most of these cases, the
musicians were pictured in bizarre sequences that
deviated from the norm. It appeared that a quirky
and ground- breaking video artform had arrived.
But as the '60s drew to a close, so did the initial spurt of video activity. Music programming was
a ratings loser "Hullabaloo" and "Shindig!" were
canceled in 1966 -and the number of significant
rock music shows on American TV had dwindled
to such performance -based outlets.as "Midnight
Special," "American Bandstand," and Don Kirshner's
"Rock Concert." Few outlets were programming
music "videos" as we know them today.
But some labels, particularly Warner Bros.,
remained committed to the potential of visual music
In the early '70s, recording artist Van Dyke Parks
was named director of audiovisual services at the
label, and he began commissioning videoclips for
Ry Cooder, Joni Mitchell, Little Feat, Randy
Newman, Earth, Wind, & Fire, and Captain
Beefheart. The outrageously offbeat Captain
Beefheart clip "Lick My Decals Off, Baby" was one
of the first music videos to double as an actual commercial for the band's Straight/Warner Bros. album)
And despite their limited distribution on television, videos still played a role in the record business during the '70s. Label management often
commissioned directors to shoot as many as 60 acts
for 90- minute films that would be screened at label
sales conferences in the United States and overseas.
The films would be produced in a few months on a
budget of up to $400,000.
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National Video, and Wolfram Video Inc., service
music and non music retail clients, restaurants, college campuses, and amusement parks with a wide
variety of specialized music video reels.
When Billboard inaugurated its International
Video Music Conference in 1979, however; the industry primarily was concerned with the sale of music
video "albums" also known as "longform" home
videos. Several acts, including Blondie and Devo,

Still from Ricki Lee Jones' "Chuck E.'s In Love" video.

When acts weren't available, the film crews
would shoot extraneous footage they felt complemented the tune. Conceptual or atmospheric shots
would often be intercut with performance clips.
Many music video pioneers point to this era
1972- 1974-as the true birth of the modern rock
video.
The watershed event that changed the way the
industry perceived music video's sales and promotional value on TV occurred in 1975 with the Bruce
Gowers- directed clip for Queen's "Bohemian
Rhapsody." The track's operatic sensibility inspired
the director to shoot a highly -stylized performance
clip that visually interpreted the sounds of the music.
The shoot lasted four hours and the final edit was
a cost of $7,000 -on the second day
completed
of production.
The clip's appearance on "Top Of The Pops"
and "Midnight Special" in late 1975 and early 1976
helped push the single to a 24 -week run on Billboard's
Hot 100 Singles chart, cracking the top 10 in April

-

had reeled album-length home videos, which
appeared to be the future in home entertainment.
Television exposure was not a big element in the
promotional equation.
Things started to turn around with the birth
of cable TV in the mid -'70s. Cable would allow labels
to showcase music in stereo on a visual medium.
Late in the decade, cable access video shows started
appearing in Manhattan, Oakland, Calif., and San
Francisco. Warner Cable bowed in 1977, and in 1981
it unveiled the music video show "Pop Clips," created by former Monkee Mike Nesmith. Comedian
Howie Mandel would introduce the clips, acting as

-at

1976.

Gowers suddenly was a hot commodity among
the labels who wanted him to work his chart magic
on their acts. He and other British directors, including Keith MacMillan, David Mallet, Brian Grant,
Steve Barron, Julien Temple, and Australia's Russell
Mulcahy were busy shooting music videos, which
generally were funded by an artist's touring budget.
MacMillan told Billboard in 1981 that he had
reeled some 600 music videos since opening his doors
in 1977. Budgets rarely exceeded $10,000 and post production was minimal.
Without a major broadcast venue to showcase
the clips, however, most label executives were reluctant to invest in the medium wholeheartedly. But in
1977, Warner Bros. formed a loosely knit music
video production/promotion division with Georgia
Bergman at the helm. She began targeting colleges
and nightclubs as potential venues to share these
"sales films" with the public.
As the '70s turned into the '80s, nightclubs had
grown into such a valuable promotional outlet for
video that closed circuit programmers began producing customized clip reels to distribute to bars,
restaurants, and other entertainment venues.
RockAmerica was one of the first such "video
pools" to open in 1980. Today, such leading closed
circuit programmers as ETNideo Link, Telegenics,
196 BILLBOARD
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Still from the Buggies' "Video Killed The Radio Star."

one of the first "video jockeys."
In 1980, Warner Communications merged with
American Express to create Warner Amex Satellite
Entertainment Corp. John Lack, executive VP at the
young entity, was a fan of "Pop Clips" and conceptualized a 24-hour video network that would
speak to a young demographic and play the music
that was neglected by album -rock radio, the reigning format at the time.
Music Television, or MTV, beamed into more
than 2 million U.S. cable homes on August 1, 1981,
setting the tone for the network with the Mulcahy directed Buggies clip "Video Killed The Radio Star."
The network launched with a $20 million budget
and a small library of videos.
Billboard's coverage of the network debut
addressed the industry's concerns about the sound
quality of music coming through tiny television
speakers. Many label executives, headquartered in
L.A. and New York, remained skeptical about the
influence of MTV, as the network did not debut in
either city until September 1982.
But by October 1981, Billboard already was
reporting about the impact of videoplay on album
sales. "I had 15 copies of the Buggies' LP sitting in
a bin for eight months," a Tulsa, Ok. -based retailer

told Billboard. Once "Video Killed The Radio S
appeared on MTV, he said, "I sold out."
Buggies director Mulcahy went on to pio
many production techniques that are common
music video today. He is credited with initiating
use of the jump cut, spot color, body makeup,
shots, shattering glass, diaphanous drapes, wat
imagery, and strobe lighting.
"Video bands" started to emerge as MT1'
caught on. Toni Basil (formerly an assistant to
"Shindig!" choreographer David Winter), Adam
Ant, Culture Club, Haircut 100, and A Flock Of
Seagulls all "broke" at MTV before radio caught
to their talents.
The early '80s saw the birth of video depart
ments at all of the major labels, and video produc
tion companies were crowding both America
coasts. MTV and music video became an integr
element in the marketing of rock and pop musi
The National Academy Of Recording Arts
Sciences inaugurated the Grammy for music vid
in 1981, and Mike Nesmith won for his longfo
production "Elephant Parts."
With so many new outlets for video, crea
ity blossomed, production increased, and budg
began to inflate: In 1981, EMI invested an unpr
dented $200,000 to shoot three Duran Duran cli
on location in Sri Lanka. Mulcahy directed t
shoots, which included early MTV favorite "Hun
Like The Wolf."
The 1983 Michael Jackson video "Beat It,
directed by Bob Giraldi, broke the $150,000 mar
and the investment paid off. The clip came from t
album "Thriller," which had sold 3 million uni
prior to MTV exposure. Once "Beat It" appear
on the music video network, some 200,000 alburr
were moving per week.
Giraldi was the first director to add soun
effects to a clip's soundtrack. "Beat It" featured th
noise of a garage door slamming and switchblad
opening.
Jackson actually was one of the few Africa
American artists who received regular airplay

MTV in its early pop-rock incarnation. He con
ued to cement his reputation as a video artist
the groundbreaking "Billie Jean," directed by Barr
and the million-dollar, 13-minute "Thriller;" dire
by filmmaker John Landis. "Thriller" remains
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best- selling album in pop music history.
In 1983, Sony began experimenting with the
"video 45," a shortform sell -through item that sold
for a lower price than the feature -length longform.
History has shown that the video single format is
most effective when it offers exclusive and uncensored footage of a heavily -hyped, controversial act,
such as Madonna or Prince.
History also has shown that music video longform works best for well -chosen superstar acts
with manic followings, such as Garth Brooks, Ray
Stevens, New Kids On The Block, and Metallica.
By 1983, the influence of music video was virtually ubiquitous in American pop culture. Billboard
published a 30-page spotlight in August 1983 to celebrate the network's two -year anniversary. Rolling

Stone Press published the first "Book Of Rock
Video" by Michael Shore, and MTV's quick -cut style
was weaving a thread though movies, TV, and commercials.
By this point, MTV actually was turning a
profit, and the network's identity was firmly
entrenched in the public consciousness. The network had created the "MTV Generation," and the
term "MTV" was used as an adjective for "hip,"
"cutting -edge," and "stylish."
MTV's early competitors in the cable universe,
including Ted Turner's 34 -day venture known as the
Cable Music Channel, failed. Broadcast TV saw the
birth of NBC's "Friday Night Videos," a weekly clip
showcase that lasted from 1983 to 1993.
By virtue of its unrivaled prominence in the
industry to date, MTV has long been a target for disgruntled competitors and dissatisfied labels. Its early
demand for exclusivity deals with labels became a
hotly-contested issue with radio outlets and other
video services in the mid -'80s. Houston -based programmer "Hit Video USA" brought an unsuccessful antitrust suit against MTV in 1987.
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Germany's Viva, Sweden's Z -TV, and France's M
promote the global expansion of the format.
In early 1994, the Warner Music Gro
Sony, PolyGram, EMI, BMG, and ticket ven
Ticketmaster announced an agreement to lau
their own 24 -hour music video service to com
with MTV. In July 1994, the Justice Department
tiated an investigation to determine whether the
posed network was in violation of any antitrust la
Direct marketing services, such as the ca
delivered MOR Music TV and the syndicated
gram MaxMusic, air clips and strive to sell au
video product to mail -order customers. Music v
even are appearing on such non -music, cable sh
ping networks as Q2 as sales incentives.
The burgeoning multimedia industry is n
drawing on music video programming for a va
of interactive titles and games, in which the play
can create their own clips and mini -programs. Vi
conscious artists, such as Peter Gabriel, Prince,
Residents, and Todd Rundgren (a speaker at
board's first International Video Music Confere
in 1979), again are taking the lead in this high -t
revolution with CD -I and CD -ROM releases.

The perceived inconsistency in the network's
standards & practices policies and programming
choices have hovered over MTV since day one. One
of the most common complaints in 1994 is the network's move away from 24 -hour music video programming to a "lifestyle" network approach, with
several non -music shows crowding the schedule.
MTV has spawned a number of affiliated international networks in recent years. MTV Europe
appeared in August 1987; MTV Brasil debuted in
October 1990; MTV Latino arrived in October 1993.
The success of MTV inspired other music networks to test the cable airwaves. Black Entertainment
Television, which bowed in 1980, started programming R &B clips in its "Video Soul" program in the
early '80s. The network plans to launch a jazz service, BET On Jazz, in late 1994.
Narrow -casting seemed to be the key for programmers who sought to co -exist with MTV.
Country programmers TNN and CMT both bowed
in 1983 and continue to grow today; adult- oriented
cable network Playboy TV created its sexy and
uncensored "Hot Rocks" program in 1983; Canada's
MuchMusic appeared in 1984 and began broadcasting in the United States in 1994.
MTV spun off the adult- oriented VH -1 in
January 1985, and Viacom bought the MTV Networks in August 1985.
The Box bowed as the Jukebox Network in
1985, and has risen to prominence as a powerful
outlet for rap and hip-hop music. The Box is the
only 24 -hour network in which viewers pay to pro-

gram the playlist.
Advances in cable TV technology continue to
fragment the viewing audience, and it appears services soon will be available for every type of music
consumer. The year 1993 saw the debut of Z Music,
a 24 -hour Contemporary Christian network, and
the Americana Television Network, which plays

Special Issue cover from 1987.

Video now can be distributed via come::
online services, and viewers with the proper equ
ment can pay to program their own "personal"
networks through video-on- demand services.
as the 20th century draws to a close, industry lea
ers are seeking to determine the ultimate impact
interactive and digital technology on the produc
tion, promotion, and programming of music video.
One thing is certain. The possibilities are endless.
I

Deborah Russell, music video editor at Billboar
since 1992, has been a writer for the magazine si
1988.
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The Ghost In The Machine
BY PAUL

Talk

VERNA

about a revolution. Breakthroughs in

recording technology over the past 15 years
have radically altered the making, marketmg, merchandising, and selling of music and set
the stage for even more dramatic changes in the
decades ahead.
Although no single event was responsible for
audio revolution of today, the popularity of the
uencer and drum machine in the late '70s cerly foreshadowed the technological mushroom
ud that would descend on the industry in the
. These machines -primitive by today's stands-spawned a new brand of techno wizardry
t was characterized in the music of Kraftwerk,
o, Gary Numan, and other synthesizer pioneers.
work of these innovative artists paved the way
the marriage of pop, rock, new wave, and disco,
'ch in turn fueled the success of such megastars
Michael Jackson and Madonna.
People were dancing to a new beat generated
by drums, guitar, and bass -the backbone of
'n'roll-but by synthesizers, drum machines,
the computers that drove them.
This revolution, though hydra- headed and
impossible to encapsulate, owed its existence to a
single technological development: digitization.
Once an audio signal could be digitized, that
is, converted to a string of zeros and ones, its permutations were seemingly infinite. Digitization, perhaps more than any other development since the
invention of multitrack recording in the late 1930s,
would allow music to be created, dissected, delivered, and heard in ways that no one could have imaged just a few years earlier.
Although the first commercial digital record-

Society had convened in London to "argue digital

Todd Rundgen.

ing was made by the Denon subsidiary of Japan's
Nippon Columbia label on Sept. 14, 1970-when
American saxophonist Steve Marcus and a group
of Japanese rock musicians cut a session directly to
digital tape, according to an August 22, 1981,
Billboard story-it was not until the early '80s that
the format moved into the mainstream.
On March 15, 1980, Billboard heralded the
new age by reporting that the Audio Engineering

superiority." Around the same time, a 3M advertisement put this technological revolution in a more
dramatic light: "If you think digital is just around
the corner, you're already a step behind," it read.
The swift development of digital audio took
place simultaneously on the recording, mixing,
mastering, and playback levels. For instance, while
New England Digital was pioneering the concept
of the "tapeless" recording studio with its computerdriven Synclavier II synthesizer-which doubled as
a 16 -track digital recorder- Mitsubishi, Sony, 3M,
JVC, Soundstream, Ampex, Studer, and PolyGram
were debating the digital standard that would provide the foundation for the development of the compact disc.
Prototypes for a digital music delivery system
that could be mass -marketed had been proposed by
various manufacturers beginning in the late '70s,
but it was not until the early '80s that the quest for
a standard began to take place.
On Aug. 17, 1982, the industry agreed on the
Sony/Philips system, which employed a spinning
4.75 -inch disc encoded with digital audio information and accessed by a laser beam. The Sony/Philips
system beat out its main rival, the DRC Soundstream
system, which also used a laser beam but employed
a stationary software medium akin to photographic
film (Billboard, Feb. 21, 1981).
The Sony/Philips system became the de facto
standard by March 1982, when at least 40 manufacturers, including giant Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd., agreed to license the disc technology.
The CD officially debuted on August 17, 1982, at
PolyGram's pressing plant in Hanovey West Germany.
100TH ANNIVERSARY
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Frank Sinatra.

Less than a year later, PolyGram president Jan
Timmer boldly predicted, in the May 14, 1983, issue
of Billboard, that the CD would achieve "parity"
with the vinyl LP by 1989 and replace it entirely by
1993. His uncanny prophecy prompted a sharp
rebuttal from EMI director of Central Europe Wilfried Jung, who said in the pages of Billboard on
August 27, 1983, "I don't think there is any chance
that the CD will replace the conventional LP. It will
achieve some penetration and exist as a super sound carrier for hi -fi fetishists... but the black disk will

continue to be the number one sound carrier for
many years to come."
Jung was hardly the only naysayer. Mastering
engineer Doug Sax, then at audiophile-label Sheffield
Labs, wrote in an August 13, 1983, Billboard commentary that the sound of the compact disc was
"mediocre... unappealing and fatiguing." It didn't
take long for Sax to come to the digital party, however, according to a Jan. 21, 1984, Billboard story
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that documented Sax's "digital detente."
As if music enthusiasts did not have enough
new information to process on the audio front, video
was emerging in the '80s as a powerful new tool in
the business, threatening to shatter all previous
notions of how music ought to be experienced.
By the time MTV debuted on August 1, 1981,
both music video and cable television were sufficiently entrenched in the marketplace to smooth the
way for a successful rollout. Sure enough, just weeks
after the cable channel launched with the all -tooappropriate Buggies clip, "Video Killed The Radio
Staç" testimonials poured in from retailers and radio
programmers crediting the network for breaking
such acts as Squeeze, Talking Heads, the Tubes, Phil
Collins, and, of course, the Buggies.
One of MTV's many distinctions was the phenomenon of "the MTV band," a tag that has been

applied to acts ranging from Madonna to Milli
Vanilli, Duran Duran to Nirvana. In people's minds,

the medium created the artist, just as the lates
studiocraft spawned a new breed of "synthesize
pop" bands, including Depeche Mode, A Flock 0
Seagulls, and the Human League.
The concurrent developments of digitizati
and music video set off an explosion in the musi
business in the go-go '80s, led by Michael Jackson'.
"Thriller," the biggest -selling album in history. 0
the innumerable milestones "Thriller" achieved, one
of the most staggering was in the area of produc
tion costs. The groundbreaking title video, a ghoul
ish mini -epic, cost approximately $500,000 to make
according to a Sept. 17, 1983, Billboard article. Thi
effectively upped the ante for all videoclip produc
tions.
The video revolution was fully under way, at
the CD was catching on so quickly that the CD
Group, a consortium of manufacturers formed to
promote the configuration, was disbanded in 198
because it had "already achieved its purpose.
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dio and on stage. Although it was designed with
the modest intent of allowing one synthesizer, such
as the Yamaha DX7, to control another, by the late
'80s MIDI was being used routinely "to control
entire instrument, signal -processor, recordingdevice, and computer setups," according to the Jan.

Billboard

5

28 story.

HI FI STEREO MUSIC SHOWS
r

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
HOTEL -PHILADELPHIA
HOTEL WASHINGTON- WASHINGTON, D.C.

In Conjunction with M. Robert Rogers & Teresa Rogers

Among the most inventive applications of
MIDI was the triggering of samples, which are essentially bits of digitally recorded sound. A drummer
could rig an electronic pad to reproduce the sound
of breaking glass, for instance.
But the real sampling pioneers, hip -hop artists,
were much more creative than that. They sampled
everything from James Brown's howls to Rick
James' basslines, from John Bonham's kick drum
to Santana's guitar riffs. Furthermore, they manipulated these sounds in artful ways, sometimes giving new life to the records from which they
borrowed.
Sampling frenzy peaked in 1990, when a newcomer named M.C. Hammer had a huge crossover
hit with "U Can't Touch This," which was built on
the distinctive bass riff from James' "Super Freak
(Part 1)." While Hammer protected himself from
copyright- infringement claims by giving James a
cowriting credit, other rappers were not as shrewd.
Biz Markie became the most notorious victim of
sampling backlash when songwriter Gilbert
O'Sullivan successfully sued him for illegally sampling his 1972 hit "Alone Again (Naturally)" in the
track "Alone Again," from the September 1991
album "I Need A Haircut."
The legal debate continues, and so does sampling. The group P.M. Dawn, for example, has lifted
the practice to unprecedented heights of creativity,
producing lush, musical tracks -including a psychedelic cover of the Beatles' "Norwegian Wood
(This Bird Has Flown)" in 1993 -out of nothing but
samples.

AUDIO '77
Today's Music Scene
Sex In Hi Fi Expanding Disco Role 'Semi-pro' Home Recording
Boom AM Stereo -How Soon? What's New In Speakers
Receivers /Turners /Amps Turntables Semi -pro & Disco
Equipment Tape Decks Blank Tape & Accessories

/4

Special Section cover, 1977.

according to a Nov. 23 Billboard story.
By that time, the recording studio had evolved
so dramatically that a time traveler from 1979 would
not have known what to make of the devices on
display at his or her local musical- instrument dealership.
During the mid -'80s, a staggering array of
computers, digital synthesizers, digital signal processors, and other state -of-the -art machines rolled into
stores. In the new wave of products was a device
called the sampler, introduced about 1984, that
allowed users to digitally record any sound and
then access it via an instrument or computer. The
significance of the sampler cannot be understated,
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and it had a revolutionary effect on rap music in
years to come. But before the sampler could become
useful to musicians, it had to be interfaced with the
various other digital toys available at the time of
its introduction.
Enter "musical instrument digital interface,"
better known as MIDI. As noted in the Jan. 28, 1989,
Billboard article that marked the fifth anniversary
of MIDI, sources disagree on the originator of the
digital protocol, but Roland, Yamaha, and
Sequential Circuits are among the companies credited with developing it.
That controversy notwithstanding, MIDI revolutionized the making of music, both in the stu-

Talking Heads.

The dancehall community's fascination with
digital technology has been less controversial than
rap's use of sampling, but no less dramatic. Dancehal
artists rap over a simple two -chord synthesizer pattern underpinned by a spare beat -box rhythm.
sound, formulaic but infectious, has replaced r
reggae as the predominant folk music of Jamai
blaring from sound systems across the islan
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Diskeries Impotent As Bold Pirates Muscle In
-The rash of record bootlegging, with a score or
operators pressing and selling literally hundreds of
enterprising
more
collectors' titles from the catalogs of the major diskeries, has given rise to
considerable trade speculation into the matter of the proprietary rights in the
phonograph record.
The bootleggers have been developing to the point where they operate on conventional business lines, using distributors, and working right
out in the open. Indicative of the impunity with which they are going forward is the label used by one of the most successful of the group-the label
is a synonym for a symbol of piracy. The trade wonders: Why don't the major
diskeries move to stop them?
The majors have several answers. They are, of course, cognizant of
the problem, and their legal departments have been investigating. They
find it difficult to track the offenders down. If they find one, he flies the coop.
It's expensive. One major said that it was combating the problem with a
heavy program of collectors' reissues.
All these answers seem to point to one conclusion that is supported
by a good body of trade thinking: That there is nothing in the statutes to
stop disk bootlegging...The offenders must be hunted down via civil actions,
on such bases as unfair competition and violation of proprietary interests.
Similarly, so- called record "counterfeiting," which is the practice of
pressing current hits on a duplication of the original label, is in an ambiguous legal status. In the course of tracking down "counterfeiters" of rhythm
and blues hits on the Coast recently, it soon evolved that the courts don't
recognize such a thing as "counterfeiting" of record labels-apparently only
money can be counterfeited. Again, it was necessary to resort to civil actions
to get injunctive and other relief, or to track the offenders down for failure
to pay excise taxes.

BY JERRY

WEXLER

NEW YORK, May 12.

Granz vs. Harris
question of what proprietary rights a performer, diskery or producer has in a recorded musical performance has come up in the case
of Norman Granz vs. Herbert Harris, doing business as Stinson Trading
The

Company.
Harris obtained possession by sale of a set of "Jazz at the Philharmonic"
masters. Granz, represented by Bergerman & Hourwich, is seeking to recover the masters; part of his case is based on his contention that Harris violated [his] proprietary rights in the disks by cutting them from 12 to 10 -inch

Aretha Franklin and Jerry Wexler, former Billboard reporter and record producer who was
Senior Partner of Atlantic Records and Senior Vice President of Warner Bros. Records.

a

disks by deleting part of the music. The defendant's attorney, Warren
Troob, countered with the claims that the performances on the records are
not copyrightable... and that the records pressed from the masters, having
been sold to the public become public domain property by dedication. Troob
cites the case by RCA vs. Whiteman...that the recording of an unpublished
copyright is an act of dedication of the tune into the public domain.
78 rpm

Possible Headaches

The Granz vs. Harris case, tried in Southern District Court, New York, has
been heard, but no decision has yet been handed down. If the court
should find for the defendant and support the contention that the sale of a
record puts it in public domain, the disk business will have another problem

on its hands along with the Igoe decision and the ambiguous bootleg disks.
Another potentially important issue is raised in the same case, where
Granz claims that Harris, on releasing the records on a 33 1/3 rpm platter,
also violated Granz's proprietary rights in the musical renditions and performances on the masters. Should this contention be upheld, the disk business would have still another far reaching problem to contend with, what

with the great amount of material that has been and is being transferred
from shellac to 331/3 and 45 rpm disks. In most cases, not another disk promoter, but the artists involved could have something to say about such trans-Billboard, May 19, 1951
fers if the Granz position were to be upheld.

0

Peter Gabriel.

Overseas, dancehall has catapulted such artists as
Shabba Ranks to worldwide prominence.
Another broad genre that makes widespread
use of the technological innovations of the '80s is
dance music, along with its myriad subcategories:
techno, rave, trance, industrial, etc. The music of
212 BILLBOARD
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Nine Inch Nails, Aphex Twin, Snap!, and Clivilles
& Cole, among others, eschews traditional instruments for the more edgy and adventurous possibilities of the synthesizer, drum machine, and sampler.
These machines became so prevalent in pop
music that many industry leaders complained of
technological overload. In the late '80s and early
'90s, a rash of live -to -track performances highlighted the shortcomings of prefabricated music.
The backlash escalated into scandal when it
was revealed in late 1990 that the dance /pop duo
Milli Vanilli, recipients of that year's Grammy award
for best new artists, did not sing on their album.
The group was stripped of its Grammy, embarrassing the National Academy of Recording Arts
& Sciences, which administers the awards, and the
entire industry.
MCA Music Entertainment Group chairman
Al Teller, in an address that was excerpted in
Billboard on Sept. 28, 1991, declared that the indus-

try seemed "locked in a technological arms race.'
He lamented the "invasion of increasingly more
sophisticated synthesizers, samplers, and comput
ers into the recording process," the result of which
had been "a lot of one -hit wonders in recent years
... fabricated icons... visionless virtuosos, cut and
pasted together with multitrack magic and pumped
up by electronic steroids masquerading as musical
muscle."
As Teller's harsh words suggested, a backlash
was clearly afoot, and it was reflected in the styled
music that emerged at the time. Synth -pop gave way
to the guitar- fueled rock of Nirvana, Pearl Jam, the
Black Crowes, Spih Doctors, and a host of other,
more "organic" bands.
However, even the renaissance of roots -oft
ented rock did not quiet the MIDI revolt. In fact,
musicians found ways to apply the benefits of dig
ital technology to music of all genres, from traditionally audiophile modern jazz and classical to
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incorporates full- motion video into a compact disc.
We will always be able to count on pioneers
to lead the way. Already, such artists as the former
Prince, Peter Gabriel, Todd Rundgren, Thomas
Dolby, and Billy Idol are experimenting with these
new formats, and with others that are not yet
reducible to an acronym.
Audio for the sake of audio will probable
cease to exist as a computer-literate, multimedia
minded generation comes of age. The likely result
of this blurring of distinctions between music and
pictures, between reality and virtual reality, will
be a radical revision in the ways that musicians
approach their music and in the ways that record
labels interact with musicians.
To the extent that record labels will even be
necessary when music is delivered digitally, or
encoded on microscopic chips rather than discs or
tapes, they will probably have ceased their traditional interaction with artists. The concept of the
megadeal- brought to the fore in the early '90s vu
the highly touted signings or re- signings of Janet
Jackson, Michael Jackson, Madonna, the Rolling
Stones, Aerosmith, ZZ Top, Motley Crue, and
Prince-will need to be updated. Already, the extramusical components of the Michael Jackson.
Madonna, and Prince deals suggest that both the
artists and the labels are adopting a more progressive attitude toward their relationship. This
trend will necessarily continue as entertainment
-

Pearl Jam.

typically analog rock and folk.
Indeed, MIDI's greatest legacy might be that it
allows musicians of all calibers and styles to set up
inexpensive but high -quality recording studios.
The miracle of the home studio became the
boon of musicians and the bane of the professional
recording- studio industry. In a flare -up that erupted in Los Angeles in the late '80s, the pro sector
protested the competition from home and "project" studios.
A July 29, 1989, headline in Billboard's Pro
AudioNideo section said it all: "Home Is Where
The Heat Is In Recording-Studio Debate." While
the two sides fought it out, Daryl Dragon (better
known as the Captain in Captain & Tennille) mediated the debate in an eloquent commentary that
advised musicians to "record wherever [they] feel

comfortable."
Musicians must have taken the advice to heart,
because the home- recording movement took on
massive dimensions, and it continues to proliferate today. Among the many recent albums that
were recorded entirely at home are Phil Collins'
"Both Sides "and Adrian Belew's "Here," both
released in 1994. Artists who work at home marvel at the creative freedom they feel when they are
freed from big- studio budgets and schedules.
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Few would argue that these home studios will
ever replace professional facilities, but the movement
signals a hands-on approach that could conceivably
filter to other aspects of the industry. In fact, digital
delivery of music -be it over existing coaxial cable
networks, conventional phone lines, or yet- to -beinstalled fiber-optic systems
likely to galvanize
the industry in the coming years, just as the digital
medium itself did in the '80s. For instance, computer
networks are emerging as conduits of information
about music, and soon they will be able not only to

-is

inform interested subscribers about their favorite
bands, but also to deliver the music itself.
In high -end studios, digital delivery via ISDN
has already been used on Frank Sinatra's "Duets"
album, allowing partners to sing "with" 01' Blue
Eyes from remote parts of the world, their vocal
tracks phoned into the central studio. (ISDN, or
"integrated services digital network," is a medium
that allows two -way, real -time transmission of CDquality audio via phone lines.)
The digital revolution is likely to continue on
its protean course, embracing other forms of media,
such as CD- Interactive (CD -I) and CD -ROM, which
allow users to "interact" with a program by accessing an extensive menu of sound and picture options
on a computer or TV screen, and CD- Video, which

Nirvana.

becomes more complex.

However complex the art and business of
music become in the decades ahead, talent will
always out. As Al Teller noted in his commentary
in Billboard, "While we may be dazzled by all th'
technical wizardry, we should not be blinded to
simple truth... that it still takes the talents of
gifted artist to make these instruments truly sing.
Paul Verna is pro audio /technology editor and
album -reviews co- editor at Billboard. In his t?
years with the magazine, he has held the posit;
of copy editor, reporter, associate marketing edit,
and senior writer.
.
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ohn Tesh joins the Christmas Symphony Orchestra to bring
ou this collection of classic Christmas songs inspired by the
arm family gatherings of the holidays. Songs like "Little
Drummer Boy ", "O Teannenbaum" and "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing" resound with renewed brilliance.
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A collection of classic carols and original compositions
in arrangements that will fill your home with the
magic of the season. Highlights include John Tesh's
original composition, "The Homecoming ".
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PALACE MUSIC HALL REOPENS BOON.

DID HESS 000D.

(Special to The Billboard).
a big time rootlet!!
theater on Clark atrrrt, Is now In the hands of
renovators and decorator being thorul7 over
booted In pr. paratlon for the coming season.
which opens August IS.

New fork, July 31 tSpeclal to The Billboard).
-Everybody'. remarking on the spirit shown

eldesto. Aug.

Mee

'S

Palace Music 11111

JULIA RINO BUNMERINO AT MT. CLEMENS.

Irving Berlin since his return from London.
Merlin's "Pm glad to get back home" runner
is the chief topic of conversation for the inhabitants of music row. But it must be rementtere.i by the recorders of great events that
the trip bad an equally good effect on ('III!
Hew, who accompanied Berlin upon the whole
trip (and upon the piano). Those who reinem
by

Corms ., Mich., Ans. i (Special to The ber bow hard Cliff worked last season know he
RIIlboardl. -Niles Julia Ring Is summering at was entitled to a vacation. Berlin's. own, con.
this resort. !the has been working In a taud# Aientlal arranger and secretary. made the best
vil sketch. The Slim Sbe Met, In whleb James of things. and came back as enthusiastic as a
Norval takes the part of leading man. They church deacon sent to the Holy City upon a
bave been on the Pacific Coast. but tiniest their vaca (ion.
last eigagemeot In Denver a short time ago
and

came dtrectly

FRED

DUPREE

to Mount Clemens.

HAS AUTO

scratched some characters which he intimates Is hare to revise Mme of their jokes-the to)
hilt John Hancock in Japanese. It looks like Id tellable Dora.
shorthand to us. Cressy and iayne expect to re
E. G. Newman. one of the levees of tee Mt
turn to the pod old U. S. A. early in Sep tetra. jcstic Theater La Salle. I11., has beta GNAW'
bet.
to Insuate lbe new First street vaudeell i(MI
Johnny sun Ella ( /aly, co -star. In little Miss by the board of directors of the IA Salle ß1M
M'snp company last season, are opening the prise Company.
summer at their cottage on Lake Okauchee.
W. J. Rest, manager of the Majestlr 7kq
Wis.. with their parents and sercral members
ter, Kewanee. 111., has leased the Grand
seanext
of the company. Rehearsals for the
ter for three year aid will present ors
son will start in a few weeks, with the same
and musket comedies during the winter.
east of principals.
Grand will open August 24.
Marie Fanchonetti, who has teen accorded
Dixon sod Fails have six more weeks of
much praise In the put several seasons with
to play In the South, sod will
ungagrment
season
In
next
Iii
be
seen
comedies.
musical
vacation in Chicago.
weeks'
spend
two
and
six
vaudrvii supported by Murray Hauls
I h.
not Is :nun- which they will open for W. V. M. A.
singing and dancing damsel.

'lbe Emptes. 'Theater. Elbert
new

MAE WEST

Sweeney and Rooney Just Anlsbt ten

Kentucky.

n, Felix Blet.

Queer and Quaint will be seen la Dort
next season. in one of the Progresdr el
shows, starting r.hearuls in New York 17q,
August 1S.
estskl'iM
11. 11. Walton aal E. it. hang hate
the iteliance Theatrical Exchange. Los Asgeka
Cal., and bate built up a fine rateletll curette

LeRoy, Talmo and Bosco ate coming to Amer.
tes next month.
The (Treat Raymond Is being shown le mot
y Company bas a !ASKS
lag pictures; the 1:
foot Aim very clever!. arronted. showing
of hand tricks and several eoovlietng i 1i .loos.
De Hollis Is rehearsing s arw act In Chleago,
be will go with the Great Nicola Show to South
Africa next month.
Howard Thurston 1s 'pending his tatillon In
-

light

that vicinity.
Allaa Mdellne Trout. ptsying with the Maw
Comedy Company. ,was the guest of hoax
reception given by Miss Ethel M. Fisher,
Richlands. Vs., while visiting there.
Cersrd and Gardner arc playing a abort is
gaiemmnt lhru l'unnrctieut wltti their cooed/
sketch. Dooley and the Diamond. They sts
looked to open In England October 5.

Europe.

will

be one

of the feature. of

Cott
time
NICOLA'S I'ItOOILSM ON lion TOUR (W THY.
WORNt -part. I. Magic Horticulture; Athol
la's Csodlr; Umbrella Transformation; The
Lamp of the Stystics: Magic Flowers of lolls:
lee Drim That Can't Ile Hest. The Astral Itrl.le
sod Brahmin ¡'rirat; Multiplying and chanting
Rice; Hand Table; The Metamorphosis of a
Doll; The ihuel; Changeable Flowers; The Rogne
of Dktgene.: Borrowed Rings: The !Leming
Canaries: The i .!rit Hall; Human Hen: Card
Haolpuistton,
Part 2.
Prisoner of Rxnen;
Creation; The Motile Mystery: The Throve of
Delhi; Handkerchief Manipulation; Cballenxr
Ilao4cnt7 and idox Escapes.
Aroa Held Company, over the John

"tie Terre Haute (louse Co., Terre Iloilo.
Ind.. have leased the Grand Opera (louse to W
S.. C. A C. Circuit for a term of ten years. it $1
annual rental of 510.000.
Jeanette D'Artille cornetist and dancer. Al
seen this season with complete new tide
uncut.
She nnounces that she Is glad to M

t

back in good old U. S. A.
The Aerial Cromwell. are meeting with no
cc.. oo the Orpbeum circuit with their novelty
aerial act, playing Portland lire., last week.
l'Irrl soi King closed August 2. at Vsir
Park. Kansas City. Kans.. and will spend '
vsealloim at Miss King's home In Paoli. lot
Arthur A. Frudenfeld. manager of the

BERLIN.
Kerlin. Germany, Jnly
pondroee).- 1.IIIlan Itns.rll

211

ISpetlal

erorres

and her husband.
Alexaodrr P. %bore. the Ale newspaper man of
Pittsburgh. l'a.. base cabled from Inndon for
s suite of rooms at the Prieto!.
Thurston. the magician. 1s advertised to open
tu ». August 11, sod much interest In tits

je.tic Theater, Waterloo. will

and

Miss West Is generally

acnowkdgr.l

to be one of taudeell'a cl

t singing wangle..

vs

Memo and Nemo, barrel jumpers and et
are spending a month at their bole

turist.
to

By Hamilton Coleoaa.

theatrical writers are

a

go another serious operation.

CHIMES.

DRAMATIC EDITORS.

manage

vii house In Davenport. Iowa. next season.
May Owens. in Just a Little Nifty No
tened July ^.8, at Portland. Mahe, for Chu
after two weeks' vaeat3oa.
(toy S. Ewen. recently appearing to to
Is at the West tilde Hospital. Chicago, to

p-

ptaranee is manifest.
The Flyint Martins will be seen here August
2 to September 27.
The sale of "Bltlyboy" Is steadily Increasing.
Quite a number of ktoks now expose It for
sale. sud It is often seen in the bands or
pedestrians.

Dramatic edltors

weeks

Marcus Loew In New York. and opened at
ter Park, Cincinnati. July 20, for Mathews
pie weeks of parks.
Miss Slay hell. Lyon, who for the past k
has been with the !forelock sod Watson's
strrla. Is .;wnling the summer at ber bone

AMONO MAGICIANB.

Clog I.tng Poo

and Otte

house. now tinder onstrnetlea
Iowa, will open September

Des Mollies,
The house will play SullivanCooaidlse aria.
Harry La Deli bas arranged for a new
for hi l'Ickininn7 Minstrel Boys. and will
et
the big little time this season. The set
four people and special scenery.

ACCIDENT.

New York, July 2R (Speelal to The itlll
board).--Our old friend. Fred Dupree. tandevil
setor, was thtuwo from his own automobile
yesterday when it eraht into an elevated tall
road pillar it 22.th street and Broadway. Fred
Is suffering from s compound fracture of the
awe and Lacerations of the face inn hand..
His mother and a few others were also thrown
from the msthlne and more or leas Injured.

the

audrril

Decaups you are

aspiring to join the mighty

not only p1tiledged to use our van,1etil notes
few
with or without credit. but are urged to help
themselves to whatever tn.trfal they may And And living in an attic mom on air,
Is Ibis or any other department of the paper, Don't think the world's conspiring against your
plans sal you,
whenever they see At.
We will furnish cuts of any actor or actress The wi -rid does Dot remember you. or care.
that appears In our columns free of charge. We Just hustle on and newer mind the rabbles'
praise or blame;
always hate dipllratra on hand. and can forward same promptly on receipt of a telegram. Poor you'll notice that the smoke goes up the
chimney just the same!
Our blogrsleal department Is also at your
disposal.
Whenever so actor, actress. vaulevll
" '7.i In ourselves that we art thus or thus"
artist or showman Atnrea In a news story. It 1oo
the poet said;
very likely that we ran furnish yon. not only s
who is Ilring, and no matter
no
tut, hot a coronet.. history of his or her life And whomatter
Is dead:
and pr..fea.i.nal career.
And no matter who you are or what you do.
This sertirr Is gratis also. When regnrated
or whence you came,
to and restricted to a prescribed number of
You will notice that the smoke goes up the
wools, we will wire data.
chimney just the 'sine!

Quincy,

111.

seed by U. S. Feldtran, and buokt by Al. Wilton.

Harry De('leo, juggler. Is making goof will
the lieber Brothers' Show Ihru the Central

(Irate and Monte Willis are playing at Chester
Park. Cincinnati, where they re engaged until
September 15, after which they will go eut, being book' to March 3, 1014. 'They then contemplate making a trip abroad to play return
erg aged ents In the Orient.

States, and reports
Millard Brothers
at Pittsburg. July
mer on their farm

Charles lt, ti11gh and others are Interested In
vaudevil house to be built In
the erection of
((rand Rapids, Mich.. on the old court house
seating capacity of 2,000
site. It is to have
and olli cost 5150.000.
John Westl.y cloned with the loll !'layers st
Hartford, Conn to join Cohaa aid Harries
Nearly Married company, which opens at Aus
the Gaiety The
bury Fork. August IS, and
Ater. New fork City. ariy in September.

t

is preparing a small tabloid
musical comedy to be baikt tltru the South by

Arthur Higgins

the .how doing big budua
closed a season of 47 woks
26. sod will spend Its It*
at Eagle Mills. N. Y.
O'Neill A Guilford are In their troth wed
with KadellKritchtleld Show. under mesa
playing last week at Campbellsville. Ky.
Brooder A Browder, German comedians. N
touring the south for Sam Masseil, enjoying to
scruti, work and small jumps.
Slantell's Marionette open their seas'
Pilotage. circuit, playing California
Northwest, with an Australian tour b
u

O. NI.

Young. of Chicago. will opcn
hour' in the (ells

e

soh-lure and vaudevll

ton,

Ill.

Eddie Iloner1, the craay tumbling clove.
1

Mae West. whose career was constantly threatened by censorship, appears on a page from 1913.
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Censure & Censorship
BY CHARLES M. YOUNG
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shamelessly proud of the bulge in his Calvin Klein
underpants, the public finds itself unceasingly thinking about something it would not otherwise choose
to think about. Sensing itself under assault, the public demands restrictions on commercial speech.
Restrictions mean less money for bill posters.
The above insight appears

to have dawned on Bates,
because two weeks later he
argues, with spectacular lack of
prescience, that "objectionable
advertising seems destined to
go." Of course the advertising

The Jan. 7, 1922, issue of Billboard reports that
the Motion Picture Owners Chamber of Commerce
(MPOCC) is banning a movie because its star, one
Fred K. Beauvais, has figured prominently in a sensational divorce scandal. The unnamed movie had
already been passed for public viewing by the New
York State Board of Censors.
The Billboard reporter clearly
sees the MPOCC ban as "an
attempt to establish superiority

"instruct children and youth in methods
miffing crime, establish false standards of so,
scoff at prohibition and undermine resp.
authority." With millions of dollars at stake in a.,
lapsed economy, Hollywood, now centralized it
the studio system and an easier mark, gives in to:
WCTU and adopts the Production Code ( initi.:
directed by Will H. Hays) in 1930. Hollywood, h,
ever, fails to follow its own strictures with suffi,
rigor, and by 1934 the House of Representative,
.

over the State Board and to
holding hearings on national censorship, while
embarrass" it, thus heading off
Catholic church charters the Legion of Dean,
further government censorship
organizing thousands to boycott "salacious" file
he wants to go is in newspapers,
in favor of self- censorship.
Billboard runs features with headlines like "All Sh,
the bill posters' chief competiBeauvais "is an attraction
Biz Eyes Censor," describing movies, live drat,
tion for advertising dollars.
only because of his connection
burlesque, and news dealers as under relentless a
"Fumigation" is necessary for
with a notorious divorce case,
unprecedented attack.
the medical ads (such as the
the details of which might best
Following a truce in the culture war for
"opium habit cure ") that polbe kept from the public in the
duration of World War II, a sociological earthqu.
lute columns of "otherwise
papers, on the screen or in the
shakes America with such force that the aftershl
clean" publications, and Bates
courts," says William A. Brady,
to this day are knocking people in the dirt. For
urges the moralists to get on
president of the MPOCC. "If one
first time in history, teenagers discover themsel
with it. If you can't beat 'em,
can become famous through
as a separate subculture. Madison Avenue disc
distract 'em.
murder, divorce or scandal, then
ers teenagers as a separate market. Parents disco,
The stratagem proves inencouragement only goes to
teenagers behaving oddly. Editors discover that
effective. Over the next decade,
spread the present wave of crime.
ents will buy magazines that analyze why teenag.
Mike Curb.
a new technology called the
Governor Miller forced the pasare behaving oddly. Social scientists discover
moving picture revolutionizes
sage of the moving picture censame thing. Politicians discover a scapegoat. Hen,
show biz. Billboard's beat evolves from the billboard
sorship, it is said, because he took his daughter to
the birth of "juvenile delinquency." It is bad,
to the entertainment advertised thereon, and the
see a movie one night that offended him."
going up, and only communism generates more t,
forces of censorship must confront a commercial
Note the escalation of Machiavellian hypocrisy
Estes Kefauver, a Democratic senator fr(
art form far more seductive than wall posters: the
as the state becomes more involved. On the busiTennessee with presidential ambitions, decide,
movies.
ness side, Brady assumes a fulsomely pious pose to
hold hearings in 1954. His star witness is a libel
In 1912, the magazine alternates between glee
flank Governor Miller and the State Board of
psychiatrist named Fredric Wertham, who had tesat the money movies are generating and alarm at
Censors. With the small sacrifice
tified before the Supreme
the prospect of severe censorship. Reading, Pa., for
of Beauvais' career, he hopes
Court during Brown vs. The
example, is reported as a "hotbed of moving piceveryone will get back to buying
Board of Education on the
ture censorship agitation. So virulent is the antagtickets and stop worrying about
deleterious effects of segregaonism against many of the films exhibited in the
the cultural climate. And Govtion. Wertham blames virtunickelodeon that certain of the most influential resernor Miller has set a precedent
ally all juvenile delinquency
idents of the state of Pennsylvania have formed an
that will be echoed down through
on crime comic books, and
organization which will investigate the intentions
the decades: It is children (as
Kefauver -all the while disof the moving picture manufacturers as well as
opposed to the uncontrollable
avowing censorship-forces
inspect most keenly the policies of the National
male libido) that must be propublishers to accept the
Board of Censorship and ascertain whether the laxtected. Note also the subtext of
Comics Code, thus disemity of which Pennsylvanians accuse this body is the
tabloid journalism: The public
boweling an art form until
result of politics or commercialism." Though a couplainly cannot get enough of the
rise of underground com
ple steps closer to objectivity than Charles Austin
divorce scandal that supposedly
the late '60s.
Bates in 1902, the writer is plainly worried that agijustifies banning the movie.
Comic books fall outs
tation will lead to the "first effective film censorIn the late '20s comes yet
Billboard's normal beat a
ship." He further reports that the Powers Moving
another grand leap in technology:
are given only passing m
Picture Company has "voluntarily put the ban on
movies with soundtracks. Public
tion. The magazine does gi
all Western pictures" and has told its "scenario writinterest in motion pictures hits a
extensive coverage to cha
ers" to remove "suggestions of a venomous, degradnew peak, as do demands for centhat the relatively new medi
Clive Davis.
ing and immoral tendency."
sorship. Billboard starts 1930 with
of television is contributing
After World War I, Billboard adopts the pola motto of "Only News That
juvenile delinquency. Vas
icy, "If you can't beat 'em or embarrass 'em or disMeans Something. No Scandal To Dishonor the
more powerful and already censored by the FCC, tele
tract 'em, disguise yourself as the enemy." In the
Profession," but by the end of the year it has dropped
vision proves better able to defend itself, hiring
'20s, the magazine tries out the motto "Decorum
the futile strategy of trying to sound as moral as the
own experts to show that the murder rate had gor.
Dignity- Decency" and fitfully explores a strategy moralists. When the WCTU holds its national con- down 2.2% in the video -saturated cities and gone
of making concessions to social conservatives that
vention in Houston on Nov. 29, Billboard bills itself
9.6% in video -starved rural regions. "TV Say-,
head off government censorship. And it must be
as "The Theatrical, Motion Picture and Show World
Guilty' Of Juvenile Crime," reads the Oct. 9, i4'
headed off. The Jazz Age-with its new music, new
Review," boldly headlining the WCTU as "New
headline of Billboard, followed by a favorable
dances, and new cult of Hollywood celebrity-has
Censorship Menace." And it is. The WCTU wants
tonal titled "Don't Blame It On TV," which dismis,
the moralists truly jazzed.
the Federal Trade Commission to prohibit films that
critics as "pressure groups and malcontents."
:
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shamelessly proud of the bulge in his Calvin Klein
The Jan. 7, 1922, issue of Billboard reports that
underpants, the public finds itself unceasingly thinkthe Motion Picture Owners Chamber of Commerce
ing about something it would not otherwise choose
MPOCC) is banning a movie because its star, one
to think about. Sensing itself under assault, the pubFred K. Beauvais, has figured prominently in a senlic demands restrictions on commercial speech.
sational divorce scandal. The unnamed movie had
Restrictions mean less money for bill posters.
already been passed for public viewing by the New
The above insight appears
York State Board of Censors.
to have dawned on Bates,
The Billboard reporter clearly
because two weeks later he
sees the MPOCC ban as "an
argues, with spectacular lack of
attempt to establish superiority
prescience, that "objectionable
over the State Board and to
advertising seems destined to
embarrass" it, thus heading off
go." Of course the advertising
further government censorship
he wants to go is in newspapers,
in favor of self-censorship.
the bill posters' chief competiBeauvais "is an attraction
tion for advertising dollars.
only because of his connection
"Fumigation" is necessary for
with a notorious divorce case,
the medical ads (such as the
the details of which might best
"opium habit cure ") that polbe kept from the public in the
lute columns of "otherwise
papers, on the screen or in the
clean" publications, and Bates
courts," says William A. Brady,
urges the moralists to get on
president of the MPOCC. "If one
with it. If you can't beat 'em,
can become famous through
distract 'em.
murder, divorce or scandal, then
The stratagem proves inencouragement only goes to
effective. Over the next decade,
spread the present wave of crime.
Mike Curb.
a new technology called the
Governor Miller forced the pasmoving picture revolutionizes
sage of the moving picture censhow biz. Billboard's beat evolves from the billboard
sorship, it is said, because he took his daughter to
to the entertainment advertised thereon, and the
see a movie one night that offended him."
forces of censorship must confront a commercial
Note the escalation of Machiavellian hypocrisy
art form far more seductive than wall posters: the
as the state becomes more involved. On the busimovies.
ness side, Brady assumes a fulsomely pious pose to
In 1912, the magazine alternates between glee
flank Governor Miller and the State Board of
at the money movies are generating and alarm at
Censors. With the small sacrifice
the prospect of severe censorship. Reading, Pa., for
of Beauvais' career, he hopes
example, is reported as a "hotbed of moving piceveryone will get back to buying
ture censorship agitation. So virulent is the antagtickets and stop worrying about
onism against many of the films exhibited in the
the cultural climate. And Govnickelodeon that certain of the most influential resernor Miller has set a precedent
idents of the state of Pennsylvania have formed an
that will be echoed down through
organization which will investigate the intentions
the decades: It is children (as
of the moving picture manufacturers as well as
opposed to the uncontrollable
inspect most keenly the policies of the National
male libido) that must be proBoard of Censorship and ascertain whether the laxtected. Note also the subtext of
ity of which Pennsylvanians accuse this body is the
tabloid journalism: The public
result of politics or commercialism." Though a couplainly cannot get enough of the
ple steps closer to objectivity than Charles Austin
divorce scandal that supposedly
Bates in 1902, the writer is plainly worried that agijustifies banning the movie.
tation will lead to the "first effective film censorIn the late '20s comes yet
ship." He further reports that the Powers Moving
another grand leap in technology:
Picture Company has "voluntarily put the ban on
movies with soundtracks. Public
all Western pictures" and has told its "scenario writinterest in motion pictures hits a
ers" to remove "suggestions of a venomous, degradnew peak, as do demands for cenClive
ing and immoral tendency."
sorship. Billboard starts 1930 with
After World War I, Billboard adopts the pola motto of "Only News That
icy, "If you can't beat 'em or embarrass 'em or disMeans Something. No Scandal To Dishonor the
tract 'em, disguise yourself as the enemy." In the
Profession," but by the end of the year it has dropped
'20s, the magazine tries out the motto "Decorum
the futile strategy of trying to sound as moral as the
Dignity-Decency" and fitfully explores a strategy moralists. When the WCTU holds its national conof making concessions to social conservatives that
vention in Houston on Nov. 29, Billboard bills itself
head off government censorship. And it must be
as "The Theatrical, Motion Picture and Show World
headed off. The Jazz Age-with its new music, new
Review," boldly headlining the WCTU as "New
dances, and new cult of Hollywood celebrity-has
Censorship Menace." And it is. The WCTU wants
the moralists truly jazzed.
the Federal Trade Commission to prohibit films that
(

-
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"instruct children and youth in methods of committing crime, establish false standards of social life,
scoff at prohibition and undermine respect for
authority." With millions of dollars at stake in a collapsed economy, Hollywood, now centralized into
the studio system and an easier mark, gives in to the
WCTU and adopts the Production Code (initially
directed by Will H. Hays) in 1930. Hollywood, however, fails to follow its own strictures with sufficient
rigor, and by 1934 the House of Representatives is
holding hearings on national censorship, while the
Catholic church charters the Legion of Decency,
organizing thousands to boycott "salacious" films.
Billboard runs features with headlines like "All Show
Biz Eyes Censor," describing movies, live drama,
burlesque, and news dealers as under relentless and
unprecedented attack.
Following a truce in the culture war for the
duration of World War II, a sociological earthquake
shakes America with such force that the aftershocks
to this day are knocking people in the dirt. For the
first time in history, teenagers discover themselves
as a separate subculture. Madison Avenue discovers teenagers as a separate market. Parents discover
teenagers behaving oddly. Editors discover that parents will buy magazines that analyze why teenagers
are behaving oddly. Social scientists discover the
same thing. Politicians discover a scapegoat. Hence,
the birth of "juvenile delinquency." It is bad, it is
going up, and only communism generates more fear.
Estes Kefauver, a Democratic senator from
Tennessee with presidential ambitions, decides to
hold hearings in 1954. His star witness is a liberal
psychiatrist named Fredric Wertham, who had testified before the Supreme
Court during Brown vs. The
Board of Education on the
deleterious effects of segregation. Wertham blames virtually all juvenile delinquency
on crime comic books, and
Kefauver -all the while disavowing censorship- forces

publishers to accept

the

Comics Code, thus disemboweling an art form until the
rise of underground comics in
the late '60s.
Comic books fall outside
Billboard's normal beat and
are given only passing mention. The magazine does give
extensive coverage to charges
that the relatively new medium
Davis.
of television is contributing to
juvenile delinquency. Vastly
more powerful and already censored by the FCC, television proves better able to defend itself, hiring its
own experts to show that the murder rate had gone
down 2.2% in the video-saturated cities and gone up
9.6% in video -starved rural regions. "TV Says Not
Guilty' Of Juvenile Crime," reads the Oct. 9, 1954,
headline of Billboard, followed by a favorable editorial titled "Don't Blame It On TV," which dismisses
critics as "pressure groups and malcontents."
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By the end of the '50s, Kefauver gets aced out
of the presidency, and more sober sociologists are
pointing out that juvenile delinquency has no meaning, since one town might define it as insubordination and another town as murder. As for juvenile
felonies, they appear to be the result of society making promises of success to children and then offering a grossly unfair chance of achieving it to large
segments of the population (see "Delinquency &
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Records

Opportunity" [1960] by Richard Cloward and Lloyd
Ohlin), an unpromising concept for both politicians
and magazine editors. Besides, there is this new generation coming along, the biggest and greatest group
of kids in history. No point in smearing the baby
boom. Too much money to be made. Libertarian
forces go on the march and, except for a few record
burnings when John Lennon says the Beatles are
more popular than Jesus, the opposition keeps a

a

Freedom

GONE

fairly low profile until the fall of 1970.
The next big outbreak of censorship is fueled
not by a revolutionary new technology (unless you
count guitar distortion), but by a revolution, period.
The Nixon White House comes to see the youth subculture as an implacable foe for shutting down most
of the country after the invasion of Cambodia. In a
speech written by William Safire (whose ability to
read still disappears in the presence of rock lyrics),
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Vice President Spiro Agnew presents a list of 22
songs he wants banned from the radio on the grounds
that they promote drug use. Most of the songs are

antidrug or have nothing to do with drugs, but
Billboard spends most of 1970
covering the music industry's
debate over how to respond.
What begins in the tragedy of
Vietnam ends in one of the most
farcical episodes in musical history.
In the Nov. 7, 1970, issue,
Mike Curb, then president of
MGM Records, announces he is
dropping 18 acts who promote
hard drugs. Claiming to be taking a huge financial risk by

dumping groups who "come
into your office, wipe out your
secretary, waste the time of your

-

STUDIOS
213/876 -8733
FAX 213/876 -8143
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Billboard persists in its lib-

ertarian sentiments throughout
the late '80s ( "PMRC Is Again
On The Warpath" reads a typically objective headline on July
4, 1987), but it takes the radical
step of giving the opposition
access. The Commentary column, normally concerned with
industry arcana (anyone for the
future of rack jobbing ?), hecomes a smoking battlefield

with heroic figures casting
thunderbolts of invective at
each other. One week, Howard

Bloom, the publicist

and

founder of the anticensorship
group Music In Action, would
Howard Bloom.
deny that rock and rap lyrics
show no concern in the recordwere "riddled with violence and
ing studio, abuse the equipment
sexual perversion." Another week Jennifer Norand then... break up," Curb says he hopes to inspire
wood, executive director of the PMRC, would deny
radio stations to follow suit. In subsequent weeks,
that her group was in favor of censorship. Both sides
Billboard gives prominent display to Curb's critics:
had obvious holes in their arguments -lots of bands
witch
hunt"
Columbia
president
"An artistic
says
do sing about sex and violence, and the PMRC did
Clive Davis; "a patently reprehensible attempt to
advocate censorship by corporations and by the
Hendrix
and
Janis
recent
of
Jimi
exploit" the
deaths
government (in her 1987 book, "Raising PG Kids In
Joplin, says A &M vice president Gil Friesen. And it
An X -Rated Society," Tipper Gore advocates pulling
gradually becomes clear that the 18 acts have been
the licenses of radio stations that play objectionable
cut because they are not selling records, while Eric
music). The controversy goes into temporary remisof
psychedelics,
Burdon, notorious as an advocate
sion as politicians rediscover two important facts:
stays on the label. Nixon nonetheless endorses the
Unlike downtrodden minority groups, entertainers
culture
(anything
to
distract
the
youth
campaign
make poor scapegoats because
from war crimes), and Curb is
they can state their case effecrewarded for his efforts with a
tively in the media; and enterstint as lieutenant governor of
tainers are less likely to make
California.
campaign contributions if you
Returning as an unindicted
call them perverts.
in
1985
the
co- conspirator
In the Dec. 25, 1993, issue,
Senate hearing on rock lyrics,
runs a long editorial
Billboard
sparks
the
new technology again
spelling out a position of no cennext major censorship conflasorship by the government, but
gration. America has the new
no endorsement or denial of the
guest in its living room-namely,
violence, sexism, racism, and
cable TV; more namely, MTV
homophobia in certain forms of
and lots of people suddenly
rock, rap, and reggae music
notice that teenagers are behav(not only sung about but pering oddly, or are in grave danpetrated by certain musiciansi.
ger of behaving oddly, because
The editorial fears "the death of
rock lyrics deal with odd subconscience, the corruption of
ject matter. The parallels with
Tipper Gore.
the spirit, and ultimately the
1954 are also odd: A Democratic
destruction of the individual and
with
senator from Tennessee
community. Whenever a culture condones or accompresidential aspirations (Albert Gore) is once again
modates such practices because of their lucrative
of
leading the charge, his army a similar coalition
aspects, or pretends they can be isolated or ignored
establishment liberals, traditional conservatives,
rolled
then the inherent falsehoods can flourish, infecting
fundamentalist reformers, social scientists -all
and despoiling the social contract itself."
up into the Parents' Music Resource Center, led by
Edward M. Gomez of the ACLU responds in
hearing
and
the senator's wife (Tipper Gore). The
the Jan. 29, 1994, issue of Billboard that it is not
subsequent debate make for hilarious theater, with
only government that can censor. Corporations can
each side assuming a stance of righteous indignablock the expression of their artists' ideas as well as
tion and effectively knocking the other guy out of

promotion people, abuse the
people in your organization,

MASTERING

his stance on cross -examination. After a lengthy
debate, much of the record industry agrees to a self
labeling system, whereby a warning sticker is placed
on albums with provocative content.

Live long and prosper,

Billboard.
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the government, and are even more vulnerable to
such pressure tactics as the economic boycott. "The
answer to hateful speech," Gomez maintains, "is
more speech-to argue with, counteract, diffuse, or
discredit such messages-but no censorship, by the
government or anyone else, which only silences
debates and threatens free expression."
This intricate, unresolved question of when
editorial and marketing decisions evolve into censorship is one of the battlefields we can look forward to in the next century of wars over expression.
And if the past is any guide, we can expect a chorus of demands for "restraint" with every advance
in communications technology. Expect show biz to
make concessions -whether throwing Fred
Beauvais to the sharks, or acceding to labels
because they need the government to set favorable
rules for new technology in the much bigger war
over money.
Looking back, we can see a people periodically terrified by change as the normal workings of
capitalism inexorably force it on them. If somebody
wants to consume a particular form of expression
be it a picture of an actress with red lips or a gangsta
rapper extolling mass murder -somebody else will
sell it over the objection of the WCTU or the PMRC
or even Billboard. All parties would do well to
remember that large segments of the public are perpetually convinced that the country is suffering an
unprecedented crime wave and moral decline and
that something other than capitalism will be blamed.
Finally, viewed over the past century, freedom
of expression is winning. Despite the occasional

100TH ANNIVERSARY

-

ritual concessions, artists in every form of mes
have a vastly wider array of paint on their palett .
than they did in 1894. The very term "censor" is
discredited that even those who plainly advoca
suppression of provocative speech deny they a
censors as a matter of routine (read any newsy
per column by the PMRC). The New York Sta
Board of Censors long ago met its demise, as d.
the League of Decency and the WCTU. As will t
PMRC. Much like the War Department now ca
ing itself the Defense Department, the FCI
announces itself as the Federal Communication
Commission, not the Federal Censorshi
Commission, even as it censors Howard Stern.
term "libertarian" has such a favorable connot
tion in the midst of relentless vilification of t
ACLU by the Christian right that Republican colu
nists absurdly refer to Ronald Reagan as libertar
ian. If the cycles of our immediate history contin
we can predict that today's gangsta rap will gets
slot on Nick at Nite as wholesome, slightly quai
nostalgia around the year 2014, while the Sena
holds hearings on some now- undreamed -of fo
of entertainment that is causing teenagers to beha
i

oddly.
Charles M. Young has written for Musician, Rol
Stone, Atlantic Monthly, Playboy, and the New Y
Times. In preparing this article, he consulted Ja
Gilberts "A Cycle Of Outrage: America's Rea
To The Juvenile Delinquent In The 1950s," p
lished in 1986 by Oxford University Press, as
as back issues of Billboard.
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Count on Us
FOR ALMOST FORTY YEARS, WALT DISNEY
Records has set the standard for quality, innovative
family audio products backed by aggressive marketing
and merchandising. These standards of excellence
have resulted in Walt Disney Records being the
children's and all- family audio label counted on to
perform year-in, year -out.

Y
For 1995, you can continue to count on Walt
Disney Records to drive the category with exciting
new products and promotions. On the music side,
you'll see hot new soundtracks like the May release
of Pocahontas. classic soundtrack re- releases just in
time for holiday gift- giving, and an all -new Lion King
music album to keep your Spring audio sales roaring.

Y

Reviewed at the Palace, New York. Style- Comedy
and musical.
Iis been many seasons since that four of a kind,
the Marxes, have been in vaudeville. One begins
to realize how much the big time has missed
since the Marx freres stepped out into the heavy
"name" class with their legit. debut in I'll Say She
Is. RKO appears to be learning from the fox passes
of [Keith- Albee] and [Keith -Albee- Orpheum vaudeville circuits,] and as a result we have the Marxes
back, if even for two dates or thereabouts, and others not too numerous, but too risky to mention.
This vehicle fits into vaudeville because it has
the pep, dash and smartness required of big-time
material. Technically it's as much an honest -togoodness act as Chicago is the city of Quiet. Who
cares about such minor details, though, when such
a comedy conglomeration as this packs houses and
stirs up long dormant belly laughs? The affair is
labeled as the "Du Barry Scene" from "Animal
Crackers," but it eventuates as something bigger
and better. The delicately fashioned Du Barry nonsense is preceded by the contract -bridge bit. One
would think they'd bill it; surely it's nothing to

blush about...

With the Storyteller business, look for an all -new
series of My First Read -Along board book and tape
products to join the line -up in February, expanding
the Read -Along franchise to the very young. Plus
you'll see innovative, new Winnie the Pooh
Learning Sets released in the Spring as part of a

RPM
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DB
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hermomettsr

Feedback, n c.
°Music Distribution

Disney -wide Winnie the Pooh product and promotion
campaign. And a new Pocahontas Read -Along,
Sing -Along, and Play-Along will have kids everywhere
reliving the summer film magic again and again.

I

"

Y

Perishable Projekt Minty Fresh
Disc-h(rcl Simple
llc. Noise Southern

When it comes to merchandising, count on us to
continue to provide the creative solutions and materials
as only Disney can do. Because we know that
when you aggressively merchandise Disney audio,
your business grows, and grows, and grows.

Cs

Feedback, Inc. Music Distribution is the nation's fastest growing music
distributor. In addition to carrying the hottest independent labels in the
country, we also have the exclusive line on the RPM, and Thermometer labels as well. Call today to explore all that Feedback has to offer.

Y
Whether it's products, promotions, or merchandising,
we have you covered for 1995. You can count on it!
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Those who know their legit. also know
whereof and wherefore of the two aforementi
Marx Brothers' bits. Our task is but to enligh
that they fit into the ace -house atmosphere as
as Pit Leader Lou Forman, and that's saying loa
If there is anything as funny in its way as the "
Barry Scene" -and as glove -fit for vaudevill
Smith and Dale in their "Hungarian Rhaps
But the Marxes have the advantage in num
With Groucho and Harpo carrying the heavierc
edy loads as per usual, the act tore down the h
when caught and the quartet were called out
four full -fashioned bows. At this show Harpo
a wow bit with Eddie Cantor, also hitting the
with his harpistics. Incidentally Cantor was
visiting in honor of the Marxes and Actors' Ju
-Billboard, April 27,1
Week.
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Count on Us
FOR ALMOST FORTY YEARS, WALT DISNEY
Records has set the standard for quality, innovative
family audio products hacked by aggressive marketing
and merchandising. These standards of excellence
have resulted in Walt Disney Records being the
children's and all- family audio label counted on to
perform year -in, year-out.

V
For 1995, you can continue to count on Walt
Disney Records to drive the category with exciting
new products and promotions. On the music side,
you'll see hot new soundtracks like the May release
of Pocahontas. classic soundtrack re- releases just in
time for holiday gift- giving, and an all -new Lion King
music album to keep your Spring audio sales roaring.

Y

Reviewed at the Palace, New York. Style-Comedy
and musical.
It's been many seasons since that four of a kind,
the Marxes, have been in vaudeville. One begins
to realize how much the big time has missed
since the Marx freres stepped out into the heavy
"name" class with their legit. debut in I'll Say She
Is. RKO appears to be learning from the fox passes
of [Keith -Albee] and [Keith -Albee- Orpheum vaudeville circuits,] and as a result we have the Marxes
back, if even for two dates or thereabouts, and others not too numerous, but too risky to mention.
This vehicle fits into vaudeville because it has
the pep, dash and smartness required of big -time
material. Technically it's as much an honest -togoodness act as Chicago is the city of Quiet. Who
cares about such minor details, though, when such
a comedy conglomeration as this packs houses and
stirs up long dormant belly laughs? The affair is
labeled as the "Du Barry Scene" from "Animal
Crackers," but it eventuates as something bigger
and better. The delicately fashioned Du Barry nonsense is preceded by the contract - bridge bit. One
would think they'd bill it; surely it's nothing to
blush about...

Those who know their legit. also know
whereof and wherefore of the two aforementi
Marx Brothers' bits. Our task is but to enli
that they fit into the ace -house atmosphere as
as Pit Leader Lou Forman, and that's saying
If there is anything as funny in its way as the
I

Barry Scene" -and as glove -fit for vaudevill
Smith and Dale in their "Hungarian Rhaps
But the Marxes have the advantage in num
With Groucho and Harpo carrying the heavier
edy loads as per usual, the act tore down the h
when caught and the quartet were called out
four full- fashioned bows. At this show Harpo
a wow bit with Eddie Cantor, also hitting the
with his harpistics. Incidentally Cantor was
visiting in honor of the Marxes and Actors' Ju
-Billboard, April2?,
Week.

With the Storyteller business, look for an all -new
series of My First Read -Along board book and tape
products to join the line -up in February, expanding
the Read -Along franchise to the very young. Plus

f
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you'll see innovative, new Winnie the Pooh

Learning Sets released in the Spring as part of a
Disney -wide Winnie the Pooh product and promotion
campaign. And a new Pocahontas Read -Along,
Sing -Along, and Play -Along will have kids everywhere

,,.usic
'Music Distribution

reliving the summer film magic again and again.

V
When it comes to merchandising, count on us to
continue to provide the creative solutions and materials
as only Disney can do. Because we know that
when you aggressively merchandise Disney audio,
your business grows, and grows, and grows.

Y

Perishable Projekt Minty FrE
Noise Southern Dischold Sim.
s

.I

- ~dora Plane`

11
1

Whether it's products, promotions, or merchandising,
we have you covered for 1995. You can count on it!

;

Feedback, Inc. Music Distribution is the nation's fastest growing music
distributor. In addition to carrying the hottest independent labels in the
country, we also have the exclusive line on the RPM, and Thermometer labels as well. Call today to explore all that Feedback has to offer.
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salutes its sister publication
on their 100th anniversary

You've never missed a beat.

(charts continued from

pap 118)
Hello Walls Faron Young
Fall To Pieces Patsy Cline
Still Bill Anderson

60

Mama Sang A Song Bill Anderson
I Guess I'm Crary Jim Reeves

62
63

17

18
19

I

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37

Ho tCountry
Singles & Tracks
October 20, 1958 -June 25, 1994
No.
2

Tite Artist(%)
Walk On By Leroy Van Dyke
Please Help Me, I'm Falling Hank Locklin
He'll Have To Go Jim Reeves

3

Love's Gonna Live Here Buck Owens
Wings Of A Dove Ferlin Husky

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

Alabam
Don't Let Me Cross Over
City Lights
Wolverton Mountain
The Battle Of New Orleans

11

12

My

13
14
15
16

Cowboy Copas
Carl Butler & Pearl
Ray Price
Claude King

Johnny Horton
El Paso Marty Robbins
Heart Skips A Beat Buck Owens
Don't Worry Marty Robbins
Tender Years George Jones
Once A Day Connie Smith
The Three Bells The Browns

38
39

40

Johnny Cash

64
65

You Love Me)

66
67
68
69
70

Country Girl Faron Young
Almost Persuaded David Houston
She Thinks I Still Care George Jones
Devil Woman Marty Robbins
The Same Old Me Ray Price
There Goes My Everything Jack Greene
Waterloo Stonewall Jackson
Understand Your Man Johnny Cash
Dang Me Roger Miller
Act Naturally Buck Owens
Billy Bayou Jim Reeves
Easy Loving Freddie Hart
North To Alaska Johnny Horton
Waitini In Your Welfare Line Buck Owens
Abilene George Hamilton IV
Don't Take Your Guns To Johnny Cash
Town

Giddyup Go Red Sovine

41

Kiss An Angel Good Mornini

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

White Lightning
Saginaw, Michigan
Lonesome 7 -7203
She's Got You
You're The Only World I Know
Before You Go
Foolin' Around
Heartaches By The Number
Think Of Me
I've Got A Tiger By The Tail
Misery Loves Company
I've Been Everywhere
The Ballad OfJed Clampett
I Want To Go With You
Talk Back Trembling Lips
King Of The Road
One More Time

51

52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

28
29
30

Charley Pride
George Jones
Lefty Frizzell

Hawkshaw Hawkins
Patsy Cline
Sonny James
Buck Owens
Buck Owens
Ray Price
Buck Owens
Buck Owens
Porter Wagoner
Hank Snow
Flatt & Scruggs
Eddy Arnold
Ernest Ashworth
Roger Miller
Ray Price
My Hang-Up Is You Freddie Hart

Storms Of Life Randy Travis
Johnny Cash At San Quentin J ohnny Cash
Brand New Man Brooks & Dunn
Loving Proof Ricky Van Shelton

40 Hour Week
Kenny Rogers' Greatest Hits
Stardust
The Chase
Wichita Lineman
The Best Of Charley Pride
Back Home Again
I've Got A Tiger By The Tail
No Holdin' Back
Greatest Hits III

Alabama
Kenny Rogers
Willie Nelson
Garth Brooks
Glen Campbell
Charley Pride
John Denver
Buck Owens
Randy Travis
Hank Williams, Jr.
Lynn Anderson
Charley Pride
Ray Price

Rose Garden
32 Charley Pride Sings Heart Songs
For The Good Times
33
Poncho Sr Lefty Merle Haggard & Willie Nelson
34
My World Eddy Arnold
35
36 The Best Of Charley Pride, Vd. 2 Charley Pride
Ocean Front Property George Strait
37
Ring Of Fire (The Best of Johnny Cash
38

31

TopCountry
Albums
January 11, 1964 -June 25, 1994

No Fences Garth Brooks
Always Forever Randy Travis
Killin' Ttme Clint Black
Some Gave AU Billy Ray Cyrus

1

3

4

7

8

9
10
11

42
43

44

9

2

6

41

Title Artist(s)

Nt.

5

Johnny Cash)

39
40

Ropiri The Wind Garth Brooks
Mountain Music Alabama
Behind Closed Doors Charlie Rich
Somewhere Over The Rainbow Willie Nelson
Greatest Hits Waylon Jennings
The Gambler Kenny Rogers
Always On My Mind Willie Nelson

12
13
14
15
16
228 BILLBOARD

Garth Broo&ts Garth Brooks
Old 8x10 Randy Travis
Kenny Kenny Rogers
The Closer You Get Alabama
Roll On Alabama
100TH ANNIVERSARY

45

Eyes That See In The Dark
Put Yourself In My Shoes
Pickin' On Nashville
Five -O
A Lot About Livin' (And A Little
'Bout Love)
Common Thread: The Songs Of
The Eagles
In Pieces
Waylon & Willie
Right Or Wrong
Reba
Turn The World Around
The Best OfJim Reeves
Fancy Free

Kenny Rogers
Clint Black
Kentucky Headhunters
Hank Williams Jr.
Alan Jackson
Various

71

72
73
74
75

76
77
78

79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87

88
89

90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
f nn
59
60
61

62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81
82
83

Heartbreak U.S.A. Kitty Wells
Daddy Sang Bass Johnny Cash
Big Bad John Jimmy Dean
Open up Your Heart Buck Owens
Rose Garden Lynn Anderson
Somebody Like Me Eddy Arnold
All The Time Jack Greene
Skip A Rope Henson Cargill
This Is It Jim Reeves
I Ain't Never Webb Pierce
Make The World Go Away Eddy Arnold
The Window Up Above George Jones
Love Without End, Amen George Strait
It's The Little Things Sonny James
Country Music Is Here To Stay Simon Crum (Ferlin Husky)
Adios Amigo Jim Reeves
Convoy C.W. McCall
I've Come To Expect It From You George Strait
Charlie's Shoes Billy Walker
When It's Springtime In Alaska Johnny Horton
(It's Forty Below)
Distant Drums Jim Reeves
Behind The Tear Sonny James
When You're Hot, You're Hot Jerry Reed
Hello Darlin' Conway Twisty
Here You Come Again Dolly Parton
Baby, Baby (I Know David Houston
You're A Lady
What's He Doing In My World Eddy Arnold
1 Won't Mention It Again Ray Price
I Missed Me Jim Reeves
Hello Vietnam Johnny Wright
Okie From Muskogee Merle Haggard
(I'm So) Afraid Of Losing Charley Pride
You Again
Empty Arms Sonny James
Friends In Low Places Garth Brooks
Just One Time Don Gibson
Where Does The Good Times Go Buck Owens
Pick Me Up On Your Way Down Charlie Walker
Welcome To My World lim Reeves
Agsnrisov Ynu

Snnnv lsmes

Heartbreaker Dolly Parton
Born To Boogie Hank Williams Jr.
I Don't Care Buck Owens & His Buckaroos
There Goes My Everything Jack Greene
Don't Cheat In Our Hometown Ricky Skaggs
Horizon Eddie Rabbits
Rumor Has It Reba McEntire
If You Love Me, Let Me Know Olivia Newton -John
Pure Country George Strait/Soundtrack
Etc., Etc. Dwight Yoakam
Guitars,
RVS III Ricky Van Shelton
City Of New Orleans Willie Nelson
Together Again/My Heart Skips Buck Owens
A Beat
Just Plain Charley Charley Pride
1 Won't Mention It Again Ray Price
Greatest Hits, Vd. 2 Ronnie Milsap
9 To 5 And Odd Jobs Dolly Parton
The Touch Alabama
This Woman K.T. Oslin
The Happiest Girl In The Whole Donna Fargo
U.S.A.
A Sunshiny Day With Charley Pride Charley Pride

84
85
86
87

Garth Brooks

Waylon Jennings & Willie Nelson
George Strait
47
Reba McEntire
48
Eddy Arnold
49
Jim Reeves
50
Oak Ridge Boys
51
It's All About To Change Travis Tritt
52
Ol' Waylon Waylon Jennings
53
Easy Loving Freddie Hart
54
Here You Come Again Dolly Parton
55
Sweet Sixteen Reba McEntire
56
Wild-Eyed Dream Ricky Van Shelton
57
58 Are You Ready For The Country Waylon Jennings

46

Marty Robbins

Basics Of Love)

Don't Care (Just As Long As Buck Owens

Ring Of Fire
I

Begging To You

61 Luckenbach, Texas (Back To The Waylon Jennings

88
89
90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

(Ails,

Guitar Country Chet Atkins
The Fightin' Side Of Me Merle Haggard
Beyond The Blue Neon George Strait
Before The Next Teardrop Falls Freddy Fender
Don't Rock The Jukebox Alan Jackson
Connie Smith Connie Smith
Urban Cowboy Soundtrack
Roll Out The Red Carpet For Buck Owens & His Buckaroos
His Buckaroos
Buck Owens
It's Your Call Reba McEntire
The Best Of Eddy Arnold Eddy Arnold

i

Heartland The Judds
Wynonna Wynonna
For My Broken Heart Reba McEntire
Okie From Muskogee Merle Haggard
Deliver Oak Ridge Boys
Greatest Hits Volume Two Reba McEntire
Charley Pride's 10th Album Charley Pride
Black Bear Road C.W. McCall
#7 George Strait
Moody Blue Elvis Presley
Not A Moment Too Soon Tim McGraw
(charts continued on par
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(Charts continued from prays 228)

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Albums

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

March 11,1967-June 25, 1994

41

Top Jazz

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

42
43

Title Artist(.)
Magic Touch Stanley Jordan
A Day In The Life Wes Montgomery
Bitches' Brew Miles Davis

No.

44
45
46
4?
48
49

Herbie Mann
Grover Washington Jr.
George Benson
Diane Schuur & the
Count Basie Orchestra
Head Hunters Herbie Hancock
Breakin' Away Al Jarreau
Hot Buttered Soul Isaac Hayes
Black Byrd Donald Byrd
Backstreet David Sanborn
Smackwater Jack Quincy Jones
The Isaac Hayes Movement Isaac Hayes
To Be Continued Isaac Hayes
Memphis Underground
Winelight
Breezirt
Diane Schuur &
the Count Basie Orchestra

50
51

52
53
54
55

56
57

58
59

Michael Brecker Michael Brecker

offramP Pat Metheny Group
Hot House Flowers Wynton Marsalis
FeeLs So Good Chuck Mangione
Steppiri Out Tony Bennett
The Other Side Of Round Dexter Gordon
Midnight
Mister Magic Grover Washington Jr.

The Electrifying F4lie Harris
Swiss Movement
Shaft
Street Life
We Are In Love
Fool On The Hill

Eddie Harris
Les McCann & Eddie Harris
Isaac Hayes/Soundtrack

The Crusaders
Harry Connick Jr.
Sergio Mendes & Brasil '66
In Your Eyes George Benson
25 Harry Connick Jr.
Blue Light, Red Light Harry Connick Jr.
Think Of One Wynton Marsalis
Push Push Herbie Mann
Jarreau Al Jarreau
When Harry Met Sally... Harry Connick Jr.
TaIkin' About You Diane Schuur
Give Me The Night George Benson
Two Of A Kind Earl Klugh/Bob James
Down Here On The Ground Wes Montgomery
As We Speak David Sanborn
Weekend In L.A. George Benson
Chapter Two Roberta Flack
Dancing In The Sun George Howard
In Flight George Benson
Soulful Strut Young-Holt Unlimited
California Dreaming Wes Montgomery
Here's To Life Shirley Horn with Strings
Body Heat Quincy Jones
Free As The Wind The Crusaders
December George Winston
Second Movement Eddie Harris & Les McCann
Feels So Good Grover Washington Jr.
Spectrum Billy Cobham
Walking In Space Quincy Jones
Standard Time Wyman Marsalis
Unforgettable Natalie Cole
Come Morning Grover Washington Jr.
Merry Mercy Mercy Cannonball Adderly Quintet
Look What I Got Betty Carter

60
61

62
63
62
65
66
67
68
69
70

1

Dave Grusin
Weather Report
Jimmy Smith & Wes Montgomery
Bob Jones & Earl Klugh
Joe Williams
Branford Marsalis
Tenderly George Benson
Down To The Moon Andreas Vollenweider
Double Vision Bob James
Touchdown Bob Jones
Waiting For Spring David Benoit
Livin Inside Your Love George Benson
Catching The Sun Spyro Gyra
Chick Cora Akoustic Band Chick Corea Akoustic Band
So Near, So Far (Musings Joe Henderson

The Gershwin Connection
Sweetnighter
Dynamic Duo
One On One
Every Night
Heard You Twice The First Time

71

72
73

74

For Miles)

75

76
77

78
79

80
81

82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97

98
99
100

George Benson
Spyro Gyra
Herbie Hancock
Ella Fitzgerald
2 Deodato
Love Will Follow George Howard
Second Crusade The Crusaders
Invitation Joe Sample
Prelude Deodato
Mystical Adventure Jean -Luc Ponty
Roots Revisited Maceo Parker
Standard Tite Vol. 3 -The Wynton Marsalis
Resolution Of Romance
You Wont Forget Me Shirley Horn
Michel Camilo Michel Camilo
Upendo Ni Pamoja Ramsey Lewis Trio
Perfectly Frank Tony Bennett
You've Got It Bad Girl Quincy Jones
Lush Life -The Music Of Billy Joe Henderson

The George Benson Collection
Access All Areas
Future Shock
Ella In Rome

Straghom
Morning Dance
Tutu
In A Sentimental Mood
Live At Montreaux
Wish
Take A Look
Mo' Better Blues
Vocalese

Spyro Gyra
Miles Davis
Dr. John
Miles Davis & Quincy Jones

Joshua Redman
Natalie Cole
The Branford Marsalis Quartet
The Manhattan Transfer
(Charts continued on pop 238

Billboard:100 rears with a Bullet.
CongatuIalions!
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Classical
Crossover
August 30, 1986 -June 25, 1994

No.
1

2
3

4
5

Teresa Stratas (McGinn)
Beethoven Or Bust Don Dorsey
Kiri Sings Gershwin Kiri Te Kanawa
The King And l Hollywood Bowl Orchestra

6
7

8
9
10

Lare Remembers
Upfmin
Cool
Healing The Wounds
Lucky Man
Close -Up
London Warsaw New York

17

18
19

Top Jazz

20

Contemporary Albums

21

February 28, 1987 -June 25, 1994

Titi:

No.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

II
12

Arti.t(

22
23
25

26
27
28

29
30
31

32
33

34
35

36
37
38
39

Duotones Kenny G

13

Back On The Block Quincy Jones
Collaboration George Benson/Earl Klugh
Time And Tide Basia

14
15

16

East

13
14

Basia
15

16
17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26

27

Hiroshima

100 YEARS BILLß01RD
Those were the Days

'

I

r

i

S

magical year in tbefounding days of Tin Pan Alley; the
music industry's pioneers gather in New York. But, movement is found elsewhere, as well. 7be first auto -mobile
races are held in Paris while with an entirely different
drive, ScottJoplin, the King of Ragtime, perfects his piano
style in Chicago. Mae West learns to walk simultaneously
with the infantfilm business. And, last but not least, the
musical entertainment world finds a new voice to
articulate trends and take note of the successes. Billboard
is publishedfor thefirst time in November.

1

A

100 "Gold Cassettes" with Historic

Concert Recordings.
(

'

l

`

'

1

`

Pavarotti Songbook Luciano Pavarotti
1712 Overture P.D.Q. Bach
By Request...The Best Of John Williams/Boston Pops
John Williams Orchestra
Tradition Itzhak Perlman
Henry V Original Soundtrack City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra -Simon Rattle
Victory At Sea Erich Kunzel/Cincinnati Pops
Orchestra
South Pacific Kiri Te Kanawa/Jose Carreras
Illusions Ute Lemper
James Galway's Greatest Hits James Galway
Ute Lemper Sings Kun Weill Ute Lemper
Unforgettable John Williams/Boston Pops
Orchestra
The Civil War Soundtrack
Down To The Moon Andreas Vollenweider
The Wind Beneath My Wings James Galway
Anything Goes Kim Criswell/John McGlinn
London Symphony Orchestra
Diva! Lesley Garrett
In Ireland James Galway & the Chieftains
The Sound Of Music Frederica Von Stade /Cincinnati
Pops Orchestra (Kunzel)
Oedipus Tex íK Other Choral P.D.Q. Bach
()slimuties

(Continued on page 234

4,1

¡

I

12

Pure Schuur Diane Schuur

40

qi

I

David Sanborn
Bob James/Earl Klugh
The Crusaders
Dave Koz
David Sanborn

Discovery Larry Carlton
Snapshot George Duke
Tokyo Blue Najee
Still Life (Talking) Pat Metheny Group
Wes Bound Lee Ritenour
Don -Bop Miles Davis
Listen Love Jon Lucien
Stories With out Words Spyro Gyra
Blue Pacific Michael Franks
Dream Come True Gerald Albright
Dragon Fly Summer Michael Franks
And You Know That! Kirk Whalum
Fast Forward Spyro Gyra f/Jay Beckenstein
Amandla Miles Davis
At Last Lou Rawls

24

i

Breathless Kenny G
Fourplay Fourplay
Simple Pleasures Bobby McFerrin
Between The Sheets Fourplay
Spellbound Joe Sample
Silhouette Kenny G
Heart's Horizon AlJarreau
Najee's Theme Najee
Diane Reeves Diane Reeves
Ashes To Ashes Joe Sample
Go Hiroshima
Letter Fnmt Home Pat Metheny Group

George Benson

Title Arti.t(.)
Hush Yo -Yo Ma & Bobby McFerrin
Galway At The Movies James Galway
Spirituals In Gowen Kathleen Battle/Jessyc Norman
James Levine
Music Of The Night-Pops On John Williams/Boston Pops
Broadway 1990 Orchestra
Show Boat Frederica Von Stade/Jerry HAIL,

l

/

`

On November 19, 1936 the world's first

Ì

c

magnetic tape recording was made of a
musical concert. On BASF tape. naturally.
In honor of Billboard's 100th anniversary,
BASF has prepared a Limited Edition of 100
cassettes with portions of that concert by the London
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Sir Thomas
Beecham. Ifyou would like to own one of these valuable
recordings, write us a postcard. Our address is:

`

BASF Magnetics GmbH. One of a
Abtlg. V/ÖA, Dynamostrasse 3.

Hundred"

D -68165 Mannheim. Germany

L

Cassettes will be awarded to thefirst 100 entries received.
Legal recourse is disallowed.

J

ADDED VALUE BY BASF

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO VIDEO
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BASF

Congratulations to

Billbrd.
on the occasion of your

anniversary
from your partners at
The Mack Printing Group

The

MACK
Printing Group

(Continued from Classical Crossover, pap 232)

28

Hollywood's Greatest Hits Erich Kunzel/Cincinnati Pops

15

Orchestra

16

Opera Saftarge Vangelis
Straws Sings Weill Teresa Stratas
Chiller Erich Kunzel/Cincinnati Pops

29
30
31

17

18

Orchestra
32
33

34
35

36
37

Bolling: Suite For Flute &Jazz

Piano No. 2
Patmroui And Friends
Be My Love
Digital Jukebox

39

Km Sidetracks
Enchanted Forest
Big Band Hit Parade

40

The Puccini Album

38

19

Kiri Sings Kern Kiri Te Kanawa

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34

Albums
April 18,1964 -June 25, 1994

35
Switched -On Bach Walter Carlos/Benjamin Folkman
Pachelbel: Kamm Paillard Chamber Orchestra

1

2

(Andre)
Carreras Domingo Favorer; Carreras- Domingo -Pavarotti

In Concert
Suite For Flute And Jazz Piano Jean -Pierre Rampal/Claude Bolling
Horwitz ln Moscow Vladimir Horowitz
5
6
My Favorite Chopin Van Cliburn
Mozart Concertos 17 and 21 Anda/Camerata of the Salzburg
7
(Elvira Madigan) Mozarteum Academics
8
Bach: Goldberg Variations Glenn Gould
9
2001: A Space Oddrsey Soundtrack
Gorecki: Snnphorry No. 3 Upshaw/inman
10
Benastein: Mass Leonard Bernstein
11
12 Scow Joplin: The Red Black Book New England Conservatory

4

13

60th Anniversary Gala Stern/Perlman/Zukerman/
New York Philharmonic (Mehta)
Webber: Requiem

36

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9
Blue Skies
38 Horowitz: The Studio Recordings
Pleasures Of Their Company
39

37

40
41

42
43
44
45

46

47

Ragtime Ensemble (Schuller)
0 Sole Min -Favorite Neopolitan Luciano Pavarotti

Songs
14 Piano Rags By Sant Joplin, Vol.1

48
Joshua Rifkin

51

If You Love Me
Pachelbel: Canon
Mamma
Greatest Hits Of 1720
Live From Lincoln Center
The (heat Pavarotti
Golden Jubilee C'oncertRachmatitwffConcerto No. 3
Pachelbel Kann: The Record
That Made It Famoso And Other

Pieces of Africa

Kronos Quartet

Kathleen Battle Sings Mozart Kathleen Battle
Opening Nights At The Met Various
Black Angels Kronos Quartet

52
Carnaval Wynton Marsalis
53
54 Kathleen Battle At Carnegie Hall Kathleen Battle
Wagner: The "Ring" Berlin Philharmonic (Maazel)
55
Without Words

Bernstein: West Side Suey Kiri Te Kanawa/Jose Carreras
Verdi & Puccini: Arias Kiri Te Kanawa
Bravo Pavaro«i Luciano Pavarotti
Horowitz: The Last Rumumtic Vladimir Horowitz
Amadeus Soundtrack/Nevillc/Marriner
West Meets East Yehudi Menuhim & Ravi Shankar
Horowitz At Home Vladimir Horowitz
Mahler: Symphony No. 8 London Symphony Orchestra
Baroque Music For Tnonpets Wynton Marsalis
Baroque Duet Kathleen Battle/Wynton Marsalis
Pian, Rags By Scott Joplin, Vol. 11 Joshua Rifkin
The Well- Tempered Synthesizer Walter Carlos
Hits Fran Lincoln Center Luciano Pavarotti
Horowitz Plays Mozart Vladimir Horowitz

Title Artistes)

No.

49
50

Philharmonic Orchestra

Jean -Pierre Rampal/Claude
Bolling
Various Artists
Placido Domingo
John Williams/Boston Pops
Orchestra
Kiri Te Kawana
James Galway
Erich Kunzel/Cincinnati Pops
Orchestra
John Bayless

TopClassical

3

The Movies Go To The Opera Various
Pavar tti's Greatest Hits Luciano Pavarotti
The Last Recording Vladimir Horowitz
Annie's Song And Other James Galway w/
Galway Favorites National Philharmonic Orchestra
Haydn/Hummel/Mozart: Wynton Marsalis w/
Trumpet Concertos Raymond Leonard & National

56
57
58

59
60
61

62
63

64
65
66
67

Placido Domingo/
Sarah Brightman (Maazel)
Leonard Bernstein
Kiri Te Kanawa (Riddle)
Vladimir Horowitz
Kathleen Battle/
Christopher Parkening
Cecilia Bartoli
Academy of Ancient Music
Luciano Pavarotti (Mancini)
Richard Kapp
New York City Opera
Luciano Pavarotti
Vladimir Horowitz/
Eugene Ormandy & New York
Philharmonic
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
(Munchinger)

George Gershwin
Waldo de los Ries
Sutherland, Pavarotti, Cabello
Kathleen Battle/Itzhak Perlmar
Luciano Pavarotti
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Jessye Norman
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
(Solti)
Moussorgsky: Pictures At Tomita
An Exhibition
Tous Les Matins Du Monde Jordi Savall
Rossini: The Siege Of Corinth London Symphony Orchestra
(Schippers)
A Clockwork Orange Soundtrack/Walter Carlo.
Gershwin Plays Gershwin
Sinfinias
Puccini: Turandot
The Bach Album
Pavarotti At Carnegie Hall
Mahler: 8th Symphony
Strauss: Four Lau Songs
Stravinsky: Rite Of Spring

(Continued on page 236
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Baroque Favorites
Canteloube: Songs Of The Kiri Te Kanawa w/Jeffrey Tate &
Auvergne English Chamber Orchestra
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ti

The Partners of Boston Ventures
congratulate Billboard magazine
on its 100th Anniversary.

take great pride,
by association, in our
10 year involvement with the
magazine and its
parent company,
We

BPI Communications.

William F. Thompson
Richard C. Wallace
Roy F. Coppedge, III
James M. Wilson
Anthony J. Bolland

Martha H. W. Crowninshield
Barbara M. Ginader

BOSTON VENTURES MANAGEMENT, INC.

(Continued from Top Classical, page 234)

68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76

Musk Of Visas Herbert Beverly Sills
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto Nadja Salerno -Sonnenberg
Gershwin: Rhapsody In Blue Los Angeles Philharmonic
(Thomas)
Luctno Puvanmt: The World's Luciano Pavarotti
Favorite Tenon Arias
Beethoven: Piana, Concerto, No. 5 Murray Perahia
Piazzola: Five Tango Sensations Kronos Quartet
Horowitz On Television Vladimir Horowitz
A Different Kind Of Blues Itzhak Perlman/Andre Previn
Puccini: La Boheme Pavarotti, Freni, Berlin

99

Metropolitan Opera Orchestra &
Chorus f/Teresa Stratas,
Placido Domingo

& Cornell MacNeil
100

Vol.

78
79

80
81

82
83

84
85

86
87
88
89

90
91

92
93

94
95

96
97
98

IJ

Piano, Rags By Scott Joplin, Joshua

Contemporary

Rifkin

Gershwin: Porgy And Bess Houston Grand Opera

Chant Benedictine Monks Of Santo
Domingo de Silos
In Vienna Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

New Years
Carl Orff: Carmirw Burano Cleveland Orchestra
Tutu, Paturons Luciano Pavarotti
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
( Kleiber)
Bernstein: Candide Hadley, Anderson
Caruso: A Legendary. Performer Caruso
Tchaikovsk_v: 1812 Overture/ Los Angeles Philharmonic
Romeo & Juliet
Sonic Seasonings Walter Carlos
Golden Jubilee Recital Vladimir Horowitz
Songs From Liquid Days Philip Glass
Gustav Holst: The Planets Zubin Mehta/Los Angeles

Philharmonic Orchestra
The Tango Project William Schimmel/
Michael Sahl/Stan Kurtis
Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 4 Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Gershwin: Porgy And Bess Cleveland Orchestra And Chorus
Pavarotti: Verismo Arias Luciano Pavarotti
Manhattan SoundtrackfLubin Mehta
& New York Philharmonic
Orchestra
The Unknown Kurt Weill Teresa Stratas
Holst: The Planets Boston Symphony (Steinberg)
Paul McCartney's Liverpool Royal Liverpool
Oratio Conducted by Carl Davis Philharmonic Orchestra &
Choir and Choristers of Liverpool
Cathedral

The Sea Hawk National Philharmonic Orchestra
of London (Gerhardt)

HotAdult

Philharmonic
77

Traviata Soundtrack/James Levine w/

1110e 5.

No.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

Son

1965 -June 25, 1994

Title Artist(s)

Now And Forever Richard Marx
The River Of Dreams Billy Joel
Said I Loved You...But I Lied Michael Bolton
Love Is Blue Paul Mauriat
1 Don't Wanna Figlu
This Guy's In Love With You
Born Free
Time Passages
Somethn' Stupid
(Eterything 1 Do)I Do It For You
Lead Me On
Love Theme From Romeo
& Juliet
How Deep Is Your Love
A Whole New World
(Aladdin's Theme)
Crazy Love
Strangers In The Night
Song Sung Blue
The One
Lore Theme From "A Star Is
Born" (Evergreen)
Raindrops Keep Faim On
My Head
From A Distance
Cherish
I've Gotta Be Me

Tina Turner
Herb Alpert
Roger Williams

Al Stewart
Nancy Sinatra & Frank Sinatra
Bryan Adams
Maxine Nightingale

Henry Mancini

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
Bee Gees
Peabo Bryson

& Regina Belle

Poco
Frank Sinatra

Neil Diamond
Elton John

33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40

Barbra Streisand

We've Only Just Begun
Wichita Lineman
It's Sad To Belong
(They Long To Be) Close to You
To Love Somebody
Hello
Right Here Waiting
Have !Told You Lately
Taste Of Honey
The Fool On The Hill
My Heart Belongs To Me
Lost In Lone
Please Forgive Me

Carpenters

Glen Campbell
England Dan & John Ford Coles
Carpenters
Michael Bolton
Lionel Richie
Richard Marx
Rod Stewart
Herb Alpen &The l ifu.n., ü:r
Sergio Mendes & Brasil 'hh
Barbra Streisand

Air Supply

Bryan Adams
Are Lionel Richie
You Were On My Mind We Five
You

(Charts continued o'

B.J. Thomas

Bette Midler
Kool & the Gang
Sammy Davis Jr.

Love Is Vanessa Williams

& Brian

McKnight
Nobody Does It Better Carly Simon

Billboard,C-ongratulations on an oú standing entury

All the best, Saburo arashida and the

Billboard,Co
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(Charts continued from page 236)

I

Congratulations Billboard
on 100 years.

II

AI

[We hope to have as much success with our next 90.]

ø
it? mown

MIRAMAIK

and

th.

arti.t

wlro'e product

repr.ent.

e

%

thank snu for sour .uhpurt.

Ho tRap
Tangerine Dream

Singles

Robert Vaughn

Jonn Serrie

Jan Hammer

March I. 19N9-June 25, 1994
1

Pete Bardens

Michael Gettel

Paul Speer

Zazen

James Reynolds

Peter Roberts

Symon Asher

Blind Tribe

Quintana & Speer

Pamela Golden

Christopher Peacock

David Lanz

Jan Nickman

Michael Boydstun

Robbie Dupree

No.
1

2
3

4
5

David Fortney

6
7

8

9
10
11

200

SECOND AVENUE WEST.

S

EATT LE. WASHINGTON

206-284-3 700

12
13

14
15
16

The Rounder Family of Labels
is pleased to congratulate BILLBOARD on
100 years of Unparalle edKoverage.
Congratulations! Here's to the next 100 years.

-

Rounder Records

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Can't Truss It Public Enemy
Buddy De La Soul
We're All In The Same Gang The West Coast Rap All Stars
34 Rebirth Of Slick (Cool Like Dat) Digable Planets
They Reminisce Over You Pete Rock Sc C.L. Smooth
35
31

IMO
If you

17
18
19

Title Artist(s)
Self-Destruction Stop The Violence Movement
Expression Salt -N -Pepa
Me Myself And I De La Soul
Player's Ball OutKast
GetupJam Domino
Me So Horny The 2 Live Crew
The Humpty Dance Digital Underground
Fight The Power Public Enemy
The Phuncky Feel One /How 1 Cypress Hill
Could Just Kill A Man
Knockin' Boots Candyman
Jump Kris Kross
It's Funky Enough The D.O.C.
Around The Way Girl L.L. Cool J
Treat 'Em Right Chubb Rock
Got Me Waiting Heavy D. the Boy::
Dtutkie Butt (Please 12 Gauge
Please Please)
Shoop Salt-N -Pepa
Smooth Operator Big Daddy Kane
I'll Do 4 11 Father M.C.
W1uttut Man Salt -N -Pepa featuring En Vogue
They. Want EFX DAS EFX
The Power Snap!
O.PP Naughty By Nature
Rump Shaker Wreckx -N- Effect
Gin And Juice Snoop Doggy Dogg
Mind Playing Tricks On Me Geto Boys
You Can't Play With My Yo, -Yo Yo -Yo featuring Ice Cube
Gold Digger EPMD
Looking At The Front Door Main Source
Bust A Move Young M.C.

don't dig Billboard, you've got a hole in your soul," (to paraphrase Willie Dixon)
Bullseye Blues

-

32
33

(T. R.O.Y.)

36
37

4zQy)

Respect to Billboard

-

4eake

Our personal best

Hearbeat Records

38
39

;Alt

40

-

Philo Records

PhiloO
Also included in the Rounder Family:
American Clave, Blacllop, Bohemia Beat, Claddagh, Clean Cuts, Corason, Daring, Globestyle,
Little Dog, Lucky Seven, Messidor, Rooster Blues, Tone -Cool, Traditional Crossroads,
Upstart Records, Vestapol Videos, World Circuit.

Thanks for Exploring Real Music with us.
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41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Cmssover
Funhouse (The House We
Dance In)
Murder Rap
People Everyday
Just The Two Of Vs
The Boxnnin System
Call Me D -Nice
Nuthin' But A "G "Thang
We Getz Buzy
Flex

Children's Sum'
Insane In The Brain
Warm It Up
Regulate
Wicked

EPMD
Kid 'N Play
Above the Law
Arrested Development
Chubb Rock
L.L. Cool J
D -Nice
Dr. Dre
Illegal
Mad Cobra
Slick Rick
Cypress Hill
Kris Kross
Warren G & Nate Dogg
Ice Cube
(Charts continued on

For giving the

business of music
its powerful voice,
its weekly rhythm,
and its true measure,
we thank you.
Congratulations on 100 years
of honesty, integrity and reliability.
May you chart another century of success.

Celebrating 25 years
chronicling Billboard's charts.

(Charts continued from page 238)

PAONE
CIFIC COAST

STOP

45 WEST EASY STREET
SIMI VALLEY, CA93065
TEL

(805) 579-2500 TOLL FREE (800) 736 -3640

FAX
FAX

(805) 583 -3005 (805) 583 -1414
(805) 583 -0628 MSI (805) 583 -1236

DCC
MINI DISCS
CASSETTES
COMPACT DISCS
LASERDISCS
VIDEOS
MUSIC
MAXI -SINGLES
12 "s ACCESSORIES
CD5's
CASSETTE SINGLES
THE NATION'S PREMIER INDEPENDENTLY OWNED & OPERATED FULL -SERVICE
ONE -STOP. SERVING ALL OF YOUR RETAILING NEEDS FOR OVER 12 YEARS WITH...

GUARANTEED LOWEST OVER -ALL EVERYDAY PRICES
MAJOR LABEL $11.98 CD's ALWAYS $8.50 OR LOWER
MAJOR LABEL $13.98 CD's ALWAYS $9.75 OR LOWER
MAJOR LABEL $15.98 CD's ALWAYS $10.69 OR LOWER
MAJOR LABEL $16.98 CD's ALWAYS $11.49 OR LOWER
11

GUARANTEED SAME DAY SHIPPING
COMPLETE INVENTORY OF OVER 85,000 TITLES FROM OVER
900 MAJOR AND INDEPENDENT LABELS

IN

COMPLETE INVENTORY OF OVER 6,000 LASERDISC TITLES

u

STATE OF THE ART

COMPUTERIZED INVENTORY /PURCHASING

Ho tWorldMusic
Albums
N1ac 19, 1990 -June

2
3
5

7

A KNOWLEDGABLE AND COURTEOUS SALES STAFF
NEW RELEASES ALWAYS ON SALE THE WEEK OF RELEASE

8

9
10
11

CALL TOLL-FREE FOR A CATALOG

(800) 736 -3640

P4na't [hum Mickey Hart
The Source Ali Farka Toure
Love & Liberte Gipsy Kings
Iaogozo

4

6

SYSTEM

Title Artists)

No.
1

12
13
14
15

25, 1994

Angelique Kidjo

Cruel, Crazy, Beautiful World Johnny Clem & Savuka
Amen Salif Keita
Prinutl Magic Strunz & Farah
1 Zap Mama
Of Freedom Bob Marley
ßanha Clannad
Elegilx, Margareth Menezes

Adventures In Afropea
Songs

Este Mundo Gipsy Kings
Set Youssou

N'Dour

Rapo hi The Tahitian Choir
Global Meditation Various Artists

Latin

WL1)0/891U111Z0141)101.1
1s

i9 zo 2i 22 23 z4 25 zz7 2x29 31

;132;3;4 35 36 37 38 394041 42 4

t4454647484950515253 54 55 9
57 58 59 60 61 62 636465 6667Ñ
X9 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 8

83 848586878889ÇXJ91 92 93 9
); 96 97 98 99 100of Music
32

applauds Billboard
for keeping the rhythm
for 100 years!

Werklee

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Where careers in music begin.
11401itrislon Stott
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!Won. MAIMS (617) 266 -1400 (MO) 421 -0084

Tropical/Salsa
lime 29, I985-June 25, 1994

No.
I

3

4
S

(.
7

Son! Title Artist( s)
Cuerea Conmigo Jerry Rivera
Mi Tierra Gloria Estefan
Bachata Rosa Juan Luis Guerra y 4.40
Solista Pero No Solo Frankie Ruiz
Mi Mundo Luis Enrique
Atrevido y Diferente Eddie Santiago
Invasion De Li Privacidad Eddie Santiago
(Continued on page
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TOP PO
Joel Whitburn's

Joel Whitburn's

TOP POP

POP

SINGLES

NITS

1955 -1 993

1940 -1955

Artist -By -Artist Listing Of Every
Title To Debut On The "Hot 100"
& Billboard's Pop Singles
Charts From January 1, 1955
Through December 31, 1993.
An

An Artist -By- Artist and Year By -Year Listing Of Every Title
To Debut On Billboard's 3 Major
Pop Singles Charts
"Best
Sellers In Stores," Most Played
In Juke Boxes" And Most
Played By Disk Jockeys" - From

-

7" x 9'4"
Hardcover or softcover.
912 pages.
Size:

January 1, 1940 Through
December 31, 1954.
Size: 7" x 9l4'

Hardcover.
Over 350 pages.
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Name

Address
Car
ZIP Postal

SI.Ie-P,

.

Country

Record Research Inc
Attn Dept. AN. P 0 Box 200.
Menomonee Falls. WI 53052 -0200
Phone 414-251-5408
Fax 414- 251 -9452

(Continued from Latin Tropical/Salsa, page 240)

your asia music partner
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1
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9
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10
11

manage all your

recordineeds

-

dance labels, master deals and publishing

prattle licensing arrangements
and export of

No

1

cot

discs, records and tapes

VALENTINE
CENTRE
TIONS PTE LTD
VALENTINE MUSIC PR
#01- 29/30/31/32 Paradiz Centre, Singapore 0718
Selegie R.
MI (65)
" t & (65) 339 0631 Fax: (65) 338 1605

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

Y Su Pueblo El Gran Combo
Sigue Atrevido Eddie Santiago

Un Nuevo Desertar
Amur y Alegría
The Mambo Kings
Voy Pu' Encuna

Lalo Rodriguez
Luis Enrique

Soundtrack
Frankie Ruiz
Perspectivo Gilberto Santa Rosa
Irnuvutunt El Gran Combo
Soy El Mismo Eddie Santiago
Abriendo Puertas Jerry Rivera
La Mugiode Hansel y Raul
Amaine El Gran Combo
Nuestra Musica El Gran Combo
30 Aniversario Tommy Olivencia
Mas Grande Que Nunca Frankie Rui:
Cara De Nino Jerry Rivera
R,m,antico Y Sabroso El Gran Combo
Bade Punta Banda Blanca

Latin
Pop
June 29, 19854une 25, 1994

1

2

Romance Luis Miguel
Jon Secada Jon Scada
(Continued on page 244

FUJIPACIFIC MUSIC INC.
8F. 3 -1 -31.
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(Continued from Latin Pop, pogo 242)

More Than Wonderful Sandi Patti

5

Latin

Go West Young Man
Free At Last
Unguarded
Heart In Motion
Lead Me On
Revival In The Land
Hymns Just For You

6
7

8
9

Regional Mexican
June 29, 1985 -June 25, 1984

10
11

Stir Title Artist Is)

No.

Con Tambora
Entre A Mi Mundo
Adonde Vas
Mascarada
A Todo Galope
No Ti Olvidare
Estas Tocando Fuego
Por Tu Maldito Amor

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

11

Live!

12
13

Mi Mexico
Siempre Te Amare
Mexico Voz Y Sentimiento
Petalos Y Espinas
Gracias America
Para Nuestra Gente
Pura Sangre
Ahora Y Siempre
Una Noche junios-Uve
Los Corridos Prohibidos
De Guanajuato Para America
¡dolos Del Pueblo
Rumores
Salvaje Y Tiemu

15
16
17
18
19

Pnmtesas Jose Jose
Desde Andalucia Isabel Pantoja
Siempre Contigo Jose Jose
En Vw Ana Gabriel
Soy Asi Jose Jose
Aries Luis Miguel
Dos Myriam Hernandez
Love Liberte Gipsy Kings
Raíces Julio Iglesias
Quiero Amanecer Gm Alguien Daniela Romo
Senor Corazon Jose Luis Rodriguez
Lo Bello Y Lo Prohibido Braulio

20
21

9

22
23
24
25

Ana Gabriel
Julio Iglesias
Ana Gabriel
Daniela Romo
Pandora
Gipsy Kings
Braulio
Juan Gabriel
Reflexiones Jose Jose
Compara Contigo Alvaro Torres

Joan Sebastian
Selena
Los Bukis
Joan Sebastian
Bronco

14
15
16
17
18

Mazz
La Mafia

19

Vicente Fernandez
Bronco
Bronco
Selena
Ana Gabriel

20

Los Yonics
Varios
Los Yonics
Los Tigres Del Norte

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

21

22
23

Mau
Bronco
La Mafia
Max:
Los Tigres Del Norte
Los Caminantes
Los Tigres Del Norte
Joan Sebastian
Bronco

Sandi Patti

J

Never Alone
The First Decade 1983-1993
This Means War
More Power To Ya
For The Sake Of The Call
Not Of This World
Beyond A Dream

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

In His Time, Praise IV

Amy Grant
Michael W. Smith
Petra
Petra
Steven Curtis Chapman
Petra
Twila Paris
Marantha Singers
The Imperials
Michael W. Smith
The Imperials

The Very Best Of The Imperials
The Michael W. Smith Project
Heed The Call
Music Machine Candle

40

Contemporary

Carman

Priority The Imperials
i 2 (Eye) Michael W. Smith
One More Song For You The Imperials
Amazing Grace B.J. Thomas
Make His Praise Glorious Sandi Patti
The Great Adventure Steven Curtis Chapman
Songs From The Heart Sandi Patti
Addicted To Jesus Carman
Change Your World Michael W. Smith
Beat The System Petra
Sandi Patti The Friendship Sandi Patti
Company
Another Time Another Place Sandi Patti
My Father's Eyes Amy Grant
Radically Saved Carman
Joni's Song Joni Eareckson
Beyond Belief Petra

13

TopChristian

Tierra De Nadie
Libra
Quien Como Tu
Amada Mas Que Nunca
Con Amor Eterno
Gipsy Kings
Con Todos Los Senados
Pensamientos

Nada Sc

Un Golpe Mas

14

tin Hombre Solo Julio Iglesias

3

Amigo

10

12

Michael W. Smith
DC Talk
Amy Grant
Amy Grant
Amy Grant

(Chats continued on Np

March 29, 1980 -June 25, 1994

Tite Artist(.)
Amy Grant

No.
1.

2
3

4

Age To Age
Morning Like This
Straight Ahead
The Collection

I

Sandi Patti
Amy Grant
Amy Grant

Sometimes you're so ahead of the game,
you're in a 1eaglQf your 011111.

Congratu ations on 100 nears

awe

of

success from all flour friends at

!la's Leaduly Independanl

Canadian distributor of Chacra, First flight, Luke. (Mammoth. Metal Blade.
,
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CURB SALUTES
100 YEARS OF BILLBOARD

WITH OVER 100
- Hank Williams Jr. &
Mike Curb Congregation
For The Love Of Sunshine"
1 for 2 weeks

1%9
"The,The

No.

#1 CURB RECORDS

1971 - Sammy Davis, Jr. with
The Mike Curb Congregation

"The Candy Man"
No. for 3 weeks
1

ON THE
The Osmonds
One Bad Apple"

1970

No.

-

for

1

5

BILLBOARD CHARTS

weeks

- Donny Osmond
"Go Away Little Girl"
No. 1 for 3 weeks

1972

r
1e
1973

-

Marie Osmond

-Paper Roses"
No.

1

1917 -

weeks

No.

Shawn Cassidy

1978

for

2

Do Ron Ron"
No .1
Da

- Donny & Marie
"I'm Leaving It (All) Up

1974

1

- Debby Boone
"You Light Up My Life"
No. 1 for 10 weeks

1975
To You

-

The Four Seasons

"December 1963
(Oh What A Night)"
No. 1 for 3 weeks

- Exile
"Kiss You All Over"
No. 1 for 4 weeks

1979

- The Bellamy Brothers
"Let Your Love Flow"

1976

No.

1

- Maureen McGovern
"Different Worlds"
No. 1 for 2 weeks

1980

CONTINUES

>

ilirkdry

+.

- Hank Williams Jr.
"All My Rowdy Friends"

1982

1981

And 10 other No.
Billboard Charts

1

-

T. G.

1983

Sheppard

records on the

And 14 other No.
Billboard Charts

1

-

records on the

35

- Marie Osmond & Dan Seals
"Meet Me In Montana"

weeks on Billboard Charts

1986

1981

No.

"Cowboy Man"
Grammy Award
Vocalist

Delbert McClinton

1990

1989

-

- Righteous Brothers
"Unchained Melody"
Platinum Single and Album

Grammy Award Winner

- Wynonna
"Wynonna"
Triple Platinum. 3 No.
No. 1 for 8 weeks

1

1992

singles

-

No. 1 Billboard Pop 200 Album
No. 1 Single - "Don't Take
The Girl"
No. 1 Country Album for
Entire Year

Over 25 weeks - No. 1 Album
on the Billboard Album Chart
- Tiini McGraw
"Not A Moment Too Soon"
Certified Triple Platinum

1994

No.

- Ray Stevens
"Comedy Video Classics"
No. 1 Billboard Video of the Year

1993
1

-

-

-

records on the

- Desert Rose Band
"He's Back And I'm Blue

Best Pop Male

No.

1

- Hal Ketchum
"Past The Point Of Rescue"
"Small Town Saturday Night"
No. 1 Airplay Record of the Year

1990

- Ronnie McDowell
"Unchained Melody"

1991

The incredible return of
The Four Seasons

1994

1

THANK YOU,

1

1988

Lyle Lovett

- Sawyer Brown
"Step That Step"
And 3 other No. 1 records on the
Billboard Charts

1985

- The Judds
"Grandpa"
And 14 other No.
Billboard Charts

1984

Real Life

"Send Me An Angel"

"Finally"

"December 1963
(Oh What A Night(.
The all -time Billboard longevity
record over 40 weeks and
continuing on the Billboard Top
100 chart at this time.

- Boy Howdy
"She'd Give Anything"

Curb Music Publishing

congratulates Gerald Levert for
his magnificent R &B version of
the Boy Howdy hit "She'd Gi
Anything" making this a top 5
Billboard Country and R &B
record the same year (19941.
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(Charts continued from page 244)
12

Century of
Record Industry
Milestones
A

13

14
15

16
17

18
19

1894
The world's first disk-record label

20

-

the Berliner
Gramophone Co. - is formed by Emile Berliner, the
inventor of the microphone (187 ï) and the disk
record (1887). That same year the first issue of
Billboard is published.

Rough Stile (A

I

he Mountain Rev EC. Barnes &
Rev. Janice Brown

At Carnegie Hall Andrae Crouch
It's A New Day James Cleveland & The Southern
California Community Choir
Dedicated Nicholas
Take Me Back Andrae Crouch & Disciples
Blessed The Williams Brothers
We Sing Praises Sandra Crouch
The Lord Will Make A Way Al Green
%X Walk By Faith John P Kee & The
New Life Community Choir
Live

Live With The Mississipi Rev. James Moore

21

Mass Choir
Lord Don't MoteThat Inez Andrews

22

Mountain
Lote Alite I1' Walter Hawkins
11113e Lifted Rev. Milton Brunson & The

23

24

1898

Thompson Community Singers

Emile Berliner and brother Joseph found Deutsche
Grammophon. It becomes world's leading classi-

25

cal music label. That same year Emile and William

26
27
28

Top Gospel

Barry Owen found Britain's Gramophone Co. Ltd..
now EMI. Emile's word gramophone enters all the
world's dictionaries.

1994

31

32

1900

N.

Emile Berliner introduces His Master's Voice ".
The dog & gramophone reign for half a century as

the world's most famous trade -mark.

2
3

1901
The Berliner Gramophone Co. of Philadelphia becomes Victor Records.

4

1926

6

The inventor's son. Edgar M. Berliner, merges the
Berliner Gramophone Co. of Canada with Victor
and becomes president of Victor Talking Machine
Co. of Canada.

7

1929

5

8
9
10
11

I

It's Gonna Ram Rev. Milton Brunson
Don't Feel Noways Tired James Cleveland & The

Salem Inspirational Choir

29
30

Albums
lln,lkró.ly73-June25,

Live At Carnegie Hall James Cleveland
Kirk Franklin & The Family Kirk Franklin & The Family

Title Artist('.)
Love Alite Walter Hawkins & the
Love Center Choir
Love Alive II Walter Hawkins & the
Love Center Choir
James Cleveland Presents: Lord, Harold Smith Majesties
Help Me To Hold Out
Mississippi Mass Choir Mississippi Mass Choir
lests Is The Best Thing That Ever James Cleveland & Charles
Happened To Me Fold Singers
Is My Living In Vain! The Clark Sisters
It Remains To Be Seen Mississippi Mass Choir
Lite...In Chicago Shirley Caesar
My Mirai Is Made Up Rev. Milton Brunson
There Is Hope Rev. Milton Brunson & The
Thompson Community Singers
Love Alive III Walter Hawkins

Amazing Grace
God Gets The Glory
No Time To, larse
This Is Another Day

33

Chosen

34

Different Lifestyles
Soul Survivor

35

36
37
38
39

Jests. I Lote Calling Your Name
Changing Tintes

40

I'll Be Thinking Of You

First Lady

Please Be Patient 'With Me

Radio Corporation of America acquires Victor. RCA
Victor Records results. RCA's NBC marks that year's
passing of Emile Berliner with moments of silence

over the entire network.

1956
The inventor's grandson, Oliver Berliner, is the first
to use Ip record albums as promotion premiums.

1971
Oliver Berliner creates a record industry revolution
with a concept now universally used and known as

music videos.

1991
Oliver Berliner introduces another innovation: the
inclusion of paid advertising by independent
sponsors in record packaging ... RecordAdsT ".

1994
Oliver Berliner introduces Musi-Cost'`1 - the most
accurate method for valuation of a music catalog.

1994
The U.S. Asst. Secretary of Commerce and Com-

oZ

4~19'

missioner of Patents inducts Emile Berliner into
the National Inventors Hall of Fame.
PRESENTED AS A PUBIJC SERVICE BY

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
MAKER OF THE MICROPHONE AWARD
POST OF110E BOX 921
BEVERLY

246 BILLBOARD

MIS, CALIF.

90213

1001 H ANNIVERSARY

USA.

1015 Isabel Street, Burbank, CA 91510
(800) 423 -2936 Fax (818) 569 -3718

Aretha Franklin
Mississippi Mass Choir
Andrae Crouch
Andrae Crouch & Disciples
Vanessa Bell Armstrong
BeBe & CeCe Winans
Al Green
Shirley Caesar
Mighty Clouds of Joy
Shirley Caesar
Alberttina Walker w/
James Cleveland
Andrae Crouch
(Chats continued on pap 248)
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toni

CARRERAS DOMINGO PAVAROTTI

Inspiration:
It Doesn't Come Along
And BrrEYou! On The
BUTT Every

Billboard Has Been
Inspiring ARTISTS Of
All Sorts To Make It
To The Tole.

TopMusic
Videos

You've Done t For
I

March 30, I985-June 25, 1994

No.
I

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

is

28

ROCK!

29
30
31

32
33

L

cH Lo

J. ,PS TO

Fa °El

34
35

Sa, :N :F i0E

KCI

CL.B SCENE

36
37

38
39

i

40

S-E

Title
The Three Tenors In Crntcert
(ìtnnedy Video Classics
$19.98 Home Vid Cliff 'Em AU!
Hangin Ttnegh
Bon Jovi- Breakout
Historia
The No. I Video Hits
Wham! The Video

Garth Brooks
Motmwalker
This Is Garth Brooks
Step By Step

Madonna

Our First Video

100

We Will Rock You

Carreras- Domingo -Pavarotti
Ray Stevens
Metallica
New Kids on the Block
Bon Jovi
Dei Leppard
Whitney Houston
Wham!
Garth Brooks
Michael Jackson
Garth Brooks
New Kids on the Block
Madonna
Mary-Kate & Ashley Olsen
Madonna
George Michael

Queen
Pink Floyd
Tina Turner
Various Artists

Innovation:
Even When You FIND
It, You Usually Can't
AFFORD It.

Alesis Provides The

Innovation That
Allows MUSICIANS and
Audio Professionals
To CREATE.

Motley Crue
Vanilla Ice

We've done it for
TEN YEARS.

Janet Jackson
Van Halen

Sting
Grateful Dead
U2 Live At Red Rocks U2
A Year And A Half In The Life Metallica
Of Metal ica
Ciao halia: Live From Italy Madonna
Every Breath You Take- The Police
So Far

The Videos
Unplugged
Live Shit: Binge & Purge
Straight Up
Live In New York City
R.E.M. "Succumbs"

Incredible!

Eric Clapton

Metallica
Paula Abdul
John Lennon
R.E.M.

I

inhin

Top Video

S11:.s'f;,AhiEDiN:,B1

YEARS.

Arti +U.)

The Virgin Tour- Madonna Live
Faith
Slippery When Wet - Bon Jovi
The Videos
Hangin' Timgh Live New Kids on the Block
Control -The Videos Janet Jackson
Prince & The Resolution Live Prince & the Revolution
The Immaculate Collection Madonna
Delicate Sound C)f Thunder
Private Dancer
Motown 25: Yesterday, Today
Forever
Motley Cnie Uncensored
Play That Funky Music
White Boy
Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation 1814
Live Without A Net
Sting: The Videos -Pan 1

Day.

Rentals

rJ

February 6, 1982 -June 25, 1994

,I.DCHLO

SCAiG!JGLNE,;IOfBE

Nt.

title Artist(%)
Star Wars Mark Hamill

2
3

i

.800Iv LD'CLG

4
5

6
7

8
248 BILLBOARD

100TH ANNIVERSARY

On Golderz Pond Katharine Hepburn
48 Hrs. Nick Nolte
The Karate Kid Ralph Macchio
Romancing The Stone Michael Douglas
An Officer And A Gentlemen Richard Gere
Flashdance Jennifer Beals
Back To The Future Michael J. Fox

(Continued on pap 250)

ALesis
E -mail:

ALECORPOAIes,sl. usa-com
® Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks of Aless Corporation.

Congratulations

r

i

It's

nice to be part of the family

ENTERTAmMENT

NEWS
THE WORLD'S LEADING ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

&

PHOTO SERVICE

100 Boylston Street. Boston. MA 02116.617- 482 -9447 FAX: 617 -482-9562

New York

Boston

Los Angeles

Nashville

London

Amsterdam

1

Con ínued from Top video Rentals, page 248)

Congratulations Billboard!
9

Are you ready for the next 100? We are.

Beverly Hills Cop Eddie Murphy

First I3k)0d Sylvester Stallone

10
11

The Terminator

12

Lethal Wea¡xm
Dirty Dattcing
Raiders of The Lost Ark
Police Academy
I'vhergeist

13

14
15

16
17

18
19

Terms

Of Endearment

Ghost
Fort Apache, The Bronx

Arthur

20
21

22
23

Hum And out M

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Mel Gibson
Patrick Swayze
Harrison Ford
Steve Guttenberg
Jobeth Williams
Shirley MacLaine
Patrick Swayze
Paul Newman
Dudley Moore
Bette Midler

Beverly ['ills
Thelma And Louse Susan Sarandon

Indiana Jones et The Tìnnple Harrison Ford

Of I),tnti
24
25

NI#JRD

Serving the independent music industry

National Association of Independent Record Distributors and Manufacturers
147 E. Main Street, Suite 2, Whitesburg, KY 41858 TEL 606 -633 -0946
FAX 606 -633 -1160

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40

Bruce Willis
Jessica Tandy
Michael Douglas
Michael Keaton
Look WIu,'s Talking John Travolta
Pretty Woman Richard Gen
Die Hard
Driving Miss Daisy
Fatal Attraction
Beetle juice

Moonstruck Cher
Rain Mart Dustin Hoffman
Ghostb sters Dan Aykroyd
Bin Tom Hanks
Witness Harrison Ford
Risky Business Tom Cruise
Three Men And A Baby Tom Selleck
Rocky Ill Sylvester Stallone
An American Werewolf David Naughton

In L,nukm
TO School Rodney Dangerfield

Back

T,p Gun Tom Cruise

Top Video
Sales
November
No.

17.

l')7`) -June Z5, 1094

Title Artists
Jane Fonda's Workout Jane Fonda

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

Pane Fondas New Workout Jane Fonda

(:alkntetics Callan Pinckney
Jane Fonda's Low Impact Jane Fonda

Aerobics
Piraxchú, Animated
Lady And Th Tramp Animated
Raiders Of The Lost Ark Harrison Ford
The Sound
d Of Music Julie Andrews
(Continued on page 252
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Flippers With Zippers
LaserLine has added new life to the nylon case concept. Incorporating the exclusive patented disc browsing system,
the FlipDisc nylon series offers all the benefits of the popular FlipDisc line. The durable storage case is well tailored and has
heavy duty metal zippers for added security. For the ultimate in protection, each CD is held in its own "jewel box"-type tray.

NM

LASER

LaserLine. The art of organization.

FpN24plus

nl11',\AIN'.

Flip
r V2EHnVIF

moo

4121 CLIPPER COURT
BAYSIOILBUSINESS PARK
FREMO NT,, CALIFORNIA 94538
CA

510.65'' :222
:00.323.8222
60
`

OUTSIDE
FAX 510.6

+

LASERLINE

(Continued from Top Video Sales, page 250)

Beauty And The Beast Animated

9

4/',É
41494/"/

Alien Sigourney Weaver

10
11
12
13

14
I

Top Gun

17

Fantasia Animated

19

20
21

Dalmatians Animated

101

"10 Dudley Moore
Aladdin Animated
An Officer And A (ìenakrruan Richard Gere

Sleeping Beatty
22
The Wizard Of
23
Start Up With Jae Fonda
24
25 Star Trek II: The Wrath Of Khan
Moonwalker
26
On Golden Pond
27
Star Trek III: The Search
28
For Sp,ck
Beverly Hills Cop
29
E. T.
30

on your

100 Years

Tom Cruise

16
18

Billboard.

Link Mennmid Animated
Pretty 'Xrnn an Richard Gere
The (ìodfath r Marlon Brando
Tie' Jungle Book Animated
Superman Christopher Reeve

The

31

32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

}0

Animated
Judy Garland
Jane Fonda

William Shatner
Michael Jackson
Katharine Hepburn
William Shatner

Eddie Murphy
Henry Thomas
Making Michael Jackrnis Thriller Michael Jackson
Cinderella Animated
48 Hrs. Nick Nolte
I)irty Dancing Patrick Swayze
Flashdance Jennifer Beals
Jane Ftnula's Complete Wirk out Jane Fonda
Peter Pan Animated
An American Tad Animated
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Hoene William Shatner
hone Ali me Macaulay Culkin
1

TopKid
Video
October

Miles Ahead in Reggae Music
IN FLORIDA

89 -05 138th Street, Jamaica,

5893 SW 21st St

.

W

NY 1.1435 Tel:

Hollywood. Florida 33023

Tel

718- 291 -7058

305 -966 -4744 Fax 305.966 -8766

WE WELCOME BILLBOARD TO THE
CENTURY CLUB...
(We've been waiting 66 years to greet you!
Founded in 1828, BAKER & TAYLOR hos developed into one of the nations' foremost distrubutors.
BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT is a supplier of prerecorded videocassettes, laserdiscs, CD's,
audiocassettes, electronic game software, related accessory items, plus networkable software and
new media versions of educational and entertainment titles. BAKER & TAYLOR BOOKS services more
than 100,000 bookstores and school, public, and university libraries worldwide.

AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING ONE -STOP
FEATURES

Tide Artists
Animated
Sleeping Beauty Animated
2
3
Dumb(' Animated
4
Lady And The Tramp Animated
5
Cirulcrclla Animated
The Linle Mermaid Animated
6
Alice In Vt ndt:via ul Animated
7
Beauty And The Beast Animated
8
9
Robin Hood Animated
10
Bombs Animated
An American Tail Animated
11
101 Dalmatians Animated
12
The Jungle Bx,k Animated
13
Peter Pan Animated
14
Fantasia Animated
15
The Land Before Time Animated
16
Aladdin Animated
17
The Rescuers Donee Under Animated
18
19 Mickey (onnnunnorunee Edition Animated
Here's Mickey! Animated
20
Teenage Mutant Ninju Turtles: Animated
21
(:use Of The Killer Pizzas
Teenage Mutant Nnnja Turtles: Animated
22
23

CATALOG and more Catalog! Guaranteed
concise fills on CD'S, cassettes, cassingles
and CD singles.

SUPERIOR SERVICE -We believe that every
order deserves attention from your phone
call in, to your front door.

AUDIO SPOTLIGHT! A weekly guide to
new releases, the latest charts, industry

A

news, and much more!

TALKMEDIA' "- Provides 24 -hour,
7 day -a -week access for order placement,
product availablility, and pricing, using your
touchtone telephone!

60,000 VIDEO TITLE INVENTORY more than any other national audio
distributor!
AUDIO & VIDEO ACCESSORIES CD security cases, blank tape, cleaning
kits, cables, and more...

For further information, contact:
AUDIO
1- 800/775 -3300
ext. 128

VIDEO /GAMES
1- 800/775 -2600
ext. 2300

BOOKS

SOFTWARE

1- 800/775 -1800

1- 800/775 -3300

ask for Information
Services

BAKER &TAYLOR
Services
In /imitation ruin b,ntertoinmr'nt
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1985-June 25, 1994

No.
1

MAIN BRANCH:

5,

Bob Macauley

24
25

Pnux-chio

The Shredder Is Splintered
Teenage Mutant Ninju Turtles: Animated
Hot fir 'tiding Teenagers
The Suvrd In The Stone Animated

Winnie The Pooh & Tigger Tao Animated
(Charts continued on page 254.
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3

Jane Fonda's Complete Workout Jane Fonda
Sweatin' To The Oldies Richard Simmons
Kathy Smith's Body Basics Kathy Smith
Jane Fonda's New Workout Jane Fonda
Shape Your Body Worland Cindy Crawford
Cher Fitness: A New Attitude Cher
Kathy Smith's Ultimate Video Kathy Smith
Workout
Jane Fonda's Worland: Jane Fonda
Lean Routine
Kathy Smith's Fat Bunting Kathy Smith
lCinkout
Kathy Smith's Step Workout Kathy Smith
Super Callanetics Callan Pinckney
Richard Simmons & Richard Simmons
The Silver Foxes
Beginning Callanetics Callan Pinckney
Start Up With Jane Fonda Jane Fonda
Cher Fitness: Body Confidence Cher
The Next Challenge Cindy Crawford

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

16
17
18
19

TopLaserdiscs
Sales

20

October 8, 1983-June 25, 1994
21

Title
Back To The Future
Top Gun
Raiders Of The Lou Ark
Dirty Dancing
The Karate Kid
Terminator 2: Judgment Day -

N.
1

2
3

4
5

6

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

Michael J. Fox
Tom Cruise
Harrison Ford
Patrick Swayze
Ralph Macchio
Arnold Schwarzenegger

22
23

24
25

Fantasia
The Tnnindror
Lethal 1Yéapm
In liana Jones & The Temple
Of Doom
The Wizard Of Oz -The
Ultimate Oz
Out Of Africa
Star Trek IV The Voyage Home
(Director's Series)
Cocoon
Crocodile Dundee

Special Edition
RoboCop Peter Weller

7

8

Artists)

Basic Iroun.t

The Untouchables
Ghost
Die Hard
Romancing The Stone
The Hunt For Red October
The Empire Strikes Back
Rain Man
Indiana Jones & The Cast Crusade

S

T

I

L

L

C

R

A

23
24

22

Meryl Streep
William Shatner

25

26

Steve Guttenberg
Paul Hogan

27

28
29

Special Interest: Health & Fitness

30

):unran 10.1087-June 25, 1994

31

32

2

E
Z

Judy Garland

21

Y

A
A

O

R S
F

T

E

33

Title Artist (s)
Callanetics Callan Pinckney
Jane Fonda's Low Impact Jane Fonda
Aerobic Workout

No.

Dustin Hoffman
Harrison Ford

Y

20

Top VideoSales

Kevin Costner
Patrick Swayze
Bruce Willis
Michael Douglas
Alec Baldwin
Mark Hamill

100

Michael Douglas
Animated
Arnold Schwarzenegger
Mel Gibson
Harrison Ford

R

A

L

L

34
AS

B

F
T

H

E

S

E

Solution
Abs Of Steel 2 Tamilee Webb
Jane Fonda's Workout: Jane Fonda
Light Aerobics And Stress
ReductionP ogram
Abs Of Steel Tamilee Webb
Lean, Strong & Healthy With Susan Powter
Susan Powter
Buns Of Steel Greg Smithey
Jane Fonda's Yoga Exercise Jane Fonda
Workout
Kathy Smith's Ultimate Stomach Kathy Smith
& Thighs Workout
Angela Lansbury: Positive Moves Angela Lansbury
Jane Fonda's Easy Going Jane Fonda
Workout
Step Reebok: The Video Gin Miller
Sweatin To The Oldies 2 Richard Simmons
Total Body Shape Up Tony Little
A Week With Raquel Raquel Welch
Kathy Smith's Weight Loss Kathy Smith
Workout
Knelty Smith's _Starring Out Kathy Smith

L L

I
Y

Bums Of Steel 3 Tamilee Webb
Jane Fonda's Lower Body Jane Fonda

E

A

say thank you
and wish you every success
for the next 100 years!
We

R

)

S

klassik
kornrn.

The Convention

for Classical Music

March, 31'

-

April, 2 "' 1995

know how important information and discussion
are for living music. That's because we generate
communication in the music and entertainment business
with our trade fairs:
POPKOMM. - the Fair for Pop Music and Entertainment;
KLASSIK KOMM. - the Convention for Classical Music.
We

You're on the

right track!

For further information please contact: MUSIK KOMM GmbH
Rottscheidter Strasse 6 D -42329 Wuppertal Germany
Phone: +49 -202- 278310 Fax: +49 -202- 789161
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CCH

Hamburg

ipoP1
KOMM.

The Fair

for

Pop Music and

Entertainment
August,

17t`'

- 20 "'

Köln Messe
Cologne

1995

36

31

10

Abs Of Steel 2000 Tamilee Webb
(wick Citl anetics- Sunnach Callan Pinckney
R,xoui With Sugar Ray Leonard Sugar Ray Leonard
13uns Of Steel Step 2000 Tamilee Webb
Frntda's Stop Aerobic And Jane Fonda
J n
Abdominal Workout

Top VideoSales
Special Interest: Recreational Sport
January 10, 1987 -June 25, 1994

Bou

Mann's (w nip ete Auumtatk Bob Mann
Golf Method
Michael Jordan's Pktygnnoul Michael Jordan

E

Dorf ( ht Golf Tim Conway
MicluulJordan: Conn Michael Jordan

T

E

R

T

A

I

N

M

E

N

T

NC

THE SPIRIT OF AMERICANA

Fly With Me
Í

N

NBA Dream Tram Various
Golf My Way With Jack Nicklaus Jack Nicklaus
Magic Johnson-Always Nho wtirne Magic Johnson
Michael Jrrcdan Air Tinu Michael Jordan

FILM

VIDEO

TELEVISION

MUSIC
Li9ge

CaDm Farer Entertarnmsnt Inc Au

R.ght Removed

(Continued on page 256)

DEPARTMENT

M.

The Music Video Department of DoRo Productions

Vienna 1150 Austria Winckelmannstrasse
Fon

(

+43 1)892 -4444 Ext 50 Fax (+43 1)892 -4445

E -Mail

8

100012.455©compuserve corn
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(Continued from Top Video Sales: Recreational Sport, page 255)

..
Great Hnt:un

HARLIE PARKER
_..,.JNEMpR1AL

riEM1A
AFTER
DAR"(

Best of The Footfall Follies Various

9
10

1-

NBA Jam

Various
& Frank Layden

Nesstunr

AU New Dazzling Dunks

11

Basketball Bloopers
Baseball Funnies -The Unofficial
Baseball Harulh oak
13
Larry Bird -A Basketball Legend
14 Not So Great Moments In Sports
The AU New Not-So -Great
15
12

Various
Larry Bird
Tim McCarver
Tim McCarver

Moments In Sports
Dazzling Dunks ëP Basketball Various

16

Bloopers
Sports Illustnued's Various
25th Anniversary Swimsuit Video
NBA Awesome Endings Various
18
19 Arnold Palmer: Play Great Golf Arnold Palmer

Denon
Congratulates

17

BILLBOARD

Vol. I

on its

Super Slams Of The NBA Various

20

100th Anniversary!

NBA Super Stars Various

21

Warren Miller's Learn To Ski Warren Miller
Better
Bea! Golf Made Easier Leslie Nielsen
Charlie Lau: The Art Of Charlie Lau

22
23

24

Hitting 300

CREATING MUSICAL HISTORY
SINCE 1910
CARMEN MCRAE

HÉLk.NE

adlit

JASsis:aÑRKk.R
ancr+

utit iasiikit. ,
.

Tel:

We are

81-3-3584-8231

"fls fl

Proud

-NY

POP

Fax.

HISiOflIM Cbm IfllYlfl

BILLBOARD BOOKS, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY

Billboard Books are available at your local bookstore.
Hl)
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WIiH

Minnesota Fats
Sir Charles

37

Shay Atuwk-In Your Face

Lendl

Charles Barkley
Shayuille O'Neal

38 Winning Basketball wMrry Bird Larry Bird/Red Auerbach

& Red Auerbach
A Knight Of Basketball Bob Knight
When h Was A Game 2 Various

39

40

End Of CANA

THE BEBEST.-

BD EASY-TO-USE REEEREOCE,

HOD H CLASSY JOB ALL BDOUD0.-

-RADIO AND

RECORDS

Revised Edition on sale
April 1995!

!J811[
'JI

SRS

ui

MAKING
NEWS WITH
FRED BRONSON'S
EXTRAORDINARY
CHART-TOPPING
TITLES!
Rn

SIRS

36

.

"OEEIOITELY

Il HIT. IT'S

LEADERS

I

Bfl0I1S00

& Ivan

fl TflOLY IMPRESSIVE BOOR

Celebrate
Billboard's

155 RII

COLLECTOR.

1

DAILY NEWS

to

ENTURY

,

DENON Records DENON DIGITAL INO
A division of DENON CORP (USA)
135 West 50th Street
Suite 1915. New York. NY 10020
Fax: (212) 581.2591
Tel: (212) 581 -2550

Ltd
NIPPON COLUMBIA Co
14 -14. 4- chome. Akasaka
Minatoku. Tokyo 107 Japan

The Secret NBA Various
Ivan Lendl: John McEnroe
John McEnroe
The Wnsrun; Edge

27

The NFL TV Follies Jonathan Winters
28
29 The Dodger-A Team For Al Time The Dodgers
30
Jan Stephehtsom's How Te, Golf Jan Stephenson
Jack Nicklaus' The Full Swing Jack Nicklaus
31
Football Follies Various
32
Learning To Fly -The World Chicago Bulls
33
Champion Chicago Bulls' Rise To
Glory
Dorf's Golf Bible Tins Conway
34
35
How To Play Pool Starring Minnesota Fats

tfftfftrrtis

Columbia Music Publishing Co Ltd
14 -14. 4- chime. Akasaka. Minatoku. Tokyo 107 Japan
Tel' 81 -3- 3584 -8111
Fat: 81.3- 3586 -1726
Yoshinori Waki. President
Minoru Sakurada. Director Creative d Publishing Service

Sports Blooper Awards Various

25
26

"fl

MOD

H

YOLUMBLE

DOCUIOEOT

fl (OUST

..

numb)
ENVáS

BERT

HEEEREDCE

WON,

red
Bronson's
F

THE BILLBOARD

BOOK OF

FOR

IT'S EUH TO BEQO'

-DICK

CLARK

RECORD LABELS
143,000

DAILY
NEWS

10036 1-800-278-8477

9D

.

THIVID EAOS

-LA

111.1

HOT OOZY

h

COPIES SOW

will be available
in Fall, 1995.
*BELONS
POP MUSIC

OB EYEflY
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In The Grooves

HOWDY INTERNATIONAL INC.
Comeuur sollume dralmousik sershouNIA.
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FRED BRONSON
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alk into a CD store in Hiroshima, Japan,
and you'll find The Billboard 200 posted.
Ask a music fan in London who holds
the record for the longest- running No. 1 single in
America, and she's likely to know it's Whitney
Houston with "I Will Always Love You." The
Billboard
why

L \ RRE CORPORATION / ADVANCED PROMOTION INTERNATIONAL. INC.
IF KUYC/ BLDG. No.2 }102, MINAMI. AOYAMA MINAIOKU. TOKYO 107. JAPAN

IGH
QUALITY
H

charts are known around the world, but

are people so fascinated with the ups and downs

favorite artists and recordings?
"It's inherent in human nature that we want
to compete and we want to win," says Michael Ellis,
associate publisher of Billboard and director of
charts. "We need measuring sticks, whether they be
the Olympics, which measures athletic performance,
or the charts, which measure recording artists' performances. We provide one important way of measuring that success."
The Billboard charts that are published today
can be traced back to the first official top 10 singles
list published in July 1940, with "I'll Never Smile
Again" by Tommy Dorsey (and vocals by Frank
Sinatra) sitting in the No. 1 slot. It's possible to find
charts that were published even earlier -longtime
chart director Tom Noonan has a souvenir issue
from 1950 that reprinted a Popular Songs Heard in
Vaudevil (sic) Theaters Last Week chart from 1914.
Noonan was only 25 years old when publisher
Bill Littleford asked if he would like to head up the
chart department. Despite his youth, Noonan had
garnered valuable experience in the Billboard office
as a college student between 1949 and 1952 by working as permanent vacation relief three days a week.
By the time he took over the chart department, he
had worked in almost every position in the office,
including office manager and music reporter. He
learned about the music business by working with
seasoned journalists who occupied the office -names
now legendary, such as Jerry Wexler, Bob Rolontz,
and Paul Ackerman.
During Noonan's tenure, Billboard was publishing three different charts that tracked the sales
of popular singles: Best Sellers In Stores, Most Played
In Juke Boxes, and Most Played By Jockeys. All of
those charts had 30 positions. "I was talking to dealers every week, and I found out they were selling a
btmore than 30 titles," Noonan recalls. "I decided
put all three ingredients together to come up with
Hot 100. In the early stages, we also put in sales
sheet music-we had another chart that ran 30
tions, the Honor Roll of Hits, which was a song
of their

blishers' chart."

avex 9rroup

AVEX D.D..INC. / PRIME DIRECTION. INC. / CUTTING EDGE. INC. / HOWDY INTERNATIONAL INC. I VEL

LABELS

EEDS

N
H
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PARTNER

Esclusive marketing, promotion
& distribution for Italy

Happy Birthday
VA

Billboard

44)

'

IF Wm
Sounds
MVTMtIA
New Sounds S.r.l.
Via Zara, 20 - 20052 Monza (MI) Italy
Phone 039/2004233 - 2000623 - 2004691 Fax 039/2001432
(from U.S.A you have to dial twice 39)
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(Continual onwti.ns)
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Noonan's new chart, which debuted on Nov.
12, 1955, was called the Top 100. "As soon as we
introduced it, the other trades jumped on it, and

since they called theirs the `Top 100,' we knew we
had to change the name. So we not only changed it
to the Hot 100, we copyrighted the name." The new
moniker led Noonan to name another chart,
although he was laughed out of the office when he
suggested it. "I came up with `Bubbling Under,"
Noonan says of the chart that listed songs ready to
jump onto the Hot 100. "To everybody's amazement, the name caught on."
Noonan admits that he had no idea the Hot
100 would still be intact some 36 years later. While
the Hot 100 is recognized around the world as the
most authoritative singles chart, The Billboard 200
holds the same esteemed position in the album category. The name is relatively recent, dating back to
Sept. 7, 1991. Before that, the chart was called,
among other names, Best -Selling Popular Albums,
Top LPs, Top LPs & Tapes, and Top Pop Albums.
"The name was changed when we introduced
SoundScan methodology," explains Ellis. "There
was a misunderstanding as to what the previous
name meant. It was called `Top Pop Albums' and a
lot of people who read the chart, and even the people at stores who gave us their lists, thought `pop'
was a kind of music. It didn't mean pop music, we
meant popular music, anything that was selling."
The name was changed when Billboard editor
in chief Timothy White and publisher Howard
Lander were in the office of Bruce Hinton, chair-

quick
Efficient
Reliable
What else can you ask for in a compact disc and cassette replicator?

ASR Recordin g Services Delivers
Audio Cassette Duplication
ASR

Recording Services

8960 Eton Avenue

Compact Disc Replication

Canoga Park, (A 91304

800.852.3124
818. 341 9131 Fax

5 Color CD Printing

Custom Packaging

PRICES

Proud

HIE

Celebrate
Billboard's
LEADING THE INDUSTRY
WITH THE DEFINITIVE
BUSINESS GUIDES
OF M. WILLIAM
KRASILOVSKY AND
SIDNEY SHEMEL
BILLBOARD

100TH ANNIVERSARY

O

HEW STYLE,

10036 1-800-278-8477
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DISCOVERED COMPOSER,

111I5 011510fS5 Of lOOS1C
IS R BILE Of RIGHTS"

-NY
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TIMES

250,000 COMBINED

XCELLENCE
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7th Edition available
Fall 19951

CENTURY OF

1

THE SHEER

THE BOY GERMS WITH

to

BILLBOARD BOOKS, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY
Billboard Books are available at your local bookstore.
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describe a kind of music but a race of people,"
explains Ellis. "She felt it was inappropriate, as did
a majority of readers who supported the change.
The type of music should name the chart, not the
people who are making it or buying it. For more
than 40 years the music has been called R &B, so
that's why we changed it back."
Ellis is constantly being lobbied by industry
executives to introduce new charts. "Right now
we're entertaining half a dozen ideas for possible
new charts," he says. One such idea originated in
1988 with a member of the Billboard chart department. "The Modern Rock Tracks chart was created
in 1988 by Ron Cerrito, who was a big fan of alternative music and was disappointed Billboard didn't have a chart," Ellis recalls. "He felt there was a
radio format developing and that we should have a
chart showing the radio success of those alternative
acts, many of which have crossed over to the mainstream. He pushed for this chart very hard, and we
bucked the industry by making it a track chart."
Cerrito, now director of album promotion for
Epic, argued vehemently that radio is a track -based
medium. "And the alternative community argued
vehemently that it was an album format," he recalls.
"You look at any successful station and you'll see

reat vea44.1
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they are playing three or four tracks from an album,
but there was always one that was getting significant rotation." Cerrito didn't want to use "alternative" in the chart name. "I hated the term, because
`alternative' to what? Alternative to me means something that is not something else. I felt that what it
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was was rock 'n' roll, a 'new wave' of rock. We didn't want to call it `new wave' because that was passé.

STEVEN HALPERN

felt alternative could have meant jazz [or] classical. We wanted to have something that was more
specific to the music. At the time, KITS in San
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Francisco was using the term `Modern Rock.' I
thought that was more what it was really about."
As Ellis points out, "Cerrito didn't coin the term,
hut he was the one to broaden its popularity."

With over 50 albums, STEVEN HALPERN is the most consistent creator
of ambient music in the world. His name is synonymous with the music
that people want for unwinding and relaxing.

One of the newer additions to the chart roster
Heatseekers, which is more than just a chart. "We
realized we needed something to help new artists,"
explains Billboard's editor in chief Timothy White.
"We didn't know what it was going to be. We spent
a lot of time thinking about it. We decided on a chart,
and we wanted to have a companion column for it."
Heading home from Billboard's Manhattan office
one day, White was catching up with two days' worth
of the New York Times on the train. "There was
something about a popular uprising in Sri Lanka. I
thought, `Isn't that a good name for a chart feature ?'
And then there was a passing mention elsewhere
about missiles. f thought, `Hmm, missiles, rocketships,' and I got the idea of heatseeking missiles. It
was the serendipity of the two."
is

As long as there is stress, he will be selling more and more recordings!
recording artist/producer

"... as close to being a new age superstar as anyone these days."
National distribution by REP

For PR/interviews, contact: SOUNDR

-The New York Times, 7/31/94
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Range Of Professional Quality CD Jewel Boxes

A Full

White submitted a proposal to publisher
Howard Lander detailing a new Heatseekers chart
and a companion column called Popular Uprisings.
"In

further discussions, [associate director of

charts/retail] Geoff Mayfield came up with the idea
of having regional breakouts," White elaborates.
"[Managing editor] Ken Schlager had the idea of
using a map of the United States. Those were the
three bumps that brought the thing into existence.
Michael Ellis handled all of the chart methodology
and what the rules would be. Art director Jeff Nisbet
and Tom Senif cooked up the look of everything."
As a result of their collaborative efforts, Heatseekers
debuted in the Oct. 26, 1991, issue, and, like other
Billboard features, has become a part of the lexicon.
The youngest of all the Billboard charts is Top
Reggae Albums, first published as a regular feature
in the Feb. S, 1994, issue. Seven months earlier, in a
special section devoted to the genre, White wrote of
his passion for the music. "A personal and professional goal when I came to Billboard as editor in chief
at the start of 1991 was that the magazine would one
day institute reggae charts ... these charts are a testament to the massive sales volume reggae now enjoys
at the mainstream retail level." White, who has magnified Billboard's global perspective during his tenure,
concluded, "We at Billboard are here to help reggae
and all Caribbean music expand and prosper, chronicling its artistic inroads and charting its commercial strides. I hope you'll help the industry in these
efforts. As Bob Marley once sang, `You think it's the
end, but it's just the beginning!'"
Reggae will not hold its place as Billboard's
newest chart for long, as Ellis and the chart department bring to life the next chart to join the table of
contents, and the one after that, and the one after
that. Two things are certain: the charts will be treated
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high regard, and Billboard will continue to
publish the world's most respected charts. Ellis, who
reminds his staff that Billboard serves as both the
with

(Continued on page 262)
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dictionary and encyclopedia of charts for the industry, remembers what Tommy Noonan told him when
the torch was passed: "We're only going to be here
for a few years. We're just the guardians of these
charts temporarily; they're going to outlive us all.
All we can do for those few years that we're in charge
is do our best to keep them together and hand them
to the next generation in good shape." Ellis concludes, "We're very dedicated and very serious about
doing our absolute best to be of service, and record
the history of the music industry day by day, week
by week, and year by year."
Fred Bronson is the author of the "Billboard Book

5033 TRANSAMERICA DRIVE, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43228

Of Number One Hits," "Billboard's Hottest Hot
and is the co- author of "The Billboard
Book Of Number One Rhythm & Blues Hits," and
100 Hits, "

4

he writes the weekly Chart Beat column for Billboard.
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CHART HISTORIES

N°

Capsule histories of each chart, which follow below,
are grouped by category and listed by chart title.
These chart titles have changed over time, and each
new name is included here-in chronological order
along with notes on each chart, the origin date for
each chart, and a listing of the number of positions
each chart has had. These chart histories were compiled by Joel Whitburn, whose Record Research
books are essential tools for music professionals as
well as music fans all over the world.

-

0

s

POI' SINGLES

Gu&th1ilxx rdl
on HXiYe&rvicetvtkIndumy

Positions

Debut Date

Chart Title

4/30/38

Record Buying Guide
List of the top turns with no artists shown;
first Na I turn: "Ti -Pi -Tin"

10 to 20

Record Buying Guide

20

JUKE BOX

10/22/38

First chart to list artist tames -all l'ersunu
of a song cnnhnud mw: one listing

1/8/44

Most Played Juke Box Records
First chart to refer

t luke

Most Played In Juke Boxes

1

15

to 30

Box records

20

Final chart

BEST SELLING
7 /27/40

by Frank Sinatra

Your Friends at Dolby liiho atorées

.

Best-Selling Retail Records
First national Best- Selling chan plus
four regional charts (East/Midwest/South/
West Coast- published through I /6/45);
first No. I record: "l'U Neger Smile Agam"
M Tinny Qrnser with Locals

10

& the Pied Pipers

10/8/49

Best -Selling Pop Singles
First chart to refer to Pop Singles

20 to 30

2/20/54

Best Sellen In Stores
Gutting Up Stnntg singles chart ran
/nun 7/16/55 through 7/28/58 as
a continuation of the Best Sellers chan

20 to 50

10/13/58

Best -Selling Pop Singles In Stores
Final chart

50

1/27/45

Disks With Most Radio Plugs
First radio airplay chan; first
No. I record: "Don't Fence Me In" by Bing
Cntsby & the Andrews Scsten

15

2/3/45

Records Most Played On The Air
New chan title after one week

15

2/14/48

Records Most Played By Disk Jockeys
First chart to refer to Disk Jockeys

15to30

7/28/58

Most Played By Jockeys
Final chart

25

DISK JOCKEY

o

Dolby

4

HOT 100
11/12/55

Doq arch

more trio are 6Sxec>asswg of Dag ttEaarta Larry Omar Otttt Doq Loam r. SB41034
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Top 100
Single. a l- encompassig chart: first
I00 -p swum chan: first No.! single: "Love Is A
Mane -Splen tired Then;" by the Four Aces

100

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

8458

Hot 100

IOC

Ho

First

100 chan; first No.1 ?room!:
"Run Little Ford" by Ricky Nelson

I1;309I

Hot 100

100

/00 *av

y C4122/ %aganr G
,

Began using actual monitored airplay
(Broadcast Data Systems), actual sales figures

(SoundScat), and plavlists from small,
market radio stations to compile the chan

BUBBLING UNDER
SINGLES
Chart Title

Debut Date

Positions

POP

6/1/59

Bubbling Under The Hot 100

5

to

HOME VIDEO

35

First No. 101 record: 'A frayer And A Juke
Box" by Cale Anthoty & the Imperials

8/3l/85

No Charts Published

Congratulations from your friends at MGM/UA Home Video.

to 11/28/92
12/5/92

Bubbling Under The Hot 100 Singles

25

cekly chan; compiled using actual nunutored
airplay (Bn,adcast Data Systems), actual
sakes figures (SomndScan), and playlets from

11

small- market rads, statuas; first
record: "I Got

A Man/NightsIuft"

Ni.

I

by Positive

I.

HONOR ROLL OF HITS
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

3/24/45

Honor Roll Of Hits

10 to 30

chan; ranking of the top song
titles (all tersunu of each tale combated for its ranking); first No. I record:
'Ac- Ceru -Tchu -Ate The Positive"
' lC'eekly

1

Honor Roll Of Hits

1/16/63

30

i

Final Iwrr

1

POP SINGLES SALES

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

10/20/84

Hot 100 Sales

30 to 40

of the hest- selling records
based rra reports from record sums;
chan used in compiling the Hot 100;
first No. 1 record: "I Just Gilled
To Say I Lue Yin" by Stevie 'Crouler

vCCekh chan

6/8/91

Top POS Singles Sales

75

Began using actual point of sales (POS) figures
(So undScan) to compile the chan; not
used in compiling the Hot IOC until II/30 91

Hot 100 Singles Sales

7/17/93

Tale rct errs hoick to

I I, ,t

75

IX

POP SINGLES AIRPLAY

Debut Date

Chart Title

10/20/84

Hot 100 Airplay

Positions
30

to 40

chan of the records most played
on rads, according to statum playlists;
chan used in compiling the Heu 100; fins
No. I record: "I Just Called TO
1C'eekly

Say

1

Lue Yin"

by Stevie Wonder

Top 40 Radio Monitor

12/8/90

75

Began using actual monitored airplay (Broadcast Data Systems) to compile the chuan; no
used in compiling the Hou 100 until I I ;0 y I

7/17/93

Hot 100 Airplay
Title reviens hack to Hot I00 Airpl

12/8/90

Top 40 Radio Recurrent Monitor
Separate don ruiltutlg concurrently
with Tip 4t Ralf, Mlmnor that ranks the
odder sags that hate fallen off Radio
Minutia chart but still receive much arplay

7/17/93

s

Hot 100 Recurrent Airplay

25

25

Record must hume talk-a off the
lira 100 before bang clgghlk to chan on
Hot 100 Recurrent Airplay chan

HOT 100
RECURRENT SINGLES
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

11/30/91

Hot 100 Recurrent Singles

30

Wieldy chan of singles that
have spent 20 weeks on the Hot 10.1
and dropped below the Top 20

1/25/92

Hot 100 Recurrent Singles

30

Singles that have spent 20 weeks on the Hot
and dropped below the
40

IN

demand experience and
commitment behind the scenes.
Aon Entertainment /CNA gives you both.
You

75

lip

Aon Entertainment has been a leader
entertainment insurance since 1962.
We focus our efforts exclusively on servicing the entertainment industry and
we understand the specific needs of the

years. Their loss control experts can
help you prevent many claims and help
reduce insurance costs by creating a
safer workplace. If a claim should arise,
CNA has the expertise to handle

music industry.
The CNA Insurance Companies have
been committed to offering property/
casualty products and value added services continuously for nearly one hundred

it quickly.

in

Hot 100 Recurrent Singles
Singles that hume spent 20 weeks on the

30

Hot

100 and dropped below the T,p 50

(Continued on page 264)

Contact your independent agent or
broker for more information.
CNA.

Complete, customized insurance for the music industry.
Entertainment, Ltd.
Insurance Services 1- 800.235 -2202

AwlAon

4/11/92

Experience and commitment are what
you can expect from Aon Entertainment/

CNA

IA IS Angeles \,Vw York Chicago Toronto I}nuMn1
For All the Commitments You Make
Coverage is underwritten by property /casualty comparues of the CNA Insurance Companies CNA is a registered service mark of the
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(Continued from Chart Histories, page 283)

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

11/28/92

Hot 100 Recurrent Singles
Final published chart

30

L

npuhlished Top 25
ulk.

clan

Ih

still as aukd,le tkt

3

92

Ballbaud Information Network

POP ALBUMS

Chart Title

Debut Date

Positions
IC

DISK JOCKEY
7/21 /56

Most Played By Jockeys
W'ekly clan of pop adMuns receiving
the most airplay; first No. 1 album: "Songs Fo
Swmgni Linen!" by Frank Sinatra

12/8/58

Most Played By Jockeys
Final chant

10

Bubbling Under The Top Pop Albums

10

Positions

7

14 56

8/26/57

Positions

7/22 /50

10

1

Best Selling Popular EPs
Final , hor

4.60

Men

Positions

1:961

43

Pop Albums Coming Up Strong

Chart Title
Best -Selling Popular Record Albums

10

30

Essential Inventory -Mono

25

Essential Inventory- Stereo
Monty albums charted 40 weeks or
more and stereo albums charted
20 weeks or more (stereo albums changed
to 30 weeks or more on 5/30/60)

20

Action Albums -Mono
Action Albums- Stereo

25
15

Top LPs -Moto
Top LPs -Stereo
Mayor expansion of charted

150
50

puas m.

Top LPs
One chart; first No. I album: "Days Of
lY irae and Roses" by Andy Williams

150 to 175

5/13/67

Top LPs
First Top 2i1.1 chart

200

2/19/72

Top LPs & Tapes
First mentum of tapes nt chart dale

200

a

Positions
5

to 10

10

Titles listed by category

1/2/54

Best -Selling Popular LPs
First chue tale to refer to LPs

I C

6/12/54

Best-Selling Popular Albums
Biweekly_ chan: in late 1955 und earl_
1956 there was a seven-week gap
aka' several three -week gaps between charts

15

Top 200 Albums
u. albums

10/20/84

200

Char tale again refers
5/25/91

Top Pop Albums
Began using actual sales figures (SoundScan) to compile the chart

200

9/7/91

The Billboard 200 Top Albums
Chart tale changed again

200

3/14/92

The Billboard 200
Current chart tale

200

No Charts Published

to 12/26/53
10

40

61

4

Best-Selling Pop Albums
Began tun separate, twin -psuum charts:
Best - Selling 45 RPM und BestSelling 33 1/3 RPM; kat charts 8 15 5 '

8/29/53

Mono Action Charts
Stereo Action Charts
Mono, albums charted 39 weeks or
less and stereo albums charted
19 weeks or less (stereo albums changed
to 29 weeks or less rin

Albums charted now weeks or less.
Appmximately 200 albums
listed by category (nopsuums) and
shown as essential inventory

4 to 6

Weekly chan; first No. 1 album: "Colleaim
Of Favorites" by the King Cole Tri,

by Elvis Presley

60

11

Pop Albums Coming Up Strong
Weekly chart of nouer pop albums
shoving chart potential; first No. I album:
"High Society" soundtrack

Debut Date

fry Jackie Gleam

10 10

yz

30

5/300

1

ri1763

3/24 /45

Best Selling Popular EPs
1Yéeklyclan; first No. I EP: "LxmgYom"

50

POP ALBUMS

POP EP'S

10/7 /57

Best Selling Mono LPs
Best Selling Stereo LPs
\e(aoute Stereo and Moni, charts published
through 8/10/63

Foul chart

Fund chaut

No Charts Published

5/25/59

COMING UP STRONG

Bubbling Under The Top LPs
Bctünk )knnanent l0- fwsdunt chart

2/13/54
to 9/30/57

Bo

Chart Title

Debut Date

4 to 35

Best Selling Popular EPs
No. EP "Music For Lovers Only'

10to30

1/4/60

of radio stations playing more dance and
R&B music; used to mrnpde Hot 100
chan; Airplay chart; first No. I record:

POP

Furst

40

Positions

Best -Selling Popular Albums
l)cckly chart again

POP ALBUMS

Bubbling Under The Top LPs
\1; ally clan: first No. 201 album: -1 lu
Answcats" u nndtrack

12/26 /53

Top 40/Rhythm- Crossover

Chart Title

3/24/56

10

12/26/70

Chart Title

40

"Ertl OfThe Road" fry

Chart Title

Debut Date

Top 40/Mainstream
Weekly chart using actual mnuwred
airplay (Broadcast Data Systems)
of radio statuna playing a wide variety
of music; used to compile Hot 100
Airplay chan; ftrst No. 1 record:
"Enid of The Road "by Boyz II Men

Debut Date

Weekly chart using actual montiwred
airplay IBnadcast Data Systems)

r

Debut Date

8/24/85

Positions

392

10

BUBBLING UNDER
ALBUMS

7/13/74

Chart Title

Debut Date

Hot 100 Recurrent Singles

12/5/92

TOP 40 AIRPLAY

N/kÌRID

-Full Liner Notes-All Digital Recordings (DDD)
Four Color Graphics' New Monthly Releases
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MENDELSSOHN BRUCH
Violin Concertos

he Four Seasons
solin Concerto Op 3,
1)ouhk ('antccnu ()p. 3 tl
I

lindnch l'uo.kra Fnntisck Fig(tn
kcoskmia'/.iliniana

"

¡s

Stank,,ltsoda. %ssin
%bivak Philharmonic orchestra
Keith (lark

CLASSICS FOR
Marketed and distributed by Naxos of America,

1165

SONG

A

Marlkress Road, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003 FAX: 609 -751 -7721

For a Free Lydian, Naxos, or Marco Polo Catalog call
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(Continued from Chart Histories, page 263)

COUNTRY SINGLES

RAP SINGLES

Chart Title

Positions

Hot Rap Singles

30

Debut Date
3111

/89

Biueekh chart; first No. record "SelfDestnuctnm" by the Stop The Violence Movement; became weekly chart on 11/4/89

FOLK/HILLBILLY /COUNTRY
WESTERN /COUNTRY

1

1/8/44

Hot Rap Singles

12!4N3

50

6/25/49

Chart Title

Positions

Hot R&B LPs
First No. 1 album: "Where Did
Love Go" by the Supreme.

8/23/69

2

to

15

8/25/90

Country & Western Records

Hot C &W Sides

10/20/58

I

0

to 50

Hot Country Singles

11/3/62
First No.

ho

5

to 20

50

Best Selling Soul LPs

10

Hot Country Radio Breakouts

10

30

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

5/25/91

Top Country Catalog Albums

25

First No.

I

30 to 75

record: "Mama Sang A Senn¿"

7/14/73

Hot Country Singles

album: ' (Jre itest Hits"
brr Patsy Cline
1

COUNTRY ALBUMS

by Bill Anderson

First No. album: "Hot Buttered
Sind" by Isaac Haves

Hot Country Radio Breakouts

11.eekh chan; first No. I record A Bottle Of
Wine And Patsy (:line" by Marsha Thornton

COUNTRY CATALOG
ALBUMS

&Ride. all-encompassing chart

t

Positions

Fatal chan

Two separate charts: Juke Box and Best Sellers;
Jockey dan added rn I2:10,49

R&B/SOULBLACK
/30/65

1/20/90

&

Most Played Juke Box Folk Records

No Chart Published

Suter; renamed Hillbilly Records 9/6/47
to I 1/I/47; Best Sellers hegan5 /15/48

R&B ALBUMS

I

Positions

Chart Title

6/6/81
to 1/13/90

First No. I record: "Pistol Packin' Mama"
by Bmg Crosby & the Andrews

First T,p 50 chan; began using a tuai sales
figures (SoundScan) to compile the hart

Debut Date

Chart Title

Debut Date

Debut Date

100

First "MP 10.' chan

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

Hot Country Singles

1/11/64

Hot Country Albums

20 to 45

1

1

/20/90

No Charts Published

8 /26/72
to 10/7/72

Soul album sake are ohs, ',bed mw
the PI, album chan

Best Selling Soul LPs

10/14/72
First No.

I

50

to 75

2/17/90

Black LPs

75

Weekly chan

Title reverts Frock to

RB

Began using actual sales figures (Sound
Scan) to ammptle the chan

Chart Title
First No. album: "Mr. Scarface
Back" by Scarface
1

40
Is

Bubbling Under The Top 100

Positions

Top Country Albums

Chart Title

5

7 17 61

Weekly chart except for occasional
lapses; first No. 101 record: "Until The

Easy Listening
Top 20 "soft" songs taken directh from

the Ha 100 chars; first No. 1 record: The
Boll 1Céevd Song" by Bmok Benton

YOUR FRIENDS AT
SCOTTI BROS. MUSIC GROUP
BACHYARD

records

SCOTT! BROS. MUSIC GROUP IS A DIVISION OF ALL AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS. INC.

266 BILLBOARD

100TH ANNIVERSARY

Positions

STANDARD/ADULT CONTEMPORARY

CONGRATULATIONS TO BILLBOARD
ON YOUR FIRST CENTURY.
HERE'S TO THE NEXT.

.Ff

75

EASY LISTENING/MIDDLE -ROAD/POP

Bitter End" by Kenny Serait

I

75

album: "Cuy Of New Orleans"
by Willie Nelson

ADULT CONTEMPORARY
SINGLES

COUNTRY
9/6/80

I

Began using actual sales figures (SoursScan/ to compile the chan

Debut Date
Positions

Heatseekers

1C/26,9 I

5 /25/91

BUBBLING UNDER
SINGLES
Chart Title

Top Country Albums
First No

25

75

First Top 75 chart

-

Debut Date

Hot Country LPS

10 /20/84

Changed ehgththrs requirement to a
song having spent 20 weeks on the
Hot Country Singles H Tracks chart
and dropped below the Top 20

45 to 50

album: "Turn The World Around"
by Eddy Arnold

5/31/80

of songs having

Hot Country Recurrents

1

25

HEATSEEKERS ALBUMS

Debut Date

First No.

100

Top R&B Albums

12/5/92

12/8/90

100

Top R&B Albums

10/27/90

Hot Country Recurrents
appeared ors the Hot Co ntri Singles
& Tracks chan for 21 weeks

100

Top Black Albums
First Tip 100 chan

Hot Country LP'S

1,13/68
75

are eligible to chart

9/1/90

First NO I album: "StevieWonder's Origmai
Musk/um-aim l" by Stevie Woruler

9/3/88

Hot Country Singles & Tracks

First No. I album: "Ring Of Fire (The Best Of
Johnny Cash) " lry Johnny Cash

Title changed to reflect that album tracks

album: "Superfly" soundtrack
by Gurus Mayfield

6 /26/82

75

Began using actual monitored
airplay (Broadcast Data Systems)
only to compile the chan

20

Chart Title

Positions

Middle -Road Singles

20

Debut Date
I

I

362

First No. record: "Only Urre Can Break
A Hears" by Gene Pitney

THE

-

1

5/2/64

20

STATIONS

record "Hello, Doak
by Grals Amistnnag

First No.

10/24/64

LISTENING

CD

1-:0171)

Pap- Standard Singles
I

15 to 25

Middle -Road Singles

INTERACTIVE

Title reverts back to Middle -Road

5/1/65

Pop- Standard Singles
rule reverts hack u, Pop- Standard

20 to 25

POINT -OF- PURCHASE SYSTEMS

Top Easy Listening

40 to 50

A

6/5/65

Title reuens hack to Easy Listening,
first chan mn to take "soft"
untgs directly fnnn Hot WO chart

4/7/79

Hot Adult Contemporary
First No

7/17/93

40 to 50

record: "Crazy Ume" by Poo

I

Hot Adult Contemporary

40

Began usitg,ktual minuuired
airplay (Broadcast
dcatst Data Systems) ro
compile the chan

7/17/93

SOUND
INVESTMENT
IN THE FUTURE OF
MUSIC RETAILING
Developed By HIGH LEVEL MARKETING

Hot Adult Contemporary Recurrents
Separate chan running ankurrently

Los Angeles. California

(818) 769 -7700

10

with Hot Adult Contemporary that ranks
the older songs that have fallait off
the nadir dan hut still receive airplay

MIDLINE /CATALOG
ALBUMS
Debut Date
7/24/82

Chart Title

Positions

Midline LPs

50

Biweekly chan of In sr -pnced catalog
albums; first No I album: -Tapestry" fry (tarok
King. henmus nunthls.'han ant I/14'84

10/20/84
First No.

Top Midline Albums
I album. "Hum John-Greatest
Has- by Elum John

10/29/88
to 5/18/91

No Charts Published

5/25/91

Top Pop Catalog Albums
Weekly chart of albums at least rus years
old that haw been off the Pig, Alburne chan
for three conecutave months; c,nnpled
using actual sales ligures (SoundScan); first
No. I album The Best Of The Righteous
Bnthsrs" f s the Riggte us Brothers

40

TM

THE PHRTEST FUNK, POP, REGGRE, RRP, R&B, RNLI DRNCE TRRX ON THE PLRNET
50

FROM
. /. It

OK-TEL

.111111l1.

NEW AGE ALBUMS
Debut Date
10/29/88

Chart Title

Positions

New Age Albums

I5to25

M,ntthly chan: first No I album:
"Cnsui/m's Dream- hi David Linz: becomes
!weekly chart ,mI 28.49
411
CS

REGGAE ALBUMS

6116-4

CD

6116;

pl1 i.,s

a11:l.,,

Chart Title

2/5/'94
1C4ekly

Positions

Top Reggae Albums
chart compiled using ,kund sales

2 UNLIMITED, CRPTRIN

15

I

u,

t

CD

C &C

RUPRUL AND MORE!

,.,

1',!

61012Ì

it

90'S:

TLC, NENEH CHERRY,

SNAP, THE MOVEMENT,

HOLLYWOOD PROJECT,

figures ISoniudScartt but published biweekly
with alternating weeks only available
MI the Billboard Information Network

l.

HOT LADIES OF THE

DRNCE X- PRESS:

Debut Date

I

061014

OIVYNILS, TRRCIE

MUSIC FRCTORY,

SPENCER RNO MORE!

ROZRLLR AND MORE!

WORLD MUSIC ALBUMS
l

Debut Date

Chart Title

5/19/90

...,,.,.a,,...

Positions

World Music Albums
No I album:

I5

Biweekly chan, first

"M,rsaarye"

Frs

( Tipsy

kings

JAZZ ALBUMS

Debut Date
3/11/67

Chart Title

Positions

IIAiT..)411'4

20 to 25

Best -Selling Jazz LPs
\t4ekly chan; first No. I album.
"Menti. Merry, Men,'" by

jS6111

tl

Ils1 :l.,,

Ii;Ii

-4

CD

NI 1:1.,t 411'4 11:Ií

6111-2

fS611S -4

KILLER REGGRE:

///

Best-Selling Jazz LPs

DAWN PENN, SHRGGY

40

7/I /78

at

resets

50
1

2/28/87

I

u',

11

C'.11IU

dnsades

¡

O.J. JRZZY JEFF & THE

,/

FRESH PRINCE, SPICE 1,

í
it

'

-

iffit

if
l'

SYBIL RNO MORE!

a'

uh f1'['MCP
PROMOTION INCLUDES:

40

P.O.P.

album. 'Access All Areas'
by Shur Gym

Top Jazz Albums

Clan

EVERLAST AND MORE!

k,

to a biweekly schedule

Top Jaz: Albums
First No.

j

FIND MORE!

Best -Selling Jazz LPs
First Tip 50 chan; becomes
weekly chan agar tond 4124 /8 2 when

10/20/84

TLC, RIFF, SRLT- N -PEPA,

¶1

SHINEHERD, MRO COBRA

First Tip 40 chan. began varyitg publishing
schedule !Tom biweekly ro m,mrhls

Ll:1

CD611S -2

FUNK'IN IT UP:

the "Cannonball- Adderies Quintet

4/7/73

u

15

otti, Top Jar Allrums tn.!

to 25

.

Toi C,ntturyr,rary Ja;; Album,

OISPLRY CONTEST
MRJOR MRRKET RADIO PROMOTIONS
PRE PRCKS

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

INSTORE PLAY

CD

or for further information about K tel's fabulous fall '94 program, tattoo your K -tel sales
representative, or one stop today. Distributed in USA by K -tel International (USA), Inc., 15535
Medina Road, Plymouth, MN 55441. Call: Toll Free I -800- 328 -6640 In Minnesota: (612) 559 -6800
To

order

,

Continued on page 2681
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Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

12/4/93

Top Jazz Albums

25

!ketones weekly

dran;

compiled using actual

(,\iumdlcmi) but published
biweekly u ith altenatnig weeks only available
Pul ih' NUN kird Information Network
scalesflgures

LATIN ALBUMS
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

6'29 85

Top Latin Albums
(.insisted of three separate biweekly flans:

25

Grp, Tropical/Salsa, and

CONTEMPORARY JAZZ
ALBUMS

R ECORDS

7

I

293

24 HIGH ST. NORTHCOTE AUSTRALIA 3070
PHONE -61 3 482 3666
FAX -61 3 482 3873

+61 3 482 3501

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

2/28/87

Top Contemporary Jazz Albums
Btu eekly chan; first Ni'. I album: "Sunultnh.
1 flume I" by Stanley Jordan

25

Top Contemporary Jazz Albums
ink's weekly chain campaid ruing at Mal

25

12/4/93
Res

EXPORT SERVICE
Australia's largest and
leading exporter of prerecorded music products.
KEEPING YOU UP TO DATE WITH THE
MOST COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION
SERVICE IN THE WORLD.

sales figures (Suu,s Scmr) Mn published

weh alternating weeks only as ulabk'
thenillbu rd Infomatun Network

boa eekdy
oiaa

10/26/74

Disco Action
Weekly chart of most-played records ni

Positions
10

to IS

regunkl darce clubs; also separately
listed varans record sure reports of best
sellers; first No. I record: "Never
Cam Say Goodbye" by Gloria

LATIN SINGLES
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

10/4/86

Hot Latin 50

50

2/20/88
to 8/27/88

Chart Title

Gaynor

Disco Top 80 (later 100)
Muj r expmsun of chart pomp tit,

80 to 100

3/27/82

Dance/Disco Top 80

80

30

CONTACT:
FRANCESCO FALVO & BUZZ HISCOCK

** CD ** LP **
MC VIDEOS ** OVERSTOCKS

Hot Dance/Disco

8/28/93

Hot Dance Music

HEU

(DIETMAR SUrERF)

NICE TO
MEET YA!

Rs

50

50

Dance Music

clair

dietmar
scherf
"NICE TO
MEET YA!"
SCHERFSP7777

DOD

CD

Chart Title

Positions

3/21/81

Top Tracks
1C :ekly chan; first No. I track: "I Can't
Stand It" by Ent (lapon

60

9/15/84

Top Rock Tracks
Chart title changed to include Rock

6O

Top Rock Tracks
t, Tip

50

10 /20/84

Cluart reduced

Sales chart began using actual

sales figures (SoundScan) u, compile the

r;i

50

Hot Dance Music
I2 -Inch Singles Sales chan tile
became Maxi - Singles Sides
Maxi -Singles

Debut Date

50

Became tari separate Tap 50
12 -Inch Singles Sales and Club Pia.

Disco removed from chan tale

6 /20/92

40

Becomes ueekdy chan again

ALBUM ROCK TRACKS

First chart auk to refer to Dance

9/19/87

40

dart

Hot Latin Tracks

6/6/92

to 60

4/14/79

Anti:

Hot Latin Tracks
First Tip 40

National Disco Action
first national flan op rrurst-pl'icj

50

Biweekly chart; first No. I record:
"Maria" by Franco

10/I/88

8/28/76

3/16/85

No Charts Published
Hot Latin 50

9/3/88

rerinds in clubs

SUPPLYING THE WIDEST SELECTION IN
UNIQUE AUSTRALIAN RELEASES BY
INTERNATIONAL AND AUSTRALIAN
ARTISTS FROM AUSTRALIAN MAJOR AND
INDEPENDENT LABELS.

50

The Billboard Latin 50
lkclnues ueekly, all- ercinnpasng clan
compiled using actual sales figures
(Siuru4S -and) but published biweekly waft
alternating
ating weeks only available va the
Billboard I nfinrmuun Network; three separate
genre charts continue as 15- psosttuni listings

W'cekh chan; first No. I record: "Yo No Se
Que Me Paw," by Juan Gabriel

DANCE MUSIC
Debut Date

Regan! Mexican

4/12/86
11 /23/91

SO

Album Rock Tracks
Chun title changed to include .Album

50

Album Rock Tracks

50

Began using actual nu nutored
Systems) nils
airplay (13r oadcast
to co meek the chan

IXa

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations on Billboard's
100th Anniversary

199i (59:48)
Pertomuncs

at**

BILLBOARD 100 YEARS

Sound Duality

Contemporary
instrumental. An hour

37 °o DISCOUNT

.Retail S15.99

(COPY or use this ORDER FORM/Special OHerI)

$9.95/CD (Retail)

ONLY
10.fSE NWT O",i[r

a

AXII

Name

of relaxation and

Style & sound is

Adam

somewhat in the line
of Spyro Gyra, but
overall it's keyboard

Cary

Suu

ZIP

O CHECK HERE FOR FREE SONG DESCRIPTIONS
ENCLOSE PAYMENT (CHECK MONEY ORDER. OR CASH)
yam YOUR ORDER AND MAIL TO

SCHERF

artist
Dietmar
own
Scherf's
distinctive sound that

PRICE

TOTAL

EACH

PRICE

DIETMAR SCHERF

MCE TO MEET YA!

$9.95

CD
SHIPPING & HANDLING
(U S. CANADA ADD ONLY 51.00

CO)

II \'Ea\A' C\A- A"):: $300

CO,

TOTAL ENCLOSED
-ECA

wA.f.

C

-

-

-

RUSH DELIVERY GUARANTEED!
K-/í11r EMnmAI.(Per

2S

Ií11

I

RU: \RU

- pYMp (M t,YAV[R I1.M/fJnOin NC
Ina III \NNI \'LH\AHY
.

3FCA

of new listeners.

powerful

A

TITLE

and
thank you for selecting

iscapturing millions

P.O. BOX 1089
BEL AIR, MD 21014, USA

QTY.

Keep Spinning for Another 100

daydreaming. An
adventurous and
exotic
musical
journey. One of the
best CDs ever!
It's
great
driving music!

quality album. This
CD is a MUST!
It has become the
"secret" bestselling
QQof the season.
-ENTERTAINMENT JOURNAL

ALL DISTRIBUTOR INOUIRIES WELCOME!
Phone (410)638-9312
FAX (410) 638-0073
MernUgi

Gn

NAURU.

We're proud to provide fulfillment
subscription services to Billboard.
This milestone marks a monumental
achievement, and we look forward to
being part of your continuing success.

SPECIALTY MAILING

For
International & Canadian
Mail & Courier

Call: 800 -877-0740
Fax: 310- 216-3326

Chart Title

Debut Date

Album Rock Tracks

6/27/92
(

6/27/92

Positions

:hart reduced to Top

40

0

Album Rock Recurrent Tracks

O

I

of tracks that have spoil
20 weeks on the Album Rork Tracks chan
and dropped bel ow the Trop 20
1Cí'ekly chart

McGUIRE, KEHL & NEALON

ROCK ALBUMS
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

3/21/81

Rock Albums

50

W ekh chan; first No.

album:

I

"Rraku' Thcaier "M
9/8/84

Styx

Rock Albums

SO

Flrkll chan

SALUTES A FAVORITE CLIENT ON THE
ANNIVERSARY OF 100 YEARS OF
QUALITY PUBLISHING.

MODERN ROCK TRACKS
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

9/10/88

Modem Rock Tracks

30

Wieldy chan; first No. I track: "I eck-ABoo" by Sunrise 9 the Banshees

6/12/93

30

Modem Rock Tracks
Began lasinga cnnhlnatum of actual monitored
airplay (Broad, ast Iaaaa SySt vos) and
nuko statu at p1aykss so compile the chart

I

/22/94

30

Modem Rock Tracks
Megan using

a tu at nu 'tutored arpkry

(13madc

st

Data Syskns) only to drink the chan

ICHRISTMAS SINGLES
Chart Title

Debut Date
11/30/63

Positions

Christmas Singles

3

to

38

Weekly chan published from taco to
jive weeks during every holiday season Inns

1963 to 1973; first No. I soagk:
"White ('lvistmas" by Andy Williams

No Charts Published

1974
to 1982

Christmas Hits -Singles

12/17/83

Weekly Top 10

elan pubinhed

0

I

fir two weeks

during the holiday season fnnn 1983 u, 1985

Christmas Hits -Singles

12/28/85

C

I

ryll

What Security
Packaging Should Be

10

Ì.11k11 e 1k1n

CHRISTMAS ALBUMS
Debut Date

Chart Title

11/30/63

Christmas LP's

Positions
5

to I I7

Weekly chan published fnnn three ta five
weeks during every haoltduy seau/1 fnnn 196;
to 1973; first No. album: "The Andy
1

Williams (

1974

larmes Album

by Andy Williams

No Charts Published

to 1982
12/17/83

Christmas Hits-Albums

I

0

Weekly lip 10 chan published for two weeks
during the IuMm season fnnn 1983 to 1985

1986
12/19/87

Potection for All
Types of Entertain-

No Charts Published
Christmas Hits -Albums

Sly

ment Media
Available in a variety
of sizes to protect

Became Tipp 30 chart: published Jr mi
Ink' to three weeks during every
holiday season from 1987 to 1989

12/22/90

Top Christmas Albums

audio cassettes, CDs,
DCCs, game
cartridges, and

30

Puldashed luise, ne rot mph ,gkirn
a

12/7/91

Top Christmas Albums

30

Published lie three ctnoeutne weeks anal
ilea using actual .sale's figure's ISIntillSean,
compiled
1

2/5/92

Top Christmas Albums

Sly

I-oted for sox unsecutme weeks during the
1992 and 1993 holiday seasons; et 'mimic,' wnig
atual sakes figures (SInnuLScwr) hut published
huteekh unit alternating weeks Indy aralleablc
I ka the Rllho krtl bof antan Network

GOSPEL/SPIRITUAL
ALBUMS
Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

1/30/65

Hot Spiritual LPs
'X ekky chart; first No. I album: "Pear, 13;

5

Still Vidame 3" by James Cleveland

7/17/65
to 9/29/73

No Chart Published

10/6/73

Best-Selling Gospel LPs

4/5/80

Deterrence
SAFERS are an
inexpensive method
to prevent shoplifting.
Compatible with all

Unobstructed View
of Graphics
SAFER products'
open design gives
full view of original
package artwork.

EAS systems.

-

The Clear Solution MW SAFERS from Checkpoint
Call TODAY (800) 257 -5540, ext. 2362 for your FREE Sample Pack!
(Ask about our innovative FortKnox

35

Monthly chan; first No. I album: "Lord Don't
Mae That Mountain" by Inez Andrews
Best Selling Spiritual LPs
(;Ian title reverts to Spiritual

minidiscs.

&cure, Customer - Friendly
Packaging Checkpoint
SAFER products allow quick,
convenient checkout.

Che%point

s

product for video game protection.)
The Original Safer System

`V

35

(Con inued on page 271)
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(Continued from Chart Histories, ryas 263)

I

TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS AT BILLBOARD, WE EXTEND
OUR WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU
IN HONOR OF YOUR CENTENNIAL

BEST SELLERS ON RACKS

I

Positions

Debut Date

Chart Title

5/25/59

Best-Selling Low Priced LI's
On The Racks

Low-PRICED LPs
lo

Monthly chart; fins No. I album: "Pent'
Como Sings Just For You" by Perry (amid

MAYER,
GLASSMAN & GAINES
PARTNERSNI INCLUDING ROrESSIONAL CORAORATIONS
A

2/15/60

Best -Selling Low Priced LPs
Separate Top IC) charts for
ophonic
stereoplunc' and monophonic

10

12/31/60

Best -Selling Low Priced LPs
Firth chap

10

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
11726 SAN

VICENTE BLVD

SUITE

EPs

400

BRENTWOOD

6/1/59

Best -Selling EPs On The Racks
Monthly chan: first No. I EP: "The \111.1.
From Peter Gunn" by Henry M,m,nu

10

Best -Selling EPs On The Racks

10

.

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90049 -5006
TELEPHONE (310) 207 -0007
TELECOP,ER (3101 207-3678

12/14/59

huai chart
KIDDIE LPs

6/15/59

Best -Selling Kiddie LPs On The Racks
Monthly chan; first No. I album: " Bambi

10

by Shirley Terrible

12/21;59

cLIFFORDPAPER

10

Best -Selling Kiddie LPs
Final chan

LPs

INC.

1559

6

No Charts Published

to 1/4/75
1/11/75

40

Rack LP Best Sellers
album: "Flu
Greatest Hits" by Elton John

Weekly chan; first No.

1'6'79

I

J11ho

40

Rack LP Best Sellers
Final chan
SINGLES

I;

I

1

'75

40

Rack Singles Best Sellers
1léekly chan; first No. I single: "Please Mr.
Postman" by the Carpenters

ti

I

79

40

Rack Singles Best Sellers
Final chairs

VIDEO RENTALS

Congratulations Billboard
On Your 100th Anniversary
Compliments Of Cargo -Trac Inc.
The Official Air Freight Carrier
Of Billboard Magazine

10

Fn nn Peter Gunn" by Henry Mancini

1/4/60

Congratulations Billboard
on Their
100th Anniversary

Best -Selling LPs On The Rack
\Lnthly chan; first No. I album: "The Music

I

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

2/6/82

Videocassette Top 25 Rentals

25

Biweekly chan; first No. I video: "An
Arnercani 1Céreuolf In Lntkm.

10/9/82

1f

10/30/82

25

Videocassette Top 25 Rentals
iekly chart

40

Videocassette Top 40 Rentals
Finn Tip 40 chart

10/27/90

40

Top Video Rentals
( ..s Aanit chart title

MUSIC VIDEOS

Debut Date
3;

3íF85

I

Positions

Chart Title
Top Music Videocassetttes
I video: "Privas.
Dancer" by Tira TImwr

10.30

Biweekly chart; first No.

4 24 93

"414411111111"'"

CONOQA I'L LA 1h1ON6
to Billboard Magazine

on your 100th Anniversary Issue

40

Top Music Videos
First Top 40 chan: compiled usmg actual
sales figures (SuundScan) hut published
biweekly with alternating weeks only araukr4
fia the Binh hard hnfilnnatunt Network

TOP SPECIAL INTEREST
VIDEOCASSETTES SALES
Debut Date
10 87

I

Positions

Chart Title
Recreational Sports
Biweekly chart; first No.

I

2/'

videos.

"Automatic Golf"

11/'

..

87

Health And Fitness
Biweekly chart; first No.

I

20

video: "Jane Fonda's

Low Impact Aerobic 1Cinkout"
1

10/87

Hobbies And Crafts

15

Biweekly chart; first No. I video: "Chef Paul
Pruallunnme's Lnusianw Kitchen. Vol. I"

6/10/89

Hobbies And Crafts

15

Final chart

1/10/87

SPECTRUM
PRESS
272 BILLBOARD

100TH ANNIVERSARY

WE ARE PROUD TO SUPPORT
BILLBOARD MAGAZINE
Roseland, NJ 201-228-6200

Business And Education
Biweekly chan; first No.
"Buy A Hann"

6 3/89

I

Business And Education
Final chart

15

video:

15

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

6 24/89

Self Improvement
Biweekly chan: first No
tadct
"Swayze Datcnag"

15

I0/8/83

Home Management
Weekly chan: first No. 1: "Th;

10

4/18/64

Best-Selling Clasical LP.
Monthly chan; mating categories
listed: ()pava. Vocal and ()tord -Solt

5 -220

Self Improvement
Final chart

15

9/7/85

Home Management

1

5/129í`

Home Accountant"

9/27/86

VIDEO GAMES
Chart Title

Positions

9/11/82

Top 15 Video Games
Biweekly chart; first No. 1 video

I5

2 /2/85

10/8/83

Top 25 Video Games

25

TI, 25 than

1f''eekly

Positions

Videodisk Top 20

20

Top VideoDisks
Btu eekly

10/27/90

Debut Date

Chart Title

Positions

10/5/85

Top Kid Video Sales
Weekly chart; first No. I video: "Pmocchio"

25

6/2/90

Top Kid Video Sales
Biweekly chart

25

Top Kid Video
'Ionia chart title

25

10/8/83

Chart Title
Entertainment
Weeklychrt: first N.

8/31/85

I

10/8/83

'.

Debut Date
24 45

20
20

Education

20

10/20/84

Top Laserdisc Sales

25
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The Show Must Go On
FIBBER McGEE & MOLLY

RUN! LITTLE COCKROACH RUN!
A New Craze Hits America

Tuesday, 10 -10:30 p.m. Style- Comedy, orchestra
and vocalists. Station-WJZ (NBC network).

COCKROACH RACING
,

NATURAL FOR
CONCESSIONAIRES
A

McGee, aided by his wife and heckler,
Molly, contributes a funny and enjoyable proribber
gram, one, in fact, that is likely to send the
name of the team into the higher bracketed radio
field. In common with other radio acts, the Fibber
isn't actually a new wrinkle -he is sort of an Irish
Baron Munchausen -but the combination of a good
delivery with good material insures success. First
show was well paced and liberally sprinkled with
laughs. Character involves Fibber's adventures as a
tourist, etc., and his propensity for murdering truth.
His monolog on the first show, on the question of
when a red light is a dead light or a red light, was
very good. Ditto his story about Ermintrude, the
camel, although not new.
Supporting are Ulderico Marcelli's orchestra,
a good group, and Ronnie and Van, duet. Kathleen
Wells is soloist and on the first show handled her
two numbers nicely. No fancy frills or boom -teboom rhythm tricks, but straight singing. Voice is
pleasing. Harlow Wilcox, announcer, doubled into
foiling for Fibber, while the latter also delivered some
gag commercials on the auto wax.
-Billboard, April 27, 1935
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"There are two fools in the world," said a great man, but he neglected to say who they were.
We offer the following, take your pick: Remember, only TWO-your agent, the song booster,
the critics, the idea pirate, the ad gypper. -Walter Winchell, Billboard, April 17, 1920
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You continue to inspire us.

We look forward to working
together for many years to come...
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